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1.1 ?REFACE'
I

4

On October 12, 1976, the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act
of 1976 gas. signed into .air by the President. This law, PL 94-484,
provided for the conti action or stablishment of programs to support 0

the education and tra' ing of qualified personnel to meet the Nation's-
health cane needs and,authorized the redirection of such programs
/toward improving the, availability of primary care and the geographic
distribution ,of health professiOns personnel. The Secretary of
Health, EducAtinn, and Welfare also was directed by the law to
"establish a program, including a uniform health professions data
reporting system,,' to' collect, compile, and anal.y2e data on health
professions personnel" and to "conduct or enter into contracts for the
conduct of analytic and descriptive studies of the health" p-

4
including evaluations and prbjgctions of the supply of, and
,requirements(for, the health professions by specialty and geographic
location". Mlle Secretary was -further directed to "issemble and submit
to the President and Congrek4.nO later tkan September 1 of each year a
report on the status of healtb, profession personnel in the United
States, which report shall include a description and analysis of the
data collected pursuant to this Section" (Section 708 of the PHS Act
as amended-by P.L. 94-484). The report wh'ch follows is the first of
the series of annual reports to Be submitt d in response to that,
directive.

The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act- of 1976 reflects the
most recent evidence of the long standing desire of Congress and the .

President, clearly evidenced `"in previous legislation, to assure the °

availability of the manpower needed to prdlide high quality ',health
care to all Americans. The enactment and implementation of the Health
Professions Educational Assistance Act, of 1963, the Health Professions
Educational Assistance Amendments of 1965, and- the Allied Health
Professions Personnel Training Act of 1966. -and-their tuddessors
facilitated an unprecedented eXpansion, modernizationand upgrading
of the Nation's educational and trainiAy institutions and an
accompanying sharp increase in the enrollments 'of health\Refessions
students to'meetAthe Nation's needs for health ,manpaver.

In recognition of the successful enrollment el4ansion 'and /Ele

subsequent rise in graduates, much of whilch 1.Sstill to be realized,
Federal concern shifted from the problem&kofiachieving aggre4ate
numerical adequacy of manpower nationally*bYthe problems°of improving
geographic and specialty distribution, increasing the efficiency in
the delivery of services, and staeilizing the costs of the,services
provided. In teus--of availability of practitioners, however, the
realization of the Nation's goal of providing quality health care to
all Americans now seems definitely achievable. This first annual
report describes the progress made in recent years in expanding the
number of health professions personnel and briefly outlines likely

xix



futdre developments in the health manpower arena,both within a
framework of manpower issueslhat either still remain to be addressed
or may soon be of, consequence. As A first report, it deals generally
with an overview.of the status of the health profeiSions and sets the
stage for the more detailed.analytical and policy-oriented 'reports .

that Are planned to follow in future years.

In more specific terms, this first keport presents information on the
number and characteristics of persons engaged in,the practice of
allopathic or osteopathic medicine., dentistry, optometry, pharmacy,
podiatry,-and veterinary medicine, and on the students preparing to
enter those fields and the institutions in which they are enrolled:
Also .included is a brief section on physician extenders.
Information on public health and allied.health.personnel are not covered
in this report, since information on the status of these prOfessions
will be presented in 1973 in other reports to be prepared in response
to directives established in section 702 of P.L. 94-484 and section
793 of the PHS Act as amended,by P.L. 94-484. Information on
personnel is not included in th;g report because that profession is
covered under the Nurse TrainitCjitt and will be the subject of a
later report. -s

, --

In addition to the information on numberS and characteristics of
personnel in the health professions specified aboV, this report
identifies major developments th4t.may e-fert significant influence on
the numerical adequacy or quality of health manpower, on its
geographic or specialty distribution, and on the organization and cost
of services; It also indicates the data collection, statistical, or
analytical activities and policy concerns on which research is .

currently ongoing as well as those on which further work is needed.
As part of this section, amore specific desCription is provided of
the progress made in developing a statistical system to collect,

/ and analyze the data needed to determine, evaluate, and
forecast the status of the health professions.

The report was prepared in the'Health Resources. Administration's
Buread of Health'hanpower, Dr.' Daniel F. Whiteside, Director, by the
Bureau's' Divisions of- Medicine, Dentistry, and Associated Health
Professions, and its Office of Program Development. It was planned,
compiled, and odrdinated by Ole Bureau's ManpoWer Analysis Branch,
Howard V. Stambler, Chief. Bureau staff members who contributed to
the preparatibn of the report were: Stuart Bernstein, 4Roger B. Cole,
Anna R. Crocker, James M. Cultice, David King, Lucy M.: Kramer, Ann C.
Lawlor, games S. MorroW,',Villertine R. Philpot, and Phillip Salladay
of the Manpower Analysis Branch; Robert M. Politzere.a consultant to
the Manpower Analysis Branch; James N. Ake, Frank I.: Holt?, Dr., Donald
W. Johnson, and Dr. Preston A. Littleton ,Jr., Div'' ion of Dentistry,
Dr. 'Thomas L. Louden, Director; Grace W. Madison and Dr. Nathan.
WatzMan, Division of AssOciated HealthProfessions, Thomas D. Hatch,
Directory Dr. David R. 'McNutt,. Leticia Diai,.George,J. Inada, Dr.
Itzhak Jacoby, Ma R. Lum, Thomas Nelson, Dr. F. Anthony Pollitt,
Vicki Uchill,'Div sion of Medicine, .Dr. Robert. F. Knouss, Director;

'Rc 16
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Joseph Culhane and Howard RLochner, Office of Program Development,
Dr. Hobert Graham, Acting Director,q3PD, and Depyty Director of the
Bureau of Health Manpower. Special acknowledgment is due to the
secretarial staff without Whose able and Willing assistance this
initial\ report could not have been prepared:-.Grace Chalmers, Peggy
King, Rbbin Imber, Grace) Snyder, and Selma Warsaw.



INTRODUCTION

This report, required by Section 7(16(dyof thelPublic Health Service
Act as amended by ,the Health ProfeSsions Educational Assistance Act of
1976 (P.1... 94-184), describes and analyzes the status of health
professions perspinel in the United States. As the first -of a series
of annual reports mandated by that legislation, thiS repOt presents
significant information, on the professions of medicine, osteopathy,
dentistry, optometry, pharmacy, podiatry, and.v terinary medicine, and

mfidentifies current' developments that may have ,majof impact on-these+
professions. The establishment of a un,ifor health` Data Reporting
'System, mandated by Section 708(4 of.the,Act to collect, compile,
and analyze data on health professions personneL,'is expected to close
a naMber of important data gaps and to permit substantial improvement
in the analysis of the status 'of health profeSsions. pers-onnel. The
validity and reliability of subsequent conclusions and their
incorporation into health manpower policy should contribute
extensively to the development of a health Care delivery system that
is idequately.responsive to the Nation's needs.

The report's opening chapter "Summary and Overview: Health Manpower
Trends and Issues," presents a summary of trends in the numbers of
persons who work in each'of the specified health professions. The
chapter also highlights major manpower policy developmeWfs and '

concerns and presents a preliminary analysis of possible developments
in policy and their potential impact on practitioners and services.

,
,

. .

The dynamics of health ''manpower supply are described in the chaptet
that follows. The position, and role of the professions min -the-health'
.industry are explored, and the interrelationsiilps of manpower,
educational and training institutions, service settings and payment
mechanisms are discussed. The geographic; istribution of health
manpower, health manpower licensure, and the supply of health'
professionals and the-educational pipeline are discussed in separate
secti ns of this chapter.

In the next chatpter,,major considerations to be addressed in the
,

determination of .health mknpower requirements are discussed. A basic

1(

consideration is the definition-or delineation of,th ,concept that the
requirements are to measure. (e.g.)biOlogrcal or med" al need vs. .

ecironoMic demand) . Ofher considerations include the development of
applicable standards for- the provision of care, quantification of the,
relative contributions of different typks of health manpower in 4

various settings, and an assessment of Wt,potential impact of changes ,

in payment mechanisms, task delegation, and organization of services.'
Highlights of the implications of major present and potential
detisions or developments in-significant areas affecting health
professions personnel are also described. The developments relating
to foreign medical graduates, to health care extenders, and,to the

0
1
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establishment of health maintenance ganizations are and
are examples of issues whose resoluti n will affect, the ture of

health manpower resources.

In separate'succeeding chapters, informs on is presented on the
status of, physicians,. dentists, eptometri ts, pharmacists,
podiatrists, and veterinarians: This info ation isi presented in an
analytical context which emphasizes the general andospecific issues
'pertinent to the supply of and requirements for personnel' in each
discipline. These issues, broadly speaking, cover professional and

,,opraduate education, student and rkactitioner trends and,
characteristics, including geographic and specialty distribution of
practitioners, and the role of practitioners in the health care
delivery system. Some perspective on the state-of-the-art with
respect t,s15% current and projected supply and requirements is also
provided for each discipline.

The final chaptei, "Meeting the Data and Analytical Needs for pl
-94-48440 contains a brief but illustrative summary of.preSeht and
planned efforts to close significan!: gaps in the data on health.
professions personnel and outlines the fraMework within which such
research etiorts will be

The appendix to the report contains ,detailed statistical data on each
of the heaith.piofessions covered in the bo' y of the report,- as wall
as technical information on the sources and methodologies underlying

(,)

the material%presented.
Ic \
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I sumhox-AND own III HEALTH FO FESSIONAL TRBWDS MID 1,SUES

.. .

Beginning in. the' mid-1960's, increases in the number' and capacity of
the Nation's health professions schools was reflected in sharply

le rising enrollMents and graduates. By the early 1970's, the expanded.
4 number of health professions students had resulted, in majdwincreases

in the supply Of hearth manpower. With substantially Allipancled
educational pipeline now securely in pla e and operating at nr
capacity, the years ahead will see an e en, more rapi0;expansio in the
supply ef health manpower, bringing the number of heatth professionals
to unprecedented, high levels and closer to meeting the.Nation's heal
manpower needs

the
ey4r before jn our history. Bartln'g (Mastic

reductions of the Nation's health pr essions educatf6nal capacity,.
.'these increases are literally Atrozen into the system.

Ha these increases in supply ,have affeicted and could affect quality
_of; care, availability of prima fy care, improvement' of health status,2),
geographic mdldistribution, the educational 'system and health care
costs, have been and continue to be the major health manpower concerns
facing the Nation. This report, the first of an annual series
required by PL 94-484, not only describes the extent of'these
increases and thqir potential for ameliorating many of the Naction's
health care concerns, but also raises er of t'he issues that are-
likely to be of importance in the comings. This section
summarises some of the manpower and health care trends and issues;
which, with other concerns, are discussed in more detail later in the
report.

. .

o
,

Projections made by the Bureau of Health Nanplwer, HRA, show that the
numbers of practitioners in the major health professions categories
are slated to increase from 40 to 70 percent between 197 5 and 1990.
In every case, the suipply increase will far exceed popUlation growth,
raising the practitioner-to-population ratios well above current
levels. For example, the ratio of physicians per 100,000 popula ion
is projected to rise4rom about 177 per 100,000 in 1975 to 241 p r
100,000 in 1990, a 37 percent increase. The corresponding growth for
the dentist-populatidh ratio is .24 percent, optometrists 20 percent,
pharmacists 23 percent, and podiatrists and veterinarians 44 percent.

.

The magnitude o
lkf these supply increases is unprecedented in U.S*.

history. Consequently, the effects. of A-greater supply of
practitioners cannot be easily and unequivocally ,determined by
experience, and will warrant careful scrutiny.

4

A major and related development has been the increase in utilization
'of most types of health care by the population. Higher incomes,
expanded insurance coverage, higher levels of education and increased
awareness of, health, as well as the overall quality and effectiveness
of the health care delivery system itself have all contributed toward



/ incr sed utilization 6 health services and faciliti4.

The lose relationship, between the supply of physicians and the amount
of c e they provide has led some0Veople to believe that physicians
them elves generate care demarids. Others argue that consumer demands
are restricted less in areas with more physicians and that the uneVen
distribution ofd physicians in Dirge part reflects differences in
demand for care between areas. The existence and the extent of
physician-generated demand will undoubtedly be among the major health
manpower issues in coming years. One of the reasons for concern is
,that at the same time that utilization has been increasing, the price
of health care has grown more rapidly than other prices and t
Nation's expenditures on health care have been expanding as, a

,i

proportion of the Gross National Produpt.

Another major manpower concern of the 19700s40( as been the g graphic
distribution of healtlepractitioners. In very broad geogra is terms,
there has been only limited progress made toward more even
'distr'bution of practitioners, despite the recent increases in the, ,

aggre ate. supply of health professionals. In particular,
i

qv progress
in im roving the practitioner supply in rural and innet'citrareas has
been slower than itis hoped for, and it appears that these proble-ms
will continue to exist for a number of years. /,

Although physicianipecialty distribution has been and continues to be
an area of concern,_ in contrast to geographic'distribution, there
appears to, be a clear shift toward a great proportion of primary
care physicians. This particularly will e the case if graduate
medical education is further restructur,,* along the lines that it i
appears to be moving,-1-.e., a majo ansion of family practice and
other primary care residencies.

The representation of all segmen vs of the population in health
professions. schools and in the professions thenfselves has been a.nd
remains an area of concern. In all of the health professions schools,
the proportion of entering students who are women has regularly
increased. ProgramS to increase minority participation, however, have
been less successful than thosefor women. Although strong ains
occurred in the early 1970's, recent progress in the proporti of
minority students has slowed in:. some professions.

Although of critical importance, future reguireMents for health
professionals, are not known with any degree of certainty. NO current
method` of projecting future requirements is entirely satisfactory,, and
different analytical approaches often provide contradictory
information. The causes of changes in the demand for health care are
((...kt)t fully understood, in many health care sectors. Perhaps the only

s atement about future 'requirements that cUn be made with any
confidence is that -by 1990 the tremendous increases in supply of
health manpower should bring requirements and supply for most health
professions into closer balance than at any time in the Nation's
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history. No severe shortages art foreseen if anyhealth manpower
category in 1990. n a few categories the projected supply may

el
somewhat exceed p jected requirenlents so that an opportunity may .

exist to ameliora e or eliminate some problems, including that of
`"muneven geographic distribution. The limited preliminary estimates of

future requirements presented in this ,ireport can provide some insights
into what the future may hold.

While these forecasts present a general picture of what the balance of
practitioner supply and requirements could be in the future, they must
be viewed with caution for sever reasons. One major reason is the
uncertainty of the effects that surplus of a specific type of health
praptitioner might have. Evidence is mixed as to. Whether physicians
and- other independent practitioners._appreciably generate ckre depands
or whether they respond to care demands.. Ut*der the former Niew, a
sharply expanded supply could lead - to higher.prides and
'provider-generated demand, as providers attempt to maintain their
'incomes in the face of declining demand Bet. rovider. Under the
latter view, the expansion in supply of prov'iders as compared to
demand could lead to lower prices and. lower 'professional incomes...
There is also a question about the future role of midlevel
practitioners (such as physician assistantWand expanded function
dental auxiliaries), especially if physicians and dentists were to
face lower demands for their services. Other incentives for expanded
utilization of midlevel practitioners would have. to be %strong to
induce a physician facing decreasing demands for his own services to
employ these practitioners.

Beyond the general topic of aggregate supply- demand relationships, a
major question remains--whether the relatiVely greater supply of
practitioners will induce mor of them to seek practices in the rural
and inner city areas now under erved. Practice locations are cted
on the basis of a wide variety- f considerations, including fi ancial,
social, and personal; and progress is only beginning to be mad in
,fully understanding these factors. Another important concern r tiny
to geographic distribution of practitioners is how better to identify
and measure practitioner shortages. For example, it has long been
recognized that use of practitioner-population ratios as an indicator
of the need for additional practitioners leaves much to be desired. A

uultitude of factors other than a low supply relative to an areas s
practitioner 'population appears to be at work. Substantial research
efforts are needed to provide insights into the impact of such factors
as health care system development reimbursement practices and
policies, and the systems of provider educatio'n.

p rhaps the most recent developmknt in the health manpower field is
increasing concern about the relationship of health manpower to
reasing health care costs, particularlin the hospital sector.

a re the proliferation in types and numbers of all health workers has
led to.a steep rise in costs. Not only are hospitals the most costly
component of the. health care delivery system and the component with



)
the greatest comic st inc ases; but they arewalsgclosely, involved with
health practitiOner requirements. The potential combined effect of
hospital cost-containment polyi-cie and vastly increased supplies of
physicians 'could have major ttRifications for the future.of health
professions personnel. The increased supply of .physicians could
dampen the rise in-hospital costs if it leads to more efficient use of
hospitals or to the provision of more office based care. The
efficient utilization Of health manpower in all settings is basic to
the attainment of reasonable costs fgr health services.

1
_

'0 .

Competition, and the possible lack of it in many areas of delivery of
health care, is also a newly emerging,. area of concern. The. Federal

. Trade Commission has raised many serious questions about whether
extensive anti-competitive practices Exist in the health care
industry, wiill \undesirable effects upqn health care delivery and
costs. Among the issues raised are: whether ethical codes of
practitioners limite competition and raise costs; whether major'health
care insurors behave monopolistically are given inappropriate
advantages by State legislation, and are u \duly influenced by ,

g

'physician interests. Although these contentions are by no means
firmly eikablished, the issues they raise are relevant to both
cost-containment and manpower policy development.

Underly,lorg all of the above developments and concerns, and,,in a
sense, an issue by itself,.is the need for development of better
information and expanded analyses in the health care field. Ir many
instances, this neea is for more completer:and up-to-date de criptive
statistics on the health professions. Basic descriptive s atistics on
many health professions are incomplete, especially those
optometry, pharmacy, podiatry, and veterinary medicine; e er in

redicine, and dentistry, data gaps, restrict policy analysis.
Geographic distribution analysis depends upon the development of sound
data for counties or smaller areas. Here, the completion of the
Cooperative- Health StatistiCs System (CHSS) , especially the manpower
and facilities components, is critical. But until duch manpower and
facility data are available unifoArly for all 50 States, sometime in
'-he early 1980,s, CHS3, data must be supplemented from other sources.

Although descriptive data are an important component of the.
..

infor. tion needed to evaluate the status of the health professions,m,

no Les important are the analytical studies that can provideueSurther
explan Lion of the causes and effects of changes. This type oT7.
analySis is very complex, difficult, and time consuming; and goes far
beyond the simple reporting of statistical survey results. The
development of. this type of information is also much more
problematical, since many lines of inquity may prove fruitless. ,Only

with expansion of this type of detailed aq-elysis, such as is called
for in Section 70b of PL 94-484, can the'dauses-and effects of changes
in the Nation's health care delivery system be identified, and the
status of the health professions fully and adequat y described.
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;I. THE DYNANICS OF HEAITH,PIAULTIONER MELT

Evaluation of the status of the Nation's health practitioner manpower
must include a review of the individual professions, their cducatidn,
their numbers, aiid their dilstribution: But it must also innvolme other

\ perspectives, such as the practitioner's role' in delivering care in a
Ilarge, complex care system and the changes and trends, both past and
future, within this broader context. In the first section of ).his
report some general approaches used to assess the statue-of health\ profess s persol, inclUding the number and characteristics of

\practition rs and tudents, practice characteristics, and patterns of
ast, present, and anticipated grovth in th professions are
phasized, and commonalities and differenc s among the individual

p ofessions are discussed. Beforeithii, however, some ,significant \f tures of the health care system' and health manpower generally aredescribed to provide a general framework for better Understanding the
more specific discussions that follow.
Health tare is an industry and, employing &bout fi.ve million persons,
is the third largest industry in the NationlkecoOmy. In FY 1976,
personal health care expenditures amounted topover $120 billion or
about \9 percent of the Nation's gross national pro t. Like other
industries, it has been affected by thebroad chart§ ies in American
society that hate occurred in the thirty years since World War II.
Without reflection, it is difficult to recall just how sweeping the
changes have'been. The,population is older, more educated, and
uybanized. It is employed more in the professions and service
industries and its personal incomes have. grown rapidly. Technology
#ah transformed nearly all aspects of life, but particularly health
care. The role of. the Federal government has expanded.. dramatically as
these changes and.a multitude at others have created strains and
problems throughout society and the economy. Yet, it can reasonablyk
be said that greater strains and problems have appeared in the health
care industry than elsewhere, and that more public scrutiny has been
focused on this industry than most others. While many industries have
adapted to the changes of the past thirty years, health care has
experienced increasing numbers of serious and persistent problems and
has been the object of increased government involvement and public

' cOncern.

The obvious question of why the health care system has experienced a.
relatively greater number of serious problems is largely unanswerable.
Present knowledge falls' far short of providing a conclusive
understanding of the forces and interactions that have caused the
health care system to be what it is to day. Still, there are some
differences between the health care industry and most other industries
which have undoubtedly contributed to the direction and form of change
taking place within health care. These are:



1. For many Health professions, entry can be achieved
only tnrough a licensure process open t!oggraduates of op
'accredited scaools or persons meeting specified State
requirements. The emphasis placed on scientific and
technological education in the accreditation process
following the Flexner report, the extended length and
high cost of professional education, and the substantial
institutional resources required to establish and sustain
health professions education are factors' that have had
the effect of limiting the expansion of enrollments in
some health professions schools and consequently, the
supply of health professionals. In addition, 'the lack of
flexibility and the incompatibility of curricula in
schbols of the same discipline and between disciplines
tends,to curtail,.if not elimin+ student transfers and
other adjustMents.

In healttr4are, insurance has made the utilization of
health services much less expensil4e to the consumer at the
time of puprchase than its trtie, costs. The true cost of
health care to consumers has bieu4obscured by major
government expenditures that are largely drawn from
general tax revenue4-and by the apparent easing of
financial constraints on many consumers by third-party
payment plans.

The service output of health care is difficult
(frto measure and to evaluate. Although some health care is
as priceless to' the patient as his life and may be the
only alternative to illness, pain, and disability, the
desirability of some courses of treatment 14 uncertain to
both the, practitioner and the patient. The content of
"necessary" apd "good" health care remains largely
undefined, even though substantial efforts are being made
to address this issue. Furthermore, the
imponderables of disease and illness and the technical
complexity and high technology component of many health
care services tend to make consumers relatively less
knowledgeable about, health care than about many other
services.

4. health care, like many service industries, is
still very unconcentrated, in respect to most
practitioner care, but it also has moderately organized
institutional sectors which are predominantly non-profit.
This means that the profit motive that exists in most
industries is mixed with personal objectives and the
complex objectives of non-profit institutions.

I 1,-2
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5. Health care professions have loc.pg held a unique
position in the public consciousness and esteem. They
have traditionally been regarded As among the most highly
prestigious occupations ,in, the nation. The health CCM
system has thus4ended t take on an almost mystical aura
of unquestionabtutherity. That is true of almost no.

indusbfy:
Pir' kThese differences 'c tribu 'suostantially to the' difficulty of any,

analySis of the hea h care system.' The aBsumptions.and explanations
used to desciibe o er industries can only be used with great-care
because health care- is different. Alternate theories, of the causes of
particular. health care industry problems- -such as the escalation of
'care coststascribe some of the causes to one or another of,theSe
differencei, but they an awkiard to distinguish. Because data on
health care include no 'period when the supplies of health
professionals were not limited in some way, it is difficult to

.estimate the relative impacts of the features of the health care'
delivery system.

T'ese difficulties in understanding the causes of changes in the
health care.syetemprepent problems for the developiiia---of health
manpower policy. ,As discussed in _fates chapters of this report, the
supply.of all types of health profesiions will increase substantially
in ftture years and the extent and form of.health insurance coverage
wil1 also change:-probably through the initiation of some type of
National health insurance

Trends in overall health manpower supply provide a particularly useful
perspective for the evaluation of health professional manpower. Table.
II-1 presents long-term trends for all health manpower and for
selected occupations; It shows that over the thirty-fiie year period
from 1940 to 1975, the. supplies of health professionals have grown
more slowly than the numbers of ,,allied health manpower. Whereas
health professionals amounted to 56 percent of all health manpower it
1940, this. percentage had dropped to about 34 percent by 1975.
Although this .trend reflects many different developments, including a
shift toward greater specialization and delegation, ,and the
development of new occupations and new roles and functions for

r---$31"1"rg occupations, it may also be partly ascribable to the
constraints upon entry into these professions. Similarly, the number
of persons employed in occupations categorized as non-professional has
grown by 550 percent, in thirty-five yearsprobably because of the
large concentration of health services .in hospitals- - whereas the
suPplxkof health professionals has grown 'by 150 percent over this
period As physicians and. other health practitioners have
specialized, so too have practitioners in the allied health manpower
occupations. The numbers of psychologists, respiratory therapists,
and vocational rehabilitation counselors have all grown very rapidly
and new health occupations appear frequently.

I

.



Two. other features of Table II-1 deserve comment. First, while the
greatest recent concern has been expressed over the 'growth of hospital
costs and staffing, manpower in other health services delivery
settings (e.g. medical offices, nursing homes) has shown an even
greater rate of growth. Although the numbers of persons. in most of
these occupations are still relatively small, the rate of growth is
noteworthy. Second, there appears to be a reduction in the rate of
yrowth of, most allied health manpower .occupations in the 197.0's. It
is still too early to be sure that this represents, a change in the
long-term trend since this 'reduction could be an artifact of hospital
price controls and cost'concerns. However, this tr%nd warrants future
examination.

An' important part of any future evaluation of the status of health
.practitioners should be an extensiveanalysis of the forces shaping
health care as a whole and the changes occurring in the utilization of
all types of health manpowerconsiderations that are closely
associated withhealefh practitioners' delivery .of care and its cost. .
For this first Report to-Congress, however, these 'considerations have
been given only limited attention and only a brief acknowledgement is
made of their importance in the delivery of health care.

Tie Geographic Distribution of Health Professionals

The geographic distribution of health manpower`' has. long been an area
of concern for health poliy. Although the Health Professions
Educational Assistance Act of 1963'was directed almost' entirely toward
increasing the aggregate numbers of health, practitioners, problems in
the distribution of health manpower were recognized even then. Since
that ti e,cconcern over practitioner maldistribution has grown,
,particula ly since the total.supply of manpower was expanding markedly
without m h apparent improvement in its geographickdistribution.
Today many programs are directed toward :improving practitioner
distribution. however, given the past intractabilityof this problem
and the long lead time before provisions designed to'sslter the
distribution of profess4onals'noi in training can have an impact, it
appears that even the strengthened shortage area programs and related
Provisions enacted in P. L. 94-484 may not produce an immediate
resolution to maldistribution problems.

Describing the Distribution of Health Manpower

The distribution of health practitioners is generally described by
comparing the supply of health practitioners relative to population in
different parts of the country. Based on this traditional measure of
health manpower supply -- the practitioner-to-population ratio -- the
supplies of health practitioners seem to follow a general regional
pattern. For themos1t part, the New England and'Middle Atlantic
States have the most favorable supplies and the Southern States the

") 5
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least favorable. An exception` to this ."general pattern as the
cotparatively low supply of optometrists in the'Middle Atlantic

'States, although the presence of large numbers of ophthalmologists
within that region may explain the difference. Compared to. other
heal b professions, the,Nest North Central and Mountain regions havevery favorable veterinarian-to-human population ratios. However,
the e ratios are probably a direct reflection of the large .number of
her animals in. these sections of the'country; ratios. of small animal
ve rinarians to human populations should more closely resemble the
distributionof other health professions.

Another aspect of geographic distribution is the differential between
'supplies in metropolitan and in non-metropolitan areas of the Nation.
Metropolitan counties have much larger shares of nearly all types of
health manpower than their populations would indicate. In terms of
patient care M.D.'s, for example, the ratio of N.D.'s to. populatiom
'metropolitan counties (149-M.D.'s per 100,000 ) was nearly twice as.
large as that in non-metrOpOlitan counties (77 per. 100,000). A
smallecidisparity,exists for primary care M.D.'s, for which the ratio
in metropolitan areas (51 per 100,0'00) was 46 percent higher than the
ratio in non-metropolitan ones (35 per 100,000). The relative dentist
supply was 65 percent, higher in metropolitan counties, while four
times as many podiatrists were available in'metropolitan counties as
in non - .metropolitan ones. The two types of counties had :equal ratios
of optOrfletristS to popdlation (9 per 100,000). However, in
non-metropolitan areas, ,there was less than one ophthalmologist for
every five optometrists, while there are about three ophthalmologists
for every five optometrists in Metr politan areas. Thus,"
non-metropolitan area's were depend t upon the same per capita number
of optometrists to provide much I rger proportions of their vision
tcare. With respect to'pharmacis supply, differences between
metPopolitan and non-metropolit n areas were relatively minor. (See
'Fig. 1).

Comparisons of practitioner- to-pDp ation ratios across the nine
Cebsus regions support the notion that pharmacists' ate the Most evenly
distributed of the health professionals. For,pharmacy, the ratios of'
the best supplied region (New. England) and the least supplies region
(the. South Atlantic) both fall within 15 percent of the national
average.. Podiatrists are the least* evenly distributed across the
,regions, with' the supply in the Middle Atlantic States 77 percent,
above the national average and in the West North Central Statek 74
percent below it. Comparing the ranges for two types of physician
ratios, it appears that primary care physicians are slightly more
wienly distributed across the Census regions than are all patient care,
Ohysicians..

\

As indicated in discussion, traditional descri t as of the
geographical distribution of different health .practitioners are
somewhat cumbersome for making comparisons a ong areas and
professions. The GINI,index, a statistical tool that expresses,
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unevenness as a single number, makes it easier' to make, such

comparisons. 1/ The GINI index value varies between ro, indicating,

no maldistributondind 1.0, indicating the possible
maldistribution.

A comparison of State GINI indices for different health practitioners
(See Table 11-2) reveals some'. interesting contrasts among the
professions. The two most unevenly distributed professions, according
to the GINI data, are-podiatry and dentistry. To some .extent, the
poor distribution of podiatrists reflects the small podiatric manpower
supply, the small number of States with schbolS of podiatry (where ,

podiatrists tend to practice), and licensure differences among States.
In the case of dentistry, an important contributing factor -is the
close relationship, between the demand for dental care and family
income levels, with the unevenness of dentist distributionthought to
reflect, in part, the unevenness of care demands and consumer income.
The GINI data also,support the Other indications that pharmacists are
the most evenly dist ibdted type of health professional. For 1974,

the GIN1 index of p rAacist distribution by State was only 0.063,
less than half that of any other health profession.

41.

An alternative approach fgr 'evaluating distribution differences is to
determine how many distinct areas throughout the country lack minimal
supplies of health manpower: Sidi determinations have been:madeion a
case-by-case basis in the process of designating critical health
manpower shortage areas under section 329(b) of the Public Health
Service Act (for the National Health Service Corps program). During
the initial four years that such designations have been made,
_approximately 1100 areas with a total population of about ,16 million
have been identified as having critical shoitages of primary care
physicians (generally indicating'less than one primary care physician
for every 4000 persons in the area); of these,/ about fOpr-fourths are in
rural areas and one-fifth in urban areas. Approximatelt 850 areas
with a total population of about 13 million have been identified as
having critical shortages of didbitists'(generally indicating fewer than

one dentist for every 5,000 persons) of these, about nine-tenths are in
rural areas (See Table 11-3). Other shortage areas have also been
designated for purposes of the loan repayment program under section
741(f) of the PHS Act (See Tables 11-4, A-II-1, and A-II-2). 2/

r.
1/ To compute the GINI index, one graphically accumulates the
percentage of the total population (on the one axis) and the
percentage of all practitioners of the profession (on the other axis)
starting with the area of lowest practitioner-to-population ratio and
going to the area of 'highest ratio. If the distribution were perfect,
the result would rbe a 45 degree "line of equality." The GINI index is
th0 ratio of the area between the actual curve and the line of

egualit to the total area under the li of equality.

2/ Th'e new legislation, P.L. 94-484, as a ended, requires a number of
changes in.coverage, criteria and proceaure (Med in health npower

sHortage.area designation. Comparable figures 'to those sho above are

not-yet',available: See page 11-8.
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Analysis of changes in the geographic distribution of health
professionals aver time suggests .that progress towards more equitable
distributions of health manpower has been mixed. Based on the GINI
index, essentially no changes.can be seen in the evenness of
distributi'h of 8.D.Is and podiatrists in. recent years. A substantial
improvemen over ajour-year period, equa to 'about 10 percent of the
base yea dex, was observed in the GINI index calculated for
optOm ists.' However, the most drimati improvement vas for
pharmacists, where an. improvement. of abOut 40 percent over 8 years was
aeasure&

Causes of Haldistribution

The apparent persistence 'of the maldistributian problem is
.anderstandable when. the factors affecting locational decisions of
physician and other health manpower are considered. A major aspect of
the problem appears to be the strong'social, professional, and other
incentives for he4ith pnofessionals to locate in the more prosperous
sections of metropolitan areas and to avoid practice in rural and
inner city areas. This situation is, not:, particularly unique or
unexpected,,as other service industries are characterized by similar
locational patterns. The difference, of course, is that health

:services are more, vital to re well-being of 'the population than many
of these other_services, an that availabi ty of high quality health
care to i11 Americans has been enunciated as, a national goal.

The location of educational and training institutions is considered an
importaat factor. For a number of, disciplines, there is a direct
relationshiR between place of professional education and pricti e

1

location. fhe most notable, example 4s.that of podiatrists, vie e thee
'States with, schools of podiatryfti4p.ve among the highest ratios o -

podiatrists-to-population. Optometrists also show'a definite tendency
to practice in the States where they graduated.' In addition; studies
indicate that locale of birth place, medical school attendance,
internship and residency affect strongly the propensity .for a recently
trained physician to locate in a given State.

Fromlthe practitioner's personal perspective, Prior attachment to an
area, cultural, and lile-style considerations,. and professional
opportunities all appear to be important. For physicians, especially
those in secondary and tertiary specialties, the availability of a
technologically advanced hospital is significant and the opportunity
to, join a group practice of to work with other physicians may 1*
factors. The presence of an employing facility can be of some
importance to pharmacists. Since many practitioners ,have relatively
high income prospects wherever the location, it may be incorrect to
assume that income expectations receive `_much consideration. At this
time, there is no strong basis for estimating the degree to -which.
additional financAar incentives might.make attractive an _otlerwise

iFless desirable locatieb:
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In attePOttitg to attain amore even distribution of health manpower,
current FOL:hrn!l'prog cams address variousof.the locational .factors'
discussed °0-'. Loan repayment And scholarships are cont ingent' upon
agreement g "tve in P hortage,areas which are either seledted from
the list or4e!".deS ignated areas by the applicant or are matched to
his ex prey preferences. Extension of health profegsional training
oPportonitl..0 to lacking professional schools, and

laps .preceptor A Vhi h induce students to practice in rural and inner
city areas' '!,01,6-end on the importance of. prior exposure. Extensimi of
health "'Main' education-!. to tural and to /finer City areas through the

Area Healt/If dUtatinn Centers and other similar programs involve the
influence 474ofessiOdal opportunities as a locational factor.

Available rif?tkatioo on the effect of Federaj. programs for improving
distritiiob of health manpower by providipg financial incentives

suggests tP these effortsk have had only limVted success to date. k'

large number.2r health professionals have received loan repayment in
return for rottage area service,under section 741(f) of ,,.the Public

Health Serifice Att (5ee Table *41I-2), but the significance of this
must.be eVoi-at%d in light of 04 large number of health 'professionals
graduating j2m school and potentially eligible for the program and
the large Isi7qt eligible. through Federal service (in othe National
Health Serl;c! Corps or the.IndianAlealth Service) who-are receiving
repayment 3 a financial bonus..,The National Health Service Corps has
succeeded ;#4i: "Acing a-substantial number vf primary care physicians,
dentists- an °tiler hfalth 'manpower. within shortage areas, but has been
unable to C,,e tUkt enough manpower,to staff all approved sites. (See
Table II-0:90visions 'Of P.L. 94-484, including the expansion of
scholarska aviArded in return for.:obligated service, .are, teqidedto.s

improve thl.

The changes j,41 the criteria..for designation of ortage areas whiOh
were mandat:'c;hY Cong;ess in the 'HealthtProfessions Education .

Assistance -- of 1976..suggest :that the criteria, for shortage used

previously. for of
of National Health.Servibe Corps placement,

under..00"0:ctiOn 32g(bY of the Public Health Service Act, Were
considered ",onservative and narrow in scope. Revisions of 'these

criteria
o

'"

included in Regulations implementing the new section
432 of the I., 4c0 Contain provision, for identifying
geographical areas, population groups, and facilities which have
shortages 010Aviliiahle manpowerp.and are expected to result 'in the
identificatin of more de41gnated area] than the previous section
329,(b) 0Cri'eckk' health manpower shortage.areau-criteria, particularly
ill urban aCol with larger total shortages of primary care medical
and dental h:-Power. However, the new criteria will be more stringent
than, Were criteria previously used for the purposes of.
Loan canc0.:4

shortage
and repayment under section 741.(f), in an effort to

more closel..ci`4get resources available for that program on areas of
greatest 11°-
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saiu;eoirnt Problems

At present, statistics and concepts for geographic distribution
analysis are rudiMentary at best. Considerably more effort is needed
to understand just how uneven the distribution of health manpower is
and to understand the implications of a particular distribution of
manpower for the distribution of health services.

A major problem with existing measures derives from the fact that most
statistics relate to administrative;y determined areas, such as
counties and metropolitan areas, and not to true health service
delivery aims. Since-consumers and providers of health services are
seldom constrained by these administrative boundaries dependence upon
these administrative areas for analysis can provide misleading
informatiokabout the relative availability of health care to persons
in differentareas.

. .

Differences in the GINI index obtaned.when different geographic areas
are used for analysis can illustrate the impact of area definition on
distribution findings. As-an example, for active non-Federal_ H.D.es
in 1973 the GINI indices for three differenttlevels of areas were as
follows:

By State (50 States) ...... .J... . 0.161
By Census defined State Economic Area (173 areas). 0.292
By County (3,071-Counties).

,

.
0.361

In general, smaller index values (that is, less Uneveliness) would be
expected when making comparisons among larfer geographical units.

A mote accurate assessment of the geographic distribution of manpower
-would depend on data being available for areas defined in such airway
that doiirceSW 'care' iodated mithih' their boundaries were aiailable to:
all the residents in the area, and to:miother. Such data are
'impOssible to obtain In:ro national source's. However, it is 'hoped that
impro ed ,data wil b,come available from the Health Systems Agencies
set .0 .by Publi w 93-641. Present dependence upon county data .fornatio 1 analyi its the ability" evaluate distkibutional
problems-at a.su level, a ma j hortcoming in trying -to
address problems within he inner -Fit ells of the Nation. ,

In addition to this pcob m of area definition, recent informtion on-7- \ 1,_.--...

the utilization of medic 1 services as raised ,new doubts about the _ ... '.' .Al_
adequacy of.manpower/pop lation 4a os in describing the availability
of adequate health Berri es. From both anecdotal evidence and
intensiii analysis Apf se acted small areas oftithe Nation, it is known
that a large number of a as with low practitioner-to-population
ratios have serious probl ms obtaining adequate health care. However,
similar sources indicate-that areas with low ratios are not
necessarily characterize by the types of access problems which are

\assumed to be associat with low supplies, and that problems in areas'

11 -9



with low ratios may not necessarily be resolved by the addition of
health professionals. 1/ In addition, it appears that access problems
exist in significant numbers of areas and population groups for which

there are good to excellent practitioner-to-population ratios.

Several recent studies of physician distribution and of various
aspects of health care delivery have questioned the common perception
that physicians in areas with low ratios are overworked and that
populations there Wive difficulty obtaining care, while research
findings in this area are very limited and tentative, they show that
practices in areas thought to have critical shortages of primary
medical care are nOt necessarily characterized by high productivity or
long waiting times for appointments. In addition, there has been some
concern because utilization of services at sothe National Health
Service Corps sites has been lower than expected.

A recent study-comparing non-metropolitan areas designated as'
medically underserved (under sections 1302(7) and 330(b) (3) of the
Public Health Service Act), with other non-metropolitan areas shooed
that populations of these two groups of areas have similar perceptions*
regarding difficulty in travail/1g to care, the adequacy of care, and
the excessiveness of waiting times. The populations in the areas
designated as being medically underserved did have greater hospital
utilization, but also equal or better utilization of certain
preventive services. 2/

The underlying issue of distributional concerns is the availability
and, accessibility of-necessary and appropriate health care services to

an area's population. The studies cited above suggest that the
relationship between manpower and the delivery of services'must be
examined further if maldistribution problems are to be resolved.

Current,health manpower legislation, which contains a variety of
interrelated programs for addressing various aspects of the
maldistribUtion problem, reflects the type of brbad-based approach
that is needed until additional insight into the operation of the
health care delivery system is obtained. Substantial ,progre s can 'be

made, bUt achievingea perfectly even distribution of health npower,
particularly providers' of secondary and tertiary care, does of 'teem

to be either a realistic or a necessary goal, and efforts to tain a

wore even distributioh will take time.

1/ For, a hr.ief review of this research, see Reinhardt, Uwe E; " ealih

Manpower Policy in the Onited,States: Issul for Inquiry in the
Decade," November; 1976 (mimeo).

2/ Kleinman, Joel C. and Wilson, Ronald,, W.; Are 'Medically
Underserved Areas' Medically. underserved?" Health Services Research,
Summer, 1977, pp. 147-162.
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Health Practitioner Licensure

Health practitioner licensure represents another aspect of the
manpower situation that warrants contin ing scrutiny. In a 1968
report to-the Congress, the Department f H.E.R. stated',
"Theoretically, licensure is to protec, the public. to practice it is
sometimes sought by a profession as a ans of establishing the
parameters of its discipline and its title; or it can be a. method of
control through State registration or practitioners, with little
effort to set or enforce standards." 1/ In the intervening period,
many changes have taken place in the Licensure of health
practitioners. Some of the more notable changes that are occutring r
include the centralization of .licensure activities, Often ,including
health and non-health occupations in a single department; the
introduction of members of other health. professions and membels of the
general public on health practitioner State boards; expansion of the'
scope of practice and the degree of task delegation permitte4 to
practitioners; and the introduction of requirements for continuing
education. The number of States having selected licensure .

characteristics for health, professionals is showed in Table 1176.

Although continuing education reguireMents are preialent only in
optometry, a comparison. of 1975 and 1976 'requirements indicates a
clear trend toward this type of licensure provision in many health
professions. The introduction of "consumers" or members of the
Oneral 'public onto State licensing boardS is not widespread for any
profession but is definitely. increasing. In a related area, there is

1/ Independent Practitioners under Medicine. A Report. to the
Congress, Department of Health, Education, and Reltare, 1968.
Some features of the degree of change in practitioner licensure and
some of the differences between licensure provitionS of different
types ot, practitioners are summarized in Table 11-6.. Reciprocity and
endorsement provisiOns are thought to_ be important in reducing
possible barriers that could prevent practitionerS,from relocating
their practice's into certain states and thus .reducing competition.
Such provisions are much more common among states for the professions
of optometry; pharmacy, podiatry, ,, and veterinary medicine than for
physicianstnd dentists. Likewise, the acceptance *f, national
examinations in place of the State0s written examination-may-reduce
lodational barriers to reciprocity.. Here, medicine, dentiStry, and
pharmacy are the professions with noticeably more widespread reliance
on national examinations. An important development in dentistry 'has
been the .development of regional clinical examinationS In the 'past.,
the validity of clinical dental examinations has been guestioned, --

because of some States, 'requirements for performance of such \

infrequently used procedures as gold foil restorations.

.
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consi mariatiOn among the professions in the inclusion on the

.-40-Mlimbetli.of..pccifessions other than the one being
Aicensed. FOX itecttioal purposes, denfists, optbmetrigts,,
ihirmaciite, and veterinarians are licensed entirely- by members of
their owd liofeeigions. In contrast, podiatrists are licensed by
boards limited to:,podiatrlsts in 28 states, while podiatrists are
.regpiredAd be a Majority of the health professionals in 8 states and
less"than a majority in 9 others. Although over 20 states have only
allopathic.Rhysicians or only osteopathic physicians on their
respective State boards, a striking contrast exists in the states
which have mixed health professions boards. For MD's, 22 of 23 such
boards have MD's as .a majority of the health professional membership
whereas for DO's 26 of 27 of these boards have a majority of other
prOfesSions. -Thig-appears tq be almost entirely attributable to
having a joint board which licenses both types of physicians and
'reflects the relay number of MD's and DO's.

A few other curre t developments in icensure are notable. One is
that 'optometrists are given authority dispense diagnostic drugs in
8 States., and, in he State, are also permitted use of drugs for
treatment, then y shifting the practice boundaries between
optometrists nd'ophthalmologists. There is also a trend in licensing
laws towar egyressing the optometrist's responsibility fot

1

ascertaini the presence of disease and referring the patient to a
physician. In pharmacy, there Ales been a shift in pharmacy education
An the last several years toward increased preparation of the student
for profesgional roles, with involvement of pharmacists in drug
therapy and greater responsibility for drug-related deFision making.
While there is no present recognition in licensure stetutes of the .

differepces between pharmiriSts educated before and after this change,'
as greater proportions of practicing 'pharmacists have this never form
of education and seek profession l roles appropriate to it, serious

otl
licensure issues could arise. F' ally,ally, in medicine, MD specialty
boards have established mandat recertification in four specialties.
However, only in the specialty of Family Practice, Where all
specialists-aee recently certified, does the ecectification
requirement take effect prior to 1985.

Over the past few. years, criticism of the restrictive aspects of
licensure'has increased, particularly among economists who often view
such restrictions as a source of professional ,protections from the
forces of market competition. The Federal Trade Commission is
currently challenging provisions of professional agsociationst codes
of ethics forbidding.advertising and the solicitation of patients in
optometry, medicine, and dentistry. Other areas of concern include
possib,le impediments to development of new forms of health care
delivery such as,HMO's, the involvement of organized medicine in
health insurance, and possible conflicts between physicians and
insurors over control of health care delivery reimbursement. At a
recent FTC conference on Competition in the Health :are Sector,
economists and others recommended investigation of the impact of

11-12
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licensure restrictions on the supply of health care providers,
indluding such issues as whether the private sector has contributed toplacing restrictions on the number of persons entering medical (and
possibly other health professions) schools, whether the private .sector
has taken control of medical specialty areas of practice and entry to
the specialties, and whether the private sector has induced
inappropriate restrictions on the scope of practice of allied healthprofessionals.

The FTC interest in possible.restraint of trade in the health caresector has caused renewed interest in questions of whether licensureand activities by health practitioners have brought about
anti-competitive situations furthering the economic advAntage ofpractitioners. While many of these questions will not be resolved for
a number of years, due to the difficulties in analysis of the health
care system and the limitations of existing data, they give rise to atleast three issues:

1) Can the licensure process be so structured as to eliminate
aspects most conducive to possible anti-competitive
."occupational franchising" while still serving to provide
controls on activities deleterious' to the quality-ofcare?.

2) How can the redirection of graduate medical education be
effected without bringi,ng'about a situation that
unintentionally confers the benefits of limited competition'

If on specialties where entry is Waited? One' aspect of this
issue is whether constraint on entry into well supplied
specialties is the only or even the best policy. Such
constraint has the disadvantage of taking effect only over an
extended period, while programs that reduced incentives to
practicing in well-supplied specialties would affect both theentrants tpAhe supply and practicing specialists and thus:.have more rid impact.

3) Should the current 'polics(of limitine'entry of FmGos be
-carefully monitored to determine whether such contraints upon .entry into the medical profession are having unintended
effects in the areas of care costs and the access. to care of
some population groups? Because FlIGIs are unevenly.
distributed by specialty and health care sectors the
curtailment of FMG entry may provide a research
opportunity to measure the effects of limiting market-inducedsupply.

Licensure issues involve difficul questions that cannot be adequately
addressed at present,, and it cannot be expected that licensure issues.will be easily or quickly resolved. k recent report, "Credentialing
Health Manpower - July 1977" (DHEV publication Ho. (OS) 77-50057),calls for adoption of a number of avefiues that should contribute to
continued improvement in the liceneure and certification of health
personnel.
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The enactment of PL 88-129, the Health Professions Edu' 'tional
Assistance Act of 1963, began a process that has signif antly
expanded the educational opportunities for interested d qualified
persons to enter health professions careers and now practically
guarantees a tremendous future increase in the supply of healths
professionals.

As a consequence, the Nation's health care system is moving into a
period in which the health practitioner supply will be very different
from t atof the__Daat-, reaching levels heretofore not thought possible
or pe s desirable, at least on an aggregate national basis.
Due to t limited capacity of the health professions educational
system existing before passage of RI. 88-129 and subtequent
legislation, no body of experience now exists from which the probable
impact of these greater numbers of health care providers can be
confidently estimated. Some,observers believe that these 1iiirp

increases in suppl Y will have-the adverse result of increasing health
care costs and may cause serious problems in the alth care delivery
system. Tthey base their views on the apparent i ability of normal
market forces to regulate health care costs, an on partial evidence
suggesting that- health care.providers.may have he capability to
generate their owh demands for care, some of it of questionable value.
However, other factors affecting health care delivery, such as growing
health insurance coverage and efforts to alleviate geographic and
spedialty maldistribution, may so alter the situation that market
torces will operate more effectively than anticipated. Overall, there
is no certainty as to how the increased supply of practiti ers will
affect the delivery 'of health care. While this 'uncertainty ill be
discussed.more fully later in this report, it needs to be kep in mind
when examining the impact of the expected large increases in supply.

The effects of the various health professions educational assistance
acts aimed at expanding health practitioner education have beeni
considerable. First yeat places in health professions educational
institutions increased rapidly-in the mid-and late 1960's and early
1970's. TUE resulted in a modera increase in practitioner supply,

le
in the, 1970's, and is expected AD result in rapid and substantial
increases in the 1980's. The lonv-term trends in' the number of
schools and graduates are summariied in Table 11-7. Although the
effects of the legislation have differed between the professions, all
professions have experienced a rapid expansion in educational capacity
and associated increases in graduates. If In medicine and, dentistry,

MMEMI.ail

1/ The data for future years are the basic series ecast; for a full
discussion of the methodology and assumptions see -the chapters of this
Report on the individual professions and the Technical Appendix.

11-14
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there were substantial increases in the mvber of schools and
graduates from 1950 to 1975. While the number of schoOls of
optometry, pharmacy, and podiatry has not increased sharply, the
numbers of graduates has, reflecting expanded capacity among existing
schools. In veterinary medicine, the number of schools and graduates
is ,expected to rise considerably between 1975 and 1990.

It is apparent that the existing demand for h alth professions
education could provide more entrants into h lth professions schools

eiand ultimately into the health. professions th n is currently being
permitted by the capacity of present educational institutions. In
recent years, the number of applicants, has been from two and one-half
to three times greater than the number of first year places in medical
and dental schools,. despite a general recognition that it is futile to

otriiprofessions have had many applicants for each first year place.

ap with less than excellent credentials. Likewise, schools in the

In pharmacy the ratio of applicants to first year places is about 2.5
to 1, optometry 3.6 to 1, podiatry 5.6 to 1 and veterinary medi e
7.3 to 1. rn medicine, large numbers of foreign medical graduate
have sought to enter the U.S. medical system, and thousands of young,
Americans have been and are studying medicine abroad. Aspirants to
the health professions see these careers as very desirable, and in th
absence of educational and financial constraints, even more new
practitioners would likely be added to the supply than presently
envisioned.

Nevertheless, the present capacity of health professions educational
institutions is large enough to permit major increases in the supplies
of health practitioners to take place in future years, along with
vastly improved ratios of practitioners to population.' This is true
even in the face of the restrictions on foreign medical graduates set

--in place by PL 94-484 (which will, be discussed later in the chapter on
,physicians). Estimates of increases in the numbers of practitioners
and the ratio Of practitioners per 100,000 population forvarious
recent and future years are shown in Table 11-8. Again, differences
.in the degree of increase will exist among the various types of
practitioners, but all types will experience rapid growth in the
practitioner- to - population ratio between 1970 and .1990.

Briefly, the method used to develop supply projections incorporates.
first year enrollments and completion rates to determine, projected
graduates for each year. Deaths and retirement rates are also taken
into account to yield the net annual ,change in the number of
practitioners for each profession. (For A.D.s the. net annual increase
in foreign and Canadian medical graduates is also entered into the
projection model.) .

These supply forecasts' are believed 'to' be relatively reliable and"
reflect almost entirely what is currently in the educational pipeline.
Although these represent'a "moat likely" level of supply, other
alternate projections - both of a "high" and now" level - show only ,-
minor differences. Generally, the differences between the "most
likely" Basic Series estimates,,presented here, and the-alternate
"High Series" and alternate "Low Series" show a range of less than 6

. percent in 1990.
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A central feAre of these forecasts of greater supplies of health
practitioners is' that they are somewhat immutable or "dozen into
place." The stability of the educational sector is substantial and
only drastic and immediate chanyes in the number and capacity of
health profession schools could have even a moderate effect on the
supply of health professionals over the next decade. It it were
considered desirable, for example, to maintain the
physician-to-population ratio at the 1975 level of about 177 per
100,000, a substantial reduction in the Ration's first-year medical
and'osteopathic school enrollment wou d be required to achieve that
ratio in 1990. Similar situations ex st-to some extent for other

itypes of health practitioners. Since there is no proven correlation
between practitioner -to- population ratios and the delivery of health
services, it j.s obvious that this is not intended to suggest that any
reduction of .the Nation's educational capacity for training of health
manpower is desirable. Rather it is intended only to illustrate that
the supply of health practitioners is almost certain to increase much
faster than t14 population over the next decade.

Although obtaining reliable estimates of the aggregate supply of,
Health prOfessionals'in the coming.ye4rs is of major importance in
evaluatinj the status of health manpower in the U.S., P.L. 94-484
addresses and, attempts to deal with what is increasingly being
recognized as an even more crucial issue--that of'specialty
distribution.and primary care manpower. ,Unfortunately, estimates of
the future specialty distribution of the Nation's health manpower
(especially physicians) are less certain than those of the total
supply. A Graduate Medical Education Trend forecast which
incorporates' an extrapkation to 1980 of the 1967-74 trends in
first-year residency distribution and a maintenance of that
distribution in the years after 1980 is presented in Table II-9.
Because of the marked rise in interest in primary care during the
1967-1974 period, this method is believed to provide a realistic
forecast of the numbers of physicians in primary care specialties
(i.e.,. general and family practice,internal medicine, and pediatrics)
and other specialists in 1980 and beyond. (For further discussion,
see the chapteron Medicine in this report.) In this forecast, it is
estimated that 46 percent of all .M.D.'s (or over 50 percent if
Obstetrics/Gynecology a-ee included) may be in primary care specialties,
by 1990, a substantial increase in the number of MD's in this area of
specialization.. 1/

In terms of the ratios of MD specialists per 100,000 population,,
however, even these distinct increases in the supply.of primary care
MD's would have only a moderate effect on the _overall specialty
distribution. Because of the large numbers of non7primary care

1/ These figures are "head countg" of physicians whose major field is
in primary care; they do not reflect the amount of primary care services
actually provided, which is believed to be substantially less th.in the-Ns
"head counts" these specialties wouldariply.



physicians already practicing, even the large numbers of primary care
physicians added from new graduate medical education programs would
change the specialty mix of practicing HD's only to a moderate degree.
Neverthelesh, if the recent trend towards greaten and greater
proportions of graduates entering primary care.residencies or practice
continues to the levels forecast in the projection, the ratio of
primary care MD's per 100,000 population could grow by 1%90 to about
60 percent above the 1974 level. This would likely prove at 'bast
numerically sufficient to greatly increase access to primary care.

The increases in the supply of osteopathic physicians will also likely
contribute to the increased availability of primaty care physicians.
While there is little basis for any firm forecast of the ,specialty mix
of osteopathic physicians, largely because of data inadequacies, it
appears that the percentage of DO's in primary care fields could
increase from an estimated 60 percent' currently to over 70 percent by
1990.. Because of major increases In the number of osteopathic 'school
graduates, the number of Do's in primary. care fields is expected to
grow from an estimated 9,000 in 1976 to more than 20,000 in 1990.
While these absolute numbers are small compared to the numbers of
MD!s, the expansion of DO educational programs will increase the 1990
supply of physicians in primary care fields by about 10 percent above
the retels that would have occurred without this expansion. Since
DO's have a greater tendency than HD's to locate-in non-metropolitan
and rural areas, this =told also have' beneficial effects on the
geographic distribution of primary care physicians.

With the exception of medicine, specialization is not generally an
area of major 'concern in the health professions. In dentistry, only
about one out of ten dentists is in a specialty practice and the trend
toward specialization is not rapid. Although precise statistics are
unavailable, there appears to be no cause for immediate concern about
specialization among dentists. Specialization is similarly not a
major concern in optometry, pharmacy, or podiatry. However, distinct
specialties in large inimal and companion animal practice exist in
veterinary' medicine, and there is concern over the growing preference
d't veterinarians for companion animal practice and the corresponding
decline of interest in farm animal practice.

Another feature of the health practitioner supply is the presence of
graduates of foreign schools. The principal concern over foreign
medical graduates is in medicine, where their numbers have more than
doubled over the last decade.' (The role of foreign medical.graddates
is. addressed in considerable detail in P.L 94-484 and will be
discussed more fully in the chapter on medicine of this report).

Following the Chlknyes in immigr tion regulations in the early 1960's,

4the numbers of F4W j'sicensed :o practice in the United States
increased sharply, giowing to t e point where about one in five MD's
in the U.S. in 1975 was a foreign medical.graduate (excluding
graduates of Canadian schools and U.S. citizens) and where nearly two
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out of five newly licensed MD's added td-the medical profession in
1974 were graduates of foreign schools. As of January, 977, however,
th4"4ntry of foreign medical graduates became much more restricted.
under tilt provisions of PL 94-484. The specific effects of this .

change are discussed more, fully, in the Medicine chapter of this
report. The Jbverall'effeCt could be to reduce the 1990 number of
active MD's in- the aation by about 64,000, or 9 percent below the
leiel that might otherwise have occurred. Because hospitals have been

,
the principal employee of FRG's, the effects of more restrictive FMG
entry will be .post pronounced in this sector. In 1973, 40 percent of
all physicians employed in short-term, general hospitals, were FMGIs,
as were more of all physicians e m u yed in State mental
hospitals.

FMG's also represent very high proportlons of the supply of MD's in
4

1

some. States and the impact of reduced numbers of.FMG's will be
greatest in those states. In 1973 the States with the greatest
percentage of FMG's and the proportion of the number of :physicians in
those-States who are FMG's are: New York ('39.3 percent), New Jersey
(34.9 percent), Illinois' (33.3 percent), Rhode Island (13.2 percent) ,

Delaware (32-.5 percent), Vest Virginia ,(29.1 percent) and Ohio (27.5
percent). Similarly, the impact of the new restrictions will be more
pronounced in some medical specialties than in others, The medical
specialties with the greatest proportion of FMG's in 1973 and their
proportions are as follows: Anesthesiology (34.9 percent FMG's),
Pathology (33.9 percent) ; Psychiatry (24.6 percent), and Physical
Medicine and Rehabiliation (37.5' percent). However, the extent to
which graduates 'of U.S. medical schools make up for the reduced entry
of foreign graduates in particular specialties will likely remain
unclear until data are available for one or two years under the new
conditions.

Foreign graduates constitute very small percentages of most health
;professions other than medicine: Although changes in licensure
provisions appear to be making greater allowance for the licensure of
foreign graddates in these other professions, it is not likely that

5 the numbers of-foreign graduates will .becOme important in the near
fUlre.

Another feature of recent- health professions educational assistance-
legislation has been an emphasis on expanding opportunities for
minorities and women, Or, in. the. case of nursing, for .men. Generally,
there has been a greater degree of success in fostering -the:entry of
women into the health profession4 In most health professional
schools, the increase in the proportion of women is :significant (as
shown in Table 1I-10). Total enrollments in health profe'ssions
schools bysraciallethnic categories are shown in Table II-11.
Altnouga progress has been made in expanding the entry of minorities
into health professions schools, .increases in their rate of entry have
teen less 1ppress,ive than in the- case of women; and :appear in some
professions to have.slowed in the past year or so. Many special



programs exist to foster entry of minority persons into health
professions schools, but problems of prior, preparation have frequently
'hindered the continued progress' of these programs. Among minority .

groups, the greatest improvement has occurred in the nun-111er of
American. Indian students enrolled. Although the number of Blacks
increased numerically for a number of years,. the greatest difficulty
in increasing minority enrollments has keen among Blacks.

Based upon these recent' changes in the enrollment of minorities and
women, some changes can be expected in the future supply of these
health practitioners. However, the changes will be gradual because of
the relatively small propyrtion these new graduates comprise of the
total manpower. supply. In terms of sex composition, 'the greatest
change will likely occur in ph(armaey, where women nay constitute 31
percent of the total active 'mirk force`in 1990, -assuming that recent
rates of their work force participation do not change radically.'
While,precise estimates are not possible for Veterinarians, the.
proportion of women in the field is .expected to grow from a 1970 level
of about 5 percent Ito perhap's as ,much as 15 percent by 1990. The
proportions of women in the other professions are, expfcted to grow but
at lesser. rates.

The composition of health professions school enrollnent has changed in'
other ways. Based on 'preliminary estimates -from a recently cOmpleted
study, it appears that the proportion of health profession students
from higher income families has increased sharply in the past .f

years. (See Table II-12).
.

Other preliminary estimates,from this study indicate that the averate
total expenses for education (tuition, books,' etc.), have risen sharply
for students in all health professions schools. Increases lb average,
total personal expenses 'Apparently have =been more gradual.

These trends indicate that rising; tuition costs and other factors may
be limiting the oppcirtuni\ties for many. Americans to enter health
professional careers, which...would be cause *for serbus concern. Too,
jminorities are generally not from higher, income families,. and these
general- effects may serve to further limit. the success of progrims to
increase minority entry into the health professions. (Bore precise
estimates of the changes that have taken place in the characteristics
of health practitioner students and their finances will be presented
in the next regbrt). .

,,The' content of the educational curricula and method of teachings 'in
health professions schools have also undergone steady change in the
1970 s, in part due to Federal and other programs designed to spur
suchistinnovationr. There has been..widespi-ead introduction of clinical
training external to -the" school, '-community practice and. involvement
with public and preventive health, computer-assisted learning and
self-paced instruction. Particularly fn schools of, pharmacy,
optometry and dentistry, there has been a much stronger emphasis on\

/



the relation of the professional's immediate. concerns to the pa ti nt's

;5
total.,health, and with greater interpr fessional involvement and

,,,,responsibility. The .greatest change hats been in pharmacy where th.
"I'last decade has seen a marked reversal in education emphasis from One

of drug product 'orientation to one .of patient orientation. In both
medicine and dentistry, there is a trend toward increasing
coordination of training future. practitioners with the other types of
health manpowef with whoi they wiffbe.working.

A y-
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Table 11-1. !stinted nueberof week employed it occupations within the he sit4 field;

United States' selected peers 1940 through 1913 1/

11co stIon 1940. 1150 19 1970. 1971 1973 1974 1975

All health workers,........m..J.11_,

Neeltb professionals

.Physicians

Physicians ID.O.4)

Dentists

Optometrists

Pharmacists

Podiatrists........

Veterinariens

'Registered nUrses

Otheriheelth workers 2/

178,600

10.200

75, 00

10,800

82,600,

'1,000

11.100

284,200

III

209.000

00,900,

'479,200

14,800

89,200

6,400

131700

316,200:

2471300 311)200 322,000 337,000

12,200 12,000 12,100 , 13.100

91,100 102,200 103,400 ' 107,300

16,100 18.400 18,700 19.300

92.700 109300 , 111I900 116,600

7,000 MOO' 7,100 7,100

9,500 25,900M 27,100 28,200

527000 7508000 780,000 857100
I I

ii t I I

148.900 364 OC

13400 14,

'109,401 1121000

19,600 6,90C

1114001 122 50C

7000 7,300

400 311100 .

906000, 961,000
4 I I

AdminitAietIon of health tervices 5.000 8,600 (2400

Basic iciencit In health fields 7,000 15,000 '31,000

Blomedlcal engineering 5,000 6,000 8,000

Chiropractors' 11.400 13,000 15,000

Clinical laboratory services, . '20,000 . 30,000' 611,000

Dents) tylisniets '. 4,000. T,000 02,5P0

Dental essistents 30,000 55.200 11'2.500

Dental laboratory technicians 18,000 11,000 25,000
Dietetic .'end nutritional serv1ces. 1840.0. 22.900 25,000

Food and 4rug:protective servive..,... , 2.000 , 4.000 1;080

Health education. 200, 600 mop
Medical dordi'...

04 .',41;000 COCO.' 21'400

e MidwiferY' 5.000 . 7,000 6.000

Y licensed precticil nUrse.'.4 .... .' A00,000 i.146,000. '245,00.

Nurelng,411d1orderli etteident),...,.44r7 150. '. 220)000 : 400,000

OcOupitionaltherepy / 1)000 .2 000.' 4 41000'
:

Opticianry../ 1' ,000 3,000 . ,'4,001'

Phisicallterek.... .. ..."...6, .. .. ,) . .' :100 40600' 9400.'
Psychology 2 400 4. 3,000. ., cm
ladIoligic technology .. 24000. 30.800 70,000

iispfratory therepy..... .... ....... . -- 11000 2,000

SeiretAili office worker's In

health field 0,000 .120.000

'Social. work' 4,000 MCI,
Specialized rehibilltatIon services... '500 11000,

Speech pathology and audiology . 800' 1,600

Vocational rehebIlitetion counseling.. 1,000

Emergency medical technician

,Physicians assistant

48400.. 48,400: 48,200 45,200 . ,49400

51,200.' 51,200 60,000' . 60.000 '60.000

1 ,8001 10,000 rt,500 121000 tam
1 ,000,..; 16,50t '15,500 ' .46.100 17,000 4.'

14 4000 ."' 150,500 A12400' A 172,511 ,182,000'

16.000 16,800 211000 ' 22,500 23.500'
,

92,500 , 114,000 116,000 118400 120.000

32,000 , 31,200 32'1000 4,000 32.000

47.000.- 37,000 , IMOD 721100 '75,000

24,100 24,100 44,400 J ,41T1011 .50.000
,

.221500 , 22480 '. 22,710 22010 22400
11,000 154,500 54,000 61400 616900

5,300 ., - 5,000 4,200 4,300 41400
4001000 ... 1427,000 : . 451,6000 . 468000 , 477,000

869,500 '1, 887,000 935,500 970.000 : 995,000
12,800 Y \5.500 . 15,700 13,700 13.700

.111001+.. 11,000 _148 - 12000,. 12,500

24.000 24400 24400, 6,100' 27,100

11;0001; '27i000 '17,000 15,000 ! 40.000

.87,0001. 800 100,000 100,000 105,000

11.000 11,500 11,500 18400 20,000

170,000 287,000 282,000'

11,900 ' 294500, 29,800

2,000 11,300 11,300

7,080 19,000 22,000

2000 13;400 4,800

500

287,000 '287/000 290.000
13400 38,600 40,000

)11100 11,800 12,300
26.500 27.000 27,500
17,000 17,000 18,000
207,000 260,011Q 280,000

1,100 2,000 14000

I)e

1/ Estimates in this table goy differ slightly froi other estimates shown in this report.

2/ Includes other manpower categories not listed below. (

Sources: Estimates of Nealth.frofessionals from 1965 through 1975. Bureau of Heel Manpower. Manpower Analysis Drench.
. A

Estimites of other heelth 'workers 1915' to:1975. Derived'from NOISOleilthlisource( Stetistics, Per, Pub. 1509. selected
.1968 to 1975volumes.- .....16 . '" .. . a

istimates prior to:1905 derived, from HEM AS', Nielth Manpower. In the United States, April 412.
.

.
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.iTable 117 CoMpArative'samiary of mellSinir of. geographic distribution for no 1 m ,i..,.

110ilth occupations: 44rion's yeaio 1166.90 ring: 14 ;20,4 .
'',.

illi

4-4

Occartat ton

-

'PoillatrIstst

) Total .. 1968/1974 °.2604}.`2581+ .1256/.3225 .1552/.1510 .4037/.403RDentistst 7 .

Total .. .. 1974 .1613 '.19.14. .2012 .2455N.D. 4:
ta4

Active non-tederal 1j70/1971 l'. 1294/. 1310 . 1582/. 1610 .1958/.1997 R08/.2916P.M.'s:

Active 1966/1972 .1315/.1223 .1573/.1417 .1158/.1'7? .2060/.2000Optometri 014

Active 1968/1972 .1071/.1009 .1515/.11'17 .1618/.1495 .1850/.1730L.P.N.!":
,

Active
1967/1974 .0914/.,0512 ;1(r6 1/.1119 :1/52/.1131 ,.2254/11889Pharmacists: e , rl

4etive...... . 1966/1974 .0,815/.0.195 . 1079/.0630 r .1281/.0012 .1723/. 1229

'....

1.
0

gill01021 J."Tear* Amnfig 10 legions Among 59 Statls Aannq 171 not ;Amon(' 509
% areas 1/ . 513,14 1/. )44 .. A

p-o

N.)

s'

it



Table It -2. Comparative winery ormeesires of geographic distribution for 11.1ecte4

health oecepationt: vitamin yearn 1966-10 and 1172-74

cont) '

r-4"*V." Vrer VILT...1:341*

1.4

Occepation aA,,

Podiatrists:

par Among 3,071 counties'

on,

Among 444 Typo 1

non-metropolitan

coantios 3/

,

Among 185 Typo II

non - metropolitan

counties 4/'

Total
, 1968/1974 .4570/.4594 :3566/.3451 .3785/.3073

Dentists:

Total . 1974 .2991 ' \ . g .2751 .2158

A.D.'s:.
I

Active non-federal 1970/1973 , .3500/.1600 .2869/.2967 .3069/.1068

M.N.'s:

Active, 1966/1972 .2196/.2404 .1802/.2054 .2405/.2342

Optometrists:

Active... " 1968/1972 .2543/.2431 .2135/0997 .2415/.2205

Active 1 1967/1974' 4890/.1590 .2464/.2148 .2619/.2352

Pharmadists:

A'etive
I

'1966/1974

I

,

.2123/.1196 .1864/.1612

,

.1712/.1602 .00

H /

I

t4 1/ Office of Ausiness411conomics/(0118), Department. of Commerce.

L4
2/ State Economic Area (SRA).

1/ Counties with 14,000-99,999'resident popul ion.

% 0 Countins with 9,999 or less resident popvlation.

.

7 j.
Inure's:. N.D. PhysidensCurrent ,1971 active non-federal (total non-federal lens inactive Lo.ls

es well AS 1.910 11:11.4 were obtained/ from NOistriWion of Physicians In the 41111e4states", renter for Health

..
Services Pesoarch andievelopmeot, Publi+4 .by the'Americanledical Association ,in 173 364 1910

i
respeetivoly. DEntittE,The 1974ractiveifientists were obtained from. the Dental 'Peg .ter, The Division ofs,

Dentistri, Bureau of Health ManpoitSr. OitgE11121§:-Data on:theiimher of active o tometrists fir 1972 are

from the 1972-71 lnventory'of Optowetrists con4urte4 by the American Optometric Association under. contract

with the fume of Hnolth Manpower. Data on the number of 1964 'artlye,optdWkants are from the-1901 Vision

and Eye Care Manpower. Survey,of.optometriets, National Center for Maaetb Statistics. L.P.N.,s--Data on the

whet of 1974 and 1967 active license f practical nurses are from the 1974 W. 1967 AmeriednlhirseS Associ-

ation Inventory of Licenses Pracitipol itivionlespectivnI. Phirmittfi:-Data on the nomle 0.1974 active

pharmacisis are from the 1971.' -74 inventory of Pharmacists, conducted Fly the American Association of

:.Collgebq of Pharmacy under contract with the Agreao of Health Manpower. Data on the nombar of 1466 active

pharmacintoamfrom a survey Conducted by the National As of Ponds of Pharmacy, in cooperation

Ott .tiw NatIonai.Center for Mewith.stofristics. Irate 44t4 no pharmacy is available in ,"Pharmail

_Manpower M.S. 1966," 11.5. Dlitll, PHI, National Center for Health Stacisticsr wrier: 14, Niviiher. 2, Aurst

1969. Pot, ltrists-104 on thn nOmton of 1414 and 1964 total pudiltrlslp aln from the unpublished SWn

Ileensini listf provillqi by/the. American Podiatry Association, in coopefatino with the National rentet
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table Ii2. Comparative summary of innasuresof geographic distribution fbr selected
ashealth occupations: -vari years 1966770 and 1977-74 '

(cont)

for Health Statistics. P.N.Is--Data on the number of 1972 and 1966 active registered nurses are from the
1912 and 1966 Inventories of Registered Wises conducted by the AmPriran Noises Association. Populltio--
Data on` the total nomber of 1970 11.S.,rsident population, are from the "1910 Census of Popular ion, Member
of Inhabitants" Volume I, U.S. Department of Comarre. Dataon the total umbec of 111.S. resident popu-
lation for years between 1960 and 1970 are derived by interpolation between derennial populations. Data
on the totarnumber of U.S: residant population for 1972 are'from the "U.S. Census Curron.Population
iteport," 1912. Data on the total number.of U.S. resident population for MI and 1974 are from thP
"Estimates of the Population (by State) Counties and Metropolitan Areas," Federal-State Cooperative
Program for Population Estimates, flurean of Census, Series P-26, July 1, 1911 and 1974 repectivefy;
Further documentation for the above health occupations can be obtained from "Ilsar Documentation for the
Hanpower Analyris Mranch,Area Pesnarce File", Manpower Analysis Branch, Offii:e of Program Development,
Bureau of Health Manpower, November 1976.
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° %NW of :WI to l heolthAinpow.r4orlove *MI desionoted for meows of

kattenat Pellth Write torpuplaceoents POOrlection 4241h1 of the

OIM Ail! as of %WOW 341

MMMMMaoNaNOONIWWNINWNWOOWNONNII.ONNO.M.N.NNNINOWWOWOW....N.N.I.......NNINNWWWNNW.INWNN.NN

lype of erifiCa(heolth .11PrIer of desionottd lOitolinn'in. Number of practitioners

lhorfoV areas to eliminate shortage

' creme frior list)
winnower shortie skltage aro.

Pcoicat 21cmossooloom

Counties;........ }.....

10-toontfareasopme.

rental ihfomemi'meso

toontleoselmmo:fires

Sph-county, arras/um.

err

10ther df proctilioners

needed to achieve

tame) ratIo 11

17131

/73) '

,ORA

1 9127110111

t 10214/14111

12.0111

(2.3411

17441

1}10,

o

111'1733073)

12034.111i
t
1 276)

12,27P1

r 61P)

moio rdlr

3/ Using the basic criterion'that sore than

11 200:1 for medical) 2000:1 for dental/

2/ Using the flosit criterion that lore Ethan

PripArt rare physicions here includes ,those notlent
oidicige. pediatrics., and ohotetriti/ognicoloo!!)

T..... MMMMM 7 fff WORN IN......110..................1.1.POWNONNOW

5,1104 persons per dents indicate' shortage.

4010 persons pet nriaary care PhYsilefan Indicates shorlsoei

core physician! active In general 'Or foolly pfictiee, internal



Table II-4. Number of shoirtnoe areas desinnated for loan
repaymerit purposes by discipline and rumber of practitoners'shor 1/

1.0

Piscintine Number of Humber of
shortnoe areas prActitiopers short.

Physicians' oasna.)
. 2,111/ 1112F1

2/I 3/I (1:19500,c/

Dentists 2/. 4/ 11:310011 ,1.639 5.153

eptometrills.11:15.0U01 1411 1.524

61diatrists ,11:25.4bal 1.4117 2,7511

pharmacist t\111 :40145, leg
, 333

,Veterinarians 11:15.00) 5,1

1/ As of September 3l!. 1477 Low

4 #r"

eilidemosimmilamodmmo

21 .10 addition to these areas, all Indian Health ervice
sites except for Albuquerque and' Phoenix are "ISO desfpnated.

3L'Approximateli 2eo medical areas deslonated under section
32(11h) do. not Annear in these totals but ate nte4o elinihle
service areas for Lnan,oepaymentpapplicants.

4/, Artprnximpiely ,11^ dental areas desinnated tinder section 329(h) do
not appear in these totals but are a! so rtinibte service areas for''
Loan. repayment applicants.

5/ In apolyiwthis ra4. all active patient care physicians art
counted.



Table TI-5. Selected data, on National Health Service 4 4

4 t
Activities

Total areas designated

Medical only

Sites approved.

4

Sites staffed

Medical only
t

activities: 1971-1975.

7/1/71 7/1/72

44
/1/73 7/1/74 7/1/75

16* 94* 103* 6R1 128
13 86 158 475 769

20 134 210 '323 465

16 94 183 ,, 193 272

13 86 158 161 230

7

20 181 h 330 .405 551

13 150 23$ '242 320.
?WA strengh...

(Physicians) . , ........

*, Desi nated prior to issuance of'shortage criteria,

placement of personnel.

actual

Source: Natil al Dalt ce Corps, 8nrean of Community

itHealth Services, HPA1 h Services Ad lotration.

'tt
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table 11-6. Somber of StatPX 1141 selected lIceongA

cbaracteristiem for 6,04 pr at solonel: 1975

r

'Type ofbeelth

profesetenal

OAnilctaa (11.14..

Physician

Dentist

Optometrist'

Pharmacist. 4,.

Podiatrist'

Veterinar I 4n

Of

.1"

etclprocity/endornenpn4 Consolers on

. provisiens. State beard

Continuing *duration

regeiremenr:

4

ob.

Pell or partioi accPinco
of a written

.naional examination

50 if 2

rkft

16

50 2,/ 11 6

45 7 S 10 ,

lA 14, 12 19

44 14 44

I
43 .17

24 `
111

44 12, 10 0

1/ Eleven latisidictions impose a practice requirement which mast be mot before reciprocity or

endorsement is granted.

2/ Pm Stites impose A posdice rsguimment which mast be met befnie lirense Is grant 'd.

Sovrce: State Regulation Health Manpower. 00110 Peblicetion So. 71-49.
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.. . .... ... .

Till' 11.14 hetes' ao4 projected Ova born of laltb prolPsnloos schools emlsoirslestri for lk6
selected yeerit from 1944 to 1994, by typo at prectillonor

rwo

leer

'If

4.0. CO, bent's! ry opt tr y Pharmacy find' at ry we& n4ry

1150 79'
1960 r 06
19704 .4 101

1975 114

1940 1.peolectort1). - 7 21,
1910 (pro (oret.4) 121'

6

. 6

14

9
11,
11

1
42

47

43
51

60

60

ilsohor of schools

10

10

11

12

12
, (

. 1 1

1.

PA

76

74

7)
72

72

1950 4.,..\. . .. 5,15)
1960 ... ,. 1,011

1970 8, M.
1975.. 12,714
MO (iropictsd)
MO. (prolorcted)

,

,

16,016t
11,) 1111

VV4ww..v Am. V VO V vVvvw www.As.vvv

, N,

4

, 771
421
432
650

1,069
4669

Percent,

, e044:1no

, A. 1.
IS 10

5-

6

-a

* 2,x30 961 PA 174'
. 1,294 164 . 3,497 112

3,749 OS, 44,147 251,
4 .4,/)? 406 6,4,16 352

5,150 994 7,444 ' 473
4,400 1,067 7,469 6 16
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Table 11.01' Actual and protected numbers of eel e health Practitioners and ratios Per Mall

copulation for totaled years from 40 to 11111 by type of proctitinner

00a OOOOOOOOOOOO 0 00000.0000000 OOOOOO arbamm000.a

Year

0000000 .100omm000malamm00000.08000m5w00000

Total NJ, tioj

and P.O. ($01; 1/ rPO Otteopathic Dentlits Oploseirisis eloroncists 2/ struts Velerinariang

DiO011100000 OOOOOOOOOOO
180000001000000010.0000000.1. OOOOOO 00000 OOOOOO 0,00 OOOOOO mm0000000000

8

Ma0800 OM Oft

m000malamm00000.08000m5w00000

.0110Ma0800 OM Oft

1941.... le. low I le
1994 foolflelfesieff
1910...............
1916 see .01.1 me,.
140.,......,......

1901 tertjecled/...

1910 lornlectedlm
4

108,301 170,600

219,900 2091/011

249.510 2161301

323,200 256,300

318,601 281,300

444411 '341.901

5141412,100

- ---.---.

NA .

NA

11,000

54,400
16,200

84000

429100

3/

Number of salve practlyoners

OMMOMOOMPON OOOOO O
MWMftmOMMOMmile.....001WOMMOMMIN OOOOO OMNO

10,200 HMI 101500 02,600 6,000 11,100

10.400 79,200 14,000 091200, 6,400 13400

12,200 1,11110 16.101 92.101 7,090 19001

12,000 112,200 13,400 101,610 1,101 23,101

14,101 , 112,100 19,900 122.500 1000 31.100

11,100' 126.210 22,000 ' 144.300 4,700 11,500

29,000 154,511 26,100 05.400 % !MOO 14001

...........
,

- ..... ...............................

I/ U,S, eldest midwife total udereadlotes of Canadian schools.

2 WOOS Waling activity ro t'delpite increased
proportions of omen pheiteclotel s e the army Section for

further'escussien,

3/' 1963 lipure,
e'

'

'a/ .11,,e,. Natoli of the 'Genius {Current
Population r'eport's, Series

P.lic,01. 111..Series 11 Mingles and prolectIon, of

total Ottalion,, .

, , ,

0

P""

1941.... le. low I le 108,301 170,600 NA . 10,200 HMI 101500 02,600 6,000 11,100

1994 foolflelfesieff 219,900 2091/011 NA 10.400 79,200 14,000 091200, 6,400 13400

1910............... 249.510 2161301 11,000 3/ 12,200 1,11110 16.101 92.101 7,090 19001

1916 see .01.1 me,. 323,200 256,300 54,400 12,000 112,200 13,400 101,610 1,101 23,101

140.,......,...... 318,601 281,300 16,200 14,101 , 112,100 19,900 122.500 1000 31.100

1901 tertjecled/... 444411 '341.901 84000 11,100' 126.210 22,000 ' 144.300 4,700 11,500

1910 lornlectedlm 5141412,100 429100 29,000 154,511 26,100

4

05.400 % !MOO 14001
,

- ---.---. - ..... ...............................
...........

Number of salve practlyoners

OMMOMOOMPON OOOOO O
MWMftmOMMOMmile.....001WOMMOMMIN OOOOO OMNO
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Table I1-1. Alternative forecasts of the distribution of 0.0.'s
by specialty In 1180 end MO

Category

Actual

1974

ONE 1/ Trend ORE 1/

forecalit oreenkt
2)Constent

1900 1990 1980
, 1

1990

Numbers

All active N.pos.......... 349.000 426,400 564,200 426'400 564,200

11.0.11 in primery care fields 2/. 135,600 160,800 210,800 1681700 '250,100

Other codicil sPecialists, 18.500 26400 40,300 24,500 '34400
Surgical spicielists

.
98,700 116,900 150,400 113.800 134,800

v

Other specialists !MOO 122,700 .162,600 11,400 's 144,500

Rate per 1001000 population 3/

All active N.O.'s 164.T. , 191.9. 231.7. 192.0 231.7

M.O.'s inprimemy care fiMlds 2/. 83..1. 72.4' '86.6 76.0 103.1

Other oedidel specialists

Surgical spictalists
8.8

46.6

11.74 6.6 ,11.1

52.6. 61.8 51.3
1

14.0

55.4
Other.ipeciallits 46.4 55.2 . 66.8 53.8 59.4

1/ Graduate medical education. f

2/ Includes general and family practice, internal medicine, and 'pediatrics.
3/ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P -25. No. 704. Series 1i.

NOTE+ Subtotals may not add to totals due to independent rounding.
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?Oh 11-10. firif.,44t onto1lInnIs In konith prnfosolons 1474.15,1krogill 1176.71

000 0.000Mft 0 Mft000000

6014061c

yew

127.1:11:
Total.

'

IMn

110E11

*sets

.1215:M:

tow

../tollakti... '...ftleettli... _Amp_ _WWI_
iimber pliconi ilmbin Percent r Neon, 1111M1 Potcani ilmhor 118mbor Percent
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Tante 11"11. TOlat evoiAments in %elected health trefeasiOns the
WW1 States, by racial /ethnic category

4

Profoseion, and

academic year

4

Total Total Black American Speninh Mainland oriental White
minority Indian eurname Puerto Rican

4

Number of stud entn

- S
hr.

Medicine (1976-71) 57,765 .6019 2/ L517 106' '945 3/ 232 1,177 C1,446
Osteopathic medicine (1975-76). 3,421 120 4/

. 56 ' 14 22 5/ 1 24 3,381
Dentistry (1976-77)..'.4 20,190. 2,099 6/ '. 955 64 261 5/ 33 611 18,691
Optometry (1975-76) 3,888 ' 109 83 .5 55 NA 166 3;519 4/
Pharmacy (1976-71) 7/ 23,465 2,089 8/ 918 17 151 NA 7)C 21,376 9/
Podiatry (1975-76) 2,085 125 58' . 3 IR NA 46 1,960
.1eterinary medicine (1973-14) 5,516 143 105 7 20 'MA 11 .5,173, 4/

Peicent

Medicine.... p 100.0 10.9 6.1 0.3 1.6 0.4 2.0 89.1
Osteopathic medicine 100.0 3.5 1.6 0.4 0.6 12/ 0.1 96.5
Dentistry 100.0 10.1 4.6 0.3 1.3 0.1 2.9 09.9
Optometry 108.0 7.9 2.1 0.1 1.4 NA 4.3 92.1
Pharmacy 100.0 8.9 4.0 0.2 1.S NA 1.1 91.1
Podiatry 100.0 6.0 2.8 0.1 0.9 NA 2.2 94.0
Veterinary medicine 100.0 2.6 1..9 0.1 0.4 NA 0.2 97.4

1/ Minority students include Americans for only medicine, osteopathic medicine, and pharmacy; all
-foreign students are'included with White' students..., For other profeesions, fnieign minority students are
Included in (Lewes for minorities.,

.

: '. .

.

2/ Incision 262 students (from 'other minority, roupst not slim separately.
1/ Includes liesican. Americana and Callan Americans only.
4/ Includes 3 *Monts of smspecified minority, not OhOwn separately.
5/ Includes Mexican Americana only.

6/ 'Includes 191.etsienta from other minority gyms, not shown separately.
It7/ excludes schools whiCk did not provide information oaracialpthnic category. Includes

toliments In last 1 years only.
.

.4
II/ inclioles 36 students of unspecified minority, not shown separately.
9/ Includes 424 foreign students. - .

Sources:
1,

Detente... nedical Stgdent Enrollment 1916-71. Journal of ledirel tducation.5,2: 16V-166,
Pebruari 1971. .

. . .

Unpnblisbed.014tA from the American Associaian of CollouPs of o .'osteopathic Medicine
Awerican Dental Associattno, Council. on Dental Education. Annual Raport 1976 -77.
,noatal gaucatIooloppinvent. .Minority Report. chicago, The Association, .1977.
Pnroilmmt 1INIOrt on Profpssional prourams in. Pharmacy, 60 1976. American Association'of

Collegen of Pharmacy, Oelhesda, Maryland."
.

* , .Annual Operating Reports on 116altliTcofostinns:Stullent Loan and Scholarship programS4Aobittet1 to:
the,nureau of Health Rammer, il ealth RPSOWPS AdMiniStr1i101.
"; : unpubliFhei data, from the 'AmMrican

.

.

,

,

optometric liesociation,,CouncilOaioptometric Education.
'unpublished data froi the' American.kl:ociatiob of colleges of Polliatric flolicine.

.,..!-
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f
Table It-l2.' DistrihutiOn of health professions students compared to distribution of

first-time students In higher education by family income )

170

First time students' Medicine ,Osteopithy Dentistry 00nmotry,, Phi Podiatry Yeeriniry
104141.0101120 mPlid.11"

Willi. income r414, Pall 1975 1910 1976 1910 1916 1910 1916 1970 1916 1970 1916 1910 1916 1910

1915 1910

4

All.familles 1/,... 14421.129d......121L1129.2.2 .10,41.1241LALIffig.12h9.129L9.12211EIP 1400'100.0 100.4 10n."

Less than $10,000 .. 23 19 19 27 22 .11 19 29 14 49 27 49 21 16 11

110,000414,999 25 21 21 -,25 19 211 11 10 19 27 21 29 10 20 21 1"
115,000-111,999 11 13 16' 15 15 13 16 16 19 . 14 17 13 , 19 1 14 16

120,100.1211,999 13 7 ... 41 11 14 7 10 II 21 4 15 5 19 10 11

125,000449,999 , 22 II 2/ 22 19 14 21 14 20 ' 6 17 ' 5 11 11 21 n

150,000 or more......... 2/ 2/ 2/ 2/ 11 2/ 9 2/ 1 2/ 1 2/ 7 2/ 1

M

61

I

016.1/ Details may not add to totals due to nde end :1 'rounding.
2/ Salaries are combined with those earning between 125,000449,999.

llo'rcem:. American Council on Ideation. National-Norms fe* Entering College Freshmen.
iervey °floe 11.11Cal- Students Pinancolhelr! Education, 1914-75. 011111 Publicatlon No.

nnpOlieheli iota from survey of health professions students in other than medical 'mho°

Pala on medical students In academic' yeir 1975-16 from final ciport ol contract iumber

(IIRA) 76-44.

Is, academic year 1916-77.
231-76-0011.
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Central to an understanding of future health manpower requirements is
an awareness' of 'the unique 'nature of the health care industry and the
impact, of that uniqueness of health manpower requirements estimation.
In the labor market of'most industries, the process of adjustment
between Shortages and surpluses is generally'selfcorcecting, and
seldom requires or attracts much public concepe. Manpower shortages
yenexally lead to higher incomes in the shoetage occupations, the
witty of greater numbers of peritons into the field, and the
substitution of capit 1 equipment and other manpower types for the

:
type in shortage. In the case' of labor surplus, incomes drop;
individuals seek othe 4 types of.traihing and employment or leave the
labor force; and the number of entrants into the occupation declines
sharply as the occupation becomes much.less attractive. While these
adjustments can cause dislocation and individual hardship, in the case
'Of. bothlabor shortage and labor surplus, the public involvement is
generally negligible.

.

In theory, similar processes could serve to correct a
supply/requirement imbalance of health practitiOners, even with the
prospect of the wa to of,much costly education. However, greatconcern has been expressed about the desirability or even possibility
of such self- adjustment occurring in the health field, particularly
with respect to physician supply.

,
.,.

The two major hypotheses regkrdidg physician supply and demand are:
1) that physicians are in a position to generate demand for their' own
services, so that when a potential excess of physicians indicates

i

. lower demands for care they could and would induce additional demands
to the point that their incomes: would not fall; and ) that physicians
do not compete in terms ofq)rice but rather set prices to the extent
that lower demand per physician leads to-higher-costs and no :r

significant lowering of physician incomes. The implication of both
these arguments .is that the market forces that operate to a-large
extent in other industries would ,not control-either the quantity or
the cost of phySicianss services and, as a result, the total national
expenditures for health care could rise indefinitely, with an
increasing proportion of the gross national product being consequeritly
devoted perhaps to either unnecessary or unnecessarily expensive,
health care.

( -

The loyic underlying these hypotheses abOut physician-generated deMand
rests on three generally ccepted observations. First, physicians
appear to build satisfac *cy practices relatively quickly even when
they locate in apparently ell supplied areas. Second, utilization-of
physician services is greater in areas well supplied with physicians,
a fact that may .be partly- explained by factors such as consumerNincome
and education, as well as physician availability. Third, the,-N

. ,



-utilization of certain types of optional surgery, often thought to be
of marginal utility, appears to e partly related to the availability
of physicians and partly to the h gher incomes and more extensive
insur e coverage of the populat on. A fourth observation, of less
direc lationship to the question of physician generated demand, is

that nations with a lesser supply of physicians have lower
leyels ntant and general. mortality and also appear to have
satisf ry physician care.

The, immediate relevance .of this discussion to the current and future
status of the health professions, especially in the area of cost
containment, relates to the critical question of whether.the existence
and extent of physician induced, demand and physician control-of prices
are sotpervasive in health care delivery that serious adverse.effects
on health care costs are resulting or likely to result. Since neither
the existence nor the ;extent of physician control over demand and
prices is clear .at present, the difficult questions related to this
subject must be left for later review and far future reports.

For types of health practitioners other than physicians, there appears
to be much less concern about the capability of the market to correct
for oversupply. In the case of dentists, consumers appear to be more
sensitive to cost, and. dentistry has had only limited cost increases
in the past. An additional ideration is the lover rate of
idcrease in the Nation's de supply, which,, for many years,, barely
kept up with the population th. Future supply increases are
expected to be comparatively moderate, and the extensive unmet dental
care needs of the population, which can be expected to lead to.
increased demand with the prevalence of higher consumer incomes and
,increased dental insurance benefits, also is a consideration. Both
.pharmacists amid veterinarians appeaCto have relatively competitive
markets for services, which can be expected to constrain adverse cost
effects from oversupply. The lower incomes of pharmaCists, compared to
most other practitioners could be a result of .a more adequate supply
and the effects of market forces, as well as the salaried nature of
most pharmacyjobs. Optometrists and podiatrists to a certain extent
are in a-competitive situation with physicians., and market forces and
the projected growth in the physician supply may also serve as
effective constraints upon adverse cost or utilization effects among
th0e professionals. However, much more research'is needed before
these issues can be addressed with any degree of confidence.

problems in_Lstimatinu AanDower Beouirementg

Any assessment pf the status of health professionals must involve more
than the examination of" easily understood trends and the collection of
descriptive data. Bather, assessment must involve the evaluation of
intricate interrelationships based upon highly technical, and often
conflicting, analytical fiRdings.. Only in recent years have the
difficulties of analysis and the dangers of misjudgment become clear,
and only in the past few years have researchers turned to intensive

4



examination .of the health care system and its manpower.. The limits of
present understanding are nowhere more apparent than:in,the estimation
of future requirements for health practitioners and %013 evaluation of
these requirements against ,forecasts of future supplIt

Ideal1ys, health manpower analysis should not consider prilctitioner
requirements' or the concepts a NsAhortage" or "surplus', blased on a

tstatic system with only one possible outcome. These concepts imply
that there is only one future manpower situation that is clearly
desirable and that there are no policy trade-offs between one manpoler
future and. another. However, not only is there no single, predictable
future health' care system, but also one manpower configuration that '

can staffatny sought-for health care systems In ,reality, there' are
many possible future health care systems and many different manpower
paths to attain them.

The developmint of manpower requirements forecasts requires
assumptionelbout factors, such as changes in the,charactekistics of
the population, the amount and type of sere cos demanded, the payment
mechanism for services, insurance coverage, care delivery, an4
practitioner productivity. In addition, a chahg in only one of these
factors can' cause changes in others. To be Usef 1, 'a practitioner
requirements forecast must: 1) identify in a clear and understandabl
manner the assumptions made and the degree of confidence tbit can be
placed in these. assumptions; 2) address the change. that has occurred
and will occur in-the health care system; 3) express the uncertainty
that is inherent in practitioner requirements forecasting; and 4)

,recognize, insofar as possible, that health manpower does not, exist in
isolation, but rathek.interacts with other aspects of: health care.

4

One firther feature needed to make most requirements projections
useful "is thht they address futuke probability. A forecast which sets
future requirements of the population's need for care without
consideration of whether services can actually be provided to meet the
need is incomplete. Today, there are components of the population
with unmet care needs that cannot obtain care for reasons other than
the availability of health practitioners. Without the removal ot
these other impediments (such as education, money, transportation,
etc.) to obtaining care, no number of practitioners would meet these
care needs. Similarly, future care needs are relevant only to the
extent that they can be translated into active demands for care, whiCh

.then can be met by the presence of health practitioners.

Thus, estimates of future care needs which do not permit conversion
into *demands' have a more limited usefulness and can indicate mainly
the_ upper limit of what care' might be demanded if all other condktions
were ideal and perhaps provide an ideal standard against which to
measure progress toward the goal of providing needed care to all
Americans. (

a
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Although the above considerations are crucial in developing meaningful
and understandable requirements fbrecasts, they also tend to restrict
choices as to forecasting methods.' No "current method is entireli
satisfactory and even the best approaches rely on broad assumptions
and rough approximations.

' 8 A

There are three general approaches to health practitioner requirements
forecasting that have been most widely used. 1/ The moat peevalent
type has been the practitioner-to-population ratiq estimate.:,and -

related models. In its simplest forms, this approach takes some
Whnpower to population ratio as its future standard and 'implicitly

assumes tbat future conditions will sufficiently resemble those of the
'ratio standard so as to make,the forecast accurate. Thus, use of an
existing national, State or other .sub- national ratio as a standard
implies that future conditions rill resemble those of the -area

.
standard selected, usually one mith a "good,ratia." Use of an HMO ti

ratio implies-that the lationidthealth care system either-currently lv
resembles the HP0 model or will .do so in ,the future year. Given the vl
eicOectations of future changer both assy.mpttons-seem inappropriate.
These approaches have the fukther drawbScks.of not reflecting any
uncertainty as to' the futurw"and fai ling to recognize. that factors -

other than manpower and 1popelation enter into requirements.

Utilization models are closely related to practitioner-tb-populatio
ratio standards. The difference is that u4lization-models
dieaggregate the population into many groups' ieievant to provision AR"

care, and forecast the population, Stilizatiiih, and.requirementi for
each group. In effect, such models forecast population
components- -aye, sex, income--and maintain present practitioner
population ratios for each component. While this permits the
pipulationes composition to vary, the implicit assumption is that'',
present conditions will continue with no allowance for changes in4eN
popilationes care demand or practitioners'. productivity considered'. A

variant of this approach involves the substitution' of profesSional
judgment as to health care needs for the utilization rates for the'
different populatitin components. In this approach it is assumed that
future conditions will permit the provision of all needed services:.
The approach also haste drawback that professional judgment seldom
clearly indicates all of the aisumptions made so that )persons other
than the developers of the estimates can tally understand, evaluate,
and accept these assumptions.

.

1/ For a more extensive discussion, 'see: Review of Health Manpower
Population Requirements Standards: 'Bureau -of Health. Manpover/HRA,
1976: ,DBEW Publication No. (HRA) 77-22. 0
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A second type of approach to forecasting.practktioner requirements is
*"`" 'based upon -the.. projed..tiptni of important trends in the past which have*affected health care deAinds spd.411e.pioductivityof practitioners.Unfortunately, theiei is a basic. conceptual problei which tends tonegate this -approaCh. Tygcally.4.past:iailization is used as a proxyfor past practitioner output, 'Since no, Aber- estimate of the supply-ofset ices can be derived without complex equilibrating' models. Bepausepast utilization represents the adjustmentaf aettial demand and supplyto each other in the market Context, When libth of these proxies are

tion bf the past.
t hereby weakening t he
sed as a prcix fop
manpower st

deed together, the result is -essentially a projtrend in the practitioner to population ratio,
validity of the method. Utilizationcannot
demand.and supply.. 1/ Unfortunatelt, many healunintentionally contain' this error.

. 4. , ..The' third type of approach to forecasting practitioner requirementsConsists of mathematically complex *equilibrating" models of 'thehealth care system which attempt to explain heir the marty forces
;:,,,Affecting ,supply and demand for care came into balance or equilibrium.while this approach is- theoretically far, superior to other approacheS,'' in actuality the information and theoretical understanding required byequilibrating models geniral y 'far surpass - present capabilities of

qUantification and ConCeptu ization. For.,the most part, theperformance of equilibrating dels has been unsatisfactory: an& theresults unubable except to the extent that they contribute toward'better equilibrating models in the future. , r

In summary, then, the present status of efforts to forecast healthpractitioner requirements is that no appioach is entirelysatisfactory. Nevertheless, the forecasts presented in this reportcan provide some_prelim'inary insights into the future status of health`-professionals: In the meantime, work is proceeding -on the developmentof improved and refined models; these will be discussed in more detailin future repor_ts.
s*.gety;

: 0 ,-

. ,1/ ,It),the 'tree in *demand* is estimated as the:trend in utilizaticip/mini.' divided by, the- trend in population (TPop) the "productivity"is the same utilization trend' divided by the teend:in. proviiclerS(T14011), the equation yielding the future provider- requirement (PPROT)from these factors and. the- ,future population (POP) is: -`1___---
PPROV =' POP * (UTIL/TP.OP)/(DITIL/TPRO1T) which redtiCes and
cr rearranges to: PPROV --= POI? 41! TpROV/TP0P

410
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She basic forecasts of health .practitioner reguiremenks,presented in
this-report are derived from a general, hybrid model of the health
care system which combines elements of various approaches. The model
is essentially a utilization model which also adjusts.fbr historic
trends_ in the delivery, of care., To avoid partially the probleMs of

.

trend dels discussed above. Assumptions as to past price
'equilibt..mpation are introduced into the estimation of trends in the
demand tot care. Although this general model proiides what aPpear.to
be reasonable forecasts, other forecasts developed in other ways are
also provided in this report where applicable: A brief description of
the general model is presented in Appendix B.

Although not incorporated in the requitements estimates presented in
this repoqt, the general model has the capability of examining and
reflecting possible major. 'future changes in the' health care system

that may depart from past experience. The three major future
contingencies that will be ificorporad in future estimates are: the

introduction of National Health -mns ce, the possible significant
-expansion of BMWs and other comprehensive prepaid group medical
plans, and the substantial utilization of mid-level providers in care
delivery.

In ,the following section, estimates of requirements for health
professionals are presented, along with a comparison of these
requirements with the supply of manpoiier expected to be available.
Mord detailed estielatep are also provided in the chapters that deal
with those specific, types of health professionals.

Ok

Requirements and Supply kelationshiP

k,S,:indicated earlier, 'for most health profesSions,- requirements will
be if rough balance with the available supply by 1990 alt ugh there

may be some imbalances in aggregate numbers in one or twom!IsciplineS,
and-distribUtional problems may still exist.

.Far.` physicians, (M. D. 's and D.0.1s) , the future supply is projected to
'reach just under 600,000 physician's in, 1990. Forecasts of physician
requirements developed for this .report .indicate that aggregate
national requirements may be staewhAt. low: /: requirement- for

540 - 570,000 or about 5 to 10-, percent :fewe n are'peojected to

:available 19904- .BedaUse of the uncer! 'ties involved in
projeCting7future requirements, however, the best interpretation
these numbers. is that the supply of physicians would-be more than
adequate to meet: the 'Nation's needs by 1990. Although this would

reuesent shift from.the present supply/demand 4 ituation in which
shortages-exist- in many areas and settlings, the shikt should not be so'

great .tkai .ma/Orj changes or dislocatiolis in the nature or 'form-of: dare
delivery would occur. ,In many respects, the piitential-oversupply
could serve as a means of alleifiating'curre4t problems,of geographip'.

and specialty'maldigtribution, althOugh the cost implica trons 'of -Such

an oversupply are not clear.

7.
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For dentists,, the 1990 active supply is projected to-reach
approximately 155,000, with active dentist requirements estimated
to be approximately the same number; Based.'on Divleion, of Defftstty

)e t im a t es , it, is concluded t hat the supply of 'dental 7man power '

Abe in balance with requirements if the output' Of dental schools can
be maintained through the projection period..

Optometrists are forecast as having a 1990 supply of 267,27,009 and a
requirement tor 26,000, a rough kalancee"Supply" abd requirements, for
pharmacists are also, torecast to be in a balance situation in 1990,
with the supply of 185,000 pharmacists roughly balanced by the
requirements for about 190,000 pharmacists. (However, there is some
uncertainty as to whetb.r requirements will indeed be this high.) The
situation for veterinar ians 'similarly. is expected to be a rough balatide,
with a supply of 55,000 and requirements for about 51,000. Podiatrists
will continue to be less available than most standards call. foe. By
1990, the supply of podiatrists. is expected to be slightly over 12,000'
with, requirements for over )6,000.

4
Current' analysis indicateS that most of the probabele future

.

developments in health care are apt to .be tether limited in their
,likely effect on future health manpower requirements. For example,
assuming a moderato ,form of comprehensive Naktional Oealth Insurance
(15 percents coinsurance_ by the. patient) , the requirements. for
phySicians would increase by somewhat lessthan 10 percent 141'1980 '-

over the above baseline forecasts because of the gravtph'.of insurance
coverage ,already forecast without FHI. Nost of the iffCreased

. requirements, at least for physicians Would be in the medical office
sector rather than in the 'hospital sector. Uowever, a very liberal
form of NHI4' such as a plan that called for no copayment by the
pat iienti would cause .a greater increase in requirements above'the
baseline. Overall, the outlook appears fto be very .good for continued
progress towatd meeting the Nation's requirements for health
profe4sians personnel.

f.
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The physician has traditionally,been the" key -figure in the health caresystem. He has the lead role in the deli'vesy-ofcare,, whether in thehospital, or in an otfice-based or Acomniunitg setting,' mid has the
ultimate, responsibility for accurate diagnosis' and ben4filtial 1treatment. The physician frequently ,acts in & sup4rviscity role withregard to .other health personnel, and is the focus ,for reimburselnent
under -health .insurance-_ plans. Physicians also 2a/ .a majOr role indetermining national health 'care policy. Give e crucial role ofphysicians in determining national health -care po icy, 'it is essentialthat the numbers, location, education, training, and practice 'orientation of 'physiCians be responsiie to the_ mectiCal needs of thepopulation.

Access to ',basic% dicaLseririces of acceptable quality varies
sbetween segments of the population becauseof factors such as.''. unavailability of physicians in primary care, geograiThic distance,inability to pay for necessary services, ,long waiting time _forappointments, and so on. Many people also have little or no access to

the more specia4Zed services they *require because accuratediagnosisand timely referral often: do not occur,readily or soon enough at' theprima ky care' level. In 'addition, once ,specific' specialized treatmentsare indicattdi, geographic distance and inability to afford suchservices. can remain serious problems. Overall, access, to and
-availability,of physicians are essential to 'effectively meeting the
needs (for health services.

Although the geographic distribution of the more than 378,000physicians in the U.S. is uneven, accessibility to the basic medical.services generally provided by physicians -in Rrimaty care fields(general and ,family practice; internal mediciie, and pediatrics) is aparamount concern. Problems of accessibility and availability of theservices of terse physicians are most acute in rural areas and innercities. Among physicians in primary care fields, only general and ,,'family practitioners have shown a significant inclination
" toward rural

or non-metropolitan practice, and physician specialists in': other.
'fields generally tend to ldhate in urban, but not inner city areas.P 4

The utilization of graduates of foreign medical schools (FMG's), who
constitute approximately one-fifth of the Nation's physician supply,has to some extent served to meet the recent 'overall recent growth Indemand for physicians' services, particularly in State mental
institutions and' in some other types of medical ,facilities, such as
hospitals dependent on ',unaffiliated', graduate medical educationtraining positions. The newly-imposed ,restrictions by the Health
Professions Educational Assistance. Act of 1976 on the immigration of

,.

Ite_pjasicia_nls RolgansiSir JthsaaaftliellOverv'
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FMG's may Oterefore.require some a justment in, the taffing and
otganieation of tiese facilities and by States that have developed
degree of depend ncy on' FMG's to provide medical services.-

Over the last 15 years the er of medical schools has increased bYA.
one-third aid first-year me 1 cool enrollment has almost doubled:,
while the number of collegeq of ostVopathic medicine. increased -by 5.0

pertent and first-year enrollment more than doubled.

The number of women and pers000 from racial-ethnic minority groups
enrolled in medical and osteopathic schools has generally increased,
although a slight decrease in the enrollment of students from sqme

-groups has been note( recently. Anticipated increases .in the

overal supply of physicians, reflecting the expansion of medical and
osteop thic schools and the attendant enrollment increases, and
change in the' sex and racial-ethnic composition of that ,supplY, may
stimu atb 'future improvements in the accessibility a d cost;efficiency
of the services of physicians and other health manpow r. f /

6
e

.

.

The cost. of 'Physician. servic s has been. of increasi g concern:'
Thysician services,; directly6 r indirectly, represent a .major

component. of all healtk,expenditures, not only in the cost of medical
education, but also in terms of the incomee education, and the :

concomitant'expendituteStrequired,to provide physicians with the
mecessary:Suklort' services. - It has been estimated that. a' Olysici an

needs to generate approxiiately -three time's his gross annual' income .1.n
drug, hospital,- and other health care-related expenditures-to fully
effectuate his services. Thus, if the physic an continue' to carry the
burden of health care delivery, it could mean an increasing commitment ',
of the gross national product to the health industry. However, there
are important unanswered questions about the relationship of physician
supply. to health care demands and health care costs; and .aboutthe
implicationS of changes in physician supply, on the physician'S role,
Productivity, and quality. Of care. Many questions on the data and
analysis need to be answered,. -*

0

;g1114-1CIAD Supply Characteristics and 'Practice Profiles

In' 1975 _there were an estimated 378,600 active physicians (Mp's and

DO's) in' the United states, as compared. with 2 88,6 00 In 1965, an
increase of 9 0,000 or 31 percent. (the 1975, figure includes a BEiti

estimate of' active not-classified M. .,.'s who are excluded from the
tables in this report containing trend analysis, but who are included
in the tables containing projeptions.) Over the same deCade, the
supply of physicians has also increased markedly inrelation to the
population, cising from 148 per 100,000 :to 177 per porocio.

Projections made by the Bureau of 'Health. Manpower, (which include
analysis of the effect of the Health Professions Educational
Assistance Act of 1976, PL 94-484, hereafter referred to as HPEA or PL
94-484) show,ithat the supply of physicians will continue to increase,
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sharply over the next 15 .years, both.in.absolute numberS and In
relation to population. The ratio ofsactive physicians (M.D. and
D.04 to population is'expected'tb grow from 177 7-actiVe physicians .per
100,000 total U.S. population in 1975, to about 242 per 100,00,0 in
1990, to nearly 600,000 physicians. Despite the large'iicrease,
Alstribution problems-are expected to.temain,,howeverf'as reflected by
the emphasis placed by PL 94-484 on, programs to address the issues} of
specialty and geographic distribution.,

Aggiallyandlctivitv Distribution of Physicians

Agine.approach to the evaluation and underStanding Of Ohysician manpower
ewelopments and concerns is to study the practicle and
socio-demographic characteristics of physicians currently active, as:.

well as trends in Waese characteristics, such as their specialty.
acti4itY, ifYPe of tkactice, country of medical education; Wage, sex,
minority representation, utilization physician aides, and
determinations of career and praCtide location. However, because of
data limitations, many.of these ane4ys s must assume a direct.
one-to -one relationship between thellnamber of professionals.in a gived
category and the _amount and type of services actually delivered by
theM. For example, the problems of defining and measuring'reprimary
cares' seriicee in relation to particular specialties are indicative of
the difficultyin pinpointing relationships between manpower and
,services. The problem of translating aggregate number of physicians
14t1to quantity .and type of services provided is partkcularly
significant in the area of .primary care services; because these
services are provided,, fn some part, by physicians in ,many other patient
care specialties. ) 4

II,Primars-carev is an evolving concept'of health services organization
,and provision in the United States. Unanimity of opinion on its
definition is lacking, complicated by the difficulty of defining
physicians in.. primary care fields apart from primary care services and
primary care medical. roblems6 The problem of definition is further
complicated because the health care system is evolving and.changing
each year, with the impact of legislation, controls, policies, etc.,
not fully understood.

Opcording to a widely accepted definition of p,rimary care, 1/ the
primary care phySician provides the initial. contact or point of entry
to the health care system for the patiente.assUmes longitudinal
responsibility for the patient regardless oethe presence or absence
of disease, and provides a hroad'integrating function vis-a-vis the

Alpert,:jbel J.' and charney, Evan. The Educati2n ot,Phy.sicians
kor.P,rimarv-Care.'- PHEW'No, (HRA) 74-3113, USGPO, liashington,
D.C., 1973'.
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other .pealth resources, involved in the physical, psychological, and
social aspects of the Atient's care. On the basis of these criteria,
'family and general practice are judged to satisfy dompletely the
definition of piimary care medicine, with general.pediattrcs and
general internal medicine generally satisfying the criteria.
(However, some sections of the APRA teller to family medicine, general
internaltiedicine, and general pediatrics as primary. care
specialties). HPEA does not include obstetrics/ gynecology4among the
primary care specialties. 4

1.'The projected increase in the ratio-of physicians to population does
not necessarily mean the population will have greater accessibility to
primary .medical care. Although' different types of specialists deliver
varying amounts of "basic" or "primary" care, the .primary care
"marker" specialties as defined in Seotion 4. of the HPEA (i.e.,
general and family prActice, internal meditine, and pediatrics), have
been -declining as a' percent of' all active M..D.'s for'several decades,
the 1.976 level is about 39 percent of all active R.D.gs. have
shown a similar trend, as described. in a later section of this
chapter, though the data for D.O.'s are less conclusive than are the .

h. D., data.) This decline stowd signs of alating beginning in,1976
and is projected to.reverse itse f in the 1980's, largely because of
.recent increases practipractice and nternal medicine residencies.
By 1990, the number vsf hysician ip thes rimary bare marker
specialties may compris as much-as 44 percent of all active M.D. s.

There are significant problems' in translating available'ClasSification
Schemes of physicians andAihysiCian"visits..(e.g.diagnoseendered,
referral status, and-.prior-Visit status)': into. measures,, of
primary.careAn on-vOing physician practice profile study at the
University of southern 'California, which is. categorizing patient'cire
as' (1) first encounter, (2) episodic encounter,* .(3),principal care
encounter, (4) consultation encounter, (5)" specialized care, and (6) .

continuous unlimited care encounter, will facilitate understanding of,
thenalitand quantity of .primary care services actually being.
deliiere in a large number of different:specialties. Preliminary
xesulWindicate that primary care services in sizable magnitude are
being delivered by non primary care. physicians. Finally,' if-should be
noted thdt the primary care training of today will likely change the
lirimarycare practice and the composition of the entire physician
supply in the years ahead. -

Recent data indicate that the overall supply of acti e M.D.fs
(excluding the not7claSsified) has increased by nearly one third in
slightly 'fiver -a decade, :rising from 261,328 in 1963 to an 'estimated
348,400,in 1916. 'During thitsperiod, significant changes in the
specialty distribution have also occurred. Table 1y-1 summarizes
aggregate specialty tends since 1963,- while Table A-IV-1 .provides a
more. detailed specialty distribution. As the tables show, despite a
one-third increase. in total supply of active.M.D.is between 1963 and\
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1976. A pre has been a.sharp'decline in the number of physicians in
generallractice. However, since di ta are not available separately on
general, practice and family practice during this period.,the overall
GP decline masks A sishificamt growth" in family practice` during this
period, whiah has, resulted, in part, from considerable State and'
Federal 4nancial supiort.for family Practice residencies since 1960.

. .

Today, three7fourths of the Mationos.medical schooka have departments
or divisions of :family practtce; there are nearly-6,000 resident n # _

,

training; and 9,000 physicians' have been 'certified by he AmericiEr
Board of gamily Practice. Pediatricians and_internistgo, also.
gentrally-considered to be4rimary care physicians,-have increased
byo-fifths, and now represent nearly One-fourth of all ac ive
philicians. aben,these tIrlee specialties are combined with neral
practice, primary care specialists represent nearly two- fift s of the
present active physician supply. However, despite the increases in the
numherpf:pediatricians and internists, J.not.all of whom. are primary
care physicians) , the percentage. of primary .care physicians ,has

aLL.active.ptilsOic ans. Nevertheless, the priMary care supply ,has grown
dropiSed Over the 3 year periodi from,42.1-per cent to 39.percent of

faster over this period than the U.S.,poplaation, and the ratio of
physicians in primary care 'specialties per 100,000 population rose
from 56.7 in 1963 to 61.9 in 1976. (See Tables.I9-2, A-IV-2, an4
* -IY -3)

Studies have shown that relatimOIly few new physicians locate in rural
'and inner city areas, where the problem of acceglibility to basic,
medical services is most acute. of the phydicians in primary care
fields, only the general practitioners (GP's) - ,,...family practitiohers
(FJP,$), and osteopathic physicians (DO's) show a si4nificant
inclination toward rural.or non metropolitan practice. Specialists
gemerally tend to prefe urban practice, butnot in the inner city:
The 46,000 GP's compri the largest.number of active primary care,
physicians46,000 in 1 75--with 11,000 family practitioners and About
8.000 .osteopaths. Hovey because of their older age distribution,
active GPIs'exhibit an average annual rate of death and_retirement
loss .that is, almost twice that of all physicians. Current estimates
indicate that abbut 1,500 family-practice physicians are needed
annually just, to replace the GP's leavinwthe active practice of
medicine. Itvis not until 1974, after five years of growth, that the
number of family practics_first-year residencies began to approximate
that number, and only.in 1975 was there the first relatively clear'
,increase in the absolute number of general and familY practitioners,
after about two decades of'dontinuous decline. By 11984, therefore;
there may be as`many,:general/faidly practitioniks as there were in
.1970, given contidued Federal support of'family practice programs.
However, the 1970 supply is generally considered to have been
seriously deficient.

Doctors of Osteopathy have traditionally shown a prefprence for rural
primary care practice, but until the late 1960'q only, about half of

t
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the States ga'e full 'medical licenses to D.0.0s. This resulted in an
uneven Region/State/County distribution of osteopathic physicians.
which continues to the present. The uneven geographic distriblit-ieri-uf-----
these practitioners also reflects the small numbet of osteopathic
schools and graduate training progtams. However, at the present time,
hall States give full licensure to osteopathic physicians, and the
skewed distribution may imprOve in the coming years.

The'ecline in the proportion of primary care manpower and the
concouitant increase in non-prima_ ty-Cate sPecialist maripower have been
a source, of major concern in the past. These numherS' are somewhi0
misleading, however since specialist manpower, and specialist se ices
are .not'synonymous. As indicated,;sarlier, non-peiinftry careL,
.physicians, partioularly in the medical subspecialties andlin surgery
also render varying proportions of medical care siMilat .to that
)rendered by primary- care physicians (See Table A-1-4): Horeover,
recent research indicates that a definition of what constitutes
priraky care service remains eldsite, with more work needed in the
area .'of primary health care services before apceptabe analyses can be
performed..

.

The relative proportions Aror'Nphysiciansicin the .seijkarate specialties.
..that comprise the primary care fields are not expected to change
stilstantially by 1990. '.Although the remaiping medical and surgical
specialtkes.will show large numericaljncreases, the medic 1,

j' specialties are expected to change little as a proportion dfall' .

physicians, and the proportion-that.the represent
of all physicians may even decline. ';However, the ratio: offboth these
groups to population is expected to conAimue to rise.

`Direct patient care is the primary activity of most physicianS. About
two-thirds of all active physicians are in office-bised practice,
while about one -third are hospital-based. These proportions haire'
reOkined relatively stable over the past,8 years. .

Physicians engaged in medical group practice, thought by many to-be a
more efficient way of 'delivering health care than solo practice, now,
'comirise nearly one-fifth,Of 'the active non-federal-physician
population, up from 12.8 percent ino4969 (See Table Thec4e were

A ,7,733 such groupS in1975, with an average annual growth rate of 8.4
.percent'since 1932. Although the-growth rate has slowed in recent;'
yeats',, tine nuMber of 'phySi,cians per group .tor all types of groupS ha,
cont inlied ,to increase. ::77

`The uti:Ii7ation of-physician
frequently been suggested as
at Less cost. Howeier, exi
reimbursement policies do no
especially in tural;i4reas..
traditional auxiliaries none
increasing physician's "prod

assistants :' and nurse practition
a means 'of deliveringsic mgd

wing licenstire r.estrictiops
t stimulate the Use\of these per
Midlevel hOalth care providers a
theless appear to be a potential
uctivity," as measured b,y pa %ien

ers-hak,
icaltowcak
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and omen the physician's net income. Group practice as opposed to
solo Office practice, also appears to hol potential fors. increasing .1.

productivity. However, past increases in fleemployment of auxiliary
health manpower and'the.growth of group prac ices appear not have
led to consistent increases in overall physician product.ivit
(Physician productivity, is discussed further later in this ch er.1)

,
14

,

Available data on bsteopathic .physicians (D.O.Is) are much less ..Complete than those for/allopathic phYS.iciins, largely because of
. noncompafability of yeaEly data.. -_;.However, between 1957 and 1976, two

years far ,which:data on D.O. specialty supply are fairly-complete, the
total ,nu.tittier of .nan-lederal osteopathic physicians increased by almost
one-half, from more than 9,614 tnearly 14,000 (See. Table IV-4),
some.What-more -loilly than the increase in M.D.'s. At the same time,
the ,number of D. O. vs in primary care, including general practice,-A
internal medicine, and pediatrics, has declined from more than 90 '.

. s peciolltie increased significantly, rising from ..* Vercent of the
ercent ofth itle total less than 60 perent. The surgical,

t lal to 8.4 percent. T.he numbers in other specialtids increased more
..

drImatically, going froM oyy_ 4.3 percent of the- total to nearly 33
.percent of the total. . .

I
.. -

The growing supply of doctprs of,)osteopathic medicine (D.0.'s) shouldt

also, increase the n-Umbef primary care practitioners. In 1975,
there were an estimated 4,000 osteopathic physicians (as cotparecl to
11,100 in 1965), of whom 58 perce4t were estimated to be involved in
"primary/. re", alittivities. By 1990, the supply of D.O.v i"' is expected
to reach ne rly 30,000, with the practitioner/population ratio rising
from 6.6 per 100,000. population. in 1975 to 12.2 in 1990.
Foreign Medical Graduates ,fFMG'sL

0
Until the Federal gdvernment began its major programs of financial
support crt medical education in the early 1960's, the supply of
physicians had been constrained for several decades by, among other
factors* the limited ..availability Of medical' school first year places

-and' facilities; and shortages of physicians were widely believed to
eicist. Health :Manpower legislation of the mid-19600s made provision
for alleviating the perceived 'shortages by helping 'expand medical and
osteopathic school .enrollm s. Another Federal response. was toAive,
physicians occupational efe ence in immigration policyiresulting in.

. the entry into the cou ry ore han.76,0a0 foreign-trained
-physlCians between 1' 6_and 19 6, thouq'h.naicy of these came :fOr
train*tig only and- soWreturtiea to theit. oUntries of origin.

- _
'Graduate medical .elucatiSn opportunitie-and relatively high income
',potential have been cited as the principal' attractions for physicians
entering the United States. For many of the countries from, which they

.came,Akowever, they represented a significant loss not>odkrdy in. 14

servi'lls but also in economic investment.
)

'
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FflG's are generally heterogeneous. in their geogtaphic origins,. i
their level, focus,, and .quality of undergraduate education,' and ip
their' familiarity with the English eanguage and' American culture.
Their numerical impact on-the total physician supply in the. U.S. can
be demonstrated in a number of ways. / Between1963.and 1973,
approximatelly 65 percent of the net increase in the physician to
population, ratio in the U.S. was attributable to physicians trained°,in
foreign countries. In 1975, 35 percent Of all new licenses, tb.
practice'mediFine,issued in.United States were issued to foreign
medical 'graduates (excluding graduates of Canadian medical schools).
T is percentage had decreased from 44 percent in 1973. .. iInsteveral

ates, furthermore, about 40 percent of the practicing,phisiteciare;
eve been trained abroad. NatiOnwide, approximately ones-thirdof the -.

.graduate medical. equcalion pOsit,,ions,--internshies ans1; . .
h.

residencies- -have been. filled by foreign graduaTtes in recent years, an
even higher proportion than the dne-fifth that FMGs represent of the
entire .U.'S. physician supply (See Table 'IV-5) .

- .
°

In addition to the rapid irictease in the number of F Litx in the U.S.,
questions were also raised about the quality of health Care provided .

:by some foreigntrained physicians. Particular concerns have been l
expressed about their relatively poor performance in licensing. and
credentialling examinations and the comparability of the
qualificaticins of U.S. and foreign trained physicians. Because of
these concerns and the numerical evidence of the impa.ct4of PMG's,
Congress found and declared in PL '94-4,84 that "there is no longer an
insufficient number of physicians and surgeons in the United States
such that there is no further need fot affording preference to. alien
physiCians and surgeons in admission to the United States under the
Immigration and Nationality Act." 1/
As a result, it is estimated that permanent imagrant visas issued to
hysicians in 1977 and, later years CoUld be reduced to between 25 and
,peycent of the number issued in 1975. MoStof the permahent visas

i sued. after January 10, 1977, are likely to be issued to those FMG's
with,. crose U.S. family ties, inasmuch as an average of 33: 'percent of
permancent immigrant visas over the t six years have been issued on
the basis of family preference. (S e tile IV-6).

.

With the-use of the National Board Medical Exadination (NbME) Parts I
and II (or an equivalent test) as the screeningexaminationator the
Exchange Visitor- Program, and with other restrictions, it. I.! likely
that the number of individuals,admitted to the txchangeViSitor
Program each year will also be significantly. .reduced.. Based on an
analysis of performance pf FlIGs on-the FLEX examination (which
IIMENII=1111.111=

. , . .

1/ While the effective date of the restrictions legislated under PL
94-484. was January 10, 1973under .PL 95 -483 the effective date of the
restrictions on -J-vish exchange v,isitors was postponed-to January 10,
1978. , . .-

A 0-,'
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utilizes the same- question bank as the National Board examination) ,

the. National- Board of Nedical Examiners has estimated that~ the
tected .pass rate for lraGs taking NBNE Parts I and II would be
roximately 15 percerwta

Chan es he examination gives by the EducatiOn ComMission' for
-Foreign He 1 Graduates (ECM), which has been used as a standard
for immigration preference, labor certification, and admis'sion into
graduate medical ethication, may also contribute toa decrease in the
number of FEGes enfering.the:W.S. . The minimum acceptable score on tlitik
ECFNG English test has been increased, beginning in January 1976, to a
level above that.--regiared for entrance into any other type of graduate
education. AS a consequence, the percent' of for eign medical graduates
passing ,the English portion dropped from about 88 percentjin 1 973
years to '41 percent in January 1 977.

. .,
Finally, tae 'number of _graduate medical edutatiOn positions availa le
'to 1,1tIG s has-been deareasing. While the number.'of U.S.. medical s oot
graduates (U4Sloss). has been increasing steadily, and is expected t
reach in excess' of 16,000 by 198 0, the number' of gradUate medical
education (GEE) .!positions ae_the'jntry level has not-increased
substantially. Thus, it can 'be .projected that if USNG's increase at a
taster .Fate than available Glir slots, fewer postions will be available

.:f0r F110s.
.,.

These hinges will likely result. in a marked decline in the number. of
. foreig physicians coming to the U. S.,' since il significant' ntrmber of-
xthe ph icians who immigrate- to the U.S. were previously exchange
visitors. In...the future,. entrr may be:largely limited to physicians
with family -ties in the U.S. 'or'to bona fide exchange visitors.

aTaking all of the above factor* into account, it i estimated that' between 1975 and 1990' the net g in in active .FNG upply (as measured
by ANA data) could be reduced. by abOut 50 Pirden -from previOtisl :.,s,=,

. expected levels -i or from 44,000 to. 22,000. Th A pact on phy.si an "
-geokYraphicaelanth specialty distribution which .follows .from this ., ..

reduction as not been evaluated; hitiltever,(,the "Substantial numerical
depenAencY upon .ONG'S in.edrOin-Sta74-s, institutions, and even
oifiee-based market areas, 'implies that the reduction will not pass
entirely unnoticed. In. the last `20 ye of FRG entry, many St '
(suat as Nev York and New Jersey) , nd m ny :types df medical
facilitiesvtuch as those dependent n unaffiliated" graduate medical
education' training. positions and St mental institutions), have
develo ed-- a considerable dependency' FtiGss .to-. dcli vet medical care

serfic s to meet the needs of the specific populations they serve.
Studies have shown, that not only any hospital -based FRG's, but (also.
madjuoffice-r*.Ised FEGts serve certain socioeconomic :population groups
which .dthefwisemight not find medical care readily. 'available. -,

--"r:\ :- -, tit'', ;, t "
TR* restriction on iMmigratiOn of FNG's may require other responses
such.as'the greater use of mid-leVel practitioners 'in hospital

r
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emergency rooms, designat ion oi, certain facilities as institutional
shortage areas under the, WISC aegis, greater utilization of A

psychologists and psychiatric social workers in State mental
institutions, and a substantial reorganization of the 4radUate medical
education program., At present, however; there is no certainty as to
the full effects of the changes in the Immigration an ationality.
Act., To some extent,. FNG Is have provided a manpower h sa e t y valve"
over tlie ,.past 'tub decaded whereby market forces could duce additions
to the physician supply beyond those, provided by graduates f m the

11(U.S. eduCati.onal system.

fusinacosts,...21_411114 Care

The U.S. has seen its total bill. for 'health expenditures grow fro $25
billion in 4960 to 3 139 billion. in 1976. -During' the same peri
total 'health expenditures as a percentage of the 'gross, nationa
prqduct (GNP) have risen more than 60 percent,, from 5..2 to nearly 9
percent of the GNP. Moreover, the average 'Cosi of one day's stay a
hospital has increased from ;$16 ine',4960 to $158 in 1976, almost a
1,000 pexcent increase. Otetall, hospital costs have had the most
significant impact upon medical cost increases.

4

The physician's role in the 'cost increase is difficult to assess.
Explanations of overall cost 'increases in health care fall into two
categories: those that concentra to on the -demand for hospital care, and
those' that concentrate on' the With regard to demand, it is
thought that consumers are not generally kflowledgeable about health
care alternatives and their consequences, and, as a result,, seek t
minimize .their risks .of exRoriencing parh, discomfort, and death 12

9

demanding the maximum health. cervices they can affOrd: The growth of .

third -party coverage of ealth services obas contributed 'to the
"attOrdability" of stibsIginti* amounts of health :services. With
regard to the supily 'reasons for the rapidly increasing hospital
costs, explanations focus on the incentives which encourage
physiciansU-:aiimitistrators, and their .institutions to consume
increasingly`- larger amounts of real "input" or servides. The first
explanation is that under the fee-for service system, the direction is
toward provision .of of '4As many inputs as medically possible. Second,
the third -party payment mechanisth reinforces' the incentives produced
by the fee7tor-1service systeg by typically guaranteeing retrospective,
costplus reimbursement. Third, widespread third -party coterage has

Plyireant tnat covered patients,at the marg4n paid low Aor zero) p0.ces
for increased hospital uge. Fourth. is the,volUntary hospital itself
where, because of the /competitive market that Okists'aimong;hospitals,
or attracting ,physicians'td their staffs; hospitals increase their

(s4ize andservices and Add to the sophistication of their equipments
Fit th is the process of medical education during Which the -tend to
technical inpu,tminten4te medicine is reinforced lky encodradring
specializatiop and promoting ,expensive pe9ced00: The. final!
explanation iS the medical' teseach and" developpent ptqcess which in
zee pastNi4s not tend6d to develop innovations that swill conserve

.'4e
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input but often had the opposite effect. Thus, physicians canhot
separated from the system in which they work in assessing the .

underlying dynamics of rising health care costs. However, the
contribution of input-ntensive physician training, research, and
perspective seems noteworthy.

Quality of Car
A

The quality of care provided by the ,physician deservres specific
mention. Research on quality of care focuses.on three, measures:
structure, process, and outcome. There.are,few outcome measures of
quality; and, therefore most research centers,ow nstructure" or
*process" measures. One "structures typermeits)me is whether the
physician has certain cr4dentials such asifulllicensure, board
.certification, and so on. Hbirever, State licensure requirements' do
not limit a physician to practice in activity areas in whichlhe gas
had specific training. While the AMA lists about 36 separatemedical
specialties, each with its appropriate, recommended graduate training
requirements, physician,licensure is generally unlimited in terms 02
services the physician is allowed to perform. About 26 medical
specialties, on the other hand, have' their "board" which'Identifies
those physicians who have completed established trainingtreguisrementi
in t4e specialty. Once certified, a physician may acquire hospital
privileges as a specialist. Nevertheless, many specialty-services can
be and are performed in private offices where board certification 'has
_until recently not been fully effective. the issue of. Idalty control
standards is one ofthe major concerns of the Professional Standards
Review Organizations IPSRCes).

be

'naicritraWmanLigrAelicaller4Lr'ces

There have been'many reasons for the increased demand-for medical-Care
oiler the past several. decades. Significant technologiCal advances,
both' in diagnostic and treatment prodedureS, have contributed to this
increase. The population has been 'expanding and growing older, and
older population age groups exhibit higher utilization of medical
services than do younger groups. The increased spread of health
Insurance allows people to seek treatment for medical problems Ichich
they might otherwise have ignored. Generally, the public also has
exhibited an increased awareness of health care issues and problems,
and has higher expectations of what health sery.l.cpa should or can do.
The increase in supply' of physicians may itself have contributed to
the, increased demand for their servides, i.e., that physicians are
capable of generating their own demand ,to 'some- extent,..aithough this
last point is far from resolved. The services phyti4ans.provide are
frequently. "input" (advice, consultation), as opposed to l'outpilt"
(cures and solutions), giving them flexibility to determine the' need.
as, they see it, for their own services, .a flexibility that many other
occupations in the labor force do not have. It has. also been claimed
by some that" the organizatiop of the U.S. "health care delivery system
is 'notaestreamlined, efficient, or practical as it shbuld.be, and

114-1-1
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..., f
L.,that h'ultiple referrals and sometimes.' poor quality care contribute to

over-utilizatiou'of physicians, thus increasing the demand for their
'time and services.: .. lk. .. .

Age. ,Sex. arcl'ilin'Ority Composition of physician Supply
,.

"Slightly more than one-fait of.all physicians are under age 45, and
th§res is a similarity between the .age dfstribution of It.D.6s andv,

ha'. hat,e taken, plate. amall oincreas h
B.O.'S 1.: Over the past years only slight shifts in thelat

have
4.

,distribution of physicians
occurred among the youngeat age cohorts, a result expected from the
accelerated rate of increase in the nhifibet of recent medical school,
graduates. 1 I

A significailt6' aspect of the physician perSonnel situation is the.-
repre,sentation of minorities .and viomen. Astiof 1975, minorities .are
estimated ,to coMprise° only about 3 percent 'o all 'active physici-anS, d

and women 8 'percent. Although there has been a substantial and
continuing. increase in 'medical: school enrollment. of women: in _fhe
recent past, the same cannot be said for minority enrollment.
Although the number, of minority 'enrollments has increased
subseantially,the increases have leveled off in the past two-years,

".; both in absolhte.numbers and as a percent of all enrollmentS. A 'small.
decrease from previous °levelS .was observed .in 19761. ..Apart frOM
ethical, .Moral, and equity Considerations, Iowevet;, substantial r'
increases in qualified minority and women physicians might ;result in
many advantages to the -health system, e.g., better'.comminication and
uXerstanding between providers and consumers,, deeper 44derstanding, of
p cho7social aspects of medical probleins, and possibly -a more even
geo#aphic''distribution of physiCians in relation-to population,.
though: ekisting research has been far from concj.h.ilve on these issues.

- The propoftion of brofiten in allopathic medicine h.A. increased slowly''
but stefadily since .1970.. from 6 percent of all M.D.V6s t'o, nearly 10
iter_cent-in. 1975. WoMentepresent- amuch. smaller pdrcent, of the
13stecipathiC physician s, pply (about 6 at the present
Blacks, who com,prise about'13 percent Of the national Elopulation,
comprise - on/* about. 3 percent of the physician. supply_..

A
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Determinants of Career and Geographic Choices 0.. I . ,

In addressing geographic n cialty issues And concerns, it is
'important to pkderstand t ors which, predispose physicians to
choose particulai specia d to practice in sPecific geographic

. locations. -Numerous stu e been conducted in this field with
one of the major objectiv ng to analyie and develop admissions
criteria and sipportive curricula in medical and other schools of
higher learning that ,would direct students to choose specialties and
geographic locations most in need of their services. Medical students
are a relatively homogeneous group of high achievers with similar
intellectual'',and social, outlooks, and thus tend to reinforce existing
patterns of physician sPecialty's4d. geographic choice.

..factors gleaned from resea,tc'h.effert on career' and geographic choice
indicate that sociodemogrphict med3. 1 school environment,
psycho7lp9ical, and community variables' are paramount. It appears that
the caMmunity, of origin And the- .medical specialty selected are'
siynifican predic!rtors''..of proba ble geographic location. The research
findings suggest that physicians,. who select .small towns for general

.value life style factors to a. greater extent thin
:-prokeSsional .status. On, thejother hand,,.many physicians who choose to
'5ractice in an urbaun area 'appear to select speCialties which depend
Upon modern facilities and w-hich g Omit stimulation from the presence
of a colleagues., ..,For .exadple, medical students.vho appear-

. pr*dis.posed to general-practice have been. characterk2ed
sodiodiemographically as: :(1) _..,These who Aker:relatiVely ..older. and have
larger families; ,(2) tho.se.tthote fathers: have lower status
occupations;. (3) thoWilho-r4CeiVed..lower scores.on their Medical
College eldmissiops7,Test;z,,O) -'tirspse who have layer. income --expectation
and (5). tho 'wtfolCome.from 'Si.zed coMmunities. It Should be
nested t il-tOmparisons'are being,made within a highly selective

.a.cadeMic' nment, ant those students choosing general 'practice are'

o'



high performers in clinical rotation.

Research findings also suggest that many institute al variables have
ad lotpact on the student's selection of primary care, such as: (1)

facUlty composition and presence.of role models; (2). t e nature, of the
curriculum; and. (3) the extent to which research Is elihaslited by the
school. owever,.,additonal researcklis needed .to' determine flow -the
attributes of today's students and their educational exberiences
interact to. deteiMine specialty preterencs. .

. ft

,

Geogcaphic Distribution of Physicians

There are many variables which 'bear on the health. statue of the U.S.
population, a umber of which are-not relatO to the presence or
absence of a physician (e.g., environmental, edUcational,
psychological factors) or to the avaifibility of 'other types of ;health
manpower. However, it iegenerally agreed that assuring access to

" quality. health care (at least 'to a first-contact physician) 'at d
reasonable cost is a major,aspect of maintaining or improfing the.
population's health. status. It is clear., too, that there is an' uneven
geographic distribution of physicians vid physician services in the
United States. As a result, many currdnt progra'ms are aimed at
'alleviating the uneven geographic distribution of physicians These
programs, include tbb load repayment program,' the mot ional Health
Service Corps, and more recently, a Variety of funding incentives in
the HPEA aimed at stimulating a More even .geograhic distribution of
primary care. p sicians in relation to population. b .

. .

It was indi d- earlier in this report that the primary tool used to
mea re the quan ity of physician services available to the population
is t e health manpower to population eatio although this measure
lea es much to he desired.

Since the use of gross physician/population ratios implies that all
' providers contribute the same amount and quality of sery ices and that
all population segments tequire the same level of services, which is

' not the case, a more precise. measure 'would be an "available_ services"
_ratio. Other indicators of physician accessibility or availability
are office waiting time, travel time to the nearest physician, and
maitizig time tor an appointment: However, little >data and, analYses
currently exist on these 'latter indicators, so Xhat the -÷

Ph YsiCian/P6Pul&tion ratio is the standard typically used
Am*

ftsed 'on physician/population ratios by region, State (see Table
AVIV -5) ,, non-metropolitan versusmetropolitan areas, cou nt y, and
Health Service Area; it is evident that there -ts a highly uneyen
distribution of physicians the U. s0 'MoreoVvr, the trend for all

t M.D.'s, and espedially all'prithari care H.t.151(including
,obstetrics/gynecology) , became More uneven between 1 970 anq 1973:-

were the only hea1611 prOtession to show little or no,



improvement in ".distribution over this period. .1/ Furth'ermore, the
number of counties without a physician grew more thin 30 percent
betWeen 1940 and 1975. in 1940 there were 46 such counties;, by 1975,
the number'had reached 141. (It, should be noted, however, that
improvements in transportation accessibility with better roads, and'

'more cars, and loss of .population in counties without a physician make
this rise in physician-less counties less meaningful that it might
appear on the surface.)
Physician /population -ratios Ivor metropolitan as compared- to
non-metropolitan counties .further illustrate the geographic situation.
In 1963, non-metropolitan counties had a ratio of 13.8 non-Fed,eral
physicians per 100,000 population and metropolitan counties a ratio of
144.2/100,000, a difference of 70.4 per 100,0'00. The ratio in
metropolitan counties increased at a more rapid ,rate than in
non-metropolitan counties. and reached 153.3/100,000 in 1974, while

:that in non-metropolitan counties dropped, to 70.4/100,000, widening
the difference to 82.9/100,000. Similarly, the 'difference between the
highest and lowest State ,patio has been i.ncreasing, from 132. in 1959
(New orki.-187 and Alaska-55) to 146 in 1974 (New York-221 and South
Dakota-75).

. ,

The Uneven geographic distribution Of physicians is also a fttedby
the uneven. national distrib,eion of osteopathic' physicia i
some regions, represent a sizable conOnent of total phy cian
manpower.. Doctors of ,Osteopathy have traditionally shown a pre erence
for rural primary, care practice, until the late 1960's only about
one-halt of the States gave ful cal liceses to D.O.,.s. This
resulted in an uneven distributio of ostepathic physicians. which
continues to the present in many States, The uneven distribution of
these practitioners also. reflects the small number of osteopathic
schools and graduate training programs. A the present time; all
Stat s give full. licensure to osteopathic ysicians.
The argest number of osteopathic physACia was in Michigan--an
esti ated 2,360 in 19757--b'ut there were only 2 in Mississippi.
Ove all, the ratios- of active nm-Federal osteopathic physicians
civilian population range from 0.1 per 100,.000 in Mississippi to
per 100,000 in Michigan, as compared with a U.S. average of 6.4 p r
100,000 (See Table A-IV iat6r. In the States in wirich D: Q. is are
concentrated, they are Telh ti ve 1 y evenlydistributed among communities
or different Aize. .

There are many factors which may serve .too compensatecfor or explain'
the disparities in phYsiciarrtO-population ratios that have been noted

.

1/ Morrow,
-

James S.' -"Toward A More Normative A,ssessment of
Maldisteibution: tike Gini Index." Inquiry. Volume 'XIV, September, 1977-.

Blue Cross Association, Chicago, IlltihoiL pp. 278-292.
, /
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above. Demand may not be ,the same in one area'as another, and this
disparity may have beefr-giowin4flarqer. Part of the differential
demand possibly relates to .differential morbidity rates.andi,-
environmental hazardsd' For example, Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (40SiOs) in some respects repreSent,a. more hazardous environment
than rural areas with'regard to pollution,. industrialization', crime
and' higher accident rates. Variations in -the'quahtity of services,
provided by individual' physicians, as measure& by the number of
patient:Visits, is also a factor and is dependent On such things as
specializat on, type of practice, empAoyment setting, geographic
location; sex, age; and number cl iLotirs worked.

A comparison of the quantity-of services in these areas is incomplete
when confined solely to physician/population ratios. :Reinhardt 1/ has
shown that where physician to population ratiosrare low, physicians
tpften achieve higher productivity by utilizing more auxiii7aries. As
he points out, there were 161 physicians per 10.0,000 persons in the
Northeast and only 95.in the East South Central-and the, number of .

physician visits per capita and. the number of hours physicians worked
were the same in the two areas; however, physicians on average
utilized 2.1 auxiliary personnel in the East South Central versus 1.3.
in the Northeast. Nevertheless, because of the absence of
comprehensive national data and research indicating the exact extent
of area by area variations irk .physician productivity, requirements,
utilization of auxiliaries, utilization of group practices, and other
types cf compenSations, the physician/population ratio remains the
best general. indicator of geographic distribution.

U11"C-q""1 Alloathic ...°519221111C------1.Education
The number and capacity of medical and Osteoiwthic schools have risen
markedly over the last 15 years. The number of medical schools has
increased by one third while the numbetrbf.osteopathic schools has
increased by 50 percent. 'First year enrollments (FYEis) in schools of
medicine have nearly doubled to a level of over 15,000 in 1975-76,
while first year enrdllments in schools of osteopathyhave more than.
doubled to about 1000. Similar trends occlfted among graduates from
both professional schools, where S.. and D.O. gradtates totaled- about
13,500 and 800 respectively.in 1975. (For a detailed listing of all
medical and osteopathic schools and enrollments see Taables A-IV-7, and

8'respectively.)

Legislation to provide financial assistance to persons from
.disadvantaged backgrounds coupred with the establishment of programs
to encourage the admissicin of Ath women and disadvantaged persons to

1/ Reinhardt, Uwe. . Producti n Function Estimation Under. Differing
Levels of Market Tightness., rinceton University Unpublished Paper,
March 23, 1976.
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.health iirOfessions and ther schools'lecCto increased enrolment., d>'.-'
women And. minority per, ons,in 'medical sch494.after 191054. "he upward

. .

trend medical and osteopathic school exprjoaktmentof woMen.continued
thTough-1975-76, with the proportion of. wAen in first-year classes
more than &ambling since 1970-71 (See Table A-IV-9).

.

.

liosen.represent,nearly one- guarter of the medical school entering .

class apd nearly one - seventh of the 'osteopathic school, first year
:class. Holler,' the proportion of female FfEls in allopathic medical
Schools has eveled off in the last two years, whiled the prppOrticigoin
'osteopathic schools still appears to be climbing.

.r

The proportion of minorities' in first-year classes has increased less
dramatically than'that of women, and actually declined in 1975-76,..
The greatest decline in first7year enrollment of minoriti oblccurred

..among Afro-AMericans, generally the miilbri coup with t largest
S'numerital and prppoctional representation. e number and. proportion
of American Indians also decreased in 1975- , whereas the
proportional representation of Mexican Americans and. mainland Puerto
Ricans'did not change. These trends are summarized in Table IV-7.

'While the reasons for the' decline minority enrollment are riot
certain, the rapidly spiraling cots of attending these ,schools in
conjunction with the deClining availability of-stholarships,
particularly those without service commitments, and the increased
'neccesity for,reliance on loan sources, mdy be major contributing
factors. In. additioh, gdestions about affirmative action programs may
be.forcing some schools to rely Iltore heavily an the use ot
"traditional" admisSions criteria.

Financing UnAegarlduate Medical Education

The Federal government's interest in the financing of medical I.

education- -both. pre -.and post-doctoralderives from its goal of
improiing access to health services. AchieveMent of this goal depends
upon the.assOranceOf adequate training programs, faculty, and
institutions to maintain or expand the supply of health professionals,
a0needs dictate. Thus,. Federal legislation in the past provided
financial resources' for constructing medical, faCilities, for
nCreasing student enrollment, for institutional support, end for
spec programs. In 1965-1966, 54' 'percent of medical school support
was ived from Federal funds,:whereas such funds made up only .4,0,
percent of medical school support in 1974-1975.

Since 1965, medical schools have instituted many' new programs as a
result, of new ,developments in.,educatiOnal.technology, reassessment of.
curricula,,broadening of societal expectations of physicians, 'and
Changing roles and functions.of'iatious members of the health care
delivery team. In schools have wndertaken experiments-in
Shortening the length of .training prOgrams; influencing career and
'geographic location patterns of students through preftptorhips and

1.0
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oth oto site rainin§ and Arovision of new faculty, r le'models;
,

. and e developed' courses in social and comdunity medicine,
humanistic medicine, nutrition, drug abuse counselling, sex education,
',And others.

The and other efforts to improve. the procOs and content Of
undergraduate Medical edUcatioti have evolved in'partdue to. stimuli
provided by -Federal .fnancial incentives and program guide1in04...
Current Federal health manpower legislation--The HPEW--reflects the (

view ,that the increased numbers of medical. and osteopathic schools and
exPanded:enrollmeAs will soon allevialte the manpower shortages
perceived in theealy 1960s, therefore obviating the need for further
expansion at this time. Current legislation continues capitation
grantS to support the education process but without the need for
expanded enrollments as a condition of eligibility.. However,
capitation grants have accounted foi only about three percent of total
support over the past, three year,

Although capitation grants have been continued, other Federal programs
have been reduced or otherwise modified such as' research training
grants and special project grants. Total Federal support from all
sources as a percentage of total costs has declined, generating a need
for other types of financial support, including development of faculty
practice plans and higher tuitions. 'While Federal dollars or
contributions increased two and ,a half times between 1965 and 1974,.
State and local government dollar contributions increased over,five
fold, and medical' service plan contributions increased over twelve
fold. -

These compaLsons, made available by the Assocation of AmSican
medical Colleges and pubshed in the 4ournal of, the American Medical
Associaton, indicate th while Federal programs and targeted
incentiveS,have helped mt,dical and osteopathic schools to expand
enrollments, .the expansion.has.reguired an even greater investment, of
funds frbm other sdurces. If the proportion of Federal funding
continues to decline, .then some schools, especially.those without
Significant State- 'or local government support or substantial
endoments, may find it difficult to maintain the gains ma4r during,
the last decade without resorting, to drastic tuition increases, (In
a few'schools,tutition already exceeds $,000 per year,) Programs

ishch as/ the National Health Service 'Corps scholarship and loan
programS'Itill helpstudentsattending schools not receiviitg large
State or local contributions to finance their educatiOnS... HOW these
changes andjorces will affect the opportuniti'es for financially'
'disadvantaged groups to achieve equal access to health careers and
practice 7-pportuntitieS remains an unanswered question.

. One +6 be that only students'from progressively
higher Socioeconomic backgrounds will bc_able.to Afford,medical
.school. In .fat, &.'comparison of the 1970. and.197 incomeincOm
distributions of medical students and thekdistributions of family:
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studentS i higher educa on shows, such a trend,
airthou h the cause Of this trend
I1-12)

.

The soundness of medical education proramevandihe_training cve.pacity
of these schools relate directly to the redeial.inentives and
guidelines ptovided to themyand the consistency and continuityof
Jed tal progtams. The consolidation of_public and private, lagy and
'heal profetsional viempoints, and iniMative ideas and their.
transl 4nto optionsand.alternatives,forJederal action programs,
requires focus. and depth 9t; eXpai; ise that: if eing built in the

an -only be in ISe*Table.
6 4

Public Health Service. .:The prim y need.is lot abroaAer
understanding'' of the Motkinqs of our. medical education system,
including its complex finaneial structure.

Curricula CevelopMents
)41°:

Medical school.prOgrams vary widely, but the traditional ands currently
the most. common organization Of study consists.-of an average of
months study over a. period_of four years to achieve t4e M.D. degree..
Approximately one-third of the schools have` accelerated programs that
permit-the medical curriculum to be completed In three c endar years.

Twenty-four schools have combillikd college/medical schoo4 programs,
whereby high school, graduates are accepted into. an integrated
curriculum. . Eighty-five schools offer pmbined M.D. -:' Ph.D. 'programs.
Six .schOols

cl

now have formal programs to' accept applicants with a
Ph.D., so thtt an M.D. may bk earned in a reduced. time.*

In the clinical years, the student. rotates through an average of seven
.clinical clerkships in:theivarioueiledicai services, spending varying

iods of time in medicine-,surg01, pediatrics, obstetrics-/
gyn cology, psychiatry, and °theubjects. Because of the'diversity
of rricula among schools, not all institutions have, rigid
tequi ements. 4

urriculum chancy- is that most schools now '

-According to the of: American Medical Colleges, a'
characteristic of medical
have students participating to a. significant e/tent.in curriculum
deliberations. I/ It has become increasingly common. for students .to
be' appointed as working members 'of ;curriculum committees.

1/ Medical.School Admissions Requirements 1976-1977.
American Medical Colleges. Mashington, D. C.., 1975.

Association; o
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,i4cepsurs IThe'Majority of yraduates from medi a tor osteopathic s ols 'contime
their formal education in residency or internship programs. liollever,,
the right to practice .arter graduatiOrt..grom- medical' or osteopathic
school is co tiOent upon the graduatisi, 'meeting c nditions prescribed
by 'the State lfcensing board in the. State in which
practice. 4* the first responsibility of a new
recipic. TI te.liCenAvre, and the pr cess and?. t
State t , state A written examin.alt-ipn 4.
StatVs. "the o era failurefailure rake on.S.tat
higher; failur ate as a g up (lean U.,S.
was 43 wieWioTign medfiidayograd

,

rises issued by 'the. 54 State andIn '1975, there:were4J 621'
territorial licensing oardL,o allopat. (ic phyician's, and 1,547 to.,
osteopathic physicians. Appbezimately. 20,000 of these licenses were
other than first'or initial licenses; '5,90.0 were first licenses to
foreign medical graduates;' and about ,000 were first licenses to
U.S. graduates of allopathic and ostelfethic schools.. Two hundred
twent y -one first liOenses were issued, to. U.S. citizens Who had )
graduated from foreign medical schools.' Among all,opithic physicians,
eight percent are not licensed in any State. Among-foreign medical
graduates. who have been in the United States 'for fixe years or lets
about 60 percentghave a restricted license to practice:, -.It is
noteworthy that Canadian -medical schools are accredited by the same
body that accredits U.S. medical schools, and Canadian and U.S.
graduates perform similarly on board' examinations.. Graduates of
,Canadian medical schools are contidered'for liCckriSure by all States on..

. the. same basis as graduates of U.S. medical sc,hools..

they plan 'to
.D. or D.O. * 'flying differ from

pa'brt of thearocest in all
oard e'xa4niiations in 1975
es generally having a

1.duates.

Requirements for a physician to be licensed by -the 'Federal government
exist only for a few specific, activities in his. or her pra,ctidt, such .

as prescription of narcotics' and use of radioisotope.S'-ox radiation
under liertain conditions. In an' attempt,', hOweVer, to bring some

degree o,f standardization into *State licensure re.quirements, the
Federation Licensure Examination (FLEX), based upon "rational,, board
questions, was developed i 1968. Aea.rly, all Stapei;.ha.ve now adopted
FLEX as their official:board examination and thhs it, will become .the

"standard,te'st for licensing or physicians. (The great'maority of
lieenbure examinatislas ie recent years bbth-for filreign and
graduates were FLEX)...

Maintenance of Competency

. State licensure usually permits a physician to engage in any type of
medical and/or' surgical' practice, and _until recently, such it license
was valid. for the litre of the physician, upon payment, of a periodic
token registration fee aid avoidance of any criminal activity. More
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.. recently, some tae.bave initlated a requrelnent that physicians
demonstrate se e effort to Maintain and improve: their skills.Generally, y requirement is for some 'evidence of- the physicianis
qampleting a specified nu3ther Qt hours of continuing' medical ,e .ucatiori
(cmxt) :Wher)periodic liCende re-regittratiO. or,:renewal occurs .

generally every three, to five, years. 1.rii 19 ',15 States ''requ red by
staff such continuing Medidal ;educitiOn .fo .re-reg-iitration. . there
were 'nstitttions,i.offeringl 160 8`4'contin4ing .. - sieal education
program r cOurbet icit allopathic physicians i .19 5, land over
270;000-individual physicians participated in =uch coot' As more.,
State medical boards, professional societies a d. n onal specialtyboards adopt more explicit standards for Continui g mediCal,education,thes,e figures will increase -greatly. The >figure . reported here do n t
include the hours of personal study', informal co rse instruction, .i . .

self-assessment .programs1 or other learning ii yste used by- physicia .

Continuing medical education--150 hours for the pe iod June-,1 913,
through December, 1976was required or alflac osteophatic A
practitioners in order to maintain membershi in' he American
Osteopathic Association (AQA). Because such . emb rship is requiredfor most professional activities, this is tantamo nt to a universal,
requirement .fot-continUing medical. education for all osteopathic
physicians. ,

Certification
Grien the increa ea -vin medical' knowledge anci technology in the past
quarter century, moge and more medical and osteopathic school
graduates are voluntarily obtaining specialized training beyond thal°
required by state ,laws., Such training takes place in residency and
fellpwship programs that usually have

'of
or no basis in State or

Federal laws. today, over 90 percent of new graduates go on to some
postgraduate training prOgraMs, often of several -years duration.

The various specialties each have one or more national - 'organizations
*or a consortium of organizations that promote criteria for excellence
in specialty Qed,ucation and practice. within each major specialty,
theme. -is..a Specialty 'Board which develops special requirements for
ndividuals to",kr permitted to take a comprehensive examination on the
scientifiC and clincial aspects of that specialty. such Boards are
incorporated as free-standing,,non-profit, education entities but with

?strong ties to the major national medical and osteopathic 4
associations. They are not a part of'any. legal licensure system or., '

State licensure boards. .. . .
..

There are 22 allopathic and 14 osteopathic -specialty Boards, with
several sub-specialty. Boards. Individual physicians who have '

completed the training requirements specified y the Board -in a given

specialty, have met the moral and character sta dieds of the Board and
live passed an extensive examination by the Board, may be certified as
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having special competendy

, .

in that spedia,lty and are called DiplOtates

of the Bba-rd. in 1975, forty-two percent of all active' physicians
were certified. by one or more speciaity-D0ar ds,. Id the past, an
individual maintained the Diplomate status for life' without need for
turther demongtration of';okipetency. Today, proof of continued

)

/

.
-competency is being requited by more and more, boards, and in some

..

inetances, re-certification is required periodically. All of the, /

.
allopathic Hoards now have developed policieS favoring

),re-cettification.. All of, the osteopathic vspeci lty boards require
'Imembetship in the AOA whi'ph.has a CME reguirem0 .11-herefore,.
demonstration Of .continued learning' efforts is r gaited of all
osteopathic diplomats',

Successful compl#ioh of the cert ficationpv3ceSsaf_the Spec alty
boards in and of itself has d6 1. gal entitlements. Iri eigive $ to s,

, possession of such certification by foreign iMeditil grardoetei or U.S.

graduates licpsed in a different State may lead to the. granting of a
license to pl..: cti.ce by any of those eight States, without the '
ind' vidual having to submit. to any additional' examination.

It
k.

Impac of LicensuLe_and C t' .n on s-cjan SWAY
and: Distribution

.

Since s tes control the licensure process, physician Migration
4tter s depend on the willingness of one -Stateo,'to accept for
Wen ure a physician licensed in a different State - -a process. called

recip city. tilaAy States have reciprocity agreements with other

Stat .althOugh these are not 'always explicit, for the-first several
yea s after a candidate graduates. Also, most States will grant a
li ensing examination within specified time periodsfollowing
gr duation tcom medical or osteopathic school. Homeier, policies_
di ter, and final 'decisions are usually made by Slate Medical
14censing Hoards on a case-by-case basis. -There has been no
quantitative assessment of the impact of -different State licensing
practices on physician migration.-

First-Year ResidenCv ,Positions

llete ha4 beeen a, steady and substantial increase in the number,of. U.S.
. medical school graduates, .(USMGes) since 1970 (See
During this same petiod, the number of foreign medical graduates-
(FMGs) entering first7year residencies has fluctuated between abo4t
4,000and 5,0m. The total number of first-year residency pOsitions
Ottered by teaching hospitals hag, increased at iv tate slOwet than the
rate of increase, in tilled positions, resulting id)an increase in the
fill rate (the percent of offered positions filled)... The observed
fill rate is not constant across specialties--the s4rgiCal.,epecialties
exhibit high till rates while 'other specialties, in particular .

anesthesiology, radioloyy,. pathology, and other hospital-based
specialties, have substantially' lower fill rates. (See Table IV-87)

Adk
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As tnditated earlier the -HPEA seeks to restrict the number of FMG's
entering this.country to practice, through amendments to the
Immigration and-Nationality Att, A decrea54 in' the level of
iMmigration oArFMas will have differing effects geographically and
across specialties. Rhode Island, New Jersey and Negijork.dra w 50
`portent or more of their physician's in residency proRams from the
foreign. population, while six ,other" states draw more than.'40 percent.
Residency programs' in anesthesiology, general practice, pakhology, and
physicial medicine have 50 percent or more FMGs and of 400r specialty
residency programs have,., in the aggregate, more than :40" pergent FMGs.
Althnugh waivers' of the restrictive placed upon 1113,11on-,iteigrants by
the 'm can be .granted lindases wherer'"substantial disruption,' to the
health carte ,deliverg'System)Oks' been identified, the effects of the
RPEA the, near fUture toul(00.-substantial as tfPey relate to the FNG'
permanent immigrant oplp.onent in GNI.

**.;

:By tying capitation grant's for medical schools; to the attainment of
target leve$Wof filled positions' in affiliated primary care GME
programs (g nefal internal medicine, general pediatrics .and family
medicine), th'e Congress has moved to increase the proportion' of,
physicians enter,tng practice in the, primary care specialties. Ill..
order for, Medical schoolb to' be eligible for capitation grants, their
combined affiliated GNE programe.must;;On,July 15, 1977, have had 35
percent of all filled first-yeir GNE 4lositio!ins in' primary care. , This
percentage increases to .40 percent. in Abe f011owing year and toi 50 .

percent in, subsequent years.' In addititon,,the amount awarded is
discounted for each physician who-transfers out of a primary care
specialty during .or at the end of ,Ate firitlyeir of GME. Teaching
'hosipitars can attain the target ',ertentage b' .increasing primary care
offering or by detreasing.offerings in other speikalties, or both.

PTimary Care u r u a n Gra u t M d c t'

- Physician behilvior is thought to, have a significant iilipact on health
care costs. Orie possible explanation' can be derived from the process
of medical education. Much of the emphasis on technical

.

input-intensive medicine, reinforced'by encouraging specilization and
promoting' expensilie procedures, can.be found in graduate medical
education.

In an attempt to stem. the tide toward specialization, the, HPEA has
Made the awarding' of capitation grants, conditional upon a required
percerkage of a medical School's i-esidents.being in primary care
fields. Viler directives of .the HPEA have .attempted to 'spur the
specialty'.,caoLces of future medical school graduates by providing
authorizatiohp for-,training in family. medicine, general 'internal
medicine, and general pediatrics, along with financing departments of
family, medicine, student fellowships in prisiary care, and
interdiSciplinary training programs.
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An emerging linkage between medical schools and their affliliated
Nachiny hospitals is 'surfacing in medical education, particularly in
primary care, where medical schools and these hospitals now share many
educational activities such as rural -preceptorships. Moreover... this
link has been reinforced by under- graduate subsidies related to the
graduate programs noted above.

The g 1 in the training of qualified physicians is no longer to
produce as many as possible. The objective now is to produce the
"right number of the right /kind." This phrase has come to mean
increased numbers of physicians in primary care specialties, Ewer
physicians per capita in surgical specialties, and no proportionate
increases in other specialties. \ . . . 1., c.Recent research teas indicated that one of the 'factors which relates to
ultijnate practice location, particularly for specialists, is location\ of their graduate medical education, probably because of thq need for
familiar techniFal support. The responsibility for GPM .has -been
placell in the ,hands of institutions whiCh have a. service rather than
an educatio9a1 commitment as their most important function. Interns
and resiMents do play it significtint rolePin..health care delivery

'-, despite the fact that they are "in training." Differentiation of
their role in tife provisions of pitient .services from their role as
trainees has concerned both the Congress and third party payers.
According to an activity Analysis conducted tor theSocial Security
Administration by the Institute of Medicine and involving over 5,00Q

use Officers (interns and reFidents)fi about 60.0 Percents of their
time is spent a delivering patient care; 14.9 percent in.-the -combined
activities of patient care .withiteachi9g; 15.7.opercent in learning;
and the remaining 8.3 perdent in teach'ng, research and other
activities,. AmOng the ten individual s ecialties included in this

\ study, the amount of time; devoted_ to pat -ent Care alone variedf,from

2,

47E5 percent for pAhologisto\to 70:1 percent for. apesthesiologists
and 73.8 'p4r nt.' for familY..gractitioners. .

. .
,.. - iP'e C. /..

The development of residencies t emsetves was preLdicated upon the
.profe.sSiOn's need for further sub pecialty education over and above
that necessary for general pract e. It is therefore -under tandable
that -/ertiary care facilities have been the center of this_edtcationi.
Resid ncy positions ,offered by specialty are more a fuection of
department .prestige, adequacy/ of resources to sustain- the educational
pfograrns and institutional service requirements, (tat her than. codutrunity
and; natiotial needsa- Hence, an objective .of primary care curricula is:'
to expose tile-Student to alternativ9 sites aria modes for le delivery
of card such as those beyond the reach of the traditional- eaching

-institutions.
-HistoriCAlly, \the clihical emphasis' in GME primary care4

curricula hds
bee* towakd outpatient experkences. 'However, the facility of Feferral
services Wailable to the primary -care resident in the 'outpatient.

set't.ing has continued to reinforce the technical- support ~dependency..

i" . . . ..4 -
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Recent additions to primary care curricula Of clerkships and
preceptorships in rural and other non-hospital Oased settings are
expected to redirect the. outlook of future physicians. The actual
impact of these new educational experieklces' upon ultimate practice
behavior has been difficult to document. Present evaluation is
confined to student lerformance,,perceptions, and attitudes along with.
analysis of ultimate Specialty'and-practice location. The results to
dat are inconclusive. t

-S pe%?Aysicians have expressed concern about the legitimacy of family,
p actice as a distinct specialty. Many medical school faculty find
that primary %care does not represent a real body of knowledge distinct
from the disciplines of internal medicine, pediatrics and other
specialties. This attitude' is not lost on the prospective physician.
Others are willing to accept the new field but it may be displaced
from the university hospital medical setting. It is essential ftr the
viability of'rimary. care Wig to educate' the' educators toward the,

,. acceptance of non-university-hospital %Stings as important solorces of
medical education.

b

The' emphasis on primary care has 'always dominated Graduate OsteopathiC
Educatiod (GOE). However, in recent years graduates have choten '.non - primary care specialties at significantly greater percentages than w.
in the past. .Historically, with limited resources, schools of :

osteopathy have relied upon community-based hospitals for GOE since
access to academic centers was not available. 'Increased recogniton Of
osteopathic medicine has increased the trend. towards specialization,
,and it is not certain that osteopathic schools can continue to ptoduce
primary care practitioners and emphasize their 'holistic -philosophy.'

/1121,Jear Residency Distributionr' NS

Critical to the forecasting Of the future supply of physicians by,.
specialty is the-understanding ofpast trend's in bite distribution of
first -year residency training positions. During the .period 1960-1974
there were '- marked changet in prevaiAng trends. The period 19661968
show4Videclines.in t-he percent of first year residencies. in the
'primary care .and surgical-specialties, with'in,creases in the -other
Medical specialties. Foi,the primal), care specialties,,. decreases in

. general practice and pediatrics res'idencies were offs4t'somewhat by a
slight increae,,in those in internal medicine. Residencies in the
'surgical, specialties. of ophthalmology, otolAryngology, plastic and
thoracic surgery showed increases, bit these were offset 'by decreases'
in otistetrict/gynecoiogy And general surgery. Otheritpecialties Such.t
as dermatology, anesthesiology, neurology, and radiology have
alccounted for the expansion in "other specialties" over the eight year
period (See Table IV-9) .

tThe, above trends changed considerably in the;19 69197 period. .Filled
first-year residencies 'in primary care specialties increased
noticeaply, 4ne to strong -increases in the number of*Internal inedcine

, \

A
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residencies and to the addition of family practice. residencies
(representing 6 percept of first year residencies in 1974). The

slight decieases in general surgery and psychiatry residencies
observed in the 1960-1968 period became larger decreases in the
19,,9-194 period, while obstetrics/gynecology residencies leveled dff.

Increases in ophthalmology, otolaryngology and anesthesiology reversed
themselves i the latter period.

There were significant differences n residency choices of foreign.and

U.S. medical graduates. Primary re residency selection by' USMGs

increased more than twat of FMGs b tween 1968 and 1974. Drops in
general surgery and anesthesiology were more noticeable for USMGs

while increases in pediatrics and psychiatry were more prevalent for

_ t
FNGs.

The above information. on first year residencies requires careful

interpretation. Figures on primary care residents overstate the
ultimate number of primary care specialists, because increasing
numbers of internists and pediatricians later enter subspecialties.
For example, recent trends indicate that about 9 percent of the
individuals in first year residencies in internal medicine were not in

the second year of thaC program. It has similarly been estimated that

'about one-halt of first year internal medicine residents will later
enter' internal medicine subspecialties. A similar phenomenon has
occurred in pediatrics, although to a lesser extent than in Internal

Medicine.

Finally, the degree to which residents enter subspecialties vtiries
according to the resident's country of medical education. For
example, although first year residency figures indicate greater
primary care participation by USMGs, an analysis of subsequent years
in residency indicates that a far larger percent of USMGS in internaa
medicine, pediatrics, and surgery go on to subs'pecialties than do.

FMGs.. Consequently, FMGes now in training mar be a more significant
source of future primary care 'physicians than the figures, seem to

indicate.

Financing Graduate' Medical Education

As the medical education -process has lengthened 'd.\..j elude advanced
postgraduate training for over.90 percent of graduates, a complex and

not wholly coordinated process of internship and residency training

has evolved. The components this process re poorly defingd, as ist
the mechanism for.financing graduate medics education. It is
noteworthy that there is no -single source in his country that can

provide an accurate enumeration of all the residency.and internship
training prograMs and 'positions offered and 'filled, nor can such a
measurObe made by consolidating any combination of data sources. It

is estimated that there were betyedn 701000 and 75. such ch positions

filed in September, 1974+-then latest year that ao posite data are

available. At an average. annual,'salary of.$13,009 per year in 1974,
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the cost fOr''salaries alone exceeded $878 million 'dSildrs: When the
instructional' costs and supportive services are added to salaries, the
cost's to the system of residency and internship training in 1974 were
estimated to exceed $1.8 billion annually.

For the most part, these costs are passed along, to patients through
.

per diem or hospital bed charges., Costs of training that takes plaoe
outside the hospital or in ambulatory care clinics cannot be passed On
to bed charges. About one-half of the costs of ambulatory serVices
are covered by third party payments, and thftremainder is either paid
out-of-pocket by patients,or recovered by the institution from grants
or unrestricted funds from other sources. '

There have been recent efforts by some private insurance Agencies or
carriers and by some State and _Federal agencies to restrict or
elibinate .reimbursement to institutions for the, costs of resiliency
training: These recent developments further complicate the chore for
institutions to develop sound financing bases for internship and
residency training, especially in the primary care specialties.

The Federal government is seeking to.influencethe distribution of
training psitions in favor of primary care residencies through the
Health Professions, Educational Assistance Act .ofd 1976, which provides
grants for expansion of opportunities for tcailning in faMil edicine,
general internal medicine, and general pediatrics. It is e tiMat6d
that ,)y. 1983, there may be over 3,000 first .year' residency ositions
in generalinternal medicine and general pediatrics, and ov r '4,300
first year poSitions in family practice, due in large part'to-Federal
grant programs. Paradoxically, however; while Federal manpower
programs are providing needed. support for primar .care'trainin4,
reimbutiement Aplicies are 'being considered by s me third-pCrty payers
which would recitire that institutions subtract m npower training
grants in primary care from their requests for r imbursethent for
service& provided by trainees. If implemented, e net result might
be that institutions would be returning a poitio of their Federal
primary care training dollars to third party Ray rs. The effect, of

. course, would be to impair the effectivenesq.,o, the primary care.
.

training grants. .

s ,1t,,45
0

1
1.

What is neededAp both predoctoral and ,pestdoctor 1 training isa
national policy that addiesses- national physician manpower
requirements for the future and a medica educati n financing system

involved in producing a single cohort o phySicia s. The Gkaduate#that is sufficiently stable to cover th even or eight year process

Medical Educational National Advisory Committee ( MENAC) has been
charteaed by the Secretary of Health Education, d Welfaie to examine
the present and future supply and requirements of physicians by
specialty and to translate these physiCian requirements into ranges of
types and numbers of needed graduate medical training opportunities.
The Committee is further. chartered to propose national goals.for the
distribution of physsicians being trained and to v)ramine the impact 'of
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various public and private policies which influence physician
specialty distribution, particularly reirOursement and financing.
GMENAC had its first meeting in. 1977 andewill report in December 1978.
As that repbrt.to the Secretary is laving deve`lopedc an intensive
effort is being made to collect and 4nalyze4niormation obtainable for
the most part from the private sector.

f.31, Eidians

The numbecof active physicians (M.D:'s and D.O.'s) is expected to
rise significantly in the years ahead, reaching 594,400 in 1990, as
compared with 362,500 in 1 974 and 378,600 in 19/5. The physician to
population ratio is expecteil, is idcrease tram 17 1.1 per 100,000
population in 1974 to 242.2 pe,r 100,000 in 1990. The supply of active
M.D.'s is projected to increas.Ato .564,200 in 1990, from 349,600 in
1'974, with the active M.D. tO population ratio increasing from 164.7
per.100,000\popufation' in 1974 to 230.2 per 100,000 in 1 990 (See Table'
A-IV-11).

Thyse preliminary projections prepared by the Bureau of Health ,..

Manpower are derived essentially from two distitict estimatipn. '-

matrices, Using the 1974 active supply of N.D.'s bx specialty., as the
Starting point. The.fitst me trix produces a "basic" projetion 'of
year-by-year future M.D. guaduates*and separations from the active
work force by country of medical education. The,secotid trix , ..

bdistributes the future gra4uats and separations y slieci tt,
disaggregated by country. of medical. education. ',High" elm 111.001
estimates of aggregate physician supply that have been developed are

_ isummarized in the text, but are not included in the
por

tables in this
,re port. 1 .

I - ,

it,

The 'first matrix projects graduates and foreign additions utilizing
estimates of first-year enrollments, stident attrition, other medtp
school-related trends, and a model of Foreign and Canadian Medica
Graduate (FIIG/ctiG) immigration. The second matrdistributes the
graduates among medical specialties throu§h pro ections of first-Year
residency trends, and computes deaths and retirements of active
practitioners' among the .specialties, .using mortality and retirement
rates and age distributibn data specific -to each specialty.

Projections of the future specialty distribution of graduates based on
trends,in filled first -year residencies entail certain assumptions..
For example, the assumption is made that M.D's who take training in a
given specialty will subsequently practiCe in that specialty.
Actually, ei.D.'s do shift their specialty ,interest subsequent to their .

initi`er postgradOate training, but little is known kpeut these shifts
and the actual Content of the specialists' praCtice.1`
the graduate medical education (GME) envirosunent,is in a fairly rapid
state of flux. The "rotating", "shifting ", and. upliativen training
will have-unknown effects.on the future special. t y ution of
graduate training slots7 .,
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Table tu'Ia-11 diaPlaYs 14) preiiminary projections of the ebasicu
;supply of active e.D.'s1bY country of medical education and of D.O.'A.
for 1980, 105 and 1990. nese ,projections include an analysis of the

'potential iallAq of PL 94-484 in the projection period. Despite the
large increase in total numbers, the projections reflect a substantial
decline trope Previous feats in VIG additions to the physician pool,
And a minor increase in the rate of acceptance of transferees from
foreign medical schools into U.S. medical schools.

table A-IV-12 displays the' distribution of filled first-year residenCy
positions in 1974 by country 011 education. Adjustments were made to
this distri#ution, as reported by the AMA, to account for duplication
caused by sowekhysicians taking a second 'first- yearrresidency in a
pore speciagiOci area. *This adjustment was performs {, internal
medicine, ikediatrics, general, surgery, psychiatry, pathology. The
relationship Of the specialty distribution of the 1974 active supply
to the specialtY distribution of the 1974 ,adjusted first-year ow
residencies is shown in Table A-IV-13.

as mentioned earlier, recent trends as well as anticipated changes in
the G88 environmentiportend major shifts in the future specialty
distributions of Get training slots. Table h-Iv-1a displays the
"basic" specialty projections based on an extrapolation: of shift in
first -year residencies (JOYEt) for the years 1967-68 through 1973 -74.
In this relatively rigid statistical approach, each specialty was
projected to,continue'its,individual linear, curvilinear, logist#,'or
other recent pattern to 1980, at which poilit the distribution as held
to 1990. The Year 1980 was chosen as the final extrapolativeyear
because historical data on which such extrapolations need to be based
*extend for only six years, and Ibis limits extrapolation into the
future to a six Year period Alen using standard statistical
techniques. (Seed, Table A-IV-15)

,

As theitables show, the primary care "marker" specialties are expected
to claim ad ever tncreasing share of the supply of active M.D.',
climbing from 38.4 percent An 1974 to 44.5 percent in 1990! In this
trend' projection. increases 'in the proportion of primary care manpoiet
vis-a-vis total, Physician manpower irk large part reflect the recene
changes in .specialty preference of physicians entering graduate
training - -a ghan9e from non-primary care specialties to primary care
specialties. This is also related in part to the widely publicized
shortages in primary care and to Federal support of family practice.
These 'Projections also indicate that "other medical specialties" are
expected to increase from 5.3 percent of the total in 1974 to 6.0
percent in 1990, and that the surgical specialties and""other"
specialties Mill show declines in their proportion 'of the total..

By applying the first year residency trend line to Ugh and low
assumptions of U.S graduates and FRG additions,,a tAnge of estimates
was developed which is intended to reflect additional parameters of
possibilities. According to this analysis, the numher of active

0
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el.D.'s practicing 1. the primary care marker specialties may range)

from 242,000 to 260 300 by 1990.

Tile specialty distr button' of D.O.'s is particularly difficult to'

project, not only b cause of a lack of basic data on graduate training

slots, but also be use the GSE.system is in a state of ch nge.

Approved residency rograms are accepting D.O.'s in increa rig

numbers, which coul lead to increased specialization amon younger

D.O.'s. On the oth hand, there are persons within the NO,.

profession resisting such a change and arguing for continuation of the

unique primary care rientatiOn that, has characterized the osteopathic

profession. Some of the possible alternatives are described below.

If the current propo tion of D.O.'S in primary, care were to remain the

same through 1990, t ere would be a primary care physician/population

ratio of 7.2 per 100 000. However,'if if D.O. graduates. from 1978 on

Were to enter first ear residencies in the same proportions as

.projected for M.D.'s the proportion of D.O.'s in primary care in 1990

would decline to abo t 52 percent, and there .would be about 15,500
primary care D.O.'s, with, a primary care D.'0. population ratio of 6.3.

As another extreme, f D.o.os were to primarily follow the first year

residency pattern, e hibited in current vaduate osteopathic-education
programs, with 2240prcent going directly into weral practice without

taking, residency fkaining and about 60 percent of the first year,

residents additionally' training in primary care specialties, the

proportion of D.O.'s projected to be in primary care in 1990 would be

about 64 percent, with about 19,000 D.O.'s in primary care and a

primary care ,D.O./populatiom ratio of 7.8 per 100,000 population. The

alternatives thus fall within a rang* of 15,500 to 19,000 17.0.!s in

primary care fields b 1990, with the basic estimate of about 17,500.

Generally speaking, all of tle above projections show increases in
absolute numbers:of physiciani in the primary care categories, both

M.D...and D.9.. and substantial increases in their ,population ratios.

however, it shoultd be kept in mind that these' figures represent
primii?care RhYkician 'head counts ", not primary, care services.

Thd projected increase in "aggregate physichans is of such magnitude,

compared 'to expected increases in the U.S. population, that even if

the proportion of all Physicians in priMary care were to deCrease, .the

primary care physician/population ratio mould still rise-
.

'substantially.

physician Productility

Physician productivity' is amajor factor in the evaluation of the

adequacy.or the net physiCian sRpply and in the determinatidll of the

net requirements for physitians. A$ a concep,p, the term is generally'

understdod but rarely defined in a totally satisfactory manner,
largely because health status outcomes -- physicians' products--are not

sol dependent upon the quantity and quality of services provided.

For ur?oses of this report', productiiity is defined to be 'the amount

of es Provided by a° given physician over a giv time period.

4 I .
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Physician productivity is most often measured by-the number of patient
visits or encounterslper physician per week, or hours or teeek$ worked
over a period of time. Such measures as income, gross receipts, And
expenditures for physician' services are alSo sometimes used. These
measurements vary widely by type of practice, by and within specialty
'groups. as well as over time. The.potential answers to questions
about the meaning, extent, ot causes of this variability have
significant implications for the 4elivery of services, current and
future.

TheoretiCally, physicians can alter their productivity in many ways.
They can devise new techniques which enable them to spend less time
with eacu patient while maintaining health care quality, and thus see
more patients in the course of a workday. Such techniques may include
the employment of mid-level assistants, affiliation with one or more
other physicians, or improved organization of their work facility or
their services: (See Table A-I9-10

For example, AMA data show that two-man groups provide 27 percent more
visits per physician per week than do physicians in solo practice. To
date, estimates of productivity gain (as. measured by patient eisitsr
from employment of midlevel ptactitioners such as nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, and nurse midwives vary widely, but are positive
in magnitude, with dncreases in patient visits resulting'from their
utilization ranging from 25 to 100 percent, depending on various
factors.

In recent years, there has been .a substantial incorporation into 'the
U.S. .health care delivery system of innovations and changes wbich
theoretically should have resulted, in increased physician
productivit. Although the annual growth rate of group practices has
'tapered off in recent learse.it increased at a rate of a)out 0 percent
between 1 969 and' 1975;. Recently the supply of other carte-delivery
practitioners has been increasing, more States have been amending
their medical practice acts to giv the physician greater latitude in
delegating tasks to assistants, arta physicians are employing more
assistants.

1

However, an analysis of trend/data on several measures of produc tivity
does not-conclusively reveal a positive upwkrd trend. Average weeks
worked- per year, average hours worked per meek, and average patient
visits/0er physician, although showing small increases in the early
.1.9701s.1 dropped back to 1969 level, in 1974. However, there have been
appreciable increases kn M.D. net income, particularly in the primary
care specialties, and appreciable growth in initial visit fees.

he question ofwhat '*as happened to theokized productivity increases
demaies. Do increased fees and incomes reflect increases in the
amount of services provided per patient risit? Is the physician
spending More time per visit and seeing fewer patients per day, thus
Ancreasing.his leisure time or providing more intensive services?



Mhat explains the productivity increases observed in group practice
data?

Ste4les hav4 recently been conducted to examine these and other
questions relating to physician productivity. One study concluded
that as a physician is faced with increased demand, be may increase
his prices but not see additional patients. In fact, he may see
fewer. This is known as 'a "backward bending supply curve, in which a
point is reached in the quantity of sevicee demanded where prices
increase for even slight increases in the quantity demanded. Other
studies suggest that physicians are able to maintain similar practices
under widely different market conditions, possibly through the use of
waiting time to appointment as a rationing device. That is, if there
are more.physicialis per capita, the number of visits per physician may
be maintained at the same level as with fever physicians per capita by
lowering the average appointment waiting time

Much more needs to be done in this Area'befor conclusions can be
drawn that are firm enough to affect health P icy. It may ultimately
be concluded that the physician/population r io has meaning because
physicians tend to behave the same under widely differing market
conditions. Conversely, it maybe concluded that current measures or
proxies for productivity are inapppcipriate--that Viey are not yet
measuring the tight thing. answers to the questions-that have been
posed could have major implications for health manpower policy, by
permitting better assessmentpof future demand and requirements,
furnishing added insight. lilt* the future impact of rational Healt
Insurance, and leading to better evaluation of the need for
physicians.'

USLUZSLISSUlatraiLILthisItlay
i jgcte B iyirem_st; t ehvsicians

The-definition and achievement of a balance between the'supply'of a-nd
requirements for all categories of health manpower have occupied the
attention and efforts of legislators, educatbrs health professionals,
researchers, analysts and others for many years. whereas estimates of
future supply can. be made 10.th some confidence, the estimation of
future requirements is fra4ght with uncertainties. Future changes in
technolbgical advances, morbidity rates, /structure of the health care
delivery system, health insurance utilization and structure (including
National Health Insurance), delegation of responsibilities and tasks
to auxiliaries. cure rates, 'preventive care requirements, quality
requirements, and, so on, are exceedingly difficult to predict.
However, the preliminary estimates described bvtlew suggest that supply
and requirements for physicians in an aggregate _sense will come into
balance in the 198011s, and that by 1990 the aggregate supply of
Physicians may very well exceed requirements, the requirements

) estimates on which these supply - requirements situations areAbased
aseume that no major unforeseen events occur; that the characteristics



of andrelationships within the health care system remain much as they
are today;, nd that physicians do not increase their leisure time and
thus lower their working hours and income. .

The previous sections of this chapter highlighted descriptive aspects
of physician manpower, presenting historical and projected profile.s of
aggregate and specialty physician supply, and indicating the
importance of projections of physician requirements and the attendant
difficulties of Meting such projections. Despite these problems,
some preliminary requirements estimates for physicians have been
developed and are presented here.

Projections df requirements for physician specialties will be
provided in future reports. However, some discussion of medical
specialty requirements and alternative ways of developing projected
specialty requirements are presented in Appendix B.

n
irThe estimated future requirements for physicians esented im this report

are drawn from the Project SOAR (Supply Output. a Requirements)
requirements model developed by the hanpover Analysis Branch, UM. This
model is essentially a utilization type model which adjusts for trends in
the atiliietion of health services coupled with projections of changes
in the net consumer price of various health" services, to estlimate trends
in the demand for care. A technical description of the model and price
adjustments is provided in Appendix B of this report. .

Requirements for physicians Lars /derived from projected changes in the
demand for health services' occurring because of expedted 'changes in the,
size, age, sex distribution, and constant- dollar incae of the
population, and because of projected trends in the per capita de d

fat health services based on historic trends in utilization and c anger
in providers' prices and insurance coverage. The impact of -Ins se
will depend.upon changes in the dollar price level faced by consumers
et the time services are sought:\ ' The responsiveness of consumers to
changes in price varies with the type of care beig demanded (e.g.. .-

medical office, short-term hospital) c.and forms the basis for computing
alternate series of requirements estimates presented.

This "price- sensitivity ", termed the price elasticity of deinand, has
been the subject of much debate among health economists in the past
few years. In. general, elasticities are thought to be less than unity
(one for one) for medical, services, with lover elasticity for the less
deferrable care typically provided in short-term hospitals/ (and over
which the patient has le s,control) than for medical off ic services.
Alternate assumptions about price elasticities' were drawn from recent
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health econometric studies and used a net consumer price ,

adjustment. The relative effects of these adjustments are'described
below, while the specific elasticity coefficients used in the model
are given in APPOOdix B of this report. It should be
noted that these estimates assume: (1) that elasticity re ns
constant between 1975 and 1990; (2) that supply and requir is were
in balance in 1975; (3) that non-dollar costs of obtaining care do not
change substantially during the projection period; (4) that no health
care or manpower substitutions occur between service categories;,,knd
(5) that physician productivity does not change substantielly betw4en
1975 and 1990. These assumptions represent the more salient
limitations on the requirements estimates presented, but are by no
means exhaustive. (The Appendix should be reviewed for more detailed
background on the projection methodology.)

The numbers of physicians utilized in 1975 and' estimated to be
required in 1980, 1985, and 1990 are presented in Table A-- IV -17.
According to these estimates, total requirements for physicians re
expected to reach between 542,60d and 571,100 by 1990, an Pincre e of
between 43 &nd 51 percent.

.

As is 'discussed in more detail in Appendix B of this report, in
practice it is difficult to remove°Completely the effects of
supply tromAthe requirements modelling parameters. Theeefore,
it is extrefely difficult to estimate economic
(market) demand for physician services and to avoid projecting past
trends in the relationship between manpower supply .and population,
i.e. utilization* As is mentioned above, changes in net consumer
price of medical services and projections of trends in per capita
fixilization adjusted for price change are introduced to modify the
dtilization trend estimates. What has been done here (and discussed
in Appendix B), is to approximate vast physician manpower requirements
would be if there were no price rationinveffects, i.e. no
suppression of demand due to increases in the real dollar cost of

c obtaining care; and to use this as a proxy for modelling requirements

therefore,
supply were perfectly elastic. In the estimates presented here,

°. therefore . demand is assumed to equal utilization and the general
assumption is made that there is no current,shortage of health

I.

manpower. Indeed, if there is a current shortage and s 4L e demand is
being rationed. out of the health system cby a shortage, t n the model
has underestimated requirements prbportionately.

r

Despite the major increases in require means proje4ed by the SOAR
model, the even larger increase in tie supply of physicianS in the
aggregate meansthat the Nation is approaching a point at which the
level of supply in 1990 may well exceed requirements. While "supply

S.

I
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and requirements are projected to be approximately in baljce.by 80,
estimated requirements being only 4-5 percent less that supply. (a
difference of 17-20.000 physicians), tkis ditterence"may increase tar
as much,as 9 pgrcent (or 50,000 physicians) by 1990, as the rapid
increase in the supply of physicians begins to be felt.
*von if these supply-requirements estimates should prove to be
entirely accurate, the impact of this potential aggregate numerical
oversupply on specialty and geographic ,distribution is unknown. If
traditional supply-demand interactions are in effect, such an
oversupply could helpY'bring about a partial resolution of
distributional problems. On the other hand, it supply- demand
interactions are significantly different for physicians' than they are
for most other manpower, an anticipated oversupply may bring little if
any relief to such problems. The tentative nature of such aggregate
requirements projections has made it clear that much further research
is needed in this area, with an especially critical need for better
estimates of future requirements by medical specialty.

These aggregate national supply-requirements estimates need to be
viewed with /extreme caution, primarily because of the tentative nature
of the requirements estimates. The numbers presented h6re Ire only
preliminary gross estimates, figures that are still in the preliminary
stages of evaluation and ,analysis And which are subject to change in
the coming months. They should properly be 4eved as
rather simplistic comparisons of total national 'supply and
requirements vhica reflect patterns of care and supply
interactions inherent in the system as of 1975. Factors such as

- shortages or surpluses-of physicians services, either by specialty
setting or geographic location, inherent in the current system, have
thus been "carried" through die projections. Wirt from this general
caveat, other more specific considerations such as those mentioned
earlier should be taken into account in any efforts to relate the
requirements and supply estimates presented hare. With adequate
recognition of the above considerations, however, the above
preliminary figures provide some valuable insights as to the
direction that physician manpower developments may be taking in the
years ahead.

Data and Analytical Constraints

Before many ,pf the above concerns can be more properly understood and
addressed. Main gaps in data and analysis must be filled, awl general
uncertainties about the health care systen. must be addressed. One
major example of the problem is the disparity between manpower "head
counts" and actual services available or rendered by this maepover.
For example. the specialty.projectioni present,4 in this chapter
assume that a one-to-one relaionship exists between the training
specialty and the ultimate practice orientation or type of services



. ,

tendered by the physician in training.. 1(et, several studioO, have
°howl that the relati ship is definitely not orals-to-one. Ongoing
nudist' are attemptin 'to measure the degree knd nature of the
giaparoitY. to detine uch terms as primary, kse)condary and tertiary
Caret and to describe who is presently delivering what type of care.

\ 4

siattailY with regard to geographic distribution of physicians, the
standard manpower/popalation ratio fall-s tar short of identifying an
"available services " / "needed services" ratio because many types or

1

cen%ideratiens are ignored in physician/population ratios, such as
in physician productivity, population demand, utilization of
auxiliaries, prevalence of group practice, pRpulation morbidity, ,
PtActitiOner and population age and sex distributions, and other \
t, actor's.

Another excimplt of data imdequacy ritiu).ts in questions on even thva..
beaux number ot active physicians in the U.S. The American Medical
4ssociation has long been th4 primary source of data on M.D.'s.
However, in 1971, the AMA introduced a "not classified" category of
Physician into its taetilations and summaries of numbers and types of
a- D, '0 in the U.S. This change would not have presented a serious
Prtblem if the ntImbet ot "not classified" M.D.'s had remained fairly
"Able over the years. However, it increased from about 300 in 19V1'
t-0 uvel, 26.000 in 1.975. Since data on the age distribution of the
"nOt classified" physicians shows them to be generally under 40 years
of Age, and therefore probably actively delivering medical services,
"4 exclusion of these M.D.'s from the,'count of "professionally
active" L.'s makes trend data on M.D.'s less accurate then it .
otherwise .ght be. Furthermore, data on 0.0.'s are collected by the
American Ost pe4hic Association ( AOA) ,_,in a manner different from
that pt the AMA, so that headcounts by specialty or geographic area,
tor esample can rarely be computed 'for physicians (h. D. and D.0.) as
a (itoap Incline with Section 708 gf PL 94-484, plans are currently
oeiv19 made to develop a uniform health processions data reporting
4Statistics1'st.ern 'tor el. D.'s and D.0.6s, primarily through the (Cooperative Health

t S X6 tegl (CH5S) of thlt National Center for Health Statistics
(NcliS).- (This is disdussed in more detail in Chapter X ot this

4 t iicIrt,) -
c

there is a final concern vnich relates to comparability in research
"*Ign Or supply L requirements, and distribution studies being
be

local'? under the, National 'Health Planning and Resources
ueveiopment Act of 1974 (FL 93-641)6. with studies o%bing at the
Pederal level. State, local and Federal studies' cori?erping health
manpower need to be more closely correlated so that national and
aubnational efforts can draw on and assist each other in contLibuting
to efficient and effective health manpower analysis. Further, then,
i8 also a need for hetter coordination between State and local
kl)peoaches, and greater. coordination and direction of policy and

" analytic studies between all levels ot'Government so that health
manpower Policies can ve the benefit of more compatible .

$)nitareh16nsi ve analy,e . .

(
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While universities, medical societies, governmental agencies, and some
researchers kave performed scattered studies in medical specialty
requirements" the effort has been largely random hnd uncoordinated.
to F thosil reasons, the,Coordinatihg Council on Medical Education
(cCME) of the Amdrican Medical Association recently adopted a
resolution to determine such requirements, -and recommend strategies
for alteriny the distribution of training positions at the graduate
level to meet these requirementh.' In addition, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, has established the Graduate Medical
Education National Advisory Commission (GMENAC), whose charter sets
forth a similar effort. Solu$ion of the problemjitf medical specialty
supply, distribution, and requirements sill require agreement and
cooperation among many research and :kher organizations, public and
private institutions, governmental b dies, and individual providers
end consumers of health services. /

OP
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elvgedyraphic,distributiontof medical-serVices as well as the
-general cern over escalation of medical care costs has .contributed

: -"to am in sed interest...in training.-anA utilization of nurse
practiti ers (NP's) and-physician assistants (PA's), often
collectively called^iihysician,extenderS (PE's). :Among the, reasons for
the groving'interest in such personnwl are their, potential fof
.,improving access - is health care,.incteasing physician productivity,
and helping contain costs qf Care.
. a

Eventhough their"numbers are smell and their. future roles-in the
health.cate.sAtem are not entirely clear, phySician extenders could
have a ;significant impact psi the provision of health came in the jeers

ahead. "Their.widespread'use holds major potential for substantially
increasing physician tlkoductivit!y, for example. Studies have shown

sthat actual. productivity gains among individual physicians employing
phySician.-extenders, and .especially physician assistants, have ranged
from.30 to 8.0' percent., However,.the.degree to which productivity can
be increased nationally by physician extenders is undetermined; .siflce
such gains are dependent not,only ,on the potential net increase in
.productivity .per provider, but also on the total number of physicians
actually'utilizing thes&phYsician extenders and "on the tasks that

they perfv.m. Specifically, more widespread use'of:nurse.
practitioners could improve an capability of an employment setting
to deal more efficiently with greater numbers of patients, and produce
Constructive changes in its ability to produce better care through the
provision of a. broader range,41pervices. 'However, laws, customs,
Costs, fees, saliries, availib411 supply, program funding, patien,t
acceptance, and physician acceptance will all hive an impact on future
utilization ofJ3E0s, and the future roles and functions of physician
extenders will be determined in large part by developments in these
areas.

Current Profile

,

There are an estimated' 8,000 formally trained nurse practitioners
(1977) and 4,000 formally6trained physician assistants (1977) . A

sizable number of registered nurses regard themselves as NP's, while a
number of PA's are certified but' not formai1'y trained. The inclusion
of these individuals would bring the estimates to 10,000 NP's and 5,000-

'PA's ,pin 1977.,

40
ro

' ;
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Thee professions .are largely defined of titled according to their
training and crediallingrand by the services they deliver. 86th
physician assistants and nurse practitioners generally provide
services under the supervision and responsibility of a physician,
'itthAugh-nurse pacitionerspractice under their own license.

t

PhNician extenders are locateld' and practice more fr6guently in
non - metropolitan .and rurlyareas than do physicians and other health
care providers, often in areas cUrrently -Indersuppkied with medfcal
services or physician manpower. Despite their'sball numbers, PE's
even now appear. to be helping Ameliorate tie unequal geographic
distribution of medical manpower and services, atlehaugh it is J
uncertain whether these distribution patterns will prevail in the
future., Because of some majoT differences between physician
assistants and nurse practitioners,' the following sections will deal
with each sepapately.

Physician assistants. Physician assistants (including MEDEX and
surgical, urological, and orthopedic assistants) are trained to: 1)

elicit comprehensive health histories; 2) perform comprehensive physical
examinations; 3) perform simple diagnostic laboratory determinations and
understand and use their values; '4) perform'pasic treatment procedures,
and 5) give appropriate clinical response twtommonly encountered

iemergency care ,situations. 1/

Following the .first few years of very rapid growth, the number of
programs training physician assistants has leveled off in recent years.
As of 1975, there were about 50 programs for the training of
assistants to the primary care physician, and a small number of other
programs to train assistants "for other specialties such as the
surgical assistant, the urological assistant, and the orthopedic
assistant. The majority of primary care oriented programs receive
financial support from the Federal Government, although many receive
substantial State and/or private foundation assistanoe.

A

Nearly all physician assistant programs have first-year enrollment
capacities of U0 students or less, and only a few can admit more than
40 beginning students. There appears to be substantial student demand
for entry into this new profession, with ratios of applicants to

1/ Detmer, L. M., Physician Assistants, Education, Accreditation and
Consumer Acceptance, AMA, Chicago, 1975.
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yfg clasd positions ranging as high as 10:,1 in some
Althou§h.thereis great ,diversity among programs, students
enroJ71 foo a two year period leading to 'certification, with
year'characteristically devoted to didactic ,work in the

basic and cli, cal sciences and the last year devoted to a variety of
clihical rot tiobs (usually under perceptorships in private practice

-settipys).- !

.

.

........

1

. _Of the 2,500 formally trained physician assistants in 1975, 2,100 lead
graduated from PA programs, while the relining 400 were graduates of
MediCal Exten er programs, which differ from Ue other PA piog ams in
that they tra n students who have already bad ektensige previous
health.traini g and experience. Physician assistants are ,

predominantly male and relatively young. About ope-half of all
. 4

physician assistants possess 'undergraduate degrefelith most of the
reyainder having 41p school diplomas only..

Ph'ysician ass' st'ants.and MEDEX are concentrated in the larger States'
pr in States hat4have older nd well-established programs. However,
they tend to loca110 in; non - metropolitan counties more often than

! physicians do. 2.4 3/

.Nurse Practitioners. Nurse pra titioners are generally defined by the
area of their nursing practice pediatrics, adult, midwifery). They
must have advanced skills for as essing the health illness status of
individuals and be able to articulate" nursing therapies alongside other
planned therapies. 4/ .All formally trained nurse practitioners must
have a RN degree.

fv.

2/ Scheffler, R.M., Preliminary. Data. Projects on the Status of
Physicians Assistants and Medex University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, 1976.

3/ Roback, G., and hason H. R., Physician Distribution and Medical
Licensure in the U.S., 1974, American Medical Association, Chicago,
Illinois,.1975.

4/ Auerican Nurses Association, Inc., DefinitiNk: Nurse
practitioner, nurse clinicianand'clinical nursespecialist.
Congress for NUrsing PracticeOlaTh1974.

JO.
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As of 1976, there were 198 NP programs in such areas as pediatrics,
aidvirery, maternity, family practice, adult medicine, and psychiatry.
The total consisted of 124 certificate programs and 74 masters
programs. 'Training required in most certifidate programs lasts about
a year, while the training required far a masters degree. generally`
lasts about two years. About 2,000 nurses, most of whom are female,
graduate from the4o programs each year.

Nurse practitioner students in certificate'program's average about 10
years prior experiencesin professional nursing, with nearly one-half
bolding hospital diplomas and the majority of the temainaer
baccalaureate degrees. All masters degree students possess
baccalaureate degrees.'

Nurse practitioners with certificates,Come from a wide variety of
prier employment settings, including hospital inpatient service
departmehts, community/home health agencies, and health centers. On
the othek hand, the majority of masters NA's were formerly employed in
hospital inpatient service-departments. 'Nostemployed NP's are in
ambulatory practice settings and non-hospital institutional and
community settings.

Graduates of formal nurse practitioner training programs are
distributed heavily in'are)s currently 'undersupplied with physicians.
About one-third of the nurse practitioners are employed in inner city
areas and another 20 percent in other urban areas; 18 percent are in
rural areas and 10 percent in suburban areas. 5/

Pure Impacts of PE's

As indicated earlier, the significance of the future PE role lies in ,

the provision of services that can assist in increasing physician
productivity, in providing access to care, and in helping contain
costs.., For PA's, :their major role revolves around their potential for
achieVing physician produptiyity gains. One major parameter in .
estimating potential productivity is the extent-to which physician
assistants may actually be available and employed in the future.

Si/ State University of New. York" at Buffalo, Preliminary Results:.
Survey of Nurses in Extended Roles, October 1976.



While there are a number of studies which shoW a high potential
acCeptance.af PA's, there is reason to believe that the small supply
of PA's and the ne4ness of the field may inhibit complete nationwidt
acceptance of these workers. Even more than possible supply
constraints and applicable to all PEsel there may also be an inability
or unwillingness of some physicians or health care organizations to

. ,

utilize such personnel, taking into. account the malpractice
uncertainties, the legal constraints, the ad inistrative
responsibilities, the reimbursement questio s, the diverse definitions

/17,:dof function, the' different education experie es, and, ultimately, the
uncertain economic viability of such personnel.

The questions raised above. imply that the, feasibility of widespread
utilization of PEIsin the future may be questionable, especially for
physician assistant . A major barrier to PE utilization concerns
the reimbursement for services under Medicare and Medicaid. At 'the
present time, the only filE services that are reimbursable are generally
those which are medically delegated by the physician. This policy is
a potential deterrent to the full use of PE skills, and particuiarlY
to their use in medically underserved areas or facilities, such as in
satellite clinics where full-time medical services are unavailable.
In addition, physicians are, unlikely to provide physician assistant
services for which :they cannot be reimbursed or to hire PA's in cases
where they are not fully convinced of the advantages of employing Such
personnel. As a consequence, use of .;PA's to provide improved access.
to the health care delivery system could very well be hampered.

Recent revisions of.Federal and State laws and State practice acts .

1

appear'to be designed to lessen the restrictions on use of .RE's, both
physician assistant's and nurse practitioners. In particular, the
Rural Health, Clinics services Act authorizes reimbursement for PE
services provided in certain rural health clinics, whether or not a
physician is physically present at the time the service is provided.

Y
The entire issue of the 'use of PE's is presently under consideration

P by a specially formed group of the graduate Medical] Education National
Advisory Committee (GMENAC), set up by the Secretary. of DHEW to
examine the specialty and geographic distribution of physician .

specialists. In this context, the non-Physician Health Care Provider
Workshop of GSINAC is investigating PE productivity and the
relationship of that productivity to practice setting and to physician
and patient Characteristics. The investiiption is'to include an
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ana/pis of toe PE's pOtent ial for ameliorating present uneven
distribution of Primary care services, their prediletions to choose

areasreas tor practice, the quality of care they render, the
impact of.reimpursement procedures on their-utilization, their use by
the National health Service%Corps, and the possible effects of
National Realth Insurance on the costs of and demands for physician

extenders,

Despite the uticertainties of the-current situation-and the lack of
hiitorical data and experienceOn,yhich to base reliable estimates of
the future supply of and requirements f pN's, and. thus their impact
on the provision of health care servi s, a RUMAT of attempts have
teen made to estimate the potential uture-impact of PE's.

Estimates of the supply of certificate and madteri-nurse
practitionerstiouYsician assistant's° and !Wei, which include only
those formally trained, have been anal/zed, with some tentative
conclusions reached as to the fetureof these yields and their
possiole roleA in the heal4 care system. Using data onN.the.age and
sew distribqt.ion of the active, credentialled supply,, annual estimates
of new entrants, And assumptions as to the number, length and mix of
programs, student attrition, diJffering levels of Federal funding, and
estimates (provided by individual prograin directors) of future
graduates in light of .such fUnding, projections of the supply of PE's
have been made. Three separate estimates (basic, high and low) are
presented here, based on alternate assumptions as to Federal,furoling
of such, programs These.are: 1) that Federal funding would continue
at its present level through-1990; that Federal funding would be .

reduced as of 1980, resulting in the halving of the number of
graduates in 1e8; or 3)' that Federal%funding would be increased in'

1980 so as, to triPle the number,of graduates as of 1982. (SeParatiions

.
from the projected manpower pool for reasons of death, retirement, and
temporary absence We're estimated annually 'based upon survey data.)

The supply pr6jections are displayed in Table IV-10. 6/ As can be
.eotede-there iss,an extraordinarily. wide range of possible supply
levels, refre4tin9 PaktiallY the uncertainty associated With the
future utilizAtion of PE!s and attitudes toward task delegation, the

6/ It is impar tant to bear in mind that
to formally trained physician extenders,

-or such workers
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newness of these fields, and the critical importance of Federelc
educatiOn,..reisbursement, and otherc3health care policies, on any'
basis, howeyer, it appears thaf-an increased supply of physician
extenders could beva factor in the provision of medical services-in
the future.

The degree to which and especially physician assistants, can
indeed increase peoductivity-and" thus .reduoe the need fos physicians
'was discussed in general earlier. Although no attempt is made to this
report to systematically quantify the potential impact, an illustrative
example may serverto-indicate that potential. For_example, if the
supply of PE'S should reach the baSic level indicated41,550 in
1990--and the assumption is made that each PE can increase physician
productivity (measured in visits per year) by one-third, the available
Apply would be caeable of increasing services by an amount equal to
approApdately 14,000 physicians. SiMilarly, if it were assumed that
eachl'e could increase. physician. productivity by, one- -half, the .

potential net gain would be equal to about 20,000 physicians.

In many respects, a potential productivity gain equivalent to 14,000
or 20.000 physicians is not insignificadt. However, in view of the
anticipated 1990 supply of nearly 600,000 physicians, this ,would
represent a' gain of only about 2 or 3 percent in services. Although
this would be--'1V step in the right direction, it clearly would not be
the total answer tcW.he major issue of health care costs', productivity,

(etc.\ Furthermore, even the very la ge supply growth assumed these
examples is proklematical and will require extensive effortmfand major
policy decisions to .bring about. On balance, then, increased
utilization of PE's holds promise for improving access to medical
care, increasing physician productifity, and helping contain costs,
but many issues and problems related to PE utilization will have to be

p

tressed on the'mown in the coming-years before their fing
ential can be ealized.
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Table IV-1, Tiend In number.of active physicians,,(11.0)
engaged 14 primary care,

sel cted years 1963.75

1963 1966 1968 i910 .197; 1974

Total active M,0,1s,1! 261;728 285,857

Primary care

fr \
125,367

General practice 2/ \i,
66,875

internal medicine
30,434

1 i

Pediatrics
12362

Obstetrics /gynecology 1
15,296

Other medico! specialtles
' 12,291

Surical pecialties

Other sPecialties

I

6,312. 310,845 320,903 330,266

131,13 1 171

63,90 ' 61,578

35,31 38,532

14,9 16,650

16,973 18,011

14,045 15,162

1

52,449 X59,205 634803

136,637 143,14 147,418

57,940 55,348 53,997

41;872 47,9941 51,752

17,941 19,610 20,682

18,876, 20,202 20,987

1975

340,280

152,365

544:1

54,331

21,70

21,731

171401, 16,549. 17,485 19,010

67,166 70,856 12,399,
74,284

i 71,621 81,477 81,970 89,641 90,344 .'92,964 94,621

1/ Excludes physicians not classifie,d: 1970-'58, 1972-12,356, 1974-20,30, 1975. 26,145

includes family practice 1970, 11/2, 1974, 1975 '

Source: Annual Reports on Distribution of Physicians in the U.S, by the American Medical Association.
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'imble IV-2. Trend in numher'of active primary care physicians 04,1).'s per 100,000 population

selected years 1963.75'

4

a

4.
0

1963 1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 1975

134.8 141.8 144.0 148,3 150.7 152.7 156.8

64.6 65.0 653 65,2 67.2 68.2 70.2

34.4 31.7 29.,9 27,7 26.0 25.0 25,1

1. 15.7 17.5 18.7 20.0 22.5 23.9 25.0

6.6 7.4 $11 8.6` 9.2 9.6 10.1

7.9 8.4 8,8 9.0 9.5 9,7 10.0

6.3 7,0 7.7 8'.3 7.8 8.1 8.8
41°

27.0 79,4 31.0 32,1 33.3 33.5 34.2

36.9 40,4 39.8 42.8 42.4 43.0 43.6

Total active M.D.'s ... r... .........

Primary care

General practice ;,

Internal medicine

,Pediatrics

Obstetrics /gynecology

Other medical specialties

Surgical specialties A

Other specialties

For sources see ?able A.W.2
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Table 'IV-3. Growth Of Group Practice:, 'Number Of Groups,*
Wilber Of Group Physicians And Percentage Of All,

Non-toderal Physicians, 19321975

4

Type Of group f

I

Number of Number of group Percent of all-ictive

Group Physicians non-federal physicians

I

1932 '229 1,466 0

1940 335 2,093 1.2

1946 368 3,084 2,6

1959 1,546 13,009 5.2

1065 4,289

1969 6,162

28,381 10.2

38,834 12.8

1975 , 7,733 59,809 .18.5

IN101.0.1111

* For pL!rpose of comparison, the current AMA definition of group practice was adjusted

to require at least three full-time physicians.'

Source: (a) Special tabulations, Center for Health Services Research and

Development, American Medical Association, Chicago, 1976.

(b) Milton I. Boerne', "The Ecology of Medical Group Practice in

the U.S. "MediCkl Care X1I:8, 1975, p.628.



Table al, Nobel' amd,percent vf ctive non - Federal D,0.11 by spececialty, December 1957,

and December 1916.

'Total active

care

Ganela Practice 11 i

Ititernal ladicine

Ptdotrics

41ticil sPecialties

(Ither 1M/titles

II 1957

Number ifercent

1976

Number Percent

9,622 100.0 13,982 100.0

8,916 92,7 8,216 58,1

8,775 2/ 91,2 7,639 2/ '54.6

104 * 1,1 436 3.1

37 0,4 10 1,0

480 SA"' 1,169 8.4

226 2,3 4,597 3219

1/ Includes family practice for 1976.

!/ laclUdes 1,414 Whose practice is limited to manipulative therapy in 1957, and 540 in 1976.

Source: p, Statistical Study of the Oiteepathic Profession, December 31, 1957, Chicago, American Osteopathic

4ssotiation, 1958, Osteopathic Medical Manpower Information Project Draft Report. The American Association of
d Coll

es of Osteopathic Medicine, NIA Contract No. 231.754615, May 20, 1977.
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Tsble 1V-5, Foreign Medical graduates as a percent of new licentiates, as a Percent 0Lfilled

residencies, and numbers of new entry aliens by visa statue, in conparP711 with

U.S. gradUates; selected years '1966 -1975

'Year

1FMG's as percent

total

new licentiates

of FMG's as, a percent of New entry

total filled. immigrants

residencies

Exchange H visa

visitors

,

TO' ' U.S. graduates,

pew

entries
,

1

1966 ... 18.5 30 1,2,075 '' 4,370 183 6, 628 7,574

1967 ... . 22.9 32 2,484 5,264 367 8,1 7,743

1968 . 22.4 32 2,408 5;701 296 8,4°3 7,973

1969 ..... 25.1 33 2,180 4,460 299 6$
939 8,059

1970 27,3 33 2,265 5,008 357
7, 630

8,367,

1971,.Y. 35.2 32' , 2,846:" 4,84' 249 7,
879 p74

1972 46.0 32', 2,754 3,932 338 7,
024

,551

1973 44.4 30, 2,979 4,614 530 8,
123

10,391

1974 ... 40.0 , 29 2,908 4,717 727 8,5S2 11,588

1975 35, 0 NA 3,898 2,849 569 7,
516

12,714

t
Source: Licensure data for 1966, -1972 are derived frokLicensure Statistics for 1973, Council' on tied4e1 EdUcation,

;

AMA, 1974. Licensure data for 1973,and 1974 are found in Physician Distribution and MeOical Licensure the U.S,, 1974, ANA,
I, igration data'are obtained,from Rosemary,Stevens,oPhysician Migration Rexamined", Science, 175; Yearly

graduates of U.S. medical schools and licensure data for 1975 were obtained from Medical Education in tile U,S. 1975.76",
JAVA, December 27, 1976.
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Table IV-6. Physicians admitted to = inited\'States

FY 19 - FY 1975

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
ti

IIINbrupt Physicians:

Total Admitted 3,150 1,756 1,114 7,119 4,537 5,361

Beneficiaries of, tiohal

Preference - Mt 840 '1,484 1,671 1,729 .1,685 1 902

Third Preferen a

Admissions 564 540 676. 661 953

i AdJusimilt 166 557 840 948 761 65)

Sixth Preference

Admissions . 84 . 90 4 17 79 67

Adjustmentli; 46 273. 247. 88 , 182 229

All Otherd ,. ' :2,318 4,272 , 5,473. 5,390 2,852 3,459

/
. . .

. ,

Mporkeigrant Phyiicianst ,.

Iota Admitted . 5,365 5,191 4,283 5,166 5,517 3,466

'Distinguished Merit'

and Ability ,
83 178 . 231. 350 578 426,

: goer Temporary, 100 , , 47 .1, 25 . . .

Trainees 174 173, 82 178 149 143.

"Exchange Visitors 5,008 4,784 34935 .4,613 4,717 4849
Transferees . 9 10 25 :73 48

J

Source: Table SAI Annual _,go seleetediyeAti. ilimigration & Ns srelization Soda.

Table 161, Annual Reports, !fleeted years. Immigration & Naturalisation Service,
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Table LV-8. Total number of fiat -yasx_raaidancy positions
offered and percent filled (M.D.'s): 1960, 1968, 1974

Specialty
1960 1968 1974

#

Offered'

Total.... 12,622
PRIMARY CARE 3;974
General-Practice 498
Family Practice -

Internal Medicine 2,492

SURGICAL

9g4
.RIJRGICAL SPECIALTIES 4061
General 2;131
NeurologiCal- ilqi

Ophthalmology 303
Orthopedic 383
Otolarxngology

.
173

Plastic 52
Thoracic 100
Colon & Rectal 15
Urology 48
Ob/Gyn 946

.OTHER MEDICAL 121
Pediatric Allergy 8

Ped. Cardiology....; -
Dermatology 113

'OTHER SPECIALTIES 4,166
Anesthesiq1ogY 696
d'hild Psychiatry g., 40
Neurtilogy 196
Pathology. 1,081 :
P.M. & R. 103

a
. Psy az.* -1,379 ...

'NI ear'Medicine -. ,

.Fore C Path..
Neuropat y -

RadiOlogy. 6 1

-1 TherapeUtic
- Diagnostic -

Miscellaneou
..,

-74,

Filled
#

Offered
%

Filled
#

Offered
%

'Filled

84 15,365 . 83 20,405 92
77 4,523 '85 8;016 96

73 477 54. -,181 90
- - 1)317 91

88 2;885 '90 44643. 98

90 1,161 86' 1,875 97

97 5,347 89 6,210 94

91 ..2,718. 88 2,828 93

91 129. 92-4. 141 91

95 431 97
.

509 99

-.92 443 91 615 96

88 226 9111_ 285. 95

90 98 92 194 95

89 155 88 z 158 93

69 14 - 43 -32 94.

of 80 254 87 327 95

93 879 86 .. 1,101 94

90 297 88 407 94

78 49 84 70 84.

69 80 70 83

90 179 93 267 99
76 , 5,198 74 5,772 84

79 846 80 787 90

:70 , ., 191 , '62 r 376 76

76 ,. ..293 85 : 387 ,93

.;70. 1,109 60 1,004 .80

53. 161 6Q 166 73

79 1,657 ' 73 1,773 88

- 72 73

.
- - 48 50
-. - 40

1 941 90 294 76
165 73.-

- - - 660
.

.84
-

Source : "!Supply and Distribution of Phydkciana and Physician Extenders, a background

paper repared for the Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee,
MSUB/D /BHM/DHEW, Washington, D.C., March 1, 1977.
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14," irTe Meer Ind peacoat distribmtice by
specialty of first-year residents, 1960. 1968

ad 1974,

total number and percent distribution

of first-year residents (M.D.'s), 1960

1968, and 1974

Specialty Number

Total 11,080

Primary care 4;1 3,443

General, practice 364

gamily practice. -

Internal medicine 2,193

Pediatrics 886

Surgical specialties 4,274
General. surgery ... 2,122

Neurological surgery 101'

Ophthalmology .4 288

Orthopedic surgery ..#4 353

Otolaryngology 153

Plastic surgery 47

Thoracic surgery 89

Colon 4 Rectal -

Urology 204

Obstetrics and gynecology 917

il Other medical specialties . 102

11 Pediatric allergy -4

Pediatric cardiology _. -

Dermatology 102

Percent growth' between

'1960, and 1974 and between

1968 and 1974

1960 196 197
/

Tircent growth Percent growth
1

Percent Number Percent Number Percent 1960-1974 1968-1974

100.0 12,864'

31.1 3,796

, 3.3 258

OP

19.8 2,589

8.0 po
38.6 4054

lel 2,394

.9 119

2.6 418

3.3 403

1.4 206

.4 90

.8 137

- 6

1.8 222

8.3 759

.9 259

- 39

- 54

.9 166

Other specialties 3,261 29.4 4,055

Anesthesiology 550 5.0 677

Child psychiatry \ - 99

Neurology 149 1.3 249'

Pathology 757 6.8 661

Physical Medicine and

rehabilitation '55 . .5 95

Psychiatry 1,090 9.8 1,209/

Nuclear medicine

Forensic pathology , -
Neuropathology M. I .6

Radiology 554 5.0 849

Therapeutic - -
Diagnostic -

Miscellaneous 106 1.0 216

Source:

100,0

29.5

18,834

7724

100.0

41,0

70

124

46

104

2.0 162 .9 55 37

- 1,199 6.3 - -

20.1 4,553 24.2 108 76

7%4 1,810 9.6 104 91

37.0 5,852 '31.1 37 23

18.6 2,639 14.0 24 10

.9,

3.2

3.1

129

504

609

.7

2,7

3.2

27

75,

72

8

21

51

1.6 270 1.4 76 31

.7 184 .9 1 292 104

1.1 147 .8 65 7

.1

1.7

30 ,

310

4.8

1.6 52

SOO

40

5.9 1,030 °Is 5.5 12 36

2.0 381 2.0 - 47

.3 59 .3 51

.4 58 .3 ,- 7

1.3 264 1.4 459' 59.

31.5 4,877 25.9. 50 20

5.3 715 3.8 30 6

.8 287 1.5 - 190

1.9

5.1.

381,

807

2.0

4,3

156

7

53

22

.7 122 .7 122 28

9.4 1,564 8.3 30 23

- 53 .3

- 4 -

M
i

.1

6.6 1.2 59 73

.
10 7

5 243

1.7 -
..

1 .and'DistribUtion of Ph sicians and Ph sician Exienders,,a background 'paper prepared for

visorylcComittee, .March 1, 1977.'
the Graduate Medical Evocation
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Among the health professions, dentistry ranked fourth in numbers of
trained health personnel, following nursing, medicine, and pharmacy.
Although th:0 number of dentists has increased steadily Since 1950, the
dentist-to4opulation ratio actually declined from 1.950 to 1965, and
increased very slowly since then, reaching a level in 1975 only
slightly higher than that in 1950.

The overwhelming majority (nine out of ten) of active dentists
practice in a non-institutional setting. There are eight recognized
dental specialties, but only 10 percent of the Nation's active
civilian dentists are specialists.

T ere' are few. women dentists in the United States, and a sizable
p oportion of them work part-time. However, in proportion to their
nu. er, the representation of women dentists on the faculty of dental
sch is is .more than three times that of male dentists. In the
present decade, there has been a sharp increase in the enrollment of
women in dental schools, so that the number and the.pr5kportion of
female dentists are expected to rise in the future..

1.t

Minority group representation among dentists is eXpec d to increase
somewhat, since the enrollment of minority students in dental schools
has shown a fairly steady and consistent increase during the present
decade. ,

Dentistry, which has many similarities to medidine, also differs
significantly from that profession. The procedure for obtaining a
State license to practice dentistry is more cumbersome than for
medicine, since satisfactory completion of both a written test and a
clinical/ ezaminatiOn is required. Licensure by reciprocity or
endorseme is considerAbly more limited for dentists than for
physicians sand consequently dentist mobility is more restricted. I

the dental educational setting, clippies' teaching facilities are
virtually all located Mn the dental school itself; external sites for
the efficient teaching of dental clinical skills are essentially
non- existent.

The geographic distribution of dentists is a major concern, as more._
than 80 percent of the counties in the United-States have
person_ s-to-dentist ratios less favorable than the national average of
about 2,000 persons, per dentist. The average number of dentistg per
100,000 population diminishes from a hig0 of 56 forall metropolitan
areas to only 26 for counties with a central city, of less.thah 5,000
population.

The number of schools of dentistry and their enrollments have
increased substantially since the mid-1960's, with the increase

2

4
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attributable laryely to provisions of the Health Professions
educational Assistance (HPEA) Act of 1963.

Growth .in prepaid 4ental insurance, increases in multiple-practitioner
relationships, and the increasing use of dental auxiliaries, are major
factors that are expected to aftect the nature and the scope of dental
practice in the future. However, if the current level of production
ot dental manpower is maintained, supply and demand are projected to
come into balance in the late 1980s.

Number and Chargcteristics of Dentin"

The ere approximately 115,000 active dentists in the United States
the end ot 1976, of whom 110,000 were civilian dentists in the 50

Statei Land the District of Columbia and 5400 were dentists in the
Armed Oorces (Table V-1) .

In 1976, the median age of active dentists was 41.7 years. This
4 figure is slightly lower than the comparable figure for earlier years

of this decade, primarily because of the increase in the number of
dpntal yraduates. Almost one third (36 10) of the active dentists
are under 35 years or age, including 1 percent who are under .3 years
of aye (Table T-2). About one fifth o the active dentists ar 55

years Of age or over, including 9 perc nt (10,430) who are age 5 and

older.

In 1950 there were some 75,000 active civilian dentists, providing a
ratio ot 49.8 dentists per 100,000 population. Even though the supply
pt dentists increased steadily in subsequent year the
dentist- to - population ratio gradually declined unti , in 1965, it
reached a low of 46.5 dentists per 100,000 populatio After that
year, the unfaiorable trend was reversed and the ratio slowly
increased, until, by 1976, the dentist-to-population ratio was 51.4,
slightly'aigher than the level in 1950.

The great variation in dentift-to-population ratios among regions and
States is veryevident as shown in Table V-3. In 1976, among the
regions, the Northeast and the West bad the highest ratios, each with

62 active civilian dentin per 100,000 'population, while the South,/
with 41, had the lowest atio. Among individual States, New York had
a 'ratio of 70 dentists p r 100,000 population, the highest in the
Nation. Pour other States had ratios of, 65 or more active civilian
dentists per 100,000 population -- Washington, Oregon, Massachusetts,
and California. Mississippi had the lowest ratio, with only 30
dentists,per,100,000 population.

J

in 1976 there were 1,570 female dentists in he United States,
representing 1.4 percent of all active ci ian dentists (Table 9-4).
The distribution of female dentists was very.uneven, both by
geographic division and by State. In New England, 1.7 percent of the
active civilian dentists were female- -the highest proportion in any,

V-2 ,
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geographic division. The Mount'ain States had the lowest proportion,
with 0.7 percent. More than one third of all women dentists (597)
were concentrated in three StateS--California, Nev York, and Illinois.
In many States the number of female dentists was minimal; 24 States
had less than 10 women dentists each.

.

)
e

The American Dental Assbciation (ADA) formally recognizes eight areas
of dental practide as constituting specialty practice. There was a
comparatively rapid increase in the nu er of dental specialists in
the 1950's and 1960's, and the annual i creases continued during the
early 1970's, although at a much reduce rate. Nevertheless, the
10,828 specialists practicing in 1976 constituted only 10 percent of
the Nationes'active civilian dentists (Table V-5). This ratio of one
dental specialist to nine dentists in general practice. is in sharp

a contrast withthe situation in the medical profession where tour of
Ili every Live physicians are specialists.

In 1976.over two- fifths of all dental specialists, or close to 4,500,
limited their practice to orthodontigsh The next largest group,
almost 2,800, specialized in oral surOry. Pedodontists comprised the
third largest specialty group with some 1,200 dentiits, followed
rather closely by periodontists With about 1,000. A total of 1,335
dentists, or 12 percent of the total number of specialists, we
the other four specialties combined.

A comparison of the figures for male and female dental specialists
reveals that there are proportionately more female dentists than male
dentists in the specialties of orthodontics, pedodontics, and
periodontics,: 93 percent of all female dental specialists are in thee
three specialties. Female pedodontists account. for 34 percent of'all
female specialists, while only 11 percent of male specialists are
4edodontists. on the other hand, there are practically no female
dentists in oral surgery, while 'one fourth of the male specialists are
in this field. Overall, female dental specialists are 7 percent of
all .female dentists,' a proportion somewhat less than that for male

..dentists.

In 1976 the U ed States had 5.1 active dental specialists per
100,000 civili opulatioh (Table V-6) . By'geogtaphic division, the
Pacific States ad the best'supply of dental specialists, with a ratio
of 7.6 per 100,000 population, while the West South Central. division
had the lowest ratio, with 3.7 specialists per 100,000 population.
Among- the individual States, Washington' had the highest ratio, 9.3 per
100,000e followed Ly California; New. Jersey, and Massachusetts, each
with ratios of 7.0 or more. At the other end of the spectrum, four
States had a ratio of-less than 2.0 dental SpeCiaiists pep 100,000
population. This considerable variation in the distribution of dental
specialists is, to some extent, accounted for by the tendency of
specialists to locate not, only in large metropolitan 'areas but also in
areas which have dental schools.
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The Ileaduates of foreign dental schaas have never been a significant
factor in the Nation's supply of dentists. Only about 600 foreign
dental, graduates were licensed to practice in the United States
between 1970 and 1975, and about two-thirds of these dentists were
licensed by two Stater -flew York and California. In earlier years,
all foreign dental graduates (except graduates of Canadian dental
schools' were required to obtain a degree from a dental schoolsin the
United States before they could obtain a license to practice dentistry
in this country..

giaracte/istiVs ofDenigl_elagi/ge

Apiroximately 88 percent of all active dentists practice either
full -time or part-time in a nom-institutional setting (Table V-7). A

further breakdown shows that 79 percent practice 30 or more hours a
week, while 9 percent work less than 30 hours per week. The remaining
active dentists ,re distributed among a variety of institutional
settiOngs, with the largest portion, 4 percent, in the Armed Forces.
Faculty and staff of dental schools account for 3 percent, and 2
percent are interns; residents, or students in 'advanced dental
education.

Dentistry is.overwhelminyly practiced in private offices operated by a
dentist in solo practice. However, there have been some delivery
system changes in recent years, such as health maintenance
organizations (HMO's), closed pinels, and, most notably, the growth of
group practices. Dentists practice primarily in isolation from each
other and do not use Centralized treatment centers, i.e., hospitals
and other 'institutions, as do physicians. Rather, dentiss practice
in self-financed private offices, with their own high-capital-cost
eguipeent, and do not usually also practice elsewhere.

There' are notable professional differenceg between male and female.
active dentists. About one-fourth of all femaledentists'provide
dental services less than 30 hours per week, compared with 9 percent
of the shale, dentists. The contrast is even more pronounced when the
ratio of part-time to full-time practicing dentists is considered;
almost one-third of the female practicing dentists work part7time,
compared with only one-tenth of the male practicing dentists. The
proportion of female dentists among faculty of dental schools is more
than three times that of male dentists.

Unlike other health professions, in particular medicine and ursing,
dentistry does not have an extensive range of allied dental alth
personnel. Dental hygienists are the only licensed or regis red
auxiliaries, and they function under 'the direct supervision of
dentists. Other categories of allied dental personnel include dental"
assistants and dental laboratory technicians. The newest category is
expanded function dental auxiliaries (EFDA0s); these can be either
dental hygienists or dental assistants whose training includes a wide
range of clinical functions\and direct patient care procedures

r
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previously performed only by the dentist. his latter category
resembles the physician assistants and, though not yet widely utilizedin dentistry, offers a significant potential .for increased
producti vi ty.

In recent years, the proportion of den sts who use one or more dental
auxiliaries. has increased steadily, a ording to the periodic Surveysof Dental Practice .conducted by the erican Dental Association.' By1975, 96 percent of all independent dentists--an overwhelming
majority = - employed at least one auxiliary of some type, a significaht
increase from the 77 percent in 1955 (Table 9-8). (The term
*independent dentist," used here and elsewhere in this chapter,
includes not only dentists in solo `practice, but also dentists working
in partnership or group practice; the term excludes all dentists onsalary.) .Well, over 9.0 percent of the independent dentists employedone or more dental assistants" in 1975,4an increase of 22A:omen! since1955. Ruch more dramatic, however, is the rise in the percentage ofindependent dentists employing one or more dental hygienists; this
percentage'increased from only 10 percent in 1955 to 41 percent in1975.

There is a strong and direct relationship between the extent of
auxiliary utilization and the average number of patient visits perweek. This relationship was demonstrated in a national survey
conducted in 1968 and 1969 of AentiSts in general practice. On the
average, general, practitioners had 67 patient visits per week (Table9-9). The statistical breakdown showed a steady increase in weeklypatient visits with each increase in the number of auxiliariesemployed. The number of visits varied from 45 'visits with no
auxiliary, to 60-for dentists with one auxiliary, to 93 with three
auxiliaries, and to 95 visits with four or more auxiliaries. If the
breakdown is extended to include dentists with seven or more
auxiliaries, the number of patient visits per reek per dentist risesto 108.

The number of patient visits per week also varies greatly according tothe age of the dentist. The average number of patient visits
increases from the number for dentists under 40 years of age 'to the
highest patient-visit level for dentists in the age group 40-54.
After age 54, there is a noticeable numerical decline in patient 4

visits for every age group. This' age - related configuration holds alsofor every level of auxiliary utilization. Dentists in the age range
40-54 always have the highest number of visits, regardless of the
number of auxiliaries utilized.

The 1975 Survey of Dental Practice conduCted by the American Dental
Association shows that independent ffientists work an average of 41
hours per week in a denfil office, of which 34 hours are devoted to
Contact With patients; dhe and a half hoe'rs are used to work on
prepayment forms, and three hours are spent on various other office
tasks. The remaining two and one half hours, per week are used for
dental laboratory work.
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The same ADA Survey .presents the average percent of time per week

v spent on various office procedures by independent dentigts. Operative

04..i.
procedures account for more than 1/3 of the ,tiMe Spent treating
patients by all independent dentists. In comparing general

______praCtitioners as_ a _g_ro,u_p_with_specialists_ as agrouk, certain_v_
procedures are pefformed more frequently by ieneral practitioners Tian
by specialists. For example, general practitioners spent 41 percent
pt their time on operative procedures while, as expected, specialist
(including Pedodontists, oral surgeons, periodontists and all others
spend only 8 percent of their time on operative procedures. By
contrast, Some procedures are characteristically provided by
specialists. FOr instance, orthodontic procedures take less than 4
percent ,o&-the time of all general practitioners, but over 40 percent
of worktime of all speciplist8', as a gioup:

tk

`The financing of dental care differs significantly from the financing
of other types of medical care. For dentistry, the basic financial
mechanism is the fee-for-services paid directly to the dentist by the
patient.. Approximately 6 percent of total health expenditures is
spent for dental care. The near-universality. of dental disease; along
wit,b'the ability to defer dental treatment, may lead to, an
accumulation 'of need, making dental treatment difficult to insure.
Dental insurance more closely resembles a financing or budgeting
mechanism than insurance in the traditional sense. In dentistry,
dental insurance, or third-party payment plans, are not yet a major
market influence as they are. in medicine. In this particular respect,
dentistry is chronologically about 15 years behind medicine;'in 1975,
it was estimated that 16 percent of the population had dental
benefits, which is closely comparable .to the 14 percent covered by
.major'medical benefits in 1960.

Licensure of Dentists

Dentists are licensed by every State and the District of Columbia.
Although licen ure reqUirements differ from State to State, Every
State requites applicants for licensure to pass a written and
clinical pass written and a clinical examination.

Licenses are i
to 11 members.
memebers of th
added public o
board.,

Annual renewal
12 States rene
for relicensur
lectures, semi
another eight j
form of c'ontin

EN

sued by a 'State board of dentistry, composed of from five
In all but nine States- board membership is limited to
dental, prOfession. In recent years, a few' States have
consumer representatives as members of the State dental

R'
of licensure is required in all but 12 States; in those
al is biennial. Continuing education is a prerequisite
in six States. This generally _consists of attendance at
rs, or meetings for a specified number of hours. In
risdictions, the State dental association requires some
ng education to maintain membership in the association.
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In recent years, several States,,heive .set up procedures to permit some
foreign dental graduates to qualify for licensure without fifst obtaiNti
a degree from an American dental school. At present, 15 States andthe District of Columbia' have established such-procedures, althoughwith considerable variation' in the criteria for qualification. all

-----otrh-er---Sttaeee-reqtare-forelgn-d-on-ticrltraduatiis to obtain dental degrees
from accredited dental schools in the United. States or Canada in orderto be eligible for licensure. The number of foreign dental gradtiatesseeking liCensure is comparatively f less than.is the case withforeign medical graduates. t.

In every State except Alabauta and Delaware, a/1 candidates for dentallicensure may antiffely or ,partially meet their State's writtenexamination requirement 'by passing a written examination administeredby the National Board. qf Dental. Examiners of the American Dental
Association. Some StiNes requite an additional State-administered-
wtitten examination on specific subjects. Such slpplementary %
examinations may cans3.st of a written test on the state's own dental

.

laws, or an examination on various aspects of diagnosis, treatment
planning, anted preventive dentistry..

.

Clinical examinations for dental licensure applicants may be
,

administered by the boards of dentistry of the individual States or by
regional dental licensure testing boards, of which 32 States are now
members.. These regional boards' conduct simultaneous clinical
examinations at locations in one or more of the participating States...
r3Y passing such an esaminaiiOn, candidates satisfy the c nical
examination requirement of each participating. state. Th e are now

. four such regional, arrangements,: the North East Regional ard, with
a membership ,of :15 Stites; the CentralRegional Dental Testing
Service, with 1,) States; the _Southern Regional Testing' -Agency, with
four states; and the recently-organixed Western Regional Examining .

Board, with only two States.

..Sxkice passing a simultaneous clinical examination meets, the clinical
requirement for a number of States, this has the effect of
facilitating establishment of a dental practice, or of obtaining
initial dental employment, in geographic areas other' than the
yra,duates, home State or' the State in which they received their dentaleducation. This facilitation for 'wider distribution of dental
manpower. may Well benefit shortage areas, although' there is noassurance that this result will necessarily follow. ' .

..
_ J

itegiOlial clinical examinations constitute *a comparatively recent
development which' has made rapid progress in the past few 'years. Thefurtbei establishment and extension of these mechantsms,for- regional:
simultaneous clinical examinations may presage an eventual nation-wide
clinical, examination, comparable'tO the written examination of the
National Board of 'Dental Elaminers.
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Some StateS authorize recognition of the licenses granted to- dentists
by other States and accept' such licensure as evidence of deviate
qualification to practice. dentistry within their,own iuris iction:
Such recognition. of out-of-Stat dental licenseS tas been adopted b y
17. States, and may takes the -form of an endorsement of the-dentist's
license when. ,the granting tat-e -deems tiat- thi- applicant, meefs'it'SToilii
licensure:criteria,. or may be effected: by a reciprocal agreement with
the applicant's present 'State. of licensute... However, at- present, the
practi#al. effect. of sucb.mutual 'recognition is very limited because
some States rbcognite Icenses of Only. a very few other States.

.. , .. .

A mare extensive recognit ad cf dental licenses ould obviously result
in greater geographic mobility of dental person which, in turn,
would increase the potential for manpower redi ribution. However, .

although such redis ribution would lo.e greatl facilitated, it does not
necessarily assure mo ement of dental manpower to shortage areas:

Perhaps the greatest benefit that could result from a more free and
unhindeEed movement of dental personnel would le realized through
estAblistent of a regional, or perhaps a national, dental placement
system. Such a system would serve both the communities and the dental
profession' by providing regional and local data on dental needs and
opportunities. This 6ystem .would also facilitate the channeling of
dentai persOnnel to underserved areas., 4However.; widesprVad and
significant effectiveness of such placement Systems would require a
much greater' treedom of move t of dental personnel than exists at 4
the present time.:

apsalapthig Distribution, of Dentists

Major factors determining the location of dental -pyactices, are
eConomic and social. In metroWlitan area's there is generally "a
greater effective demand for dental services-, and al greater ability to
pay for them than is the case in most non- metropolitan counties.- As
4 in the case with other health professionals, many' dentists settle in
'p close to '11Kban. areas in order to 'be near centers of -social,.
ecreational, and cultural activities. 7
The metropolitan areas have about 'three times the population of the
non - metropolitan counties but have over four times the number of
dentists. Stated another . way, t he 73 perdent ofT, the. poplation
Metrapdlitan areas are served by 81 percent of the dentist work lorce.

There is a decided variance between the ratiost of dentists to
population in metropolitan areas and non-metropolitan counties. The
average number of dentists. per 100016 population for the Nation is 50
(Table V-18).. For metropolitan arias, the average number of dentists
is 56 per 100,000 population, and for non-metropolitan counties the
average is 34 dentists. Also, in the non-metropolitan counties there
is a' steady decline in concentration of dentists, when these counties
are grouped I)/ decreasing size of the central city. Fo4'the



*
metropolitan couriti s ith the largest central cities (i.e., of
00 'population ver) , the average numb r of dentists ..is 43 per

100,000 populations, still substantially over than the average figure
for metropolitan areas. The, ratio of, den istp population continues
to diminish with the decreasing size ot'`.th cen al city until there

---------4s- 2an average of .onl 6 dentists per 100,000 population. located in
'' counties with a central city .of lest than 5;000.

.1. .

The more favorable distribution of dentists in metropOlitan areas overnon-metropolitan counties persists when the data are examined by
region, division, and State. Noreover, withiri, the category on
non-metropolitan counties themselves, the genital trend to lower
dentist-to-population ratios is evident in bite regions' and divisionsas the size of the central city diminishes. The sam general
progression exists in a great majority of- individual States, -but
departures from. the downward progression do occur in he data'for a.-....
few States.'

Because of variations in demand and characteristics of the work force, -

the ususal method "of establishing 'a .persons-per--dentist ratio is ----1
1,kherently inadequate. -"Howewer, this method ildiS long been used to
define shortages. The 3,076 counties of the United States shows a
,very, great variation iiit-pers3on -.per-dentist ratios. There hre 234
counties with no' dentis*at all Table Vt.19), an an addition'ha 579
couitti4S with an unfavotableara xo of 5,000 or more inhabitants, per
dentist. The national avera4e or all counties' is 1,9414 person_ s per

2,539 counties (83 .percent of the total) have
persons-to-dentist ratio greater than the national average. The
national average is sid ed. to be adequate to meet present demand.

t

TWO programs of the Fe ral Government directed at the correction of .

dental manpower maldistr ution use a persons-to-dentist ratio as the
criterion for designating shortage areas. New dental, graduates are
eligible For the forgiveness of student loans under the loan repayment
program if they -agree to serve in\leounties with 3,000 or more
inhabitants per dentist; 551 dentists are.now servinq in such areas
lander this program. As of October 1, 1977, thetcrikerion for
designation of dentist shortage areas under the .student loan program,
vas changed to .a ratio of 5,000 -pe'ksons per' dentist. The oth6r
Federal progra-m, the National Health Service Corps (MSC); currently
uses that ratio as its. criterion and has assigned 97 'dentists to woki
in counties with 5,0011' or more inhabitants per dentist'.

Large And small communities differ considerably with respect to the
. , average length of time patients must wait before being scheduled to
receive fiental treatment. As the size of a city or town decreaste,
the average, patient waiting time for dental appointments increases.
In towns with -populations undei 2,500, 20 percent of the 'independent
dentists scheduled patienti"for an average of a month or more in
advance in 1975, compared to only 3 percent of the independent
dentists in cities of .over 1,000,000 (Table V-20). On the other hand,

ist
A
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/1 percent.of independent dentists in these, largest cities scheduled
patients within -two. days or less, 'on the average, while only 10
percent of independent. dentists in towns under 2,500 accommodated
pitients so quickly. -°)

Independent dentists in the smaller communities tended to have the
heaviest ,practice loads and to categorize themselves as either
overworked or too busy. Almost 48 percent of the detnists in the
smallest 'communities were in these two categories in 1975--23 percent
provided dental care to all patients who requested appointments ...but
felt overworked, i.e., they were too rushed or were working too many
hours or both, and another 25:percent were too busy to treat all
persons who sought appointments (Table 9-21) . In contrast, only 24
percent of independent dentists in cities of more than 1,000,000
categorized themselves as either dverworked or too busy. Nearly
one-half of the independent dentists in the latrgest cities said that
they had enough patients, but not too many, widile-an additional 27
percent would*have liked to have more patients.

Dental Education

The .Amberpresent of schools of dentistry a d their student
teenrollmen represent a considerable,increase over the figures for.

,previous decades. The number of dental schdd s has increased from 42
in 1950 to 59 in 1976 .(Table V-11). In this ame. period, total,
enrollment rose from 11,891 to 21,013 students, an increase of over 75
percent. From the mid- 1960's onward, increases in the,number of
dental schools and in dental school enrollment are, in large part,
attributable to provisions of the Health Professions Educational.
Assistance (HPEA) Act, which included provisions for construction of

7
nev schools and for expansion ,of' the capacity of existing schools of
dentistry. Even though two schools closed in the early 19708s, the
opening of new schools has provided /a'net increase of 10 schools since
1965.

OP

From 1950 to 1965, total enrollment showed a 'rather modest increase' of
some 2,000 students, reaching a_ total of 14,020 in 1965. After 1965,
the impact of the HPEA Act began to be evident. By 1976, total
enrollment had increased by about 7,000, a full 50 percent above the
1965 level. There is, a course, a similar contrast between%the
earlier and later periods relative to first-Iear enrollment. -During
the period 1950-1965, first-year enroilmeni, increased only by -about
600 to some,3,800. By 49769.first-year enrollment totalled 5,935, an
increase of more than half over the total in 1965.

During most of the 19606s, the number of dental graduates remained
fairly steady, ranging from about 3,200 to about 3,400 a year. y VEtT)-

e
end of the 19608s, the number of graduates began to rise noticeab y,
with 3,710 dentists graduat g in 1970. Thereafter the increase
accelerated; reaching a tota of 5,336 dental graduates in 1976, an
increase of 42 percent over t e 1970 level.



Total enrollment, the number of first-year students, and the- number of
graduates for 1976 are %liven in Table A-V-1. for each ,of the 59 dental
schools in the United Strtes and Puerto Pico: In 1950, only six

, dental schools had as many as 100 graduates. By 1976, as a result of
_l_Prog.Fams to ,eApand dentA.school capacity, 24 schP4P.Atd_a_grad.matins

class of 100 or more. !

.

Although there has bleenal great increase in the training capacity of
dentalschools in the tkate4Btaie0 in necent-yearse.there are ,still
:18 States which do notl(ave a dental school. Of these, 14 have
entered into coMpatt agreeMents with dental schools to subsidize .the

4- dental:education of students from their 'state, primarily by the paying.
of, part of the students' .tuition. The number of-deniaL schools- which
have entered into such 0)mpa s'averages'five per' participating State.
In additibn, nine States whit do have-dentalschools have also
entered into compact agreement o provide support to students from
their own areas who are-enrolled in detail-schools-0 otherStates.:
In the current academic year, 1976-77% these agreements between States.

. and:dental.schob4 are facilitating the-education of about 1,000.
students, some of whom would be otherwise unable to obtain. al dental
.education. 'BoreoVere the _states that are providing support to
students. through compact arrangements may be increasing the number of
dentists Jikely to settle and. practice within their boundaries.

10.norities a'h Women in Dental.Schools 1
_,,-;

The enrollment of minority students in dental schools dUring the
1970's.sirows a-ratheor steady and consistent increase. First-year*
minority enrollment increased from 412 in the Academic.year-i97171'-to.
650 in 1976-774 an increase of 58 percent '(Table. V-12).

. Minority
.students, as` aproportionof:all first-year dental students, increased

from 9 to 11 percent in that period. The actual extent of minority
gain is not immediately evident in these percentages, because the'.
erall.first-year enrollment also rose 25 percent during this same

pe 'dd. However, the increase-in the number of .first -year minority
st eras was proportionately more than twice the percenta4e*crease .-
in total-first-year enrollment.

.
.

In 1971-72 minority students
vr

constituted only 6- percent 9f the total
enrollment.in dental schools; bv19.7677 this proportion had increased
to 10 ,percent, or. 2,099 students (Table V-13). Altheiugh Black's are by
far the largest minority "groUp,with 955 students, they still comprise,
lets than 5. percent of the total enrollment in. dentll schools.
Orientals follow. with 3 p6rcent and Mexican- #Ytericans with 1 percent,
All other minorities .cOm fined constitute another 1 percent of the
total enrollment. A eakdown of the 1976-77 enrollment- of minority
students by class year also shows a steady increase in numbers. In
the fourth,year class there are 426 minority students; each earlier
class has a progressively greater number,. with 650 in the first-year!
clasS. Another significant indication of the extent of 'the: increase
-in minority' students in dental schools is the fact that, in 1976,



minority graduates constituted 9 percent of all graduates; nearly
double the proportion in 1972..

,

- L

One of the most notable and significant developments, in dental
_esLucationinthe....1.91.011s_ltaa iteigLA.Ae_rapid_and_.steek increase
enrollment of women students. . In academic year 1976-77, there were
ao2 female first-year dental students, more than an eight-fold
increase since 1970 (Table V-14) ., Over this same period, female
dental students, as a proportiom.of all first-year enfollments,
increased from 2 perCent to nearly 14 percent.

-
.

.

The substantial increase in enrollment of MO ,i$ also evident in the
statistics for total dental student enrollmen In. academic year
1970-71, there were 231 female dental students, only about' 1 percent
of the total. In academic year 1976-774 female enrollment totaled
2,349, full 11 percent of all dental .students in the
United Sta es (Table V-15)' . This upward trend is similarly evident in
the breakdown of the 1976-77 enrollment of female dental.students by
class year. FullY/onethird ofthe' feMale dental students are in the

z.'1

first- year class. In contrast, women students in the fourth-year "t' 7

clasq repretent 01 One -sixth of. the total 'female enrollment in
dental schools. /The nuiliber of women graduating tr pm schools of
dentistry has increased substAnt-ially since .1972. In that year, there
were only 40 ,feMale graduates; . in 1976, 248 women. kep graduated from
dental schools in the United States.

.

7--

Projections of7 Dental. Student Enrollment and .Gradu tes

The data in Table V-16 show that student enrollme t and the .number of
dentaigraduates in .the immediate future will increase less.rapidly
than during the last several years. .Intreases in recent years are due
largely to FedecAl support for dental school expansion and net school
construction .and'k, with the decline: in such support, the upward trend
of both schools andostudents is. approaching a halt.

Dental student enrollment projections for the next decade indi ate
that the number of students will remain very, close to the 1976 77.
level. First -year enrollment is projecteed, after minor fluctua ions,
to decrease slightly, from 5,935 in 1976-,77 to 5,900 in. 1978 -79.
subtequent first -year enrollments are-projected to continue at that
level, resulting in a stabilization'of the number of graduates at
about 5,460 by .1981-82. These projected levels for graduates are
expected,to prevail through .the academit year 1989 -90.

.

.

i

.
. . .

The /present number of dental schools is projected to increase by only
one during the. projection period. The, scheduled enrollment of the
first dental class at Oral Roberts University in Oklahoma in the
academic year 1978-79. will increase the total to 60 dental schools.

The smaLl increase in the number of graduates in the 1977, 1978, and
1980 graduating classes is due chiefly to the fact that several dental
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schools which had three-year 'programs are returning to the traditional
fOqr-Year_Orogram. During the early 19700s a number of dental schools
changed their curriculums to .compress the four acadefflic year-fouf
calendar year (4 -4)-program into a four academic year-three calendar
year (4-3) program, in order to accelerate the production of dental

dental schoofiiith such 4-3
programs. There isznow a definite trendback to the *-4 arrangement
and it is expected *hat by 1978-79 there will be only six 4-3
programs. This means that a few schools will each skip a graduating
class in one of the upcoming Years a's they are phased back to a
program.

raisinte isgicAtjan

In 1976, there were 3,508 students in some type of advanced dental
education beyond the dental degree (Table V-17). The first-year
enrollment in all such prggrams was 1,904, of whom 733 students were
in general practice resAdencies and 1,171 in training programs for
dental.specialties. Of the first-year dental specialty students
enrolled in dental schools, the largest numbers were in orthodontics
and periodontics. The largest enrollment in the non-dental scho61
specialty programs was in oral surgery. In 1976, 1,930 students were
graduated from all programs of advancekdents1 education, including
both general practice and specialty pro*ams.

In the last fiveyears, first-year enrollment in general practice
residen4es.increased considerably, whilethe first-year enrollment
for specialty programs held at about the same, number. Indeed, the
number of students in' specialty programs in the academic year 1976 -77.
(1,171), constituted a slight decline from the 1,203 enrollment in
1971-72. rn contrast,' the increase, in general practice residencies
from 516 in 1971-72 to. the 733 students in 1976-77 represents a gain,
of 42 percent.

ns Dentist is

The, present status of dental manpower has been previously

i
desCribpd

and, in this section, projections are made of the antici ated future
supply of and requirements for dental manpower. iecogni ing that the
future is difficult to predict with assurance, it is concluded that,
if the current level of production of dental manpower can be
maintainede-siipply and demand are projected to come into balance in
he late 1980es. The dental manpower requirement projections
resented are based on assumptions made about the developing trends in

ed ntietry. To the degree that these assumptions might prove to be in
e ror, the manpower-projections based on them become 'snore problematic:

,

*

TIhe events and conditions underlying supply and demand will be
scussed separately. The factors to be discussed under supply are

engineering or)technical advances and organizational chanqes in th
delivery of dental services. Those to be considered under demand are
preventive dental health practices and third-party payment.

144
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Engineering advances have had ,significant effects on the delivery of.
4ntal'services by increasing the productive capability oe the
Nation's dentists through innovations in equipment, materialS, and
techni§ues. However, the rate of gain in dental treatment pebilmation
.resulting from engineering innovations during the past 20 years has

recent_ Years. Engineering improvements in dental`
practice technology that are in the development at this time are not
likely to provide similar large gains in-dsihtiste productive
capability in the near- future. The diminished rate of:technological
advance has been largely supplanted by recent advances in the
organization 'of dental office practice,especially..those manifested by
the greater use. o,f dental auxiliaries. The:potential-for further
.421creaSing the outputlEapability of dentists through the use of
expanded - function. dental auxiliaries (EFDA's)'is thought to be

regrpcially great.. Believer, whether or not. these gains will be
realized in the future is dependent on a number factOrs, the bases
of which are primarily economic.."

The supply of dental services is highly resp6n4ve to economic
conditions in terms of the elastitity of supply' relative to the price
at servixes4 This implies that, aS demand changes_, dentists have
quite a bit of flexibility in changing the output of their services.
It is anticipated that the major rqrsponse to ,increase in. demand for
dental services will be manifested in dentists' 'Indilfased use of .

conventional auxiliaries. floreover, when it appears to be in the
dentists' best. economic .interest, a relaxation of restrictions on the
,scope or delegated' functions can be expected, with an .increased defian
for and eroplOyment of trained expanded-function dental auxiliarieS.

Dentistry has not e erienced the extreme cost inflation that-has
har ctetized some ther:components of the health-care market. For

texam le, the 1975 Consumer Price Index for dentistry was 161.9,
.

compared.with 461.2 for all consumer items, and 179.1 for, 11 medical
services. The demand for dental care is quite sensitive to hanges in.
price. This tact is supported by the observation that, as 'me ured in
real dollars-, the cost of operating a dental practiCe increase 100
percent between 1967 and 1975, while dental fees increased by nly 62
percent; The demand for dental care is price elastic, and it is
believed that an increase in price results in an exodus of consumers
from the.market.' However, evidence does .not support 'the opposi4,
conclusion, i.e., tha.t a decrease in price will create an equal 1

.

inc ease in demand. It is commonly held that going to a dentist is-a
don4umer.habit.that must be developed and cultivated over time.
Therefore, based on the elasticity of demand relative to price,
dentists.would be expected to be somewhat vulnerable to changes in the
state of the national economy. .

It can be reasoned that projections of demand should take into account
the proven dental, health benefits twat accrue primarily from optimallyU
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..-!fluoridatedcommunity-water supplies. Although the beneficial effects
of fluoride are well established for children and young Adults, there
is leSs,certainty about the effect on dental care needs and demands
thit'leill be produced by extending the healthy condition of more of

---theLm-atura-1---teeth---ok-Alder---ad-Ults.._..Thi,s_extension-,.o-fthe-life-of_ ,
,

1 natural teeth in adults might result in a greater number who will be
enjoying, the obvious. advantages of natural teeth longer, but could
also be potentially subject to periodontal disease, and be at risly to
4urther incidence and progression of tooth decay. the prevention of.
periodontal disease is. dependent primari4-upon personal oral hygiene
habits of the individual and regular periodic attention by the
dentist. It may be that, as the need for restorative work declines
'among children and younger adults, the periodontist and general
dentist will find their time requirements reduced for those age
brackets, while the periodontist and endodontist may find that their
services are more in demand by adults who have retained more of their
natural teeth into later years. Until more expliCit information on
adults is developed', it will be difficult to predict the total effect
of universal optimal fluoridation. and other preventive measures on
dental manpower requirements. Consequently, the demand projection
should not be altered at this time on the basis. of anticipated changes
or improvements in'dental disease prevention. ,

The validity of dental manpower projections rests significantly on the
assumption that the market for dental services will remain
competitive, as the-proportion of 'the population covered by dental
benefits increases, because the economic model 'used to. make the

_i projections is based on the assumption of market clearing. through
price adjustment. While this assumption is quite tenable for past and
present levels of ';dental prepayteht coverage in the population, its
validity' will grow increasingly Suspect if, as the proportion ofthe
population covered by dental prepaymentincre4ses, the price of Uent4
services loses its function as the mechanism which equilibrates the
supply and the.,demand for dental services. The fact that price does
not serve this function in the market for hotpital services, Where 80
percent of the population has some type of "insurance" coverage, is
seen to be a major contribut r to the runaway inflation imthat, .
industry. 'The market for ph sicians services suffers frOin.the same
problem, but to a lesser extent. If,,as the extent of dental

'prepayment expands in the future, the role of price in the market for
dental services is eroded in the same way that it has been in the
.market for physicians' services anA for hospital services,'-then the-
future state of the dental setsice market ,will grow more uncertain and
less predictable. , .

4

It should be Iparticularly noted that the protections made in this
report'do not accoUnt for significant changeAin the structure of the
dental market place,\i.e., the establishment of a: comprehensive dental
'benefit program for the entire population under a national health
insurance program. Because of economic considerations, the enactment
of such a program in the near future appears doubtful; however, should



such a program be enacted, it Would have significant dental manpower
repercussions which should be taken into account in the design of the

. program.

Future numbers of dentists that will be required in the United States
lucre -been-est/Mated on the basis of projections of the. dem'and for
dental services. Requirements are calculated as the number of
dentists whb are needed to enabll the supply of dental services to
keep up with the demand without nflation in the price of dental
-services.

.

,

From the national aggregate point of view, there has been a shortage
of dentists 'in the United States since the mid-1960's, as manifested
by a slightly faster rise in thk average price-of dental services than

41 the rate of increase in the general price level. Inflation' in dental
prices is due, in large part, to the accelerated growth of dental
prepayment plans, which have caused demand for dental services to gro
at a faster rate than supply. However,' the health 'manpower
legislation .of the mid-1960's seems to have anticipated the increased
demand very well, and there has been a concurrent increase in the 4..

\I output of dental personnel.

A slight,shortagelof dentists is projected to
1985, at which time the supply of dental servi

4

:t-hrough 1980 and
'begin to catch

up with the demand. After 1985, the projected rise in the demand for
dental services will continue, but at a reduced-rate so that, by 1990,
the concurrent steady increase in i.h.e....nimber f dentists-will'bring
the supply .of services into a non-inflationar balance with the demand
under the projected allernati*e of dental prep yment. ,coverage for 50
percent of, the population. '' Under the other alternative projettion
with .43. percent Of thePopulation covered by 1990, there .vill not.be. a,
Shortage, but in fact a slight oversupply of dentists'(Tafile V722).

.

Year by year projections of the num4rs of active .dentists- civilian
plus military) show a steady annual increase from 1576 throu 990.-
f Table V-23 shows the projected number of active dentists at the end of
each year, together vith.the annual net gain' of new graduates over the
attrition by death and retirement. The 1.976 .number .of 115,200 active:
dentists is projected to increase to 126,240 by 1980,.to 140,7,40 by
1985, and. to 154,514 by the.end of 1990--an increase of neaeli,140,000
or 34'percent more than the number in'1976. Throughout,the projection
Teriod, the net. gain in the number of active dentists is accounted' for
by the entry of about .74,500 dental graduates to the active work
fore, offset by the. loss of about35,200 active dentists through
death and retirement.

The expected supply of 154,510 active Dentists' in 1990, which is
considered the most probable estimate,, is

,based
on the assiimpti -that

there will be only a slight increase from the 5,280 graduates in 976
to 5,400 graduates in 1982,- and that this level will be maintains
through 1990.
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A .lower and a higher. alternative estimate of the future supply of
active' dentists (civilian plus military). are presented in Table V-24.
Under the low alternative projection, a supply of 152,610 aptive
dentists in /990, is estimated, based on the assumption that here will
be :little or no departure from the 196._graduate
the subsequent years through 1990. A total of 1 9,030 active, dentists
in. 1990, 'which is estimated under the high alt native projection, is
based on the possibility that certain incenti es in recent.Federal
legislation will induce dental.sC is to inc ease the annual number
of graduates, at a rate somewhat -h er than in the expected
projection. A level of 5,700 graduates wouldfbe reached in 1.982 and
that annual level would be maintained through 1990.

It. can.readily be seen that there are no great differences between the.
expected number of dental graduates and the'alternativeprojectiOns
for a low and high output of dentiSta. This is in large part due to
the tact that the present outlook for production of dentists:in the 15
Years ,ahead is for much greater stability than characterized the
19601s and eafry 1970's.

The projection Of a large increase:An the number of dentists in the
years ahe results in steady and significant improvement in
dentist-t population ratios. The national ratio of .52 active
civilian entists per 100,000 civilian. population in 1976 is project
to increase to 55 in 1980 and to 62 in 1990, based on the expected
future supply, of d tists.

Data and AbAlotical Needs

There is a serious need for comprehensive. and reliable data on the
number, distributiont, professional characteristics, A-nd.piofessional

, activities of all types of dental manpower, on a natiariiI4 State,. and
local basis, including counties and smaller areas. ..

.

. .
,

Data on characteristics of den4sts ,shoUld include-such basic
'information as 'age, tapes.of activity, and extent of busyness. Also
needed are data on the level of activity, e.g.: full-,time -or
'garb-time, and on the personnel "mix^ of dental practices, e.g..,.
number and types' of auxiliaries ,per dentist. Data on these' and other
basic subjects are -often omitted or inadequately CoVered",in data
gathering, despite -their significance. One aspect of dental practice.
which has been .particularly neglected in data acquisition.' is dentist,
produCtivity--an mportant factor in 'determining the amount of dental
care available. ata:On dentist productivity should be regularly
collected as-standard procedure in the future.

The future supply of -dental manpower is obviously heavily dependent on
dental educationail institutions. Therefore, there is a need for the
collection, of many types of data about such institutions, their
faculty, and their students.. These data shoe d include such elements

..----)

as number, types, and background of faculty;. umber, sex, ethnic
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distribution, geographic origin, economic status, and career plans of
students; and "puck _data -about the .institutions.as. training fhcilities,
nature of curricula, and costs of operation, including cost per sstudent per year:

v

The data presently at hand on dental manpower and dental education' are
sometimes inconsistent, incomplete, or .both. a mach-improved
mechanism for the gathering of such data- is necessary: for the' dental
.community, health planning officials and, ultimately, the general
,public, to, be well served.
Some Mita needs, including needs for dental data, will be met through
the Cooperative Health Statistics -Syst-em (CUSS) of the rational Center
for. Health Statistics (NCI'S). The CUSS is establishieg a /intim" data
set on health-professions manpower througIrcontracts with intiiidhal
States._ For Fiscal. Tear. 1977, 18 participating States are expected to
provide data relating to dentistry.
However, not only will this system require several more Years for full
implementation, it will also have to be modified in design aind

-coverage-to be responsive to the need for certain data on dental
occupations iinemanpowet. There is need tiz supplement these data with
information from other sources?
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Tsb10-1. Number of Active dentisti and dentist-to-populatiOn ratios:

1

selected yeirs, December 31, 1950-1976 1/ ,
,

?
4 i I

'd

total active Active civilian Civilian population. halve civilian dipiists ;Jeans per ittiie

dentists. dentists (tholisanA) pet 100.000 elvilian.dentist

civilian population
,

1950- 4011

.1155

1040

1045.

1170.. . .;,..

071 . ..

'1072

1973.:.,

4074 si

-1975

LV16

79,190 75,310 49.8,

84,370 78,270 164,697 47.6

90,120 84,500 * 179,781. 47.0

95,990 89,640 192,951 46.5

102,224 r 95,680 203,109 47.1

103,350- 97,210 205,496. 47.3
1105;400 98,860. 207,306 47.7

101,280 100,780 208,95.1. 48.2

109,430 103,030 110,55% 48.9

112,020 106,740 211,2se 00.i

115,000 110,000 213,865 51.4

O

1/ Includes military dentists.

' t

. .

,12,008

2,103

.2,127

1,149

. 2,123,

2,115

2,097

2,P3\
2,044

1,000

1,944'
. .Oftwkri.D,41...Moow000mmos000loommabreIFM.W.M.110PqMNINIXIMINENYINN.110.11101M=M

'Sources: Health.Resourcep Administration, Bateau of Health Nanpover, Division of Dentistry, based

on data from the American Dentel'Association, Bureau of SconOmic Research and Statistics.,

.0.S. Bureau of the Censis. Current Population Reports P-25', Nos. 439 and 647.

I

9
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Table Y-2. Number of actijdentists, bfy age grtup:

December 31, 1976 1/

40011104MINE.411110601=0100 114011100.0.01041.0400110IMOMID0010.= OS MInlimar..111

Age group

lumber Percent

g001,40.M.110011.10U101saimapPa1010 0MIONMI011400=010.M. 0.0

All ages

Less than 35 years... 36,610 31.8
Under 25 Years.. eV.. 0, 3,980 3.4
25-29 years , 14,910 13.0
30-34 years 17,720 15.4

35-54 years 54,280 47.2
35-39 years .. 16,120 14.0
40-44 years 14,020 %A
45-49 years 11,350 9.9
50-S4 years 12,790 11.1

55.ypars and over 24,110 21.0
55-59 years

1/*
... 8,710 7.6

60-64 years ,

4,970 4.3
65-69 years '1,850 3,4 .N.

70-74 years ,3,350 2.9
. 75 and over . 3,230 2.8

MOMINNWOMMOM.W.M.O.41....R.M.110...1.01.11MMIP.WWWWWMOONO.M4,10...

1/ Includes vilitary dentist'_

Mffiellelmme.

anuLue; nesits resources aominiscration, oureau or ueaits

Unpover, Division of Den stry.

N
O.

r
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Table Y-3. Number of active civilian dentists and dentist-to-population ratios,

by region, diviiion, and State: Dikember 31, 1976 (cont)

IMMIMIHMOIMMPNOOMINIIIIMNIMMIE m.0 0.01.0. MM1009

Olk Geographic'

area

ik7
United States..

Northeast

New England

Connecticut

Maine

Massachusetts

New Nampshire

Phode Island

Vermont

Riddle Atlantic

New Jersey OOOOO

New York

Pennsylvania

North Central.

East North Central..

Indiana...

Michigan.

Ohio .

r .....

Vest North Central

Iowa

Kansas

Ninnesota per0
Nissouri

-Nebraska(

North Dakota

South Dakota . ire ... #
Noah

South Atlantic

Delaware

Distric of Columbia

Florida.

Georgia

flaryland.
North Carolina..

South Carolina

Virginia

Vest Virginia.......

Active civilian Civil4 n population

dentists , J 1, 1976

(thousands) 1/

1,978 3,104

455 1,059

3,868 5,797
u28 818

462 922

260 476

.114.222____________22L11_
4,465 , , , 7,306

12,642' 18,057

6,093 11,852

2A212_.
5,716 , 11,191

2,073 5,295

, 4,578 9,090

4,826 10,6752,,526 607

.IA27 ..-..........-.24421i.......

1,293 2,869

1,010 2;283

2,334 3,962

2,160 4,750

853 1,541

'279 631

'298 680

1,MIMI.MilWIIIM.011 -11141MP

Dentists, per 100,000

civilian population

Persons' per

dentist

1
.....

.....

1 Li15...Al
64 1,570

43 2,327

67 . , .1,499
1,01

50 1,996

55 1,831

0.2_ 1,604

61 1,636

70 1,428

51 1,945

,51 . , 1,958

39 2,554

50 1,984

45 2,212

55 1,824,

49 24212
45 2,219

. 44 . 2,260

59 1,698

45 2,199

5,5'

.44

1 807

1,262

44 ,282

.114511
256 576

°® 644 693 93

3,806 8,326 46

1,894 1,912 99,

2,277 4,099 56

1,847 5,370 35

948 2,778 34

2,238 4,887 46"

623 4,820
I

?ot

15

2,250

1,076

2,188

2,593:

1,000

2,876

2,930

2,184

2,921
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Table V-3. Number of active civilian dentist's and dentist-to-population ratios,
by region, division, 'and State:' December 31, 1976 (cont)

!

. GeograPhic Active101vilian Civilian population :Dintists4per 100,000 Prions perArea, dentists Juli 1, 1976'

(thousands) 1/
civilian population dentist

......
ammwmwOOdgMm.WIWWWW.m.M.M....ftW.4.MOOMMIftmisamiodimmimm.N.....11.11.11WWWft0....m0110WM.Wft 100111MONINI1.111.

-East South Central

Alabama

Kentucky

Tennessee

Vest South:Central

Arkansas

Louisiana

Oklahoma

Texas

West

Mountain

Arizona

Colorado.. ..

Idaho

Montana
. Nevada

A
New Mexico .. . ..... Ode

4: Utah

Nyominv
1Na.
N), Pacific

Alaska

California

Havaii

Oregon

.;.
4

.4...

..,61.212.....____:......../11.........._11..............."..24/2,1,168 3,640 32
1,276

', 3,390 68
694 : 2,331 ,30

1,901 4,193 45

Liai.-....,-.2....22Alli.......-..........s...../2
668 2,099 32'

1,449 '3,845, 38'
1,044 2,714 S8
5,043 12,331 41 2,0it

_221.92. ..214.21!____.............il ..14i12...5APIL__4_:::::...24.711 ....... 11.............L1121,085 2,243 48 2,067

3,116

1,657
3,159

2,206

iiaL2

(1403
3,619

1,488

418

141

307

481

771

118

2,535

824,

747

600

1,152

1,2.23

386

59

51'

55

21

42

63

46

44§5kommmwommk.116 221.ware,mwaaimalloswi

13,743

530

1,547

21,234

831,
2,326

Washington
2,461 3,556

1;704

1,971

1,804

, 1,954

2,395

1,586

2,169

52 1,940
65 1 1,545
64 1,568'
67 1,504
69 . , 1,445

'1/ State population figures do' not add to totals and subtotals.due to independent rounding.

Source: Health Resources Administration, Bureau of Health Manpover, Division ODentistryt,basedon data from the American Dental
Association, Bureau of Economic Research and Statistics.

,U.S, Bureau of the Census.
Current Population Report P-25, No. 642.
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/able 111. Geographic distribution of active civilian dentists,

by sex: December 31, 1976inisnoop0111111.1
Geographic ares loth sexes Male female Percent

female

m.O.M.......ftoOWO.oml.O.M.IMMMMIF4O.MIIWIMMOOMIW1lNIOWIMM,IWWWIMDWDWIWIWMMOOMAlhaMM.,ImMMOMMNIOdWIMMMMMWIWMPIMO

United States

',tortheast .....

New England
Connecticut..
Maine.....

lassachusetts
Nev Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont...

BidJle Atlantic....,
Nev Jersey

Rev York.,...

Pennsylvania.

41 .1.0

....
.. e .

,

.1.1.4222.40141LJAM.....lit

----la
1,978 1,953 2 1.3

455 452. 3 0.7

3,868 3,780 86 2.2
42$

, 425 3 0.7

462 460 2 0.4

. 260 , 256 4 1.5

4.10 4,402 63 1.4

12,11,2 '12,415 227 1.8

6,093 6,023 70 1.1

North Central
East North Central. . ...

la-224214----21.511-----120

Illinois.. 5,716 5,599 117* 2.0

Indiana 2,073 2,039 34 1.6

Michigan 4,578 4,51U 68 1.5

Ohio 4,826 4,763' 63 1.3

Wisconsin 2,526 2,488 38 1.5

West North CentralN
Iowa

7g--. 0a2
1,293 1286 7 0.5

Kanc.as 1,010 1,006 4 0.4

Minnesota 2,334 2,309 25. :.1.1 ti

Aissouri.. 2,160 2,136 24 '1.4'

Nebraska 853
: 845' 8, 0.9

North Dakota.. ... 279 278.. 1

South Dakota.. .. 298 297 1 0.3

South 2102i----./24 113.

South Atlantic 1

-2.2s796

14.41 3-

Delaware. 256 254 2 0.8

District of Columbia 644 6.03 " 41 6:4

. 3,806. 3,758 48 1.3

Georgia... .. 1,894 1,864 AO 1.6

Naryland. 2,277 2,234 43 1.9

N rth Carolina 1,867 1,845. 22 1.2.

th Carolina 948' .939 9 0.9

rginia 2,238 2,219 19 0.8

Nest Virginia 623 615 8 1.3
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Table T-4. ieographic.distribetion of active civilian dentists,
by sex: December 31, 1976 (coot)

rwerwwwworroilMirmommeimmoWarmommumMomm+parissausimommommemarHreelmeema

Geographic area Both sexes dale female Percent

female
011

OMOMMIOODOMM

Last South Central

Alabama 1,168 1,155 13
Kentucky 1,276 1,253 23

lennessee....A.
694

1,901

689,

1,875
5

26
Vest South Central

'Arkansas 668 661 7
Louisiana 1,449 1,431 18
Oklahoma........ ... , 1,044 1,037 7
Texas. .. ....... .5,043 4,990

hest..

Bonntain........I...,a.......'
.214112....111411

1.1
1.8

0.7

1.4

I
1.2

0.7

Arizona '6.....
Colorado. 0000000

1,085

1,488
1,081
1,476

IdabO......s.o 0000 OOOOO 418 415

P4 sontana..... `1/4 414 413
Kevada............. OOOOOOOO 307 302

481 478
Otab4 771 769

Alyoming..OOOOOOOOO ... 178 174
OOOO . OOOOO **Coos

hlaske 184 183
talifornia 13.743 13,190
Piave ii 530 523
Oregon.. OOOOOOOO 1,547 1,536
WaskiA9tOns.s.. O t 0000 2,461 2,444

3 0.7

1 0.2
5 1.6

3 0.6
,2 0.3
4 2.2

1 4.5
.253 1.8.

1 1.3

11 0.7
17 0.7

111011M101=1.1011.0=41.1.1.04111.11.11111=10111.1i1MOD

Source: Scab Resources Administration. Ursa. of Sealth
laniOver, Division of Dentistry,. based os data from the American
Dental Association, MIMI of Economic Research and Statistics:-
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table 1 -5, Number of active dental specialists by specialty and by sex:

December 31, 1976

11MIMIMMINIII=dmiswommosamowarimpornor.............aimmasemorystall ilmwspre moss

?fps of specialist
IlLhatiLingislidi
Saba Percent lumber Percent Number Percent

distribution distribution distlestion

OMN=mme%111=MOMMI410.MMIIMAIIIMMMONNOOMWOIONIMMGMM IMNIM1

ill specialists...... jgja.,igj,..bwii..ugsj;L.xa..igaj
orthodontists 4,479 41.4 4,434 41.3 45 43.6
Oral surgeons. . OOOOO 2,795 25.8 2,794 26.1 1 1.0

Pedodontists.. 4 000000000 1,208 11.2 1,173 10.9 35 334
Periodontists 114DetwoolIllise 1,011. 9.3 995 9.3 16 15.5
Sndodontists...p... OOOOOO 625 5.8 622 5.8 3 3.0

Prosthodontists 579 5.3 578 5.4 1 1.0

Public health dentists 67 0.6 .66. 0.6 1 1.0

Oral pathologists 64, 0.6 63 0.6 1 1.0

,......=0.......0..1wovmmoe,IONNWOIN.M00.0.Pa...MMI qnINO,

Source: American Dental association, Bureau of Economic lesearck and Statistics.

ilstribiti21.21J2Dillil.ID.StliDlig_itinfalAtLia4ilE1214-14.1=111.11421E0114.11ii

.15 6



Table V-6.

t.
lumber of active dental specialists and spacialist-to-population nano'

by region, divi ion, and State: DOCeaber 31, 1976

/)(-Geographic area

A ie *tail Civilian population Dental specialists per
specialiits July 1, 1976 100,000 civilian

(thousands) 1/, population

limited States

Mortheast.....

sew England

Connecticut.........

Maine O

Massachusetts.

Neu Havpshice *****

Rhode Island . OOOOOOOO .........

Vermont.. 000000 0000000

Biddle 000 oo

Sew Jersey... 0000 ............
Nev. vork o oo OO OOOOO

Pennsylvania ...
Worth Central

. last Worth Central OOOOO

Illinois...

4 Indiana.. OOOOOOO O

OOOOO

Ohio

.Wisconsin....

lest Worth Central....

PIM&

OOOOO

Wild*
Worth 000000

South Dakota
South,.

South atlantico 00000

nan.;..........L.nialL.,..........Laa
Jan..-__.......;..A.its. :a__nu

Jos 11$6 6
29 , 1,059 2.7

404 5,797 7.0
24 018 2.9
50 922 5.4
18 476 3.8

539 37,306 7.4
_ 1,172 18,057 6.5

466 11,852 3.9411451L511114~Al11Algi34M0104111014
571 11,191

OOOO . 218 . 5,295

9,090

P 10,675
143 4,607

OOOO OOO ,...... OO OO

41/4r4i4OW

y,Nistrict. of

Florida..
Georgia

Saryland

Worth Carolina. .......

South Carolina... 04 00000000 440

Virginia..

Vest

5.1

4.1

5.1

3. 3

3.1

...21i.....0......1100_ A2

132 2,283 5.1
128 3,962. 1., 3.2.
246 ,, h 4,750 5.2
55 1,541 3.6
.11 , co. 631 1.7
13 `,..'' 680 . 1.9

125 2,869

,,.2an...............nadia..................'
N.

..14111..............33ati1_..............................id
'. 576. . , 4.9

. .

76 693 11.0
416 At' 8,326 5.0
176' 4,912 3.6
271. 4,099 6.6'
140 1,370. , 2.6

1061 2,778 3.9
207 4,887 4.2'
63 ,, 1,120 3.5
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Table V -6. Number of active dental specialists and specialistto-population ratios,

by'region, division, and Mtn; bomber 31, 1976 (coot)

Active dental. Civilian population Dental specialists pa;

specialists July 1, 1976 100,000 civilian,

010444048) 1/ popolition

MOP ...M///1/Nmmlir//move

'Geographic area

OW.,,WM.N4R4N4/~MMO/MWeMeWwwMimbmftimebONimMlwMMMgeMOMNOMOM...10..

last South Central

Alabama....... OOOOOO

Tennessee

Vest South Central OOOOO

Arkansas

Louisiana...

'Oklahoma...4pm OOOOO fegeOSSA

TexageorpOillgoarneetleilbe OOOOO

Veste.496,11,4

Nountain......
Arizona.

COIOWO000,00,6116Ii

roams
wevada

Nov Alexia OOOOO

Utah..

Wyoming

44;ific
4 Alaika

CaliforniaOO

NavaiiOO .
Oregon

Maskingtons....

( r

113 3, 40 341

169 3,390, 4.4

42 2,331 1.1

224 4;193 5.3

--.1111......t.......21617.1......................112
, 76 2,099 3.6.

3,015119 3.1

117 2,734 4.3

471
\.

12,331' o 3.8

..115 14/11...N.......
101 2,243 4.3

164

22

20
33

'9
49

.

Jan
15

1,664

48,

105

331

2,535

824

747'

600,

1,152

1,224
386

357

21,234

831

2,326

3,556

6.5

2.7

2.7
5.5
4.3
4.0

1.8

4.2.
7.8
5.8 c

4.5
9.3

'41.6therrommomemexammilowmaimmswil0wassom

1/ state population figures do not add to totals and subtotals dee to independent roandIng.

4L
Source: Aealth Nesoacces Administration, lame of lealti lanpaver, IiiisionlIf Dentistry,

based on data Iron the American Dental. Associate'', Maas of keneale lasearob and Statistics.

11.3. Inesa of the Ceases. Current Population Deports 1-25, 642
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fable p7. Member, of active dentists; by primary type of dental employment)

December' 31, 1976

Primary type of ..111.11111111.11214.11111
dental employment Member Percent limber Percent iiiiMrlisitrol'ent'

'distribution distribution 1 distribeties

Total.4....,....,....

Practicing dentist 00 or
more hoers/veek)...1....

Practicing dentistAliss
than 30 hours/veek) is 4 e se

On faculty or staff of

, dental school.... .... .. ... .

Armed forces ientint.......

Public health dentist,

Pespital staff dentist..A

Intern/resident/Student

Staff member of health or
dental-sorganisation

1

91,260

10 6801

,' 3,230

5, pod
1,160

('' 1,420

2,460

390

7144

1st

,

2.8

4.4

1.0

1.2

2.1

0.3

.

,

90,440

9,690

3,000

4,910

1,090

1,390

2,370

370

71.1

1.5

2.7

4.4

1.0

1.2

2.1

0.3

v$20

310

150

20

70

30 ef
90

20

r'

5214:13

9.4

4.4

,1.9

Si7

1.30. ., 4,41

4......0...m........ .~....m............m...........p................mowomow.immompoommaloprommortimmww.mmr......:~mmormwomm#T000 '
Sperm Nealtb lesourCes idministrationf of-llealth fanpoeer., OivitiOn.iflentistry,

based on, data ,from the American Dentallisocittikopplereas of,Pconomic lesenk0 Ind Statistics.' ,
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Table "V -8. Percent of independent dentist, who employ mills:toss
selected years 1955-1975

WWUptiOMIWHIMINW00
fftwesWftwOrloWW.141110MeerwImairmosioN~OhollAmerraftereoftervirWelressrem001168~016

. .
b

Dental htglenists Dental assistants ill types 1,

1955.......

1964.......

1967.......

1970.......
1972

1975.......

^ftdordieloWWW~mersolrmararraremWmialrm.~~410~~miftftworm1~4~1~0~01;"

10.3

1140

16.0

20.2

25.2

30.8

36.9

41.3

00
75.5

76.7

82.4

86.6

85.6

90.2

92.5

77.1

81.8

82,6

89.9

92.4

89.9

93.

6.

1/ Includes dental laboratory ter nicians and 'secretary-
,* receptionistsA'aslell as: dental_ hygienbt and (Lintel asitistrints.

Any of these, employees can be either full- hie or part-time.

Puece: American Dental Associat n, 014444 of Economic
Research and statistics. ALImaillustigs. Also
othei surrey, reports of this series for prior years.

1'
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Table 19. Avetego nembet of patient visits pit Nook I/ dentist. in pileral ?tactics,

with different nurbors of eitilieriose

/

by age pep of dontists 1961 OM lilt
4,,

ir07011111 Allot CO 40.04 45.49 5044 5:-

Number of full-time or part-timo

milistios pet dontist

All dentists

Dentists with:

No auxillaries.....

auxiliary

2 esti:Lades 6606 444444 6

3 auxiliaries Itedielmoidlostoo

4 or more aluiliaries......, 444444 4.,

45 49 56 54 51 47 II

60 59 61 PI 11 53

72 71 77 77 14 71 65
83 82 01 at II 79 11

95 92 91 10 100 91 84

29

51

14

11

..o.mormrro6~~66~066.0.616.~. 60~048460611~61~10112PlanomftemoomM

Source: ,11.1101 losoercos Administration, lurese of lotitb 0111,0110t, DitilliO4 Of Datiitlif 1410d on

data derived from the Second Rational Swrvs7 of Licensed Dontioth 1911 141 1919.

0

161
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Table 1-10. Average percent of time spent r Vook on tattoos
procedures by independent dolts, by type' of procedure; 975

"Type of proCeduce Ill independent general Spec al sts
Alentists practitioners

woovieemswimmemommunrvimororamaserommesimarsowavpswerworwomuoisayseemarsmapimimispeoromermisrao

All prOcedaris°. ... .

General procedures"..... 12.0

Palliative procedures.... 3.

Operative procedures"... 35.

Prosthodontic,procedores. 18.6

Indodoqticlmocedures. ... 6.3

PeriddontiC procedures..., 5.4

Orthodontic procedures." 10.9

Oral surgery procedures" - 8.4

111

12.0 9.1'

3.9 1.4

400 '`jj 7w8
21.9 2.4
6.2

,4.9 L7
346 40.4
6.0 23.1

Source: American Dental Associationelureao of Economic
Research and statistics. ih2.122§.1102/.2tallltillE121122



iable 7-11. Member of dental ackoels, students, aid fr6460684
selected academic tears 1950-11 thros8k 1,76-77sememmmemooUNpilmsoimmosm1101

icademlc year Umber of .1.10
schools Mal

,..,,........,,,.,....,,...,..........
195011. ..

.42. 11,191

1955-56...... 0000000 .......-.....0,4,.... 43 12,730

196041 o 4.4;040e$64 47 , 11,500

4 lo Ll
19842

,

asiileseoso49441.4464

47 13,513
um .14444444.641,41,340644,641.64194.4144 MI 13,576r, 1913161.:'...... 41 ,

.4,!:, 411441 At
131691

7 4796a.... OOOOO 44. OOOOOOO .... OO OOOO '.. 1 , 13,176
196546 ; A , 14,020
1966-67 v.,. OOOOO ...,.r '49 14,411
196748. . OOOOOOOO .....1...... 9* SW ' 14,935

i '1 96970.. .... 41.: 53 : 11!: 001

196842...0 52

1970771....OOOOO ollsesiiessio14 53 ,, 16,553
1971-72 i1 Si : :. -17,30
1972-73 OOOOOOOOOOOOO .......,........0;: 56 ''''"'H''. 40,570
1973.74....OOOOO . OOOOOO .....".4 58 , 11,361

,

14074a
4

4a. OOOOOOOO OOOOO es4441 50 20.184
1975-76OOO .; O ............. 59 20,767.

a 197647.......OOOOO ......... OOOOOO ell 59 , 21,013

0

* lobe; 01
t rat-fear ocadades

3,226 ' '2,1130

3,445
*0 .:

3,031

3,016 ° 3,290
3,605!,' 3,207

3,600 34233

3,770 3,213

3,036 3,111

3,106 3,191

34941 i'' 3,360

4/209 1,07
4,203 t 3,431

4;355 3,749

4,565 1)°-... ' 3,775

4,745 i, c. 4901
5,337 4,230

1.0 9,515
5,61; , 14961

5,713 5,336

1/
,.a~*~~P~.4;0

- '''.
1/ Data are not available at this *4' \

Source: Anerican Dental Assiciation, council on Dental Idecation. IgnaLispitex
Register for.eld selected academic yea! from 1950-51 tkrosok 1966-67v iimiLigiggue,11011
mulls for all subseceest academic years.,

.

A
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Table Y6121 linority stadents in MA year of dental schOoll
Academic pats 1971.72 tkrtegb 1996 -11.1/

4

Academic year

goomenoramiatetemossomwomowtorwrowatommmemo API MS 111.111M.

Total Percent minority
first year illec Vatican lexicon- Puerto Oriental', Otber , total of total first-
students Indian Antic Rican minor ty. oidority yes; students

1971.72 a
4,705 245 . 4 27 la . :,112112 11 i 412 8.1
5,287 266 5 , 53 3. 138 id 475 9.0
5,389 273 12 64, 5 141 34 529 ' 9.8
5,555 279 12' 69 7. 142 13 351 9.9
5,69,7 298 22 be 11' 186 56 637 11.2'

1976-77.. OOOOO ..m.,. 5,869 291 21 81 IS le 68 650 .., 11.1

1912 -13... S '041111111/111111111

1973.74...... 6,01111111111'

1974.7.501100111 O OOOOO

1975.76



fable 1-13. Iloorlti stodooto in lontal Wools( by din /Ion
Mink year 1971-77

Total Swot silocity
otolonto 'Kick notion loxicir Pastto *1 MI; Total of Coal Mg`

tenon Anion lice

,

class you

All 011111116!esp4

.

PirStoss:Aposimoismeo.. 291 21 1L1 .0 15' ( 171

5,556 237 '17 Cl 9 171

eeeee osee.

4/117,
5,111

220
207

14
10

67

54'

5.

I.

129

132

ii0Oritt /NE

01.,
57

21

19

150'
559

426

461

1/ ficloios goloorsity of tote° iico..*

Source: Americo Octal iosodotle, Coondl Do bail bath& , IliOnittlAniti 111N11111thiL11111t
if1911.1.111111111111191.1116lls \J
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Table.Y-14. First-gar 4dents in dental schools, by sex:'.
n

academic years 1970-71 timough 1976-77
.

empommoompokrommlimmiMOW0011101mmNeablmillidOMMEMOOMPIIMPOOMMOODIMOOMOMPOIM~ftemelmmipIMIMPOIMMIMMOMOWSPROOMMODW11W.1040140W
Ct.

All first-year Kale 'Female, .fercett female
Academic year students students students of first-fear

students,.
OPNIPOMEMIIIMPI.GUNNIMtn.....1.111101.0.1.1M004.1.000000042.1.111,

.

4, 565 4,471 94,
4,745 4,598 147
5,337 '5,113 -224
5,1145 5,054 391

t5,617 4,986 631
.763 5,056 707

5, 935 5,1'33 802

2 1 .

391
4.2
1.2

11.2
12.3
13.5

pirce; American Dental Association; Coaxial on, Dental
Vocation. Annal Repouluentablucatiguanell. Also riot
annual issues.
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'Table V-15. !female students in.dental,schoolst by class year:

academic rar 11707'

Total 1st year 2n4 year 3r year yt,A . year

.10.0151406*11111141111~1401MptilmmloSammariMMIII. sotamasmarNicommodaulimilSramiliammills4saasnalatiggstiosesasmr.
a

Total'students:.

Female students........ 2,349 8112 064 400 395

Fpxcent of total

stutlents. 11.1 13.5 11.8 11.5 746

Percent of ferale

studffints" 100.0 340, 28.3 m20,8 16.8

Sour ImeriCan Dental Association, Councial,On 'Dental

Education. ga ReportmAnill Educatigu.1976:22.

' t



labo ,Ictnal and projected numbers of stadents and graduates
4 of dental adonis, by 4-year anal-year progress;

academic years 1975-76 through 1289-20 1 .

Academic.

.yaar

1975-76 ... .

loommes,

Member of dna. lobar of
Sclools

, totil First-pat graduates,

111 programs

1977 -78

1978799

1979-80

. 1980-81

1981-82/1989-90

w.

59

59

59

60

60

60.

60

`20,761.. ,51763 5,336
20,013 5,935 5,160
204970 5,860 5,110
21,290 .5,900 5,310
21,380 5,900. 5,210
21,630 -. 5,900 .5,380

. 21,720. 5,900 5,460

1975776

1976777 dee*

1,977778... ......

1978!;79 4

1979'780

1980781'.

1902-133/1909-90.,'

47

49

52

4

4

a
4

Four-year programs .

41.,1~4., A.N.O.MwINOMMIMIDIIMIONWPNININIMPINI

16,560 4,400 3,900
41,850 4,590 3,730
17,290 4,830 3,780
18,050 4,070
18,480

\\::920

4,920 4,260
18,770 920' 4,470
18,860 4,920 4,550

1975776os.*

1976 -77

1971778.. .. .

1978779

1979-80

1980-81

19 82/1980-90"

I
Thrwyfar program's,

12 44 210

10 4,160
7 3,680

6: 3,240

6 2,900
6 2,860

6 2,860

1,360

1,340

1,030

910..

980
980

280.

1,440

1,430

1,330

1,240

950

910

910

, Source: !With Resources Administration, Sanaa of lealti
iinpovor, Division of,dentistry:



Tante. 1-11... 1Stsdeots IM graduates.inAirital genital pract
. 'dental specialty. 1409raiss 1976

MOlim.
I

Type of pogrom
1;asber of 'W, ants as

October 12
.. Total first oar

ce roslienclei. ni.

gainer of gradeatts
1975.1976

All Otograms.. OOO OOOOOOO
)

e!-;;;:Ofners1 practice resiiaencies:...4'

Dental chOols

Son -den al school

Specialty progiams
tent al sc ools

Orthodontics

Oral surgery

Pedodontics

Periodontics OOO

Endodontics

Prostkodontics
Centel public health..... OO 4.4

.Oral pathology.. . i.e

Ion-dental school institutionsOOO OOO iss4
00A0dOntiCS
.0tal surgery
sedndontici

Periodontics... OOO OO 0000000
Endodontics.

4

co

?

itostbodontics

Dental public health
Oral pithologi: 000 o 00004 o oo

...wira

190
27

763
2 718

1,982

658

323

255

342

228'

231

.11

45

136

'54
356
98

43

41

9$

34

12

733

25
706

18111
493
259
104
120

163

,110

109

7"

21'

'278

27 /

191
47
15
15
40
16
6

721

13
in'

1'209.

102

111

158

116

100

4

317

25

120 .

40,

25
30

51

20
.6

;Source: American Dental Association, Council on Dental lducation. ADMALISSILIAU
liussuLAWITAniSbo..1111:72.
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Table 1-18. lumber of active civilian dentists per 110,000 population i mstropoliten areas and
nonfeetropolitan counties,' by region, divition, to; 1974

Geographic area

Oetropolitan areas

All MIS Total,

a4m4yeamSolimalwOostoosinewolows;;0404014114001Ats

loVaettopolitan counties

1,0 0, Under Total 25, 00 10,000. 5,000.. bier
or too, 1,000,004 or mot. 24,919 9,999 5,001

0400mareo.m.00400000040400.04100.004040000001400400004=4141110400400010044.40461010241000404000411400,
.

Anitsd St at es144101.04414'

lortboist

Mew !Aglaia

ConnectiCut

Maine

Nasalkh,asetts.

Nev lailpshira 4 HSI*

Rhode Island......... 000 o

vorgOnt.. o o oes... oo ' 41pee
Ilit1411 Atlantic. so o

ley Jersey 1144

New

1

.

POPS1 oo 000 000 savages'',
IlOrtti central . o

last Joni Central', aged 00000

IllinOisoo 00000 44

Indiana. 000000 00000

nichigan
Ohio

WisConsin oo

Nest. sirth Central \.

Iowa

ft

60 6.2

42

65

49 .

46

ea,
00 .

i.........J,L..4.4 1
62 , )2 25. 1 v.
54 , 37 40 34 35:

10 51 77 , v 56 ! 16
57 t r. 57 . 46 54 10 54
47 v. 47 4; 0 .. . ...

St , ., % , ,... -4 514 , 64 42.

il.............15......,.21....A......51...,......11.......4
.60 61 67 54 47 v. A4 ., 47
66

. 69.
. 74

. 52 41 50 3 34 .33

57 61 .., ,67 , 51, 41 44 44.81 '37 28

ILL;.....11.:.....21.:
''

.........a.......i
itarimmo00000051100001011010000000110000011.0,000115000001;11000000.11110000010i500'01101012
50. 1 54 56 42 33 38' 38 , 32; 25

'II 39 .. 43 54 '. '38 : )1 0, 38 29 p 23.
48 52 49 50 ' 39 . 57. 44 34 36:
.42 L' 45' . 52 , 39 30 31 31 29 ' 24
52 58 62 54 45: ,' 52 43 49 36

!,..............il 11...........11........11.....ii.11......4 1
44 47= - " 47 42 61 18 39 w 33,

. 40: , 48 56 a , 34 35 .36 38 1 32..
58 65 .66 61 45 56 52: 47 ,37
43 SO 51, 45 30 44 .' '32, ' 29 26
ill 64 ..

, 64 .46 S2 SO' 52 40
36 50 .. 50 34 41 45 28 : 25
38 45 4 45 36 50, . .49 45 , 27

ii.,.........g.........51,........1174,...:..D....;.....ift....W
1L.....IL.......111-..i..:..........iL......11.........11
40 46 -4. 46 ,, 26 - 26 , A. "

,

102

.53

Kansas 00000000000000 401111146400

ainnesota

Missouri gAirsolte

Nebraska.
4,

ilarth Dakota

South Dakota

South

South Atlantic

Delaware

District of Coluibia

Florida

Georgia

Wayland..

North Carolina'

South Wolin' 0000000

firginia

Nest Virginia

,69 69 69
..43 46 47 46 29

28 37 42 29 17
53 56 ,56 24 38
32 41 41
29 38 .. 38
44 51 '56 1 49
33 40 .. 40

Os

4 .

29

'21'

24 24

11 , 30

30 46

29 71

35 22
23 16

112 36

27. 2,6

20 19

37 29

34 26

174

bao'

24

10

31

16'
11

22

18



fable W10. Ionbac of active girttlan dentists 'par 109A90 popalation in' metropolitan steal and
non-neqopolitan collates, by region, divielon, and State: 1974 (cant)

.

wioeftmorer ..............t.^41;wwwwwwwwaroamodb41400=arproeftrwhewft00.00*~OwesaboOlmommAnoromme

Osograptio an t

sotto lit rue 110410t0011t441104Aiii. :
4

. All saws iiii11104,4 ' Onkt *D01) . 20,000 )10000 MOO* Oast
error, 1,000,000 ot, 24,999. 1,999 5,000.

"ipioWerowevrelpiritiormirimarolor.4014Pes41Ww1+100011m~slimromminerworemo

last Soueh Centel'

)41abama.... 4444

OOOOOOO

I Tonnestsi.,:.

West 'South Cmnttal

Arkanayis ,

I OOOOOOOOO y40001/

allhOMI6Wil'OO4014111011111401,0140

*1111 OOOOOO ....O AV,

last: OOO

lointain OGO

Arizona

Colorado

Idaho.
Montana

Nevada

New Mexico

Utah.

Wyoming

Pacific

Alaska.,

0........1L....11.0...t1...4.......1L-1.211.......1L......11
31, 3$ -- , 31

, 37 .. '52 .. '32 ' 51
27 '', 36 .*%; - 31 1

42 52
,

":,:' '4 , ) 57

California...';

Hawaii

Oregon

Nashington.,. O

21 . . 32 . 21 17 15,

24.- .39' '30 '26 19

24 .35 ; 29 19 17

29 46 32, 26 2

'11..................q.......11.0......59............112....604........:JL.1.2
32- 43 -- 41' 25 39 1) '24 ., 24 21,

37) 46 51 A? ,4 21 32, ' '"' 27 18 li
38 44 , -- 44 . . 11 46 i 10 29 21

40 ,) 44 !0 , , 38 27 47 21 . 27, 23

19-1L.,,-11..,,,,..1 14'......11
Ei.......11........15.4.,.-.1 1.11
43 49 , 4 "ft ., ) 119 A) rg 4 76 19

57 , 61, 64 S ' ).48 `1 N . 51 , W 50

49 72 2 '45' , -67 47 3 1.,) 34

48 57 .. 51 16 73 .56' 30

46 51 -- Si 35 . 56 li,cs. V ;27

34 . .49 99 27 33, 25 '24' 17

65 68 68 54 . 70 65 39

48 .. 48 46 57 45 45

11,,,.4...J.L.......1L,IL...........11,51.12.. .. .42

63

59

67

67

"85 . 61 rs53,), %SI., 55 56

61 61 / 50 50

le 65 , 62 1 51 58 53 40

74 114 . 59 .0, 48 is. 51 51

Source: health Nommen
aagistet oe'ricensad Centel lanporet.

44,.;.
36

Union, 04tias of Illalfb twoeet Ditipion op lutiatr,2i. based on tke 117

4 761



?silo I-11. listtibutioa of counties according to ratio of person per

active civilian dentist? by State 1114

State

S.

;;sntist ratio
lithoot shy '5 DO and t,000- 3,100- 2,000- Met 811

' United 00000 ,

deo st over ....4,991 ?,191 !fig! 2,000 cooties

eelliMMIOMUMMONIMOIMI~MIIMPEWMP

4,

4%
04

Alabama0000000000000 o

Alaska MoO044m41
Arizona

1 c katilis oo . o .
,

. Cilifoglia

Coloraik 080000 00000

Connocticut
,

Dilisots0000000000000000 .,

District of cOluibia.....rn 000 , 0000

Georgia
'i

Hawaii.. oo .

,

'Idaho 1 .......0,1
',Illinois
Indiana o : 00000000 ime.,'. 0000 vie .

lova. ,
4

k1lly111

lantickr i...

Louisiana, .
Mains

laryland
A tft e

-Massachusetts.. 000 , o ..,, o ,. oo ...41...

Michigan ',ail....

Minnisota

Mitssissippi

Missouri vim.

Montana ,,,i,

Nebraska..,'.

Nevada,..11
New liampslits.04

,nott Miff

ley Mexico 'ill'.
Jew lock' 1
Korth Carolina

North Dakota... .. a I

Oilio

Oklahoma/0

Oregon 11*

v.

L

111

1

3

1

12
...
r

5

.43

3

3

2.
-- ,,

9'

6

4
.
..

..

2

..

4

.5

11

$3

1

6
..

4,

1
7.

4
2

33
rw

1

1t
..

.
cow

12
64..

2

15

9

11

,i46

33

32

, 2
..

4,'
4

38

30

6'
8

--
lb 0

..

9

2

38

12

, 15

19

1

9

2

11
..

1
..

;..
...

12

, 21
ISO

I 3

11

13

7

1

24

9

2

, 5
......

11

5

1 12

12

. 4

4

. 1

WI,

2

3

13

3

9

13'

" 1

12 M

4

11

4

4

1

...

11

16
Oa

1

25

30

26

284

,fl' 36

. 7

3

4

.
12

11

16

25

6'
1

1

41

1

1

'10
'18

9

22

19

2

II
1

2

15'

14
11

.2

.
20

'9
10.

17

42,

34

31

43

14

1t,
6

7

2

32

.\ 37

10

29

14

28

5

4,

6

' C, S.
iS

r

21

14

34

15

1

'

,

2
Oe

4

3

39

ii
5

1

.7
4

4

11

i
4

17

12

7

1

5

6

.12
22

30

, 2

14

15

33

3

i

14

3

22

5

7

,1
7

21

'

4

,

.

61

1

14

15

SI

62

I

1

67

'159

4

44

102

92

99

105

120

64

16

24

14

83

87

82

1.15

56

,91

17

10

21

32

62

100

53

88

77

36
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table I-19. Alstribetion of counties according to ratio of persons per

active. civilian dentist, bi Stet,: 1974 (cons)

, .

....r.,..J111111.01.1ilaill.k1.1111221* ii.;"..................

State .
. litkO0 any 5,000 and ,41000 3,000- 2,000 oder , All

,

* dentist over'' 4,999 3,999 2,999 2,000 counties

ilow.inamiN~.....10OHOmIlle.I.M0.16101=11.M.MIIMM40.100.=.111611110.10111=.4.111.1001.01111111.11161MOM
I

Pennsylvania . , . 2 .2 7
0

Rhode Island I
, .. ..., ... , ..

South Caro in 00000000 come. o i 000 ' -- 22 9 ' 11l

South Dakota o ,, , 17 8 8-
f lannessee' oo ..

i
texas..

/
I: 35 ., . S7' -. 30 '1 , . 59

Utah
.

,
1, 4 ..., 3

Vermont 1
ow

, 1

,IL A' .,
f

Virginia... . 4 19 14 . 17

uashington . 1 , 2 ' -- 3

unit, Virginia 2 . 21 4 9 6

uIsconsin. oo . 0000 ..... o o 00000 1 4 4 , 10

vroling 1 1' 1 4
,,

, . , .
.

WOOPOINP ToSamIllaillOMMMINSINIIIMOMPIOMPIIMINIMINIMOIDO01

Sources kalth lesoevcss 'Idainistcstion, dereas of Beiltk isomer, Division of katistri, 'based On

.,

36 20 167

3 1 5..
2 2 ri 46,""

20 . 1.1 . :47 "

59 '9 ,20 ( 9 254

7 14 29

S 6 14

28 11 98,

17 16 I 39

13 .*4 SS .'

29 24 , '72

-6 10 23

the 1974 kgists of Licensed Dental guilidiet/

16

0



. Table 4-20. Percent distribution pt independedk dentists by average

editing time for initial appointment, bilis. of city: 1175

City site

41.401111Noweqs11111M.DIPwrageolftowls
Total 1-2 days 3daysl 1-2 :leeks. 2 Weeks- 1.1tontle.or

1 44141. '1 month NOVI

..roor...Iaw....abragoawirommr101111.!Oilgoldmiemlessi
,

All independent dentists...
1242.........1ial-L..........2111..........12Lim.....L....i1&1......... ......ial

under 2,500
. °N.

2,500-24,999

25,00049099%.
100,000-999,999

OVer 1,000,000......t....:

.

0000000

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

9.7

1).2

16.5

1/.7
21.1

0

1

123.9 23.1 23.i 20.2
124.7 27.9 21.0 15.2

26.9 31.4 18.7 6.5
..

27.6
,

33.3 . 16.3 . 5.1

28.0,1 250 12.7 3.1
.1PMA.O.F11..01..MO.R. =01VOIP ml0IMPIPIPMUMPPW

Source: American Dental, Issociation, lizreau of Iconosic lesearOli and Statistics.

f



Table 1-21. Percent distribution of independent dentine according ,to

practice Domineers by size of city: 1975



Table 7-22i. Total dentist regeiremsnts, using alternatiVOligrorgioncOL ParialtilVaitanit'irf
, dental prepayments. eetimatedt1975; pro je ed19$0, 19U, *fib 119910i/,.

aiSmommOlm=loomararroManNomaillolommamaromaaamo mallsPs01.41.40Olewestesallais0

Tsar

dIrMelsoollmn=a1MMIIIIMINGINIP

Total /repaymentProphase! tot& nigher

supply of fporesat of total of 4satisks (percent of total

dentists popslation)' Togalted Popdation),

Total amber
et dentists

required

1975.... OOOOO 8410000416 127,400 15.5 131,100 15.5 131,900
198000.00.06004400000 144100 26.9 148,300 26.9 141,300

1985................. 157,400 36.7 160,900 9' 40.0 162,700
1990 OOOOOOOOOO 00040411 172,300 43.3 170,200 50.0 172,200

....e....wwwww14;181~saiOrNwwww.Oomminswia~maaPapmaa...~PammerlowalPgroalaammoNimiaNONO

1/ Total dentists iodides all living dentists, active and retirsd:

Source: lealth Sesames administration Wear of lealtk Manpower, Division of Ilentistrf,

allinilifIBLAUILU2131112111Mgajujimaill.M.M14.111iUM. 0111 Poblicatlepfli

(Ill) 77-49 fin press, 1917.)
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Table 1-23. Anneal additions and losses to tie supply of activicdentistss

actual 1976, and projected 1977 through 1 9 9 0 1 / . elPs

46111111111111111DOMDMOMBONSBYONIPONWMON/aNOWSII

4

lair lumber active ,Graduate lasses from deaths let gates lumber active

Wernher 31January 1 additions and retirements

1976 112,020
,.

1177

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984.4

1985..,

+1986

1987

1988,
1990

115,200

117,930

120,620,

123,500

000 ....- ******* ........

1 130

31 080
...o. 135,000

OOOOOOOO 01114 137,880

140,740

143,370

146,350. '.
151, 840 °

0 2,100

0 2,380

5,060 2,370

5,250 2,370

5,150 2,410

5,320 2,430

5,400 2,450
5.400 2,480

5,400 2,520

5,400

5,400

24:30

5;400 2,620

58400 2,630

5,400 2,730

CM4/04404MMIOOMISI

3,180 115,200

2,,730 117,930

2,690 120,620

2,880 123,500

2,740 126,240

2,890 129,130

2,950. 132,080

'2,920. 135,000

2,880 s 137,880
2,860 f\ 140,740
2,030' 143,570

2,780 146,350

2,710 149,120

2,670. 154,510

...Pb4.wmWMOMMOHNNameas 11.100ftimIIMONIONINVIIrlMOMENMIMMIIOINEMINMEMMIII°

1/ Includes military dentists; excludes dentists in Puerto Rica and palliates of the
university of Puerto Rico.

tome; Health Wources.Idoinistratioo, Bureau of Health Imposer, Division of Dentistry.



Table T0.24. Wernative projections orthe,supply of
Active dentists: 1900, 1905,,an4 1990 11/

upwmmemmuWalImmWOMUMPOOMMIWIMOMOSNOMUIPM

t..r.flOASI2Lii2211.21.12/1/2.42ailIg...L
ilkr !x acted Low Nigh

alternative. alternative

qw aw.wwwwww, 10olowilEM=OralmIMMOOD1.41001111.1011111111111111PINISODM.1111.eirOOMINOIMPOPIONIIMIPOOMIPMPIIIPMENNOOd10118.

1976 (actual).....

19800000'0000.000
198500000060400000
1990clii;seeed001841

80000

0800
00400

00008

4115,200

126,24o

(0140,740
154,510

115,200

126,060

139,730

152,610

115,200
127,030
143,430
159,030

ft.w.limaimmimporlimmoommamiloimm0114100~goemalWirM0010000 amorommkimmorommwmareimmegimisommommobak

1/ Includes military dentists; excludes dentists in Puerto
Rico and graduates of theAniversity of Puerto Rico.

Source; Health Resources ldministration, Sureau of. Osaltk

Hanpover, Division of Dentistry.
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vi. opTomilla

6

Optometrists repreent only a small7PrOportiOn of alI health
practitioners,,but.they play. a significant role in providing health
services, mainly as the point of entry to the health care system for
fhelproviSionof vision care services.. Optometrists examine eyes for

andother Abnormal conditions, tegi.depthind col
perceptione'and when pecOssary premc e lenses and treatment4., Aff
providers of primary hea h careeoptb tristp iay refer patients
fdr :treatment of oculac and. systemic diseaSet to ophthalmologists.:
Conversely, some of tit vision services usually provided by
optometrists may also e rende d by phthalmologist1174

API(
From all indications, th e 4 a to be a shortageof,
optometrists and Other vision care,practitioners.in the United States.
The number of optometrists has grown only slightly an recent. years,
,and'less growth is anticipated than in other health 'professions.

W Since a large number of optometrists graduat'd through the G.I.
Bill and will likely be retiring.in'the next 10 to 15 Years,
the expected net addition :of hew practitioners the field; will have
A somewhat smaller impact on total 'supply than n other health
disciplines. HowevedOw.by 1990 supply and requ rements should be more
or less in. balance.

A number of issues and trends elate directly to the.optometrtstos
. - .

role in the health care systeM and the Provision 'cavisigp ca e:
ser, ices. A factor likely to affect the'pracerce of optObletry and
provision of services is theiincreasein continuing education
requirements as a-prereq0isite to licensure renewal. Optometrists

should'affect the overa provision of vision Care.and the
are increasingly being in various health care programs, which

requirementS for their services. In organized health delivery .

,settings more attention is .being paidto gmalitcy assessgtept of vision
care. '4udgMents about quality of care. and practitioner profiFiency,':
are -normally difficult, but optometry normally deals with really
visualized or mea4urabIe. conditions and is more amenable to the
comparision of practiceyto standards *an are most health professiond&,
Peer review may be usedtOmeasure and assure the qualityU.Omedica.
and optometric.prActice., but'therdle. Of optometrist's in the review, .

responsibilities of-lrofesional Standards Review Organization has yet
to be determined. Among other changes that will affect :the profession
is.theincrOasingly .widespread use of auxillarieS which `kill' bare an
impaCton.provigibn of services. and on the- requirements for
practitioners. 'lleutechnological developmeits May: alSo change the
scope of practice.

A major issue that has surrounded optometry for many years, of course,
is the relationship between.optometry and ophthalmology. While some
'overlap in services, specifically refractive services, exists at
present, there are specific unique roles in the provision of vision

186
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\''Yew. CI om\fitsi.work 4xclusively in ativities other than patient
&trona d re atively few 'optometrists work pert-time. If full-time is
defAled ear working 30 or more boUrs a week, more' than nine out of ton
active optometrists worked 'on a f ull7time basis. Litong, the. active.
opitemetrists, onty a small 'proport'on .134.5 percen4 were eitigag et.
e*clusively in non-patient pareea ifitiesif generally consists q of

J l '

-

teadhing, research or aditinistratio
toMetlisti ere usually self -'employed. I l!iltenutaber and

percent who were .,self-employed (Table VI-3) y* stly in 436.lo
practice, was nearly 14,90) or 77 perent active Optometrists...

`:As with. podiatrists and other health rOf tssionirls, however, there is
movement in,optinetry .away from solo pra tice and toward pa tnershlps
or groups. (Table e11//,-4).' In 197°3, emp loped optometristsi..ccounted
for 3,600 or nearly 20 .percent, of 'activ aloptometrists. Be use of *the"costs of setting up a solo practiCe the rapidly °expand ng,nature
of optometric practice, optometry g iadu. s appear- tbll be increasirtgly,

'favoring associateship or.liktrtnershiv rr ngements from among the
available career alternatives.

4)
Newly, graduated optometrists also exhibi a far greater tepderkc than
other 'crptometrists to be employed rathe than self7employed (fable
VI-2). Although nearly * percent of a 1 active optometrists were
employed, this -proportion varied fro 50 percent of those under 30
wars ot 'age, to only 13, percent of. ole 50-59 years of-- age. Also,
while Less..-than 3 of 5 self -employed optometrists under 30 years of
'age were solo practice, more tlian 4 of '5 self-employed optometrists
over 40 wege in this form of practice. A .comparison of 1968 and 1973
data for principal form of employment shows a decline in
proportion who,were-'self-employed.and A corresponding increase in the
proportion employed. While military Service accounts for a large
percent of those employed., .3 'large number -were employed by
optometrists and other employers.. This trend toward multiple
practitioner arrangements and salaried employment. may haye
iMplications for,the characteristics of -optornalieric clinical practice*
Such as productivity, .number and types of Services offered' by the
praotitioner, and even the geographic distribution of optometrists..

ts of Optome tr. sts 7

The regulation of the wactice of optometry has undergone a number of
significant changes. sihce 1973. The most pervasive 'has been the
increase in continuing education, requirements. Optornetty appears to
have one of the most major and significant continuing educltion
programs of all the health.protessions. Beginning with Iowa. in 1938,
forty-two States have 'adopted some form of continuing education as a
requirement :to license renewal, _although the nature of the.
requirements imposed by States vary..considerably.. 'Wit States specify
that credit may be given for optometrfc.gor 'outer scientific education,
lectures, symposiums, courses approved .by-the board for post - graduate
study at a school of optometry, and courses, given by the American

o
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optometric AssoCiation. Such Irog rams are offered by over 100
brganizations, making it easier for optometrists to update their
'credentials.

geogLakiasalgiElletion of Optometrists

On the basis of most mea sures of determining geographic unevenness of
distribution of health manpower, it is generally recognized 'that
optometrists are more evenly distribute than most other health
professions. However, there continues t be' disparity in the
provision of optometric services to inario s areas of the country.°
This reflects /the. fact,t at the distribution 3f optemerists on a
geographic', basis needs to be linked directly to coneideration of the
diStributon"of ophthalmo ogistb, many of wilDam provi.deisome similar
services. Although the d stributiosvirofo t3metrists 1S somewhat
uneveng the distribution of ophthalmoIog s dcits little to. alleviate
the sikuation. A substantial proportion of the population in Ate,
United'States his little or no access. to the services of
ophthalmologists.

Among the four geographic regions, he ratio 'of active optometrists to
resideht population varied from 6.9 per 100,000 in the South to 10.9
per 1C0,000 in.the Vest, a diff ce of nearly' 60' (Table
-VI-5). Among the States, Illinois had the highest ratio, 14 per
100,000, while the lowest State, Alabama; had a ratio (5 pef 100,000)
only about one-third that of Illinois; '-

thethe same two States, California and New-fork, have the
argest numbers of both ophthalmologists and7bptometrists in the
ti-on, there'is no apparent Correlation between the relative-numbers
ophthalmologists and optometrists at least as- related to

po ulation. on a regional basis, for both ophthalmologists and
optometrists the Pacific States have the highest -ratios bf
practitioners to population, while the lowest ratios for both
disciplines occur in the East uth Central States.

Nationally, there are 2 optometrists to 1 ophthalmologist and-othis-
ratio is approximated or exceeded in most. States. However, notable
eiceptions exist. Only in Maryland and the District of Columbia,
which alsd rank very high in relative numbers 'of all physicians, does
the number of active ophthalmologists exceed the number-of active
optometrists. ,Although,seven States--Maine, Rhode Island, Indiana,
Illinols, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska--had more than
three times as many optometrists as ophthalmologiSts, a number of
other stAtes had less than three optometrists for each' two
ophthalmologists. Thus, while some states are able to provide adde4-
vision Services through ophthalmologists, others cannot. In additidn,
the.services of-ophthalmologists are.rendered primarily in large
metropolitan areas, while the ratio of optometrists to population is
about the same (9.per 100,000) in metropolitan as in non-metropolitan
counties. Nevertheless, optometrists provide'a,greater proportion of -,

total vision care ilippin-metropolitan and rural areas.

0



. ,
Although the eatio of optometrists to.populatipn is somewha vgreater
L.. :.:u....ies in SNSAes, over 1 million population 'than in Lou (pies in
SNSAis 'of smaller:size; their distribution"still remains be ter than
thaeof most -health professipnals. It is only in non-metropolitan
countihs that substantially lower than aver e ratios of optometrist:
to population exist. The percent, of opto Vista practicing in .

metropolitan areas it somewhat higher than the pbrcent of the resident
popUlation, whereas the percent of ophthalmOlogists, practicing in
these areas substantially exceeds the petcent..41f the resident
population. In non-metropolitan areas this pittern is reversed, with"
the percent -of ,persons residing .in those areas boffin more than 1 1/27
times the kercEn pl'opthalmologists, and somewhat larger than the
Percent ofVoptome erists. ...

. '-- "":- ,

An eximinaiion.of persons-per7optomerrist ratios_ ,for counties, often
used to show geographic diStribution, indicates large variation exists
be .eet. the ratios. As a,matter of fact, there are 840 counties ,(more
th ti one fourth of all.counties) that. have no optometrists at all, and
55 ,counties (18 percent) that have a ratio of 15,000 or more
residents per optometrist, far above the ratio recommended h the
Ameridan Optonietric Association of approximately_ 7,000 residents per
optometrist, or 14.5 optc4etrists per 100,000 population.,
22tometric' EdOcation

In- the recent past, enrollmemts 4nd subsequent graduates in schools of
optometry peaked in the early 19.50'sreaching their highest level
until the earl 1970,s- (Table- VI-1) In academia year 1951-2,4othe 10
schools of .,opt eery enrolled 2,43t .students and graduated 961
students. At t at' time, only 3 years of optometric sch6ol curricuitim
were required. During the decade of the11950's, enrollments decline ''
sharply, reaching the level. of .1,101 students and 316 graduates in
academic year 1960-61. Cofticidental with the enactment and
implementation of the Health Profe'ssio'nal Educational Assistance Act
of 1943, enrollment and graduates began to rise sharply.' Total ,

enrollmentincreased from .1,547 students in academic year 1964-65 'to
3,909 students in academic year 1975-76, an increase of more than 150
percent. First-year enrollments during the same period ,rose mote than
80 perceni, from 593 to 1;078, (the larger increase in total
enrollment vas due to the increase in the number of years of
professional education). The number of graduates rose by 140 percent,;
fcOm'377 to 905 during ,t1e.same p'eriod. Part of the increase in the
.number of 'graduates reflects the increase from 10 to 13 in die number.

?of schools 'of optometry during this time.
Idacademic year 1976-7.71 the. Nation's optometrists were being tried
in 13 accredited schools and colleges' of optometry. Regionally, the
schools of.optometry,are relatively evenly distributed, although the
Northeast, South, and' West had three schools each; while the North
Central StateS had four.

V1-5



'All of the 1.$ optometry schools have a 6-year curriculum which.
includes a minimum of 2 years of pre-optometry education at an
accredited college plus 4 ..years of professional training at a school
of optometry leading to a Doctor of Optometry degree (a.D.). In 976
the 12 schools with 4 years of classes enrolled 1,078 first-year
students and graduated 905 students. Nearly one -half of these
stuVents graduated from three schools the Illinois, Pennsylvanii and
Southern Colleges of Optometry. The PennAylvania College of Cptometry
produced the most graduates, 144; of the established schools, the Ohio
State University College of Optometry graduated the Brest students,
52.

First-year enrollment in the 13 schools of Optomgirxrtotalled 1,078
students in academic year 1975-76 (Table VI-2): Tle\Southern and
Illinois Colleges of optometry bad the' largest first-year enrollments,
152 and 151 students respectively.

In 1976, 72 or nearly 9 percent of the graduates were women. This
numbeOS expected to rise substantially' in the upcoming years' as more
that? 14 percent of the eltering .f lass in 197576 were female.

The location of the schoo(l at optometry is a prime factor in
deterITining where the optometrist actually practices after gradua/ion6
Mote than-46ur out of five optometrists under age 45 practice in
StateS with .schoals of optometry,' and are graduates from the school(s)
witnin the State.. The proportion of all active optometrists who
graduated from schools within tbeir-State.of practice is more \than 92
peicen1Pin Illinois, 86 percent in Pennsylvania, 81 percent in

. c-.-

California and 77 'percer017.in Massachusetts (Tables A.7111 -5( and A-VT-7).,I.
. -

Dakta frOm the 1973 inventorY oApptometrists show that schools of-,
oi;tometry make a 4ari0 contlibution of optometrist's te,
non-metropolitan areas. More than 2 of '5-graduates of two schools,
the' 5-euthern CollegB.:?f Optometry apd the Aaci4c UnivIrsity College
of aPtometry, practice in non-ilieti415Olitan areas. three other schools
,.have contributed nelely one-third of theitgraduateS .to these

. a,reas-"Illinois,..Houstori,Aland. Indiana.'7' Together, hse' schools
for three out of. faux', optometrists praCticin An

(/ .non - metropolitan areas. 'Cne school; the Illinois Co lege of 'Optometry'
and its -predecessors id IllinoiS, graduated apyroxinatel/ oneLthird of
all active, optometrists in the United States (Table.A-VI-8). .

(

ikA12114112212MESLYIgaglii2E
4 P

Optometry is one' of several health profeSsions, that serves the publics'
. as a means'of entry into the health care system. As tsuch, the forces

tor. change inf,the_ optometric_ curticulUm are similar to"ithoSe
cOnfroting th.other health disciplines. Most 'notable among.. these
forces is the rapid expansion' of knowledge of the eyes,A the expanding
lir
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scope of optometric practice, increased social awareness of the
importance of proper eye care, student, demands for improved curricular
relevance, and the priorities,pf external funding sources. Since many
disease entities have observable manifestations in the ey4, the
optometry curriculum is being broadened to improve the continuity of
vision care tar the patient, serving as a bridge between the,
medical and optometric profeSsions. This is resulting in a trend
toward primary vision health care in optometric practice.

The changes that are occurring in optometric education fall into t
basic .categories: content of curricula and location of training.
Curricula content. is being chaRged in many ways, .including revisions
to accommodate the addition of new knowledge and new areas of
emphasis. -Courses in human nutrition and in the behavioral and
sociological aspects of health and disease are new areas of content
ancOareas of increased emphasis, and added emphasis is being
placed on the areas of low'vNinn training, rehabilitative procedures,
pediatric and geriatric opt.ome ry, as well.as on training in
communit4, environmental and public health. The most common areas yof
change are in training of f-students to detect, pathological departure\
Pram the health, of the'eye, as well as the use of diagnostic drugs.
The) latter has necessitated increased curricular emphasis on Aneral
and ocular pharmacology. Congress_recognized the needfor change by
a provisiot in PL 94-484 for grants and contracts for curriculum
development in schools of optometry.

c
.

Other curricular trends are: earlier student contact with patients to
improve the student's perception of the relevance of the basic .sgkefices,
td clinacal practice; elimination or modification of the "lock-seep"
curriculum ta_permit the student to progress moose at his own pace; the
.greater use oCmo04M feducatiOnal'technobogy such as the.use of
'television and computer- assisted instruction ; and the increased'
()tiering of electives 'to permit the stud*nt to pursue knowledge in
areas,of special interest. !Remedial programs are als4 being offered
with the objective of retaining students in acadebic difficulty in'

lio schools and reducing attrition rate in schools. As indicated 4arlier,
continuing education has become a major activity of. many schools, .

Since a. large Majority of the Stated now require a demonstration of*
.

competency in order to obtain rt-licensure for optometric practice.
__.).

major changes have been made,recently in the specific setting or
. location of training. Numerous instances 'exist where the student is ....,

I. , .

receiving part Of his instruction in external' clinical settims,suCh
as preceptor.Offices, health maintenance organizatiOns, community
clinics.and special optometric clinics established in undecserVed

% areas. These of f- campus training sites have qieatly facilitated.the,
teaching of the utilization of optometvi:c auxiliaries,-diponstrated
new services,, provided health services,-expRsed,students to rural and
inner citypracticepossibilities and developed'interdisc.iplinary
learning opportunities. ,'' --

*
f \ ..

.
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sudamiardasizsilincDelivery of Care
0

The role of the optometrist as a provider of primary care has
..

increihsed pteadily in importance in recent years. The optometrist
linlso .has ahsumed a larger role in military settings, as well as in
stitutional tirelosptypified by the presence of optometrists in

ealth Maintenance OrOanizations. In this setting, the optometrist
may evaluate all patients who' report any visual problems. In a number
of States, optometry Sta 4 laws have been redefined to reflect the
recognition of'optoMetris s as primary vision care providers. In
these states, optometric may ascertain the presence of disease or
pathological conditions and refer the patient to- the appropriate
medical-practitioner for further diagnosis and treatment.

.
In terms of the need for vision 'care-services, both met and unmet,t
about half of the population- who require some form of vision care
services actually receive them. About nine out of ten of the patients
who need vision care services require services which are within the
present scope of optometry. - Only about 10 percent of the population
with vision care problems require medical treatment or surgery which
must be provided by ophthalmologists, as shown by the 1968 NCHS Survey
of Ophthalmologists.

,

In terms of actual services currently 'being provided, about two-thirds
of the population, or 33 million people receiving vision or, eye care
receive such care from optometrists. About one-third or 17 million of
the population seek and receive vision or eye care from
ophthalmologists.. As reports show, a substantial area of, overlap of
services exists in the provision of refractive services, and at least
some proportion. of the population that receives ophthalmological care
could go to optometrists for this care,

The. number of optometrists is increasing, and so is thie number of
patients each can see, (i.e. productivity). A major factor in this
increased productivity on the part of optometrists_is their rising use
of auxiliaries., While only about one-third of active optometrists. in
1973 utilized full-time auxiliaries, there appears ,to be a far greater
tendency on the part of younger, newly graduated optometrist's to
utilize auxiliaries than optometrists in practice, for a mimber of
years. In part, this may reflect the training in optometehools
that emphasize utilization of auxiliary services in optometric
pr4ctice. while data on specific services provided by chairside
optometric auxiliaries does not exist,' data from d'1973 survey suggest
considerably greater productivity on the part of opf6metrists
utilizing auxiliaries than optometrists without such service

. .

On the averagetioptometrists,.workinq in patient care activities on a
full-time basiafterform approximately 1, 35Q vision analyse (basic

t
measure of:productivity) a year, or about one vision analy "s per hour
for an optometrist working approximately :40 hours per week Those
optometrists utilizing full-time-auxiliaries perform appro imately

d
.
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1,600 vision analyses annually*, or nearly 20 'percent more'10ian the
average of all active optometrists.

Optometrists in smaller metropolitan areas also appear to hive far
greater productivitr(in'terms of number of vision analyses) than do,
optometrists in larger metropolitan areas. Mks may be related to the
availability of ophthalmological service in the larger metropolitan
areas, in that some patients malt utilize" the services of An
ophthalmologist instead of an optometrist. In non-metropOlitan areas,
on the other hand, the reverse.pattern,,in productivity seems to be
true. Optometrists in larger counties perform more vision analyses,
on the average, than do their counterparts' in smaller countiea.

etlItuetr'sts -

The supply of tometrists is expected to rise sharply in the coming
years. Sevei 1 projections of the supply of active optometrists to

dtPf1990 are pre nted here under different assumptions as to graduate
input over the projection period. 1/ The projection findings under
each set of .these different assumptions are described below and are
summarized In Tables VI -3 and VI -4.

The basic determinant of the future supply.. of optometrists is very
clearly the current and anticipated enrollment in optometry school
As indicate& earlier, optometry enrollments have grown rapidly sin
the early 19tOuse-with new Federal legislation poviling much of t
irrpetusfor th:e.recent increases. In terms of the projected supply of
optometrists, ;the most realistic assumption is that school's will me t
the capitation requirements set down by."' P./.. 94-4-84, that of- ,

increasing full-time first-year enrollments in the 197S-79 dcademic,
year in each school bYIA5 percent or 5 students over the 1976 -77 .."

enrollment, depending,On the size of the 1976-77 first.jear class. No
additional growth or enrollment per existing,School orp)Follege is
anticipated, although the basic projection series als assumes that one
new school Of optometry; will open during the projection period--most
likely a Southern regional school. The basic projection of the
graduating claSses of 1973-74 through 1989-90 then4( ts in a total

14,gross graduate kaput of 16,757 for that period. Ott. .basis, the
supply of active optometrists is expected to AcrelSe- om 19,900 in
1975 to 22,000 in 1980 and to 26,700 in 1990. Thus, the number of
active optometrists is expected to increase by about one-third betweenL
1975 and 1990, or about 2 percent a year, slighilikly faster than the
growth between 1970 and 1975. The ratio of ac like optometrists to
population is projected to increase somewhat by 1990, reaching 10.9
per 100,000 population, as compared with 9.3 per 100,000 population in
1975. For thi purposes of this report, the basic assumption is
believed to provide thb most realistic supply, estimates.

1/ See Appendix (A -VI -8) for description of Methodology.
a

L
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By way ot..cotrast, if full-time first year enr llme s should rise
'subst ntialy beyond those mandated by the leg' =la n 'and.assumed* in
the ba is prOjection, series, the increases in a e optometrists
would, be even larger. For this "high,' projection series, an annual
increase of 1 percept per: year in enrollment per existing school above
and beyond increases described in the basic series' was used,. and again.'"
it was assumed that only one new school would open in academic year
1981782. In this estimate, the admber, of optometrists 'would be
slightly higher than the basic., estimate, or 27,100 by 1990, a ratio of
11.1 optometrists per 100,000 population.

.

(

On the other hand, it schools meet the requirements of P.L. 94-484 by
providing for the specified proportidon-o fdll-time students to be

4'k

coMprised of residents of States in whip'., there are no accredited
schools of optometry anl if no new schoot .of optometry open, then
first-year enrollments, would then be milntained at about the 1976-77
levels. Under this "low" estimate, the'supply of optometrists would
reach 26,100 by 1990, fora population ratio of 10.6 optometrists per
100000 population.

Although the, distribution of future' graduates can dbt be projected ..:

with any' degree of precision, curreneestimatei, are based upqn. the
assumption that there will be little improvement in the geographic Q

distribution of optometrists. The proportion of recent graduates from
,sdhOls' of optometry, practicing in non-metropolitan areas is about +. she
same pr slightly lower for nine out of ten established optoketry I,.
schdolS as compared to the proportion of total ;graduates practiciagin
these 'areas.

Reguirrments for Optometristr

Alti
for op metrists, it is likely that the proecte supply of 4io

ou h it.is difficult to determine the exact cl vel of requirements
l

optometrists will be roughly .in balance with the number of 'J

optometrists required. ,
'',i" -

\

.. //,
.

There are several ways to measure requirements. One,measure is the
optimum atio of 14.3 optometrists. per 100,000 population tilized by
the Amer can optometric! Association. Such a ratio if applied to
projects 1990 population would indicate a requirement for about
35,000 o tometrists in that year, well above the anticipated supply.
Another measure of reguirementsJor optometrists might be to apply the
.best State ratio in 1975 as a standard to lie met by all States. Such,
a standard-would show a requirement for ahout.34,000 optometrists in
1990, *gaili weik,above the anticipated supply of. 26,700 active
opiomeerists.
'Thus, if these "need" rilated standards are applied, there vouappear to bi

.

''shorta4le of 7,000-8,000 aptometreists projected for 1990.' .

(7.

' .
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On the other hand, the Supply Output end Requirements Model (SOAR)
generates an increase in requirements,for optometrists of nearly4
one7t4rd in 1990 over current levels. ,These requitements for
optometrists take into account recent trends in per capita utilization
of optometric services, and are based. on increased utilizafiop of
optometric services-by the poptlation dUring 1975 to 1990. Such levels
of projected requirements for optometrists are about equal to the
projected supply of optometrists in 1990. All things considered, the
best judgement is that supply and requirements, will be in balance by
1990. j

I Data and Analvdtal Needs

As indicated prevsgi, 1973 data from the Optometric Manp011er
Resources Project supported by the Bureau of Health Manpower are the
latest available data on optometrists.

However, more current data on optometrists are currently being
collected i6 States participating in the Cooperative Health Statistic
System, and also by means of the Bureau of Health Manpower Inventory.
But data and standards are4needed in the designation of health
manpower shbrtage areas, and for health manpower analysis of data from
small geographic areas. It would also be desirable to have another
data point for trend analysis of optometric data. The only reliable
data on optometrists are from the NCHS 1968 and 1973 surveys.

9rotometrist Projection Methodoldgy

)Estimates of the number of active optorretrists for 1975-90 were
calculated utilizing the data from the 1973 Bureau of Health
Manpower/American Optometric Association survey of optometrists as a
base. It was assumed that the lase reflected a.point in time ,of
Dedember 31, 197J. Data on graduates' Of optometry for 1974 through
1986 were obt4ined from school reports on FY 76 CapitatiOn Grant
applications; the American Optometric AssociatiOn provided estimates
of first-year enrollments through 1975-76. Graduate projections 1°-
1990 were computed,from tthe number of first-year students reported 4
years earlier utilizing an attrition rate o 12 percent in -loth the
basic methodology. and the aateinative suppl projections in line with \
the most recent experience. Thus, 88 perce t of .entering optometry
students are projected to graduate "4 years I ter: If'a different
Aattrition rate were used, of course, the graduate component would
change somewhat, but the overall impact on the total supply estimates
would be minor. -Under the basic methodology, for example, if a 10

0
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percent attrition rate were used, only about 300 additional grapates
would be expected over the projection period. if a 15 percent'
attrition rate were used, about 500 fewer graduates of optometry
schools would be expected over the projection period.

tSeparation rates used in the basic methodology and in the alterna lie

approaches were derived from age specific death and retirement rat s
for white males developed by the National Center for Health
Statistics, 1/ and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 2/

there was no evidence to suggest that optometrists, on the average,
tend to live-longer than males in the general working population. For
this reason age specific mortality rates developed by; the Department
of Labor were applied to the optometrist population.

In contrast to the mortality experience, however,, information does
.exist that suggests variation in retirement *patterns between
optometrists and all working males. For example, in comparing total
vale labor force participation rates with age-specific proportions of
optometrists that are active (1973 Survey data), it was found that, in
general, a higher proportion, of optometrists were " active" 'for each.
age group. Based on these,findings, published age-specific retirement

. rates for all rale workers'kwere adjusted to better reflect the
apparent experience indicated for optometrists. Over the projection
period, use of the adjusted series reduced estimated requirements of
optometrists 25 percent below that obtained by not Amdertaking such a
modification.

1%:t

1/ Death rates -from abridged life tables- -U.S., 1969-71, white male
and white female rates (unputlished 57year age groups).

2/ Betiremdflt rates are for tht general male and female labor force,
1970, as published in Bureau of Labor Statistics. Length, of Working
Life for. MO and Women--1970, Monthly Labor' Review, pp. 31-35,
February 1p6.,
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Table VI-1. Schools of optometry and number of students and
graduates: selected years, 1964-65 through 1975-76

.0.0.0.01.400..0,41140.mo404

Academic year Schools, 'Total First-year Graduates461iMOONOMO40.114
1975-16 12 3,909 1,038 905
1974-75.. 12 3,704 , 1,024 806
1973-74 12 3,529 988 684
1972 -73... ... 12 3,328 984 691
1971-72.. 12 3,094 906 683
t970 -71.. 11 2,831 884 528
1969..71 11 2,448 p. 786 44.5

1968-69 N, 10 2,203 771 441
19674,68 10 1,962' 649 477
1966.67 10 1,882 669 481
1965-66.. 10 1,745 643 413
1964 -65 10' 1,547 593

J
377

1/ Fall enrollment of undergraduate students.

Source: American Optometric Association.

O
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101 II-2. Enrollment and graduates In schools And colleges of optometry: 1975-76

414.11.

School

Tots1 graduates
enrollment lot 2nd 314 Nth (1916)

/
,

Total
: .....11.21/2....__Lidif 14221 211 22i 20''r_.

)'

21 20 21 27

101 05 6) 61

61 64 5') 59

69 60 72

114

71

145 136 134

00 59 . 64 60

- C '

.

1

23 22 24 74

51 51 52 52

el 67 64 64

1)9 111 145 144

144 165 129 10
.7,1 57 69 69

Univetsity of Alshams 147 41

Southern California College of Optometry 351 90,

Ileivetsity of California 246 64

Illinois college of Optometry . 170 151

Inlian4 university Division of optometry 1 279 74

Nassachusette College of Optomtry...a 290 91

?mils Stite univeisity, nichigsn.... . 21 21

St410 UOVAtRity of soy fork College

of UM mot ry
, 146 ' '11'1

Ohio St ate University College of Optometry 219 / C7
Pacific University College' of, Optometry .. , 341 // 01

Pennsylvania College of Optometry ,. 555 Il0

Southern College of Optometry 590 152.

University of Houston College of Optometry 266/ 69
/... . .M. . .

. ?
,.

nurce: Council on Optometric Education, Annual Survey of Optoi4tric educational hintitutions.
11604111 of Health 11snpovat, flosIth Professions', Schools, Selected Enrollment Data 1970-71/1977-70, Octane
1976. ,

4
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labia VI-3. First year enrollments and graduates in optometry
schools junder basic and alternatilfe assumptions: actual
1971-72 through 1975-76, projected 1976-77 through 1989-90

Academic year

1972-73

f
1973-74
1974 -75.
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980 -81.
1981-82

(1

981-83
983- 84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90

F

ti

.1
First-year Graduates
enro41Ment

Basic alternative Basic Alternative
met hodology lisumotiou .methodology assumptions

. Low HighLow High

1,004 1,004 1,, 004

989 989 989
1,024 1,024 1,024
1,078 1,078 1,078
1,134 1,134 1,)34
1,153 1, 134 1,153
1,189 1, 134 1, 189

1,189 1,134 1,201
1,189 1,134 44.13
1,213 1,134 1,249 j

1,213 1, 134 1,26 1
1,213 1, 13# 1,274
1,213 1, 134 1,287
1,213 1, 134 1, 300
1,213 1,134 1,313

V1 -15 ,1,1i.v,

794
806
884
870
901
949
998

- 1, 015

1,046
1, 046

1,046
1,067
1,067
106.7
1,067 998
1,067 t- -1 998
1,067 998

1
704 794
806 806
884 , 884
870 870
901 901
949 949
998 998
998 1,015
998 1,046
998 1,057 lk
998 1,067
998 1,099
998 1, 110

) 998 1,121
1,133
1.144
1

se

N._
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4 Table VI-4. Supply of actiie oPtIlmetrists an
optometrist/population ratios, using basic
methodology and alternative assumptions:
actual 19/0 and 1975, projected 1980-90

ArAdboarro.om.amemommom.mamm. anemone, ameiimmommmemommAls

Projection series 1970 1975' 1980 1985

Number of actiQe optometrksts
AAMAAAM

Basic. methodology.... 18,400 19,940 22,000 .24,400 26,700.
Alternatives:

Low 18,400 19,900 22,000 24,200 26,100

% High 18,400 19,000 22,000 24,500 27,100

Rate per 100,000 population
41.1.410.

,Baitc methodology... 9.0 9.3 9.9 10.4 1

Alternatives:
Low 9.0 9.3 9.9 10.3 10.6

Higa 9.0 9.3 9.9 10.5 11.1*
Source: 1970 active optometrists derived fro,m data-collected2in the 1968 BUIS Vision and Eye Care Manpower Shrvey 1975 active

optometirists derived from data collected in the 1972-73 BBB
Inventy of Optometrists conducted by the American Optometric
Association.

, Population: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current .population
Reports, Series P-25, No. 601 (Series II). Total population as of
July 1 includes armed,forces overseas.

\ ,
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Vii. PHARAtil

1,

The nature and .scope of pharmacy, the third largest health profession,
is changing Apidly. in recent years pharmacy education has evolved
toward a more clinically based program, largely brought about by-
ooncorn over the under- ut4lization of Tharmacists in their restricted
role of compounding, counting and pouring drug's at the same time that
patient misuse of drugs and non- compliance' with practitioner
instructions was rising. The new emerging clinical orientation of the
profession wills briny the pharmacist much closer to both the physician
and the patient.

Oile some grbwth in numbers of pharmacists has taken place in recent
years, substantial growth of tae profession is expected in the future.
Growth in the number of new pharmacists will be mitigated somewhat by
the fact that an increasing proportion of pharmacy graduates will be
vomen, and may be somewhat less likely than male pharmacists to work
on a full-time basis.

The new HPEA legislation (P.L. 94-484) states that to be eligible fgr
a grant under Section 770, each school of pharmacy must give assurafce
that their students will undergo a training program in clinical
pharmacy., These programq are to include inpatient and outpatient
clerkship experienle in a hospital, extended care fability or other
clinical setting; interaction with physicians and other health
professionals; training in the counseling of patients with regard to

'the appropriate use of and reaction to drugs; and training in drug
information retrieval and analysis in the context of actual patient
problems. By 1990, approximately o96 half of all active pharmacists
are expected to be trained in this Manner. Howgyer, there will still
be a substantial number of oldek pharmacistS who are not so trained,
and the role of these pharmacists in the delivery of ,health care will
undoubtedly have to be reexamined.

q

There are a number of other developments relating to pharmacy that
need to be watched. Foremost is the possibility that the supply of
pharmacists may exc4ed the'demand for their services,\ possibly in the
mid-1980's. The current need for additional pharmacists appears l!ss
critical than in other health professions,.and with the substantial
increase in pharmacists projected to hike place in the next decade or
so, a situation caUltd develop in which there may not be enough
positions available ppr future pharmacy gtaduatess.eit
or in specific areas Tof the country. The substantial
entering the field is also expected to alter the pract
since this will mean that a far greater proportion gf
be employed on a less than 'full -time basis than at pr
effect these developments will have 4n the practice o
to be addressed.

er nationally
umber of women
ce of pharmacy,

pharmacists may
ent. The
phar cyjteeds
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Another development of poltential consequence is the spre'ad of health

F
insurance plans that include limbursement for the costs of

. prescription dtugs., The pat ripeof financing of health services by .

third-party paymeet ib.rapii y becoming the norm, and any national
health insurance lifogtam i, very likely to include payments, in whole
or in part, for prescriptiA drugs, replacing the historical

M.' arrangement whereby the patient or client pays the pharmacist
directly. -Tice intlu&nce ot aUch third-party-payers could clearly
affect the economics of retail pharmacy and the practice of pharmacy
generally, although the direction is uncertain. Related issues of
quality control and cost containment of pharmacy services will also
likely affect the practice ot pharmacy. l

In the years ahefd, according to the report of The Study Commission on
Pharmacy, 1/ the greatest change in pharmacy may occur among those
pharmacists engaged in dispensing. The shift to more organized and
larger forms of health care delivery,,systems--such as hospitals,
clinics, and11MO's--)may also change the place where many pharmacists
work. The possible Shift of dispensing pharmacists from solb practice
to members of d group furnishing a comprehendive health service of
which drug services are an integral part, will require increasing
colAtlaboration with other pharmacists and other_health.professionals..
As a member. of a health service organization, a phArmacist may be/
respdnsib-le &fa interacting with patients .by reinforcing the
physician's instructions about 'drug therapies and by keeping drug
utilization rccoLds.

4

Nmbers and Characteiistisg_glAblumAcing

In 1T73-there were 'pro'ximately 116,600 active registered pharmacists
in the United States. Some growth, although not substantial, in the
number.; og active pharmacists has taken place in rent years. Nearly
three-touirths ot all/pharmacists worked in community pharmacies.
Of these, about one-half were in independent establishments, an
additional oneitourth were in chain sores, and the remaining
one-fourth worked in hospitals, nurse homes, government, education,
or manutactur.ing. Overall, about one-third of the community
cpharmacits were proprietors, and two-thirds were salaried employees.//
Most of tlbe pharmacists working in hospitals and nursing homes,
government, education, or in manufacturing are probably salaried
emiloyees% (Table VII -14

.
The kroportion of pharmacists working in independently ownef
pharmacies has decreased significantly since 1966, when'66.5 percent
either owned or worked in an independent community pharmacy. By' 1973,,

this proportion had dropped to 47.0 percent. The proportion of

L 1/. Pharmacists for the Future, the report of the Study Commission on
Pharmacy,. commissioned by the American .Associdtion of Colleges of
Pharmacy, used by permission gf .AACP.
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pharmacy praptitioners working in chain pharmacies has risen from 14.0
percent to 26.7 percent during th4s same period. The percentage of
pharmacists employed in hospitals has increased from 8.0 to 14.2
percent Once 1966, while the numbers employed by the manufacturing
and wholesale industries have remained relatively constant.

The eige distribution of pharmacists brjpractice sitting reveals much
about the nature of the profession. ,Among younger pharmacists there
'appears to be a sharp trend away from independent pharmacies and
tvard chain pharmacies and hospitals. (Table yII-2) An
increasingly large proportion of pharmacists employed. by federal
hospitals, private hospitals and chain are under 30, while
the percentage of xpung pharmacists practici q in independent
pharmacies is much `lover. This underscores the general trend away
from independent pharmacies, and also'may be an indication of
pfeference among recent graduates for the security of an, institutional
work setting.

In.essence, it has taken only about 20 years for pharmacy to change
from a krofession characterized by practitioners as pharmacy owners to
one in which pharmacists are predominantly employees. rt the health
care system evolves and pharmacy oontilftes- to change with it, other
changes in the empioymen$ status of pharmacists will undoubtedly take
place.

In 1973, the average pharmacist worked about 44 hours, a week at his
primary place of practice (Table VII-3). Fifteen percent of all
pharmacists had a secondary place of practice at which they averaged
an additional 15 hours per weCc. Pharmacists working in community
pharmacies had the longest work week, approximately 46 hours, while'
those employed-/in nursing' homes 'had an average. work week of only 37,
houirs. It would appear tbat pharmacists who work in nursing homes,Are
mainly pyt-time employees. As the population continues to age, and
the nursing home industry continues to grow, the effects of this trend

on pharmacy manpower may increase in significance. Further changes in
health care financing might also affect the need for pharMacy manpower
in this area. '

Of the estimated 147,806 licensed pharmacists in the United States in
/ 1973, one out of five (21.1 ,percent) was classified as inactive, that

is, not currently practicing pharmacy or pharmacy related work. This
repfesents a potentially sjibstantial pool, of licensed non-practicing
manpower for the profession, More so than in any other health
profession except nursing.

..-

1l omen

The mosLdramatic trend in pharmacy manpower is the dramAtic,increiase
in the number and percentage of women entering the profession. In\ the
past, only a very small proportion of practicing phaimacists were

*
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but'phak!ftCy tS now in.. the,midsi of a change in,
domposition.ofits manfowerpOol.. For exaMAle, in-1950
Perciit of theme active Ph4X0cals4 were love iy.1570,

, : percentage had.riseivtO 9.4 percent, andbi-by 1973 to 11.Q
e- 'This trend.isi°, peced to continue fot soline time because

-.percentage 0* :n-enrolled in .the final itile:years of
colleges of phac'cy is steadily indreatih4, In 1963-64
'of, the. students in 'this class were.femalee -Ey the 1976-
year,the proportion of females halkrisento,37. percent.

.

The ,impacl of thein'cle-ased proportion-and- number of.female
practitioner! will be felt in all- areas of.pharmacy, especially in
hospital pharmacy. Whilftlio.men pharmacists, like male pharMacists,
were most numerous ill.community phitmaCies, they 'comprised over 28
,percent of hospital Pharmacists. ihe attraction of women to the 4

institutional setting is easily mddepstood.because it offers a --t.

professional atmosphere and regular1V scheduled, working hours,
providing for basic adaptatiinv to the- dual roles of career and family.

1 . .
'

.

One of the concerns surrounding the employment of professional women
is how to retain large numbers of themor more extended portions of .-
their adult lives; that is, to increase their work-life expectancy, at

leadt as measured by the average number of 'years spent in professional

activity. A study of the . career longevity of female pharmacists has
revealed that their mean professional life is*only about 1Z years,
primarily because of marriage and family-related responsibilities. 1/

P

jOxisting career patterns for professional women also indicate they
frequently less than men, in terms of hours an we s of work per ,

y in ofessional practice. Although data w men .in pharmacy

a e sparser evidence indOates that the profes 'onta career of the
-tr

average, female pharmacist is shorter_ than that of the*average male _

pharmacist. For this reason: there is a substantial interest in the
growing number of women in pharmacy.

, 1

Overall, the percent ge of active females in the pharmacy work force

%e
is projected, to rise frqm 11.0 percent in 1973, to ,19.1 percent by

1980, and to 30.8 per nt by 1990.

the sexual
only 4.0 ,

this
percent.
the
siud/ in
f.13 percelet
77 acadeMic

In view of these, projections, it seems .clear that future developments
among women in pharmacy must be watched very carefully to make certain.
that the career patterns of women` pharmacists donot signi;icantly
reduce the availability of pharmacist services. The most obvious ways
of increasing both male and female pharmacist productivity would' seem

to be increased use-of subprofessionals and iffcrearl utAlpation of-
technology.

h 1/ Pharmacy Manpower Information Project, Feasibility Phase Aport-
Number 1. American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. MIN Contract

No. 71-4178.
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-, kccordIng..to the pharmacy manpoier informatidn survey of 1973, only,

one of every 25 active pharmacist was a member of a 'minority group.
,The South Atlantic division-lad the highest proportion of Black _,,
A scan pharmacists, nearly one-third of whom were located in the.
Di rich 'n Columbia. 4T6e Pacific'Division had the.largest proportion
of ASianipharmacists, ov4r.14 percent. The majority of Asian t

,

phamacifits mere concentrated in the States of Hawaii and California,
both of 'which have large Asian populations. , .

/ , '
.

Pharmacists who, are members of racial-ethnic minority groups tend to
be concentratedkin practice locations deliveringyprimary care, that
is, in community land hospital pharmacies_ A.-VII-4). Looking at
the distribution for each racial-ethnic group,,a 'slightly different
pattern emerges. For example, blac1c pharmacists tend to be more
evenly distributed among the community aria hospital categories than
are white pharmacists, and Ja'panese and Chinese pharmacists are more
evenly distributed than either of the above two groups.

Licensure Requirements

Initial licensure of pharmacists generally requires a minimum of five
years of professional education, of which the last three or four must
be in an accredited college of pharmacy. Applicants in every state
except four must also opmplete a one year internship; a basic science
certificate is required in Tennessee. The State Board of Pharmacy. may
_prepare a written examination or they may use the national
examination. According 'to the American Pharmaceutical Association,
the N#tional Pharmaceutical Licensure Examination (NABLEX) was first
administered in 1970. By 1976, it was being used, at least in part.in
44 states. 1/ Each State Board of Tharmacy determines the extent to
which the examination is used. Practical and/or oral examinations are
additional parts of the examination in some states. California and
Florida are the only two States that do not have reciprocity
agreements with other States.

Recent Developments in Licensure

Continuing education for pharmacists, as for several other health
p4ofessionals, is becoming of increasing interest to the ,profession.
-Jhirteen states require pharmacists to participate periodically in.
'courses, programs, or seminars' as a condition to license renewal..
Althwugh the precise programs are determined by the indOridual state
boards. In the fall of 1975 the American Council on Pharmaceutical
Educatioh (ACPE), which is the nationilly recognized accrediting
agency in pharmacy, was requested to accept responsibility for
developing a program to assure quality in pharmaceutical eftcatioil.%

1/ Blake, Martin I., Ph.D.' "The National Piltacy Licensure
Examination: Recommendations for Change" J. A . Pharm. Assn. V NS17,-

1 No, 6, June 1977.

o
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Although participation in eduEation does not by itself
assure that the practitioper is maintaining his,competence, it is

,. believed tb be the most effective method available by whidh,
practitioners may, u date and ,enrich their qualifications.

hicDistribution apkasmicists
Aqcording to'the widely utilized measure most of evenness of
geographical distril/ution of health professionals, pharmacists are ,the
most evenly distributed of all the health professions. Recent
developments indicate a continued movement toward greater evennftss.of
geographic distribution of pharmacists. A factor that,is likely .

related to the distribution of pharinacists is the fact that nearly all
States have at least one school of -pharmacy and that-gyfiduates of the
schools have tended to practice in the State where the received their
educati9d4. However, these graduates: do not tend to concentrate in
specifics parts of the State but appear to be spread fairly evenly
throughout.

, 4

In 1.973, there were 55 Ipeardacists for every 100,000 persons in the
United States. Table A-VII-2 shows the number and proportion of
pharmocists by geographic division and State, including the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico.- The New k England Division had the highest
.pharmacist to population ratio (64 pe 100,000 population), and the
South Atlantic Division had' the lowest, 49 per 100,000 population,_
These differences between high and low ratios are much smaller than in

% other health fields. Among individual States, the ratios ranged more
.widely, from a high ,of 81 per 100,000 population in the District 'of,
,

Columbia and 71 in the State of Massachusetts, to a low. of 29 in
Hawaii. - %

. .

Unlike other health professionals, phirniacists are relatively evenly
distributed between metropolitan and non - metropolitan areas.
Metropolitan areas have about three times the population of `the
non-metropolitan areas and have only'slightly morethan three times
the' number of pharmacists. stated another way, the\73 percent of tee
population in metropolitan areas are served by a, neaeky matching
proportion (76 percent) of the active pharmacists. ,Where is also
relatively little difference in the ratios of pharmacist
between large and small SMSAss. f ,'

Counties in SNSA's of one million Or-I, e populatiOnhad 58
pharmacists per 100,000 population_while those in SMSAls'of'under
100,000 population had 52 pharmacists'per 100,000 popglation. In
non-metropolitan counties, a Aimilar pattern is apparek although the
.differences are. somewhat greater. For non-metropolitan counties with,
the largest central cities. (i.e., of 25,000 population and over), the
average 'number of pharmacists was 55 per 100,000 population, about the
same as the ratio for metropolitan areas. Similarly, the number of
counties in the Nation without a pharmacist was comparatively smaller
than any other health profession As pharmacists enter health

.
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manpower shortage areas unde Section-322 of the Public Health Service
Act, variations among and withih geographic areas should continue to
lessen.

Pharmacy Education

Although length of educatimonal programs in pharmacy. schoolvarieslittle between schools, schools have several combinations f years
needed to obtain .a pharmacy degree. ,The American.Association of
Colleges of.Pharmacy compiles comprehensive enrollment stafisticsjor
only the 'final three .pears of stud,y, hince these lears'represent"the
only years of pharmacy. education. common to'all:schools. In. 197-77;
the 72 colleges' of pharmacy hat a total of 24,082 studentsenrolled.in
the 3 professional years of study, with 8,208 students enrolled in
the third -to, last year clas (Table

.

Enrollments in pharmacy schools have grown substantially over the last
decade and a half, primarily since the late 19.60.s. Between :the
academic years of 1962-63 and 1965'-66, third-to -last year enrollments
grey only at an average. annual rate of less thah 3 percent ialwyear.
During the period from 1965-66 through 1974-75, following enactment
and implementation of the Health Professions EducatiOnal.Assistance
Act' of 1963, pharmacy. schools experienced an average annual growth
rate three times that great, .or Ineptly 9.0-/percent, in third-to-last
year enrollments. A3eginning in t975-76 however, enrollments began to
decline. In the fall of 1975 there, was a decrease of 0.3-percent in
third-to-last year enrollment, and a further decline of 6.1 percent
in the fall of 1976.. Ruch of this decrease appears to' be due to the
stabilization of male enrollments. Third-to-last year enrollments. for
males decreased by 941 or 18.9 percent in this tiff) year period, while
female enrollments continued to rise, 'increasing by' 415,. -or 14.7
II.erceni. In 1976, the proportion of women in the.third-to-last year
class was nearly two-fifths of the total, up from just over one-fifth
in 1970. .

In the fall of 1976 American students of minority racial-ethnic
heritage. represented nearly 9.0 percents of the total student
populatidfin in colleges of pharmacy, up -moderately from recent years.
There were 938 Black Americans (4.0 percent of thetotal enrollment),
725 Asian American (3.1' percent), 353 Hispanics (1.5 percent), 37
American Indians (0.2 percent). and 36 others (0.,2 percent). The four
predominantly minority colleges ,of Texas Southern, Florida; A & M,
Xavier and 'Howard Universit*es continue to enroll just over one-half
of the Black American pharmaCy students: Since. total enrollments in
pharmacy schools .appear to be stabilizing, minority etirollments may
not increase significantly-in the near future.

Trends in Pharmag Education

To ip'lement the necessary curriculum changes for, clinically based
programs, pharmacy educators have utilized general educational program



)tpols, in5luding the study of desired performance skills, the
;development of a competency-based curriculum and the use of a role
model. They have often incorporated selfpaced instructional
programs, frequently utilizing computer assisted instruction (C.A.I.)
to meet the needs of students with different learning styles. Efforts
ate also being made to continue examining the various levels of
desi5ed practice performance and corresponding preparation.

Curriculum emphasis has also shifted from the phys cal sciences to the
biological sciences. This has also been described s a shift from
"drug product-orientation to patient orientation," and has greatly
affected pharmacy educational programs. For example, an appreciation.
of patient compliance with medication instructions, especially among
the ayed, has resulted in greater emphasis and study in this area. .

Also, the size of pharmacy. faculties has expanded to include Clinical
staff that can provide relevance to classroom instruction and also
serve as'firole models" in the flinical setting. The American Council
on Pharmaceutical Education no requires a clinical program of its

4 accredited colleges, and this has provided further emphasis in this
direction. Such programs may be quite vari ince they generally
reflect the practice opportunities' availabl o graduates in the
schools geographic area.

In the clinical practice programs, an interdisqplinary health-care.
team concept is often incorporated. Advanced tudents rotate through
the clinical areas with students of other health professions, with the
aim of improving communications between practitioners and patients.
'As a part `of this trend toward.establishment of support with patients,
pharmacy students representative of the patient populations they will
serve have been recruited. This has been demonstrated by the
increasing proportionis of women and.minorities entering pharmacy
education programs. ,

E.
,

It is anticipated,that such clinical practice programs will, in time,
replace the traditional internship or apprenticeship program that
traditionally follOwed graduation and preceded licensure. 4 ks.such,
the clinical internship programs are becoming a responsibilitc of the
schools of pharmacy. Many schools are also becoming quite acekve in
developing and sponsoring continuing education programs for pharray
practitioners, particularly as States require a demonstration of.,
competency to obtain re-licensure. The expansion of programs into the
clinical areas has however, considerably increased educational program
costs.

A

/ Projections of the Supply of pharmacists

The projections presented here indicate the approximate future levels
Of pharmacy man wer under given assumptions. The enrollment in
colleges of phar acy is clearly the basic determinant.of the future
Supply of pharmacists. As indicated earlier, enrollments in pharmacy'
schools increase rapidly, during44the period of massive Federal
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financial support. Current Federal legislation is not aimed at
encouraging continued enrollment increases, and; as a result,. pharmacy
enrollments appear' to be stabilizirig.

Three projection methodologies here been used here to project future
enrollments and graduates for pharmacy schools.. Under the basic, or
most likely asqumption, total third -to -last year enrollments will not
increase beyond the 1976-77 level of 8,208 students.perArear.
However, female enrollments for this period are projected to increase
by 150, students a year until 1980, then stabil ze. bale third-to-last
year enrollments are Objected to decrease b ,this lame amount. The
methodology assumes that there will be no w schoOls beyond the 72
currently existing schools.

It is not possible to develop precise att)rition rates for pharmacy
students, because no longitudinal data are available. -Based-on recent
experience attrition rates of 7.4 percent for male's and 5.4 percent .

for females have been used to generate male and female. graduate
components to 1990. Using these ,rates, 92.6 percent of the male "and
94:6 percent of the female third-to-last year students are expected to
graduate 3 years later..

Under the basic methodology, it is projected that-future graduating
clas'ses will-produce a' total gross graduate input of 128,820 for the
1974-90 period., Using the basic assumption the supply of acttive
pharmacists is Projected _to grow from 116,562 in 1973 to 144,300. in
1980, and to 185,400 bi 1990c'this.represents a total increase of
approximately 69,000 pharmacists over the orojection period. The male
pharmacist supply isl)rojected to decrease from 8 0 percent of total
active pharmacists in 1973, to 80.9 ,percent 'in 1980 and is expected
to further decline to 69..2 percent by 1990. Under t ii same
assumption, the femaldOsupply is projected to increase from 11.0
percent in 1973, to 30.8 percent by 1990 (Tables VII-5 and ItII-6).

It is not possible atthis point to predict exactly what effect the
increasing proportion of female pharmacists will have on the future
pharmacy manpower 4ork force. There is a strong possibility that the
changing sex mix of the.profession could have a major effect on the
quantity of pharmaCy'manpoker in the future, as it has been estimated
that the professional career of women pharmacists approximately

.. one-half that, of the average male pharmacist. 1/ 'these work
Ratterns prove, in fact, to. be true, then women ph rmacists have a
career equivalent about one -half that of males. This of course would
reduce the supply of pharMacists services' accordingly. It is a , .

development that needs to be watched vevvcarefully.

1/ Pharmacy Manpower InforMation Project. Feasibility Phase
Report-I. American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. Contract No.
HIM 41781
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te
informationNabout drugs to consumers and o_her health professional
However, pharmacy 'is arid will remain a differentiated profession
that all pharmacists do not possess or utilize the same knowledge and
professional skills in every practice setting. The practice
characteristics of a pharmacist in an independent community pharmacy,
for exam le, are different from those of a kbarmacist practicing in,ar
hospitl Substantial dferences in the character of total N

professio al knowledge and skill may also exist, such as differences
between the hospital staff pharmacist and the community pharmacist or
between the pharmacist engaged in teaching at a lar4 university or
one employed by a drug manufacturer.

Under the low alternative enrollment assumption, the decline in
third -to last year enrollments Which begaOrith the 1975-76 academic
year is projected to continue but at a reduced rate at least until
1980 befor-e leveling off. Y Total third-to-last year enrollments are
expected to decrease by about 1.6 percent a year until 1980-81. Male
enroillmerits will reflect most.of the decrease, ehile female
enrollments will continue to increase until 1980-81, when they will
have reached approximately 48 percent of the third -to -last year Blass.

Under-the high alternative assumption, increases of about 1.5 percent.
a year in third-to-last year enrollments are projected to begin again
in 1977-78
and continue until 1980-81, then gradually decrease to a 0.5 percent
increase through 1985-86 before leveling off. Again, most of the
decrease' will be reflected in male third-to-last year enrollments.
The high alternative projects a total gross graduate input of 135,083,
approximately 11,000 more than is projected under the low assumption.

Pharmacists and the Delivery of Care

Future requirements for pharmacy are heavily dependent on the role
that pharmacists will play in the Nation's health care skstem in the

. coming years. The report of tie Study 'Commission on Pharmacy 1/ .r
postulates that' pharmacists are healtk pro essionals who could make an

i
important contribution to the health care ystem by providing

Another
cnnside
study, h
communi
determi
setting

factor to be considered is that pharmacists spend a
able amount of time in non-dispensing activities; A recent
s shed much light on how the large group of pharmacists in
y pharmacies spend their time and deliver care. 2/ The study
ed that a pharmacist practicing in a community pharmacy
is engaged in activities categorized as "productive" only part

1/ Pharmacists for the Future, op, cit.
2/ RodoWskas, C. A., Jr., and Dickson, W. M. Feasibility Phase
Report-1,\ Pharmacy Manpower Information Project. NIH Contract No.
71-4178, merican Association of Colleges of Pharmacy.
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of the time. Although more than two-thirds of their Activities weie
related fto pres 'ption and legend drug activities, non-health related
activities accoun ed for one-fourth of their time, while idle time
acCoOnted for near one-fifth of their time. The study also found
that pharmacists pr cticing in community pharmacies devoted,a
significantly higher proportion of their time to communication. with
patients than did pharmacists id othlr settings.

A more direct measure of the pharmacist's role in the delivery system,
1Oweyer,' is the number of persons served 'personally each day. On the
'average, each pharmacist services 118 persons daily, the number o
persons varying by setting and by whether or not a pharmacist uti izes
non-pharmacist aides.. Pharma6ists employed by large chain.commer ial

IV
pharmacies on the average serve mo e persons, daily than do
pharmacists employed by smaller .ch or independent community'pharmacists

who serve-about one-third fewer persons
daily. Those in clinical ob medical buildings serVi'about as many
persons as pharmacists edployed in small chains. Pharmacists employed,
in .hospitals serve, on the average, somewhat more persons than in
-otter settings. Those in nursing homes serve somewhat fewer persons.,
on the average.

..
0

The number of(aides utilized by pharmacists is related directly to the
number of persons the pharmacist ii'aihrto servile individually, a
basic measure of pharmacist productivity. The vast majority of
pharMacists (about five out of six) work with one or more aides or
.non-pharmapist auxiliaries. Pharmacists who Ao not utilize aides
serve, onithe average, about 101 persons daily. Although one aide
appears to make only minimal difference inoTAlarmacist productivity,
4tilization of more than one aide increases'pharmacist productivity
measurably. The employment of three or more aides allows the
pharmacist to inctease productivity, on the average, by about 15
percent. The use of non-conventional devices by the pharmaci t, such
as programmable typewriters and pre-packing equipment, also r lates to
increases in productivity.

In the years ahead, pharmacy ,and pharmacists can be expected
to improve the efficiency of the process by which prescription
drugs are dtspensed. This efficiency can be,accomplished by
exploiting opportunties for mechanization 'aid automation'for. the
performance of-routine and nonprofessional tasks. This will require
the use of more workers in technical and clerical roles,
freeing the fully-trained pharmacist to do tasks which require his
knowledge and skills, and to becoMe more concerned with patients and%

their well-being in ,relationship to drugs.

Projected Recuirements for Pharmacists

Although it is ,difficult to fore'cast the exact number of pharmacists
required in the future, indications are that requirements for.



pharmacists may not increase as rapidly as the supply of these health
professionals. Howevei, a number to factors must be taken into
consideration which might mitigate the likelihood that the supply

. right exceed the requirements for pharmacists.

One measure of iequirement'S for pharmacists is the optimum ratio of
62.5 pharmacists per 100,000 population utilized by the profession.
On thig basis, 153,200 pharmacists would be required in 1990, as

..TI

compared with a projected supply of 18 400 in that year. Another
method for vstimating pharmacy requirem ts.to 199p4\utilizing the
highest current State ratio of pharmacists to popuIation as a
standard, results in an estinjated requi.Fement of 173,800
pharmacists in 1990, still somewhat below the projected supp y._
The Soar general model indicates a requirement(for pharmacists about
in line with the projected supply.'

looki g wore closely at the projected mix of pharmacists by ex in
1990, however, gives A somewhat clearer requirements-supply picture.-
On th's tasis, the full -time equivalent supply of active phaginacists
will.like14 be substantially fewer than the actual numb pr of 185,400
pharmacists- projected. In that year, the proportion oractive women.
pharmacists may have nearly tripled over current levels, and
the aggregate number of women in the profession may have increased
more than four-fold. Because of the shorter working life for women
'and their proclivity toward part-time emplo ment, the number and ratio
of full-time pharmacists is expected to'b ess than the t
aggregate totals would imply. It is lik y, therefore, that supply
and requirements for pharmacists vi much more closely in balance
than would appear initially on.th basis of full-time equivalent
pharmacists.

Another area of possible growth is in expanSion of hospital pharmacy
services. Projections based upon existing unit dose medication 4"
technician-clinical-pharmacists systems indicate that over 70,000
hospital pharmacists would be required if this level-of service were
to be available on all general edicine and surgery beds today. The
expansion of beds and the exteithion of the clinical service t 24 -hour

availability would also increase the requirements.

2ata and Analytical Needs

The data collected in the 1973-74 inventory of pharmaciSts by the
American Asiociation of Colleges of Pharmacy and supported.by the
Bureau of Health Manpoker represents the latest available data on
pharmacists in the Nation. Although presently somewhat dated, these
data provide an adequate base for some descriptive and analytical
efforts. More fregdent collection of data on pharmacists is needed to
provide more current information which is particularly necessary for
work requiiing small area geographic analysis, such as designation of

phar acy manpower shortage areas.

Pha'rfracy is one of the 13 occupations included in the Cooperative
Health Statistics System (CHSS) under the auspices of NCHS, and plans

VII-12
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call, for frequ t updating of the inventory data base when resources
permit.__Alth gh CHSS statistics On a current basis would provide
much of the i mediate data for analytical needs for pharmacists, other

---. areas of interest are not adequately measured. Data are needed on the
emerging role of 'pharmacists in the clinical area and on. newly
graduated pharmacists. , , t ..

« ,.}

Comparability With Other Data

The data on pharmacy manpower used in this- report are derived frdm the
1973 inventory of pharmacists conducted by the American Association of

...
Colleges of PharMacy AAACP) and supported under contract by the Bureau
of Health Manpower, ANA. Estimates baked on these data are pot
comparage with earlier estimates of pharmacy manpower released by the
Rational Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP) and are about 10
percent lower than those published by NABP. The NABP estimates did
not adequately reflect the fact that .a spbstantial proportion of
pharmacistS hold licenses in more than o'ne State. The hrrent AACP
data alloys for this fact; therefore; those pharmacists who may be
eligible,to practice in more than one State were only c nted once.-'
Although the current report is based on the most complete and accurate
data on pharmacists available, much/ research still needs to be dont.

stsj

The figures for community, hospital and nursing home pharMacists ar
probably complete, since all such pharmacists .are engaged in
dispensing drug. The laws of several states and jurisdictions
require that pharmadists be registered in order to dispense drugs. ,

However, a pharmacist does not now have to be registered or licensed
to teach pharmacy, to hold a pharmacy position in government, or, to
work in a pharmaceutical capacity for a drug manufhcturer or
distributor, or even in a drug information center. Hence, one might
conclude that the figures may understate the number engaged in
pharmacy activities other than those in community and hospital
pharmacy.

iharmacist'Prolectidn Methodology

Estimates of the number of active pharmacists-for 1974-90 are based
upon the number of active pharmacists, by age, as of December 31 of
each year, plus new graduates, and attrition to bqth groups. Using
the base-year age distribution of pharmacists, new graduates were
added year by year to those pharmacists active as of December 31 and
to the new graduates. Age-specific separation-rates were then applied

V11-13.214



'h.0

to these to ted "losSesojdueto deaths ad retirements 1/
were then subtracted, by age group, from they active pool, with the
pool being qied by 1 year e h time.

A

A

f

1/ Losses due to retiremen
Report by Fullerton, Howard
Women, 1970. Monthly Labor

Losses due to death were de

;

of hite males and females,'
Sta istics. fte

`-\

t are' based on a Bureau'of Labor Statistics
W. Jr. Length of Working Life for Men and
Review. pp 31-35, February, 1976.

veloped by using the mortality experience
1970. National Center for Health

Current graduate and enrollment statistics were obtained from annaul
reports published by the American Association of Colleges of Phiirmacy
(AACP).

Graduate projections were computed for tile basic supply methodology
and for the two alteuative supply assumptions. from the number of
third-to-last year sdents reported three years earlier.
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Table VII -1. Number of active pharmacists by sex and place of practice: 1973
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Source: Pharmacy Manoowerinformation Project: American Association of College of Pharmacy,

'1973, NIH Contract No. 71-4178.
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Table VII2. Pe,centaga of active pharmacists by age group and place of practice: 1973
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Less than 30 30439 40 49 5D59 60-44 65.69 70 or older

.1.

411M411411PIMNO.GMIllemmlMOSI4MININwIMMIMIDE11.11404111110.1111 4

Independent commUhitiphareacy...... .............

Small chain community ph.armacy...................

Large chain community pharmacy...4..........'..f..

Clinic or medical building pharmacY,..........

Mullin(' hone 000000000100110000 OOOOOOOOOOO 0000000000

Private hospital OOO . OOOOO .p........ 000000000000 8.

Governmentnonlederal hosiitats., ,..............

Other State and total governmen .................

Government federal hospital (it'd ding military).

Other federal government ......... ....is. 00000 ...

Pharmaceutical manufatturer...... .... 11011111.01100.1111

Pheroaceutickl wholesalers'..... ................

College of %pharmacy 0 0000000 00000 00000

0 ther, OOOOO 001160000041000

P.7 22.1 27.0 419.1 8.6 7.8 6.7

11.4

22.8

29.5

31.9

24.3

21.2

14.8

13.8

'5.8

5.1

5.0,

3.5

3.2

1.7

14.4

13.5

127:1'

27.1

24.9'

27.3

20.5

16.2

14.2

6.4

7.6

5.2

8.6

3.4

10.7

31.5 18.1 11.8 5.3 3.6 2.4

:15.1 29.1 20.8 14.0 5.1 4.1 1.8

. .6 22.6 20.3 21.A c9.5 7,.2 3.0

35.2. 24.9 16.2 19.3 3.1 1.1 0.2

1.P 28.5 28.6 21.1 3.7 2.4 047
5.9 27.2 32.6 22.7 8.0 2.9 0.7

la 12.8 27.7 19.1 19.6 12.0 7.0

21.1 35.4 20.7 15.4 4.2 2.2 1.0

10.6 34.0 23.4 14.8 7.2 6.5 3.5

VoMwo 400,1, VMWili ORM.Muannmeim mo. OnwftalsmaMiniltOMOMmINIMN=PPIMIN=NOmmmen
Sourte: Pharmacy Manpower Information Project: American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy,

1973. NIN Contract No. 71-4178.
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Table V11-3. Proportion of' phormacisti by Place of practice and

by average workweek at principal and secondary lotitions: 1975

4111mmimmilimh.WwMW~eftalwINft.mmeme.mmumwamaeomma. mminalsom

Pls.t of oraclice

.J......gla11211.1221.124....... Latia kiiiiiln
Proportion of Average hours '7117iiton of Average hours

' practitioners worked per prictit: ers . worked per

(percent) week (percent) week

lammftANO ftardemeemainn00.= wePftNwIIMPamftwMom

All pface0...... o 0000000000 44

aeon ...a.MMEUMNIMMIMI

Independent pharmacy 47.0 46 18.4 14
Chain pharmacy 26.7 44 11.2 15,

Clinic 3:11 43 9,5 15
ursing............... 0.4 37 29.1 16

HosoitA1 .. LA.? 40. 18.0 16
manufacturer 4.4 44 1.6 15

Other...me 00000 ...mem 00000000000000 3.1 43 12.2 15

anMegip VIMMWMMIDOMOMIMMIOMPNIMMIM10. Wow ~*SIMMIrMMIMP ,011040
,
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, Table VII-4. Trend in number of, schools, enrollmenti, and graduates for pharmacy schools:

academic years 1961-64 through 1976-77.
Number lnrollment in final Enrollment third -to-

Academic year of

schools Total Male Female Total pale Female Total Male
1

Female

..MIIMMmolmmpomm.00Mi.....m.m.am....+*.m......1.0..w.mommm....1=MMdmIMM110M=MMMIMMdeM14.
4

1963-64 76 10,291. 8,922 14349 4,390 3,780 610 2,195 . 1,943 252

1964-65 75 12;104 10,409 ',1,695. 4,491 3,885 606 3,393 2,893 500

1965-65 74 12,495 10,683 1,812" 4,647 34954 693 3,704 3,139 .' 565,

1966-67 74 13,221' 11,152 . 1,916 . 5;234 4,474 ' 760 3,782 3,252 530

1967-68 74 14,274 .11,788 2,334 5,616A. 4,578. 4,038 4,035' 3,394 641

1968-69 74 14,932 .12,069 2,684 5,469 ',4,385 1,084, 4,291 4 3,565 , 726

196970' 74 15,123 12,104 3,188 5,532 4,276 10256' 4,758 3,856 902

1970-71. 74 15,626 11,956, 3,370 5,864 . 4,515 1,349 4,747 3,749 998

1971-72 74 16,808 12,62:1 .4,187 6,532 4,849 1,683 4,788 3,656 1,132

1971-73 73 48,956 13,936 5,020 7,546 5052 2,094 5,184 3,858 1,326

1973-74 ... . . 73 21,289 15,258 .6,029. 8,342 57834 2,508 5,957 4,309 10648

1974-75 73 23,235 16,168 7,067 8,734 5,910 2,824' 6,712 '4,825 1,887

197576 73 24,416 16,303 8,113 8,710 5,601 '3,109 7,757 5,352 2,405.

1976-77 72 24,082 .15,226 8,856 8408 40969 3,239 NA NA NA

Source: Enrollment Report on Professional Degree Programs in Pharmady, Fall 1976. American

Association of Colleges of PharMacy.. Also,prior'annual editions.

'Note: Enrollment figures are for the 3 professional yeaist.third-to-last year figures represent the

first year of the final three years.. .

Data for the University of Puerto Rico are excluded from enrollment and graduate figdres for 1963-64.
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Table VII-5. Supply of active pharmacists, using basic methodology
and alternative assumptions: actual 1973, projected'1974-1990

Immilowirom./mmemimimmwlmemmwmwmommlbammo=1ftrmorwr.mlmdmmommommmwmaimmomemo

Projected Series 1973 1975 '1980 1985 1990

410...1040....m....M.Wm.bM.e.../..41, 74101MWMPOP.M.OMPIM

Number, of active pharmacitts 1/

p.arrommalorammormommmmenrmroommrwpwomm,memwmao.mmomminwimpwwm

Basic methodology '116,600 122,500 144,300 165,200 185,400'

Alternatives:
Low 116,660 122,500- 144,100 163,100 181,000

High It 116,600 122000 144,400 167,400 191,300=111*... 01/40.././1111m1=1/0

Rate per 100,000 population 2/

1.111MIMI Im.,..11,mWlmomfmm.4. 11M11Olfti=.

Basic ,methodology...... 54.7 56.6 63.8 69.5 74.5

Alternatives:
`Low 54.7 50,6 63.7 68.6 72.7

High, 54.7 56.6 63.9 . 79.4 76.9

..mr.....memm.1,1mmmr/mitm.-/./..m..,wco.mwmIl.ww ........ //.......m.m.
1/ Includes licensed pharmacists in the United States and

Puerto Ricd.
2/ Resident population as of July 1, for 50 States and the

District of Cplumbia. Resident population for Puerto Rico has been
estimated based on Bureau of the Censusopulation of Puerto Rico
for 1973. .

(

Source: 1973.active harmacists: Unpublished data .from NIB

Contract No. 71-4178. Ph macy Manpower Informition'Project,
American Association of ()lieges of PharmaCy, 1973.

Population: U.S Bureau of the Census. Current Population

Reports. Series P7..25, o.
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Table VII -6.. Third-to-last year enrollments and graduatedip
pharmacy schools, by hex under basic assumption:

actual and projected

Academic
year

1111..0 .1115

1973 -74.

1974-75.

1975 -76

1976-77

1970 -80.

1980-81
1981-82

-1982-83
1983 -84

1984-85

i1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
'1989-90
1990-91

Graduates 11
.

fti;d -to -last year .

24211M44011LMT . '

Total ,.Male ,. Female Total Rapt... lemalit

..................-.......-.......-.....---.. ...........-__...,-. -

8,342 5,834 '.2,.5.08,

1,734 5,910 2,824.

8,710 5v6014 ;1,109

8,208 , 4,969
208 4,819 3,389'

20.8 4,-649 3,539

8,208 4,519 3,689,,

8,208 4,369 1,839
8,208 '4,369 3,83'9

8,208 4,369. 3,839

8,208 4,09 3,839
8,208 4,369 '', 3,839 .

8,208 4,369 3,839
8,208 4,369 3,839

8,208 4,369 , :3,839

8,208 4,369 3,839.

5,957 4,309 1,648

6,712 4;825 18.887

7,549 5,227 4122
7,910 5,295 2,615
7,897' 5,018 2,879
7,451 4,452, 2,999
7,455 4,317 1,138
-7,010 4,183 3,227,
7,465 4,049 3,416
7,469 3,914 3,555
7,469, 3,914 3:55c
7,469 3,914 3,555
7,469 3,914, 3,555
7,469 3,914. 3,595
7,46j 1,914 3,555

7,469 1,914 3,555'
7,469 3,914 `3,555
7,'469 3,914 3,5;5

1/ Enrollments for. the Fall of 1973-76 are actual..
Graduates sre,actual through the Spring of 1974-75.
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Although.podiatry is the smallest health profession, it plays a
signifi nt and expanding role ln the provision of health, care, by

diagnos g, treating, and preventing abnormal. conditions of the feet.
dowev physicians-- general medical .practitioners and orthopedic
sur ons--: also provide care for foot disorders, -arid ;'the provision of
specific podiatric services.b.y these medical practitioners must be

examined closely.,

A number of developmentS and trends are expected to. affect the role of
the podiatrist in the health care system and in the provision of foot
care services. The apparent tendency of new graduates to .go into
multiple practitioner relationships is changing the way in,which
podiatric care is provided. The provision of specific" services by the
general medical practitioner, or orthopedic surgeon is little
understood curientlyobut could have a.major impact on geographic area
'needs for podiatric services. Another development that may have a
significant impact upon the podiatrist's productivity and ability to
fulfill the demand for services is the increased use of full-time
podiatric assistants by newly licensed podiatrists. The training of
newly graduated podiatri ts, which permits* them to perform a iider
variety of services, is ,lso expected t awe a significant effect on
the provision of podiatric care, as ar increased State requirements
for continuing education. -These and her developments which have an
impact directly on the role of podlat ists and the' requirements' for-
their services will be discussed in more detail in the sections that
follow. ,,i

The number of podiatrists hasiremiined relatively constant i recent
years; and hash- failed to keep pace with population growtti., Despite an
anticipated major increase in the supply of podiatrists in- the years
ahead, there. will likely continue to be a shortage of podiatrists in
the United States. The geographic raldistribution of,
podiatrists is also a 'major current concern. Relative to other'health
professions, podiatrists are far more clustered in urban, densely
populated areas of the natior4 particularly in areas close to where
they received their training.. While substantial growth iS'expected in.
the next fifteen years, the geographic distribution of podiatrists is
not expected to change drastically.

wl2129s4svis114 Litratalssisit422...2LeasUa.tilets

In contrast to other health professions, newAraduates entering
.podiatry,have been barely sufficient to offset the number leaving the
profession during the recent past. 'Between 1970 and 1974, the two
most.recent'years for which data are available, the.number,of active
podiatrists rpmainpd nearly constant at about 7,100. Although the

f'ilk
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overall supply changed very ;little in this period, substantial changes
in supply occurred on a regional basis. The number of active
podiatrists increased by 14 percent in the South and 6 percent in the':
West, but declined by 5 percent in the North Central Division. In
spite ova decline of 4 percent in the number of active podiatrists in
the Northeast, the ratio of podiatrists to population was still about
three times greater in that division than in the South.

The age distribution of active podiatrists clearly illustrates the
prepdnderance of older podiatrists in the peofedsion (Table
Only one of five Oddietrists active in 1974 was under 35 years of age,
contrasted) with approximately twice that proportion who were over 54
years of age. This reflects not only the relatively small growth in
podiatry graduates in recent years, but also the fact that large
numbers of graduates entered the field in the late 19401s and .'early
19500s following World War II. The median age of all active
podiatrists in the United States in 1974 was 51.0 years,-and has
actually increased somewhat in, recent years, nlike most other health
profesSions. However, AttritiOn among older diatrists and increases
in the active supply of podiatrists are expe ed to reduce the median
age of podiatrists in the future.

There are few women Todiatrikts. Only 272, or less than .4 percent of
the total of 7,120-active podiatrists in 1974 were female. The
proportion and number of female podiatrists declined somewhat in the
early ,1970s. Since one of every four female active pbdiatrists was
65 years old or older in 1974 (as compared with only one of every
eight male Rodiatrists), this trend may continue for a few years 'in
spite of recent increases in the number of female podiatry students
and graduates.

In contFast to other health professions, minorities in podiatry have
increased little in recent raars. Members of minority grotpaps.
constitute less than 4 percent of active podiat ists, and/although
their numbers are expected to increase somewhat in future years, their
proportion of active- podiatrists is likely to °r main small.

Even though the number .of active podiatriits has.not increased in
°recent years w the proportion of full-time podiatrists in patient care
(those devoting 35 or more hours per week) actually declined. In
addition, median hours per week spent in patient care activities also
deplined. Although the number of younger podiatrists (those under 35
ye &rs) who spend more time in patient care activities has. been rising,
this has been more than offset by the .decline in hours spent in
patieht care by older podiatrists. As in most health 'professions, the
proportion of podiatrists4orking lessithan full-time increases with
age. Nearly one. of 10 podiatrists age 55 years and over worked less
than 20 hours, as contrasted with only one of 50 podiatk-ists under age
35 working this amount of time.

V11'1 -2
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Nearly all active podiatrists are currently self- employed,. and the
proportion has actually been increasing in recent years (Table
A-IX-2). Although solo practitioners account for 80 percent of all
active podiatrists, there appears to be a tendency for younger
practitioners to move into other forms of practice, particularly into
tnultiple-practitioner relationships. Only 6 of 10 active podiatrists
under aye 35 were engaged in solo practice in 1974, in contrast to 9
of 10 active podiatrists age 65 and older. Similarly 17 percent of
the active podiatrists aged 35 to, 44 were in partnerships or groups in
1974, while only 5 percent of the active podiatrists age 65 and over
were soenyaged.

Although specialization within 'podiatry has been increasing in, recent
years, more than tour-firths of all active podiatrists are primarily
engaged. i general ,practice. About 1 in 10 podiatrists are engaged
primarily surgery; while even smaller proportions ate in foot
orthopedics, biomechanics, or podogeriatrics. Older podiatrists are
far more likely to be engaged in general practice and-less likely to
be primarily engaged in a specialty, particularly surgery. while 26
percent of podiatrists under age 35 are primarily engaged in surgery,
this proportion decreases with age to a low of .3 percent for, active
podiatrists b5 years old or older. In contrast, the proportion of
podiatrists primarily enyaged:1n.. general practice rises with age;
going from 68 percent of those;:under,age 35, to 91 percent of those
age 65 years and older.

Licensure

Podiatrists are required to have a license to practice in all States
and th District. of Columbia. pre - professional college requirements
vary, with 20 states .requiring two years,. 11 states one year and 19
states having no specific requirements. Completion of a four -,year
course at a, school,.af podiatry i.$ ,required to obtain a license,' and
an intern- ship'is an additional' tequirement in a -few States.

,s4

PodiatrisV are regulated primarily by the boards of medical
examiners. Al ug-5 the boards had -no representation by podiatrists
for 'any, yearp States, .h-ave recently been creating a, central. State.

..depa tment or w h each professional- .card is a. part and have been
appointing at least .0 podiatrist .,. !articipate.

.Tienty-rour States requ re podiat
continuing education pr gram. In
other health fields, t e requireme
increased in the past ew yearst

eo ra

ists,to participate in some form of
he practice of podiatry as in
t for continuing education has

hjc Distribution

By most measures of det raining evenness of distribution of health
resources, podi'atrists are the most unevenly distributed of all health
professionals. Furthe more, geographic maldistribution of podiatrists

V111-3
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has improved 'little in recent years as compared with other health
professions. This maldistribution can be measured in a number of ways.
For example, substantial differences exist among states in the
availability of podiatrists, with the ratio of active podiatrists to
population differing by 13 times between the highest and lowest rato
states.

:One important aspect of this maldistribution is that the five States
with schools of posliatry had among the highest ratios of active
podiatrists to population and accounted for more than one-half of all
active podiatrists in 1974. Nei York had the highest State ratio of
active podiatrists to ,population - 6.8 per 100,000 population.
Massachusetts had a ratio of 6 per 100,000; Pennsylvania and Rhode
Island had ratios of 5.7 per 100,000; and Il4inois and Ohio had ratios
of active podiatrists to population of05;.1 and 4.8 per 100,000
respectively. In contrast, ten States--Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas,
Hawaii, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, North 'Dakota, South
Carolina and Tennessee--had one or fewer active podiatrists, per
100,000 population. The net result of these State disparities is that
the ratio of podiatrists to population in the geographic divisiods
varies widely. The .ratio was 6 per 100,000 in the Middle Atlantic
States and less than 1 per 100,000 in the East South Central States, a
range of more than 6 to 1.

Like most health professionals, podiatrists are heavily concentrated
in metropolitan areas. Counties in SMSAls had an average
ratio, of 4 podiatrists per 100,000 population, whereas
'non-metropolitan counties had an average ratio of only one active
podiatrist per 100,000 population. Overall, Only a minority of
counties, slightly more than one of four in 1973, had even one active
podiatrist. As indicated previously, there is a very strong
relationship between/where podiatrists go to school and where they
practice, and the five states with podiatry schools had the greatest
number; and proportion of counties with the "best', ratios of under
21,000 persons per podiatrist (nearly 5 per 100,,000 population).
Health Setvice Areas shoved a similar maldistribution. Sixteen of the
nation's 200 plus Health Service Areas had no active podiatrist in,
1974, and an additional 107 (or more than.one half of all B los) had
two or fever podiatrists per 100,000 population, far less t an the
national average.

Although the location of their school of graduation clearly plays
major role in determining where podiatrists practice, other factors
also are important. Other major considerations appear to be the
currency og. pate practice acts in relation o the scope of prac ce
for which students are trained,. the opportu it to obtain hosPital r,
clinic privileges, location of graduate res dency training, coverage
of services under Medicaid,, Blue Shield, and other third .party payment
mechanisms, and relevancy of licensing requirements to podiatry and to
current podiatric medical education. Cultural, social, and family
considerations, however, are also important.

0
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?o4iatric Education

The Council on Podiatric Education of the American Podiatry
Association accredits professional degree programs in podiatry. The
five colleges of podiatric medicine in the United States admit
students who have air ady completed at least 2 years of college, with
a subsequent 4 year f training leading to' the degree of doctor of
podiatric medici (D.P.M.).

In academic year 1976-77, all five active schools of podiatry
were operated as private institutions. Two of the schools are located
in the Northeast: New York College of Podiatric Medicine in.New York
City. and the Pennsylvania College of Podiatric Medicine in
Philadelphia. Two schoolE are located in the North Central States:
Illinois College of Podiatric Medicine in Chicago, and the Ohio
College of Podiatric Medicine in Cleveland. One -school, the
Calitornia College of Podiatric Medicine in San Francisco, is located
in the west. A sixth school at the State University of Nr York in
Stony Brook closed one year after opening in Academic year 1975-76.

The five schools of podiatry graduated 496 students in 1976, a
subttantial increase over the levels of the 19509t and 1960's. Nearly
30 percent of the total (or 145 students)'graduated from one
school--the California College of Podiatric Medicine.

About 15 percent of the 496 graduates in 1976 were women, with the
,number expected to rise somewhat in the following years. Members of
minority racial-ethnic groups accounted for 37 or 7.4 percent of the
graduates. As with women, the number and proportion of minority group
members in graduating classes of podiatric medicine is expected to
rise.

In, academic year 1576-77, the five schools of poAiatric medicine
enrolled a total of. 2,295' students (Table 1-VIII-4). The Illinois
College of Podiatric Medicine has the largest:total enrollment, 609
students or nearly 27 percent of all podiatry students. First year
enrollments in all schools totalled 650 students, with Mint&
College of podiatric Medicine also having the largest number 41T-first
year students, 171.

Enrollments and graduates in Schools of Podiatric Medicine are
currently at theit highest levels irn history, after several decades of
very low levels (Table A-VIII-5). In academic year 1951-52, the 8
schools of podiatric medicine enrolled 1,6-33 students and graduated
476 students. During the decade of the 1950's enrollments and
graduates declined sharply, reaching, 478 students and 116 graduates in
acadeMic year 1960-61. Coincident with, the enactment and
implementation of the Health ProfesSions Educational Assistance Act of
1963, enrollment and graduates began to rise sharply. Total
enrollment reached 2,295 students in academic year 1976-77, an
increase of nearly, 270 percent over the level only 12 years earlier.

V111-5
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Simil .rst yea enrollments and graduates have also risen
did alma 44'

'In the,197,5-/Oil-cadmiC year about 100 or just 'under 5 percent of 46
Students-venrol2bd in colleges of podiatry were %women. Howelfer, both.

..thenumbee and 'proportion of women students'are2increasing. While
Only I pOxcent oithe fourth-year class in `1975=76 were women (15
students), nearly & percent of the first-year Class (41 students) were
women. ,

TIOtal minority enrollmentin the 1975-76 academic year was 125
students or 6 percent of all students enrolled in that Year. Blacks
accounted, for the .largest number of minority students enrolled (58
students), followed by Orientals (46 students). There were 25
minority students in the fourth year class and 25 in the first year
class, account in for 5 sercent and 7 percent of total enrollment in
those respective/ 11sses.

q_Asgiaips
All of the 'Nati s schools of pediatric medicine are freestanding
instiutions ich rely heavily on Federal funds and tuition for
support. act of financial operating stability is, thus .a current
major conc 6.'confronting the profession in the .face of possible 1

reduced Federal support. tt ha.9 also' led to a major attempt to
affiliate the schools with academic health centers where additional
eduCational, administrative, and financial support may be obtained.
In general, the freestanding sta't'us of the schools has been a
constraint which has limited institutional stabilizatOn and further
educatiral prqgress.

Although facing some financial essOres, the podiatric profession has
implemented many changes to impr ve educational programs:

I. ,A).1 schools are or soon will be in new educational
facilities (by 0978) to accommodate he significantly

t increased enrollments attained since the early 1960's.

The clinical curricula in general medicine has been
broadened in the belief that the podiatrist should become
involved in the evaluation of the patient as a totality
as well as the need to recognize systemic diseases as
they relate to the lower extremities.

3. The number of full -time Ph. D. basic. scientists and
membersembers 'has increased substantially.

4'. There is a major trend noted in increased clinical
training in settings external to the main out-patient
podiatric clinic of the school. As the result of
recognition by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of

V111-6
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Hospitals, it can be expected that in years to come, more
and more podiatric medical education will take place in
hospitals as opposed to freestanding podiatric clinics.

5. Current educational experiences are being directed to
developing and strengthening affiliations with other
health sciences. A frequent setting for such
interdisciplinary programs has been community or
institutional-based clincial programs.

6. The number of elective's has increased slightly in the
more traditional lock-step podiatric curriculum, i.e.,
gait analysis, sports medicine, and advanced physiology.

7. Residency (internship) programs have increased
dramatically, utilizing a centralized application
service. Demand for these programs, ,however, continues
to out-pace the ability of the profession to provide.
these positions as graduates seek more indepth experience
in orthopedics, pathology, radiology, emergency care,
physical medipine, rehabilitation and primary tare
aspects' of foot health care. -Second and third year
residencies in podiatric surgery are available on a very
limited basis, and certification by the National Board of
Podiatric Surgery in thig specialty in now available.

8. A combination of responsiveness to community needs and
the.necegsity for additional.tlinical resources for
podiatric medical students has-contributed to the
evolution of community practice clinical preceptorships
in the offices of podiatrists for one to two months
assignments.

The American'Asb atiOn of Colleges of Podiatric Medicine has also
made some change in national educational policy. Beginning with the
1978 entering class, all applicants to podiatric medical college must
complete a new Medical CollegdAAdmissions !fast (MCAT), and three years
of pre-professional college education will be the minimum requirement
for entrance into the schools.

froiection of the Subolv of Podiatrists to 122Q

The supply of podiatrists is expected to rise sharply in the coming
years. Several projections of the supply of active podiatrists to
1990 are presented here under different assumptions as to the number
of graduate additions to supply over the projection period. 1/ The
basic determinant of the future supply of podiatrists is very clearly
the enrollment im podiatry Schools. As indicated earlier, podiatry
enrollments have grown rapidly since the early 1960's, with new

1/ See Appendix A-VIII-6 for ddscription of Methodology.
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Federal legislation, beginning with the Health Professions Educational
Assistance Act of 1963, providing much of the impetus for the recent

increases. In estim4ting the total future supply of podiatrists,
therefore, several drfferent assumptions were made as to expected
number of graduates of podiatry schools.

The basic assumption utilized in developing the "basic" projections of
podiatrists is that the schools will meet the requirements of PL
94-484, with each school increasing itsfirst-year enrollment of
full-time students for the 1978-79 academic year by 5 percent over the

1976-77 academic ar (it the earlier enrollment was not more than
100), or by percent or 5 students (whichever is greater), if such

enro as more than 100. No additional growth in enrollment per
school assumed so that first-year enrollments are thus
maintained at thq 1978-79 level through the projection period. The
basic projection series also assumes that only one new school of
podiatry will open during the 1975-90 period, probably
in academic year 1981-82 with a projected first-year enrolment of
24.

This "basic" projection of the graduating class of 1974-75 through
1989-90, results in .a total gross graduate inn t of 8,951 for that

period. Utilizing the basic graduate pro jecti n and estimates of
losses to the profession; the supply of .active odiatrists is
projected to grog from 7,300 in 1975 to 8,700 in 1980 and to 12,500 in
1990. The number of active podiatrists is thus projected to rise
5,200 or 71 percent between 1975 and 1990, as compared with much
smaller average annual increases between 1970 and 1975. Theatio of
Active podiatrists to population is projected to increase harply to
5.1 per 100,000 population in 1990, as compared with 3.4 pe cent per
100,000 in 1975.

In an alternate low projection series, the assumption is made that the
schools will meet the requirements of PL 94-484 by providing for the
specified proportion of first year enrollment of full -time students to
be comprised of residents of States in which there are no accredited
schools of podiatry. On thiS basis, first year enrollments would be

maintained at) the 1976-77 levels roughout the projection period,
with no new Schools of podiatry a umed to open. A total gross
graduate input of 8,619 is pkoje ted for this 15year period, as
compared with 8,951 in the basic rojection. Overall, the low
projection indicates a 66 percent increase in podiatrists, to 12e100

by 1990.

In high projection series, the assumption was made at increases
would occur in full-time first-year-enrollments bey d those required
in the legislation and assumed in the. basic pro jec on series. Such
increases, would not approach the growth levels king place during
and prior to the earlier legislation, but would. still result in an
annual increase of 1 percent per year per school beyond the basic
series.- In add Lion to the new school included in the basic series,
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it was assumed that a' second new podiatry school would open in the
South (the area with the lowest ratios of podiatrists to population)
in4he 1985-86 academic year, with 'a first year enrollment of 24.
Under this high alternative projection, a total gross graduate input
of 9,196 is projected, with the supply of active podiatrists

,,,_increasing to 8,700-in 1980 and 12000 in 1990. This would represent
--"41 20-percent increase between 1970 and 1980 and a 74 percent increase

over the 1975-90 period, only a slightly larger increase than in the
"basic" projection. Under the low alternati , the supply of active
podiatrists is projected to be 8,700 in 1980 nd 12,100 in 1990, or a723 percent increase during the 1970-80 perio and a 66 percent gain
during the 1975-90 period. The podiatrist to population ratio would
thus be 4.9 podiatrists per 100,000 population in 1990, very similar
to the ratio under the basic assumption (5.1 per 100,000) and the high
asiqmption (5.2 per'100,000) All three estimates, however, result in
subStantial increases over he 1975 level.

The projection 6indings under each set of assumptions described above'
are summarized in Tables VIII-2 and

patterns 2f Practice

Although physicians provide many foot care services, substantial
differences in patterns of practice exist between podiatrists and
physicians. Data show that podiatrists handle about nine times as
many soft tissue complaints, and about three times as many static foot
deformities, but only one-sixth as many foot injuries as do
physicians.

4

About three-fourths of all foot related care in the United States is'
being provided by podiatrists. According to recent data, podiatrists

_lad about' 591,000 patient visits per week, or about 30 million annual
as a group. patient visits. By way of contrast, physicians were
responsible for only slightly more than 9 million office visits,
involving the foot. Of these, general and family practitioners
accounted for nearly 4 million office visits involving the foot, while
orthopedic surgeons were responsible for nearly 3 million such 'visits.
In 1974 there were 9,377 orthopedic surgeons and 52,345 general
practitioners. Their distribution by census regioh.differed somewhat
from that for podiatrists.

ThR age-sex composition of patients who receive foot care from
phOsicians is also markedly different from that. of patients treated by
podiatrists. 'Two-thirds of all podiatrists' patients aie female; more
than one-third are over 65 years of age, and only one of 10 is under
age 17. Physicians, in contrast, provide foot care to proportionately
more younger and fever,older.patients than do podiatrists. tese
differences in patient characteristics:are largely attributhble to the
Lftlatively greater 'involveMent by orthopedic surgeons, in particular',
in the treatment of-injuries. Despite these differences, physicians
do in fact treat the same typed of foot conditions as do
podiatristsalthough not with the same degree of emphasis.

V11.1 -9
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Productivity of podiatrists, defined as mean number of patient visits,
is directly related to the age of the podiatrist, his form of
employment, and his use of auxiliary personnel. 1/ As shown below, the.
productivity of podiatrists peaks between the ages of 35 and 44, and
declines thereafter:

Average Productivity
Age of Podiatrist, (Visits Per Week)

=11111111wa= .11
Under 35 years '90.2
35 - 44 104.0
45 - ,54 92.5
55 -,64 73.7
65 and over 46.8

All ages combined' 83.4

there are several possible reasons for this decline: (a) Older
podiatritilp devote a lesser number of hours per week to patient care,
(b) A gtetter percentage of older podiatrists' are to be found in solo
practice--the least productive form of employment, and (c) Older
podiatrists make relatively less use of auziliacq personnel.

Despite the relevance of age, older podiatrists who are salaried or
involved in group or partnership arrangements are seen to be at least
as productive as some of their younger colleagues in solo practice.

The productivity of salaried podiatrists.is greater than that of
podiatrists in other forms of practice except for those between 45 and
54 pears old and those 65 and over. Overall, solo practitioners (of.
all ageS) handle between 20 to 30 patient visits Less per week. than
their counterparts in other forms of employment. ?his amounts to well
over a thousand visits per year fewer--a sizable difference.

Auxilliry

An important determinant of the amount and type of care provided by
podiitrists is the .presence of auxiliaries. More than 5,100 or

,,approximately 73 percent of all active podiatrists reported .utilizing-
some office assistants, medical and non-medical in 1974. Nearly
one-half of all podiatrists utilized one or are full time, assistants
in that year. About 44 percent (or 3,083) utilized one full-time
assistant, nearly 13 percent utilized two assistants, and 11 percent
employed three or More full-time assistants. As is generally true,in

1/ Greenberg, Leonard. A Proposed Demand-Productivity Model for the
Designation of Podiatric Hanpomer Shortage Areas, Report prepared for
ABER, Health Resources Administration.

r
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most health professions, the proportion of podiatrists utilizing
assistants decreased as the age of the podiatrist increased. Whereas
nine of every ten podiatrists under age 35 reported utilizing one or
more full-time assistants in 1974, only tour of ,ten podiatrists age b5
and older utilised one or more full-time assistants. A similar
distribution by age occurs for those.utilizing part-time assistants.

11 far higher Isoportiong.-93 percent--of all active podiatrists
primarily sphtialising in surgery employed office assistants than did
podiatrists reporting general practice as their primary activity.
Approximately 70 percent of general practitioner podiatrists utilized
assistants in 1974. In general, it appears from the 1974 data that
podiatrists utilising office assistants on a full-time basis proyide a
wider variety of services than do podiatrists not utilizing office
assistants. loexample, nine out of ten podiatrists utilizing
assistants offered physical, therapy' treatment, in contrast to six out
of ten of those not utilizing assistants.

Utilization of pddiatric assistants alsO is a major factor in
differs:Ades in' productivity of podiatrists in patient care.
Podiatrists providing patient care who did not employ office
assistants averaged slightly more than 47 patient visits a week
(doting the 1974 reference seek), while podiatrists who did employ
office assistants averaged 91 patient visits during the same week,
nearly twice as many. Productivity was, also related to the number of
off ice assistants which the podiatrist employed. Podiatrists with one
full-time assistant averaged 86 patient visits per week; those with
two full-time assistants averaged 112 patient visits, and those with

Age of podiatrist

MIN 1111111N

Averaah productivity Ivisieuperweeki.
Self-employed Salaried

Solo Group 1/ Partnership 2/

All ages combined... 2112122a3 ._.122.7 107

'Under 35 years 78.5 102.0 106.3 117.0
35-44 98.1 120.0 121.8 128.8
45-54 ............. 89.3 106.2 117.6 97.8
55-64 71.1 65.9 93.6 95.5
65 and over . 45.5 59.7 62.8 52.6

1/ Includes at least one podiatlist conjointly working with
at least one person in another health profession, who can
independently treat patients fir nonpodiatric ailments.

a/ Includes two or more podiatrists conjointly providing
podiatric services only.



three pr more assistants had 125 patient visits. Thus increased` use
auxiliaries in the future could play ,a major role in meeting, the

rising demand for podiatric services:
.... .

p...astALisarIcL1projected Manpower Levels
,

.4
fl,

. .
,

In order toikrelate the iiticinal.and regional distribution' of health,
care- practitioners ordinarily involved in. the. treatment of the .foot
more spdcifically to foot care, it is helpful to.talki.m.terms of a
single measure--the number- of full-time equivalent (FTE)- foot care
practitioners'i To do this, the assumption was made that orthopedid
surgeons devote, on the average, 20 percent of their practice to the -
foOt and general ractitioners 3:percent..' Based on those assumptions
(which.are consi' ent with the utilization figures presented earlier),
the National in regional numbeeS,of FTE foot care practitioners are
as shown. ih -Table IX-5.

Whileit is, extraordinarily difficult to determine exact levels of
requirements forpodiatrists'and others providing foot scare services,
most measures of future requirements indicate, tthat helprojected
.supply'of podiatrists will fall far short of the number required, even
if the card provided by orthopedic surgeons and general practitioners
is included. As indicated, in 1990, the most likely level of supply
of podiatrists is expected to be 12;500. If full=time equivalent
general practitioners -and orthopedic surgeons are included,
'approximately 5,0.00 additional foot care practitioners would be added

. to this, supply. In total, then, a supplyof. about 17,500 foot care°
practitioners is expected to be available in 1990.

One measure. of. future requirements fot podiatrists that isoften used
is the optimum ratio of 10 podiatrists per 140,000 population,utilized
by the American Podiatry Association. This results in'a requirement
for about 24,400 podiatrists ,in- 1990. Although part of this
requireMent will likely continue to be met by orthopaedists, general
practitioners and other physicians, it appears likely that there 'Will
still be a serious shortfall in the supply of podiatrists. A rough
comparison of foot care, practitioner supply and keguirements in 1990
shows a projected, supply of 17,500 FTE foot care practitioners versus
avrojected requirement for 24,400 practitioners, a shortage of 7,000
foot care practitibners. :Even to raise the ratio in the sout47-4hich
currently'has the lowest'practitioner density of the' ..fou'Y major .

. geographic regionsr-tO parity 'with: the next lowest ,,region, would
.
neciessitate an additional 620 full -time foot care: practitioners.

The SOAR general.model generateg a doubling requirements for
podiatrists in 1990 over current levels. TheSe estimates do not take into
account recent trends toward increased utilization of pOdiatric services
by the population. On the basis, the projected requirements for podiatrist
in 1990 is ..about 30 percent grater than the ptojected supply in that year.

V111-12
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Data andAnalvtisal_legas

The'1974 NCHS survey of podiatrists isthe source of the latest and
most reliable- -ava-i-la-ble---da-ta-:-on:'-the-podiatric-manpOwe'r-,;-:-"*OrAmost;

--j

purposes, this data have provides an adequate descriptive base for the
professieton, and anewauryey is vlahned for 1978.: While these data
cover most of the immediate data'and'analytical needs.oapodiatriata,
more current data on_podiatriats may:be,needed particularly for.work
such as designatiot of health manpower shortage areas, specifically As:.
related to small geographic areas. It would also. be desirable to have
another data point for,trendanalysis for dati.on.Podia,triats. In
addition, further.data collection is needed im.tvo other areas.
The collection of more ccipprehentive.data'on the use of_podiatric
services is needed. Such data would nrat,only provide counts of
podiatric auxiliaries but-Aroup likely- help to delineate specific .:
areas of podiatry where such euxiiiaries are involved. In addition,
a task analysis study similar to that. Conducted .',

recently for pharmacists *peeds,to-be mounted'for podiatrists. Such a
study would provide. valuable data on tow podiatrists-in various
settings spend theAr time.

.

,
.

. A ', . . .

From a longer range standpoint, there is A:strAng need for an
epidemiological study which would have as its goal a better
understanding of the footcare services sought by and provided to the
population: This would assist in .the development of more adequate
manpower goals than those currently possible. Such a study vould.be
designed to yield estimates of regional manpower peed on -a,
time-phased, priority hasis,.providing of a data base superior that

, .Currently available. .

411



Methodology and. Assuptions Relating to ProjectIon.of Podiatrists
k

Estimates of the number. of active podi trists for 1975-90 were
dwcal-culated -utilizing the_ data fxo.m...,the... CAS s14...c.Y.P.Y....of _podiatrists ,s a

ase. It was assumed the base,reflect d a time period of December 31,
1974. Data on graduates of podiatry schools for 1975 and 1976 were
obtained from school reports on FY 76 Capitation grant applications;
the American, Association of Colleges of Podiatric Medicine proVided
estimates of 'first-Jear enrollments. through 1976-77. ' _Graduate

, projections' to7 1990 were compiled _from the number of first-year
Students reported 4 years ear r, utilizing an attrition rate ,of 12
percent in both the basic zne'thod o y and the alternative-supply
projections in line with the most recent experience. rh s, 88 percent
of enteeinT4odiatry students are projected to graduate 4 years later..

component .would change some at, but the overall. imp ct on the totalIf a' different attritiori,r to were used, Of )courses, t graduate

supply estimates would be. mino .. Under the basic methodology, for
.example, using a 1.0 percent &ter" lop rate would result, in about 200
additional gra uates over the projection period whereas using a 15
,percent 4ttritio rate would result in a-bout 306 fewer podiatric
graduates.'' .1.

SeparatiOn rates used in the basic methodology and in the alternative
approaches were deriveelargery from age-specific death and rc,t1,rement,
rates for while males developed by the, Nationaetenter 'for health

'StatisticS 1 /-and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 2/
e

In compaiing age-specific data, from he. :D par ent, of Vapor showing f
male -labor fOce pa rticilta tion rates with cirmatiOti on the
proportion 'of podiatrists that are inactive (as obtaided from the .19
NCO. Suriey), it was found that a lower proportion of podiatrists were
inactive for all age groups 60 years o(f---age and above. This suggests
that podiatrists tend to. retire at a lter age than' does the general

cm male 'labor force. Given this finding., adjustment -factors were
developed to convert the published age-specificretirement rates for
males i the labor force to a series which would better approximate
the app rent podiatrist experience. The overal do.5equence or the
utiliza ion of. "podiatrist-specific" retiremen rags is that
retir ents over the -20-year period are reduced by approximately 15

1/ Death rates from abridged life tables, U.S., 1967-71, white .ma le
and white female rates (unpublished 5-year age groups) .'
2/, Retirement rates- are for the general male and female labor fc, rce,
1970, as published in Bureau. of Labor Statistics. Lekit h Of isorkina
;fife for Ben and Women. 1970. Monthly LaboyReview, pp. 31735,. ti

February. 1976.
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percent, compared with the nribe, estimated to retire if theunconverted Male labor rates were used.

ilrilike_r_etic_ement---patter IA's,- thoreis--no-ewideric to' g-e-s t-7thatpodiatrists, tin the averag t, live longer thart:p rsons, in the gene fa
labor force. Therefore, e-rspecific mortality rotes derived- fr
those developed by the Natlonal Center fog Health Statistics wer
simply applied to the podiatrist population. Age-specific separationrates, consequently, represented the sum of individually conCputeti

.

retirement and mortality iates.

V111-15
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Table Trend in. amber of active podiatrists and ratios to.
population'bi geographic region: 1970 and 1974

Region

o

Number of Ac iv ?ocliatripts tatjo per '190,000 Pogulation
Change 1970 Change 1970

1970 1974' to 1974 1970 197:4 \to 1974
(percent) (percent)

Total U.S... ....../.5. Is.

Northeast.. 2,992' ,877
North

Central. 2,059 1,968
South.....: 989... 1,135
Nest...... 1,038 1,105

-3.8 6.1 540

.74., 4 , 3,6 3.'4
14.8 1.6 1.7
6.5 3.0 3,0

-4.9

-5.6
6.2
0.0'

44.4erwrommon44,assiosome...

1/ Excludes 35 podiitrists, active in. podiatric-related
who do not provide patient care.

Source: 1970 and 1974 NUS Surveys of Podi)atrists, Podiatry
1411inpower Serieg 14 No. 11, ERA 74-1806, !larch 1974.

A
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'Table VIII-2. First year enrollments an graduates in podiatry
schools under basic and alternati-ve assumptions: Actual

1971-72 through, 1975-76, cproiected 1976-77 through 1989-90
16

First-yOar
;

enrollment
Graduates

Academic year Basic Alternative . Basic Alternative
?

methodology '-assumptions methodology assumptions
Low High Low High

1972-73 478 ' 478 1178 -

1973 -74 548 548 540
1974-75 : 561 , 561 501 352 352 ,352

1975-76 Jt42 642 642 421 4211 421
1976777 650 550 650 403 483 483
1977-78 660 650 660 494 494 494
1978-79 675 650 675 , 566 566 566
1979-80... 675 650 , 682k .573 573 5731
1980-81 675 650 689 58 .5.13. 581
1981-82 699 650 720 595 573 595
1982-83 699 650 727 595 573 601
1983-84 - 699, 650 734 595 573 ,607
1984-85 699 650 742 616 , 573 634
1985- 86 699 650 149 616 573 640
198681....: 699 650 781 616 573 647
1987-88.. ., ,,9 , 699 650 789 616 573 694
3988-89 699 650 797 616. 571 660 -

1989,01v:1 - - 616 573 688

s.
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Table Supply 0 active podiatrists and podiatrists/population

ratios, using basic methodology and alfernafg assumptions:

actual 1970 and 1975; projected 1980-90

Projection series 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

A

Easic methodology... "\

Alternatilles:

Low /4100
,Histgh ....... . .. .. 7,100

Number of active, podiatrists

7,100

Basic,methodOlooy...

AliernatiVes:.

Low.

High,

7,300 8,700 10,500 12,500

713P0 8,,700 10,1100 12,400

7,306 8,730 10,600 12,700

4 Pate per 100,000 population

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.9

3.9

3.9

'4.5

4.

4.9

5.2

Source: 1970 active podiatrists derived fromy6ta in Koch,

Hugo K., and Phillips, Hazelk M. Podiafry,Manpower--A general

Orofire, qnitee States., 1970 VIEW Pub. No. 14 -1805. 1975 podiatrists

derived from 1974 NCHS,Survey of P iiatrists published in the tiort4h1j,

Vital Statistics report Vol.,24, No. 7, Supplement, Oct. 24, 1975.

?opulation: _U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population

Peports, Series P-25, No. 601 (Series rr). Total population as of

July 1, includes armed forces overseas.
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Table v411-4. .114tioowidin And ronional dintrihoion of hellth tarp
pcactitionora-involvod in 'proti.dinq foot eau,

li00311.

Podiatristn,

..'..-119t9ovtic.122111_,
luedinr P0r 100,000

population

.orthopaplic roropons..

1mitdatilt.12131.
Nombpr Pot 100,000

population

nonoral prartitionors

_Aeguzfedertlf..12721_
Alohor Par 140,000

population

Total Mato& Statfta... 6 965 3i3

Oft
9,17/

a
4.5,

- -_--

52,145

__ _-- -- -- -

25.1

Oortheast..2.... 2,1145 2,520 5.1 12,379 24.9
Iforth Central 1,942 2,047 3.6 14,169- 25.0

1,099 1.7 2,584 4.0 11061 22. 4
Vont 1,079 3.4 2,22f 6.2 11,016 30.6odnik .6...m .....

Sown: 197 VCRS Survey of Podiatrists and, Amarican 010 Associations itillibukupg
Illticimio.14.0140_1tattl. 197k

J
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/able VIII- Fe 11-t'

United Stat

Region

J

guivalent foot care practitioners in the

nationwide and by region

Number\ef FT.E foot 14mber per 100 000

populationcare practitioner d

4'
.Total United States... 10,410 5.0

9

liortheast..,,. . OOO . O ....mi. 3,720 7.5

North Central....-.... e OOOOO ... 2,76t 4.8

South... OOOOO mi....." OOO .... 2,053 3.1

WestOOO 604W 0410060400000 0,855 5.1

DIWPCMMWOMM40...0.1PMMIP~NommlimailOPIMM



VETERINARY

9

In December 1975 there were an estimated 31,100 active veterinarians
the'United States. This is a sizeable increase from the 25,900

estimatedactive. veterinarians in 1970. The numb of, vetetinarians
is ;projected to increase dramatically over the decade with the
largest portion of the increase expected_to co rom the
establishment of new veterinary schools. In the 1976-77 academic year
there were 21 accredited schools of veterinary medicine. This number
mgyrise to 27 by the mid-19801s, contingent upon approval and funding
for several proposed new schools.

In terms "of specialty the largest increase in the supply of-
veterinarians has occurred in companion animal prsctice, where the
nmmber of practitioners increased from an' estimated 11,300 in 1970 to
14,700 in 197.5. The number,offood animal practitioners, the next
largest specialty, showed only a small increase, from .6,400 to 7,000
over the same,period.

While Blacks and females remain underrepresented in the field, there
has been a sharp increase in the enrollment of 'females in veterinary
schools, with women comprising 28 percent of total enrollment ;in the

academic year.

A the supply of active veterinariansmar,exceed projected
requirements by the late 1980's, therpis a'growing problem of
specialty and geographic maldistributien, caused in a large part by
the increasing preference among veterinarians' for clinical companion
animal 'practice.

Vetniearians and the Delivery of Cap: .

The role of the veterinarian as a c tributor to human health is vide
ranging, ,but often little understoo A .guestionfreguently raised
with regard,to the activities of veterianarians relates to. the extent
to which these activities contribute to human health.

A recent study supported by the Bureau of Health Manpower outlined'
areas in which the activities of veterinarians contribute to human
health goals. 1/ These include zoonoses prevention and control) food
protection, environmental hazard_prevention'and control, comparative
medical research, mental and emotional health, and nergency medical

Le, University of Minnesota School of Public Health. "A Summary of A
Description of the Responsibilities dY Veterinarians as they, Relate
Directly to. Human Health." BHM Contract No. 231-76-0202, June, 1976.

1X-1
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services to animals. Iat was concluded by the National Advisory
Comiittee for this study that, "As a major health profession,
Veterinary medicine is an integral part of the human health delivery
system with activities that are inextricably entwined in the
protection and improvement of human health." The committee further
stated that, "Assigning relative importance to .members of the health
team is futile, since the activities of all professionals, including
veterinarians, are necessary to promote optimal human health."

Another guesti-on Currently being raised is whether or not the
veterinarian is the' only one .who can perform the service which he/she
provides/ In some areas of veterinary practice, such as companion
animal surgery or rabies inoculation, licensed veterinarian is
regui4ed. Other areas, such as biomedical research, could, at least
in thilory, be performed by biochemists .or microbiologists. (This is
not to suggest that veterinarians engaged in research should be
replaced by biochemists or microbiologists, but only to provide an
awareness of possillle substitutability.1 The increased use of
veterinary assistants and animal technicians could extend the amount
of Came provided by veterinarians. These cluestions .need to be further
researched and monitored.

Current Supply sq Veterinarians
. /

There were an estimated 31,100 active veterinarians in the United
States in December 1975. This number is AREA on adjustments to *the
ATHA masterfile and recent conversations Vah-offici is of AVMA.
regarding the completeness of the file., It kepresen "an'increasd of
twenty percent over the estimated 25,900 active veterinarians in 1979-

Veterinarians are engaged in a wide range of professional activities,
including treatment of companion animals, herd maintenance and disease
control, regulatory and public health functions, 'research, and
teaching. (See Table ix-1r. ', .

10

Among active/veterinarians the largest proportion are engaged in
companion animal practice, the, area which has also had greatest:
increase, with the number engaged in this type of ptactice rising from
an estimated 11,300'in 19/0 1/ to 14,700 in 1975. The number of fq.0,41
animal practitioners showed only a slight increase over this period
rising from 6,400 2/ to 7,000. Further evidence of the trend toward
.small animal practice can be found in a recent study of practice
specialtigs of ,graduates of the University of Georgia School of

1/ The Supply Of Health Sanpower: 197 0 Profiles and Projections to
1990. DHEW Pub. No. (MIA) 75-38, December, 1974.

2/ Ibid.
(

1X-2
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Veterinary Medicine from 1950 to 1971;1/ Over one-half ,of the
graduates during that period here engaged. primarily in small animal
practice. 4
The growing prefekence for clinical companion animal prac ce and a
corresponding decIinin4 -interest in farm animal practic are matters
of increasing concern. The factors which have encourag d the trend
toward clinical companion animal practice were examined in a recently

'completed study. 2/ These include: (1) a more Wice -based practice
Settirft, (2) legs time spent in driving, and (3 Ka shorter 'workweek.
Other factors which appear" to contribute to the preference for
companion animal , practice include a less hazardous work setting than
for farm animal .practitioners, a h gher degree of professional
recognition, and the, ability to p actice a more scientific form of
medicine'in the office setting.

In,terms of efforts ,for increasi g interest in farm animal practice
among new graduates, emphasis non-financial incentives may be more
successful in attraCting vete arians to this area of practice. ,In
the abbie-mentioned study ono statistically significant differendes
were-found in eithe the anticipated, or actual incomes of veterinary
students and, pract cing veterinarians, respectively, when related to
their specific pra ice type.* This finding' contradicts the
widely-held belief that income is the main reason for preferring
companioh animal to,farm an4t mal_pra

Ano er significant factor ffectIng specie lepreference is
th relationship between s ze of childhood residence and type of
ractice. There is a greater likelihood of a preference for farm

es that a policy of increasing place's veterinary schoo s;ti

nimal practice among student' who grev.up in a rural setting.
5 gges
offered to ,persons with. a rural background could very well!increase the
number.of graduates who enter (and,remaiin) farm animal practice.

Current health manpower legislation. (P.L. 94-484) has addressed this
problem of.specialty.maldistribution. The law states that "an
applicatiosi of a school of Veterinary medicine for a grant under
Section 770 shall contain or be supported by assurances satisfactory
to the Secretary that the clinical training of the school shall
emphasize predominately care to food-producing animals or to
fibre-producing.animals, or to both. types of animals*: This
requirement may increaseth r number of new graduates who opt for farm

'1/ crawford and Coulter. "A Comparison of Practice Fates of Male and.
Female Georgia Veterinary Medical Graduates, 1950-1973,* journal of
Veterinary Medical Educati6h, pp. 26-27, Spring, 1976.

2/ Snizek and Bryant. *Intraoccupational Veterinary Sj
Career Trends and .Contingencies Among Students, and Prac
Journal of Veterinary Medical Education, Vol. 2, No. 2,

ecia4ies:
itioners."
Fall, 1975.



animal practice in fuytpre years, Itt there' are no assurances that,
even after a student 7iAs received ,a. veterinarY education' which has

. emphasized farm animal .practice he may not elect to engage in
clinical companion animal practice.

.

Pract/tioner Characteristics

terinarians as a gro up are relatively young. Theldiah age among .

.

lit
i ive.veterinariarks is 47.6. Over two-thirds of the active

terinarians are under age 45 (See Table IX-2). This relatively
young median age can be expected to characterize the profession
through 1990, as. the number of graduates frob veterinary schools is
expected to rise' sharply. .

. f
Current Information on sex and race of veterinat available

..

on the AV MA masterfile. The 1970 Census of .P.opulation 'indicated that
'females accounted for 5 percent of the active Viterinar4ams in the
Uhited States in 1970. Blacks uere estimated to account' for slightly
less than 2 percent of the active supply. 1/ However,' the percentage
of females adsnitted to veterinary schools has risen. sharply, from 9
*percent in academic- year 1968,69 to over 30 percent in 1976-77. 2/
This clearly indicates that women will comprise an increasing
proportion oeltotal veterinarians in .years ahead.

ES2SILikahiS-21ELLI skiii&k.

As would be expecte4 the distribution of active veterinarians by
'region and State II highly uneven. The-highest ratios of
veterinarians, per, 100,000 human population are foUnd in the West North
Central region, with Iowa at having. the largest ratio. However,
these ratios do not reflect the number of food animals which require
veterinary, 'service, and, therefore, are not fully_indicative of
maldistribution. A more accurate geographic picture can be obtained
by comparing food animal pra 'tioners in a given area with food

4111Panimal populations. This i ressed in terms 'of "veterinary
livestock units" - -a weighted stem based on,the varying amount of
care required for different kinds of food animals. This recently . .

developed measure should provide more insight for future analysis of
distribution.

The problems of geographic and specialty maldistribution among
veterinarians are closely related. While a clearer picture of the

1/ U.S. Bureau of the Census. United States census of Population:
1970 Detailed Characteristics. United States Summary. Final Report
DC (1)-D1. U.S. Government. Printing Office, 1973.

2/ Journal of the American Veterinary' Medical Association. Studerit
Enrollment 1976-77; 170:486, March 11977. Also prior annual
reports.



Froblem will .be obtained when the currently ongoing additional
analysis has been completed, it can be generally :stated that tie area
of greatest shortage is for farm animal practitioners in rural. areas. Af
Any efforts aimed at alleviating specialty maldistributioreshould also
be helpful in rldueing geographic maldistribution. These vill be
dealt with at length in.the next report. T.

Iicensure Requirements!

'Veterinarians are required to be Iicensed,ln all'States and the
Districhi.of Columbia. Preprofessional requirements are not specified
in the law. However, graduation from a'college4A veterinary medicine
is requited. The American ,Veterinary Medicine Association (AVM) is
the recognized specialized accrediting agepcy: some States accept
ATHA accreditation while others leave the'question of approval to the
-board of examiners.

Britten examinations are :required, and in 29 States an oral
examination is an additional requirement. Most Statesqave provisions
for recognizing applicantt from other States. also, many State
'licensing boards accept, in lieu of graduation from an accredited
college, a certificate as issued by AMA through the EducationalEducaltional
Comm*ssion for -Foreign Veterinary Graduates (ECTVG)..

In the 1976-/7 aOademit yearl there were '21 accredited schools of
veterinary medicine in the. United States. Two of these schools, the
University of Tennessee and the University" of Florida, admitted their
.first classes. of students in 1976-77. Three additional schools of .

veterinary.medicineAre scheduled to open in the .next several years:I
Mississippi State UniVersity in 1978, Tufts University- in
Massachuketts in. 1979, and Oregon State University in 1979. (This
latter program will be in conjunction with the school of veterinary -
mediaine at Washington. State University.) Still in the' planning stage
are veterinary medical -progineips at Virginia POlytechqical,Institute,
North Carolina State University, and the University of Bebraska. It
is projected that. these schools will open in the early to mid-1980es.

'\ Assuming all of the above mentioned programs are implemented,.the
number of schools of veterinary medicine will. have risen from 18 in
1970 to 21 in 1976, and to 27 by the mid-J980's.

Between the 1964-65 and 1976-77 academic years, first-year enrollmen s
in schools of veterinary medicine have increased. from 1,139 to 1,85 ,

an increase of 63 percent ISee Table A-II-1). The number of geadua
from 874 to 1,599 over the same period:
attributed to federal support provide
Education Act of 1966, and subsequent,

has increased by 83 percent,
.Much of this increase can b
under the Veterinary Medical
legislation.

1X-5
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Veterinary medical education, like the other health educatiOn
disciplines, has been subjected to numerous external and internal
forces" ranging from closer public scrutiny of the cost effectiveness
Of the educational system to the stuaentos demand for greater
educational relevancy. This multitude of forces has had and will
continue to have an impact upon the veterinary medical education
curriculum, not only on its content but also orr its form and the
manner in which it is presented.

content changes which are currently taking place deal largely with the
streamlining of the traditional course material in order to open up
time for the inclusion or expansion of new course material .such as
herd management, preventive medicine, public health, environmental
health', and human health and nutrition. In addition, special courses
are being developed and presented which are designed to' reduce' the
student attrition rate particularly among minorities.

Numerous situations exist where the form of the curriculum is changing
in tandem with the changes in content. In some, instances, core and
elective courses have been developed to allow the student greater
41exability in pursuing his particular interests. k.trend toward
combining the basic science courses with the clinical courses is
noted. This tend4to focus the learning experience on all facets, of
organ systems rather than the multiplicity of disease entities. Often
the .student is allowed to use the animal of his .chocising as', his model
in this system.

In order to encourage greater participation in community health, food
aniiral practice and rural practice, an increasing amou,nt:of
instruction is takin place "off campus" in functioning' practices and
field programs. Thi has t added benefit of demonstrating the

IFTrelevance of the curri to the students.

One of the more dramatic chges Currently taking place is the treater
utilization of modern techndlogr in-the teaching process. A' movement
toward self paced learning __s_upppported by strong' autotutorial systems' is
in evidence.- The develop of of learning resource centers, is
currIOntly taking place at most `of the schools of veterinary medicine.
These centers aEe usually staffed-by educational specialtsts and a
variety of audio-visual personnel that were not;oherefdIore,
available.

Television and Computers are 'being brought into the educational
process in ever increasing amounts leading to improved.educafional
efficiency and,effectivehess. As greater reliance is placed upon
self-paced learbing suppbrted by computer-assisted inftruction, the,
further development-of these' sygtems pill. be-trequired.

O



Projection oLfirpt-Ieir Epullment

The basic alojection of first year enrollments thr gh 1987-88, alongalter'with tive low and high projections, is pres ted in Table 1X-3.
The 1976-77 academic year was used as a base year, with 21 schools and
a total first-year enrollmest of 1,856 students. increases over the
period have been broken (loan into three component's: (1) 'increases
mandated by PL 94-484, (2) new schools, and (3) aeonomous growth. (A
detailed analysis is presented in the appendix.) - 1

Under the basic series, first-year enrollments are projected-to
increase to 2,209 in the 1980-81 academic year and to 2,578 in
1987-88. Under the low series, the projected enrollment is 2,165 in
19-80-81 and 2,220 in 1987-88; under the high series 2,243 in 1980-91
and 2,811 in 1987-88.

Projection of the Future Supply of Veterinarians

Under the basic methodology--whiCh is considered the nost realistic
projectiton--the supply-of active' veterinarians is projected to
increase from 31,059 in 1975 to 54,400 ln,1990, an increase of 77
percent. A difference of only 2,300 is projected between the high and
low'series. The 'projection model takes into account the age
tistribution of the base. projected first-year enrollnents, the
completion rate (first-year enrollments less .the cohort .attrition
rate) in veterinaky.schools, and death and retirement rates for
veterinarians./ -Three series of projections of, the supply of .active
veterinarians)through 1990: re presented in Table 11-4. For each
series the respective basic, low, or high projection of first-year
enrollments was used (See Table 1 -2). The same rates of completion
and death and retirement were u lor each series.

This sizeable%ncrease.from previous projections of the supply of
veterinarians, is due largely to the opening and projected opening of
new schools of veterinary medicine. The demand for admission to
schools. of veterinary medicine is strong, with an application-
to-acceptahce ratio of around'six-to-one, which is approximately
double that of medical ols: Thus there is great preSsure
States without schools of veterinary medicine to establish 'veter nary
programs to satisfy the demands of their residents.

§2421121let*inarians vs Requirements

'Estimates of requirements of.vetrinarians 'are beSt obtained by
separate a lysis f each ,area. of 'veterinary practice--compAnion
animal, fip mike-Meat inspection, teaching,Aresearch, and so on.
The requite for each specip.1 y can then bey to obtain an,
aggregate est tie of.reguiremen s. A ptojection OfAreguirements
through 199P was.made by the 4ISnpower',Analysis BranO in 1973,
extending the earlier published frojections of the Natidhal
Academy 4 Sciences. = 1/ '4



A.comparison of projected supply and requirements shows that a'

balance may occur in the,late 1980's, when the supply may very well
exceed requirements. The supply is projected to reach 54,900 in
1990, with an estimated requirement of 52,300 2/ for that year. From
an overall viewpoint this suggests that if all of tie proposed new
schools are established and if there itpan autonomous growth rate of
1 percent per year, then there may be an excess supply of
veterinarians in 1990. However, additional work is needed to update
and refine the projection of requirements, including more research
on the utilization and productivity of veterinarians and auxiliarfies
in the various practice settings in which they are engaged.

Data and Analvt &cal Needs

The master file of, the American Veterinary Medical Associatipn
represents the latest available data on veterinarians in the U.S.
Although the file was judged to be only about 80 percent complete' in
1973, the rate of completeness is believed somewhat higher at present
due to improvements implemented by the Association following a stpty
supported by BHM.

Being dependent on an essentially incomplete data base in orde to
generate 'estimates of veterinarians, a complete inventory of all
,veterinarians is needed, possibly through the licensure process.

,A prime difficulty' in utilizing the licensure' process as a meclianisla
for gathering data, on veterinarians is .that it appears that a
substantial portion of active veterinarians may, not maintain an active
State license. °Therefore to gather national data on veterinarians it
may be necessary to supplement dath collected though the licensure
renewal protess.with a survey of veterinarian employers such as the
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture as the employer ot veterinarians acting as
Federal meat inspectors.

Veterinary medicine is one of the 13,occupations included in the
Cooperative Health Statistics System (CHSS) under the aegis of the
National Center for Health Statistics. At this time about 20 States
are actively collecting data on veterinarians under CHSS. The
desirability of gathering comparable infotmdtion in non -CHSS States
has been discussed by the Bureau of ealth Manpower. It is. likely

1/ Committee on Veterinary Medical Reseatch in Bducat.LPL New
Horizons for Veterinary Medicine. National Academy of Sciences,
Vashington, D.C., 1972.

JI

'2/ Unpublished estimate of veterinarian requirements made by the
Manpower Analysis Branch in 1973.
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that data for veterinatans practicing in non -CHSS States will be
collected by.NCHS with HM support during the next two fiscal years.

,Bowever, as mentioned above, additional data collection efforts will
be necessary to obtain a complete census of practitioners.

//
While the immediate data and analytical needs on veterinarians are
somewhat more critical, than for other health manpower disciplines, it
would be desirable to gather additional information on veterinarian
productivity,. auxiliary utilikation.or other critical issues'
comparable to -other health professions.

ns 2t4oterinarians

Basic, low and high'projections of first-year enrollments in schools
of veterinary medicine are presented in Table A-IX-2.

The 1976-77 academic year was used as a base kr, with 21 schools and
a total first-year enrollment of 1,856 students. The future growth in
first-year enrollments has been broken down into the folio in.
components: (1) increases mandated by Public Law 94-484, ) w
schools, and (3):autonomous growth. Over the projection p iod of
1977-78-to 1987-88, the only legislative intervention is a sumed to be
PL 94-484. The anticipated effect of 'this law is include In the low,
basic, and high projection series.

(1) Increases mandated by Public Law 94-484: This legis ation
requires schools of veterinary. medicine to increase enrollments
in the 78-79 academic year by at least 5 percent,' or have 30
percent of the enrollment of full-time
first-year students be residents of states in which there are no
accredited schools of veterinary medicine. An aaalyiis of the
geographic distribution of the 1976-77 entering clasiAe
veterinary students' shows that 8 of the 21 schools prqently meet
the 30 percent criteria and would be required only to maintain
the present n

1 W
ber of first-year places. It has been assumed

that these 8 s pools will maintain enrollments at the 1976-77
level through he 1978-79 academic year, and that the remaining
schools'w'll opt for the 5 percent increase, and not assign
places to ut-of-ISte students.

(2) New Schoo Three new veterinary medical programs, at
Nississippi State, Tufts, and Oregon State University are
relatively certain of being iuplemented and have been included in
the low, basic and, high projection series. Two pronsed
programs, at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and North Carolina.
State University, have been included in th9 basic and high ,

series. The proposed school for the Old West Region, at the
University. of Nebraska, has been included in the high series,
since its establishment appears- leSs than certain at this time.
Also included-in the low, btsic, and high series is an increase
in enrollment at the University of California which'ii projected.



for 1979-80. -The increase, estimated at $0, may be In the form
of a new branch or an expansion of the facilities at Davis.
Although the exact date of the increase is uncertain, there is
considerable pressure on the State to increase its output of
veterinarians to meet the demand for vetetinaFiais within the
State.

(3) Autonomous Growth: For the low projection Series, autonomous
growth is assumed to be zero, with existing schools maintaining
enrollments at 1978-79 levels (except for the Univers)ty of
California). While this is undeniably a highly conservative
assumption, it provides a minimum likely forecast. For the basic
series, autonomous growth is estimated at one percent, beginning
with the 1979-80 academic year. This approximates the
anticipated annual increase in population in the United States
(0.86 percent) in 197# through 1990. 1/ An autonomous annuak
growth rate of 1.8 percent is used. in the high series. This Is
the rate of growth in first-1;year enrollments during the 13-year
period prior to enactment of the Veterinary Medical Education At
of 1966. This rate, previously used as a basic assumption in the
projections made by this Bureau in 1974, seems appropriate for
the high series at this time, since there has been a sizeable
increase in the number of schools since the previous projections
were made and more new schools are anticipated. The ,

establishment of these new schools sheuld reduce some of the
expansion pressures on existing schools. A number of States
without schools of veterinary medicine have arrangements whereby
neighboring States with veterinary schools will.accept a certain
number of students each mar. As some of these States establish
their own veterinary programs, the schools which previously
accepted the students from neighboring States will have more
first-year spaces 'available foetheir own residents:

1/ Bureau of(the.Census. PopulationProjections, 1975-1990.
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Table IX-1. Humber of active veterinarians, by major
professional activity: December, 1975

Major professional
activity

pw.
Mumbef of active Percent

veterinarians distribution

All activities

Companion animal practice
Food animal practice
Equine practice -
Regulatory veterinary medicine
Ailitary veterinary medicine
Veterinary public health
Lab animal medicxne

, Clinical practice. .... OOOOOOOOO
Teach ing/r es ea rc h.
Other

100.0

14,691
6,966

866
3,400

800
'385
419
302

2,259
971

1/

47.3
22.4
2.8
11.0
2.6
1.2
1.3
1.0
7.3
3.1

IMO

1/ Includes approximately 2,000 meat and poultry inspectors
employed by O.S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Source: Based on data from the American Veterinary Medical
Association.
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Table II-2. age distribution of active veterinarians:
December. 1975

Age group

1111110.1.M111.

Number of active
veterinarians,

Percent
distribution

-____------,-_
411 ages. 31.100 . 100.0

Less than 25 years ..

25-44 years
1,394

2Q,,156

4,.5,

21.525-29 6,691
30-34 ....t 5,231 16.9
35-39 .2._ 4,265 13.7
40-44 3,969 12.8
45-64 years 9435 39.7
45-49 3.635 11.7
50-54 1,950 6.3
55-59 2,494 8.0
60-64 . 1,156 3.7
65 yeara and over 274 0.9
05-69 208 0.7
70 and; over .0 66 0.2

Source: Number of active veterinarians on data from
the American Veterinary Nedical Association.

1X-12
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table 11-3. First-year enrollments and graduates in)veterinary
schools, under basic and alternative asithumption#: actual

1976-77, ptiojected 1977-78 through 1989-90

Academic year

"OMMEMIMMOMM.M.OIMMMOMMMIO1111.11111,11MIDIMMOMM.M.111111

First-year
9nrollment

Basic Alternative
methodology Immumaisum

GraduateA;\

Basic Alternative
methodology assumptisans

Low High low High

.10

1976-77. 1856 1856 1856 _1529 152 9 1529
1977 -78. 1936 1936 1936 16 30 1630 1630,

1978-79 2 025 2025 202 5 ,1653 1653 1653
1979-80 2160 2138 2127 1804 1804 1804

1980-81 2209 2165 2243 1886 71886 1886
1981-82 2296 2 190 2347 1976 1976 1976
1982-83 2403 2220 2471 2112 2091 2129
.1983-84 2465 ' 2220 250 2165 212 2198
1984-85 2512 2220 2654 2250' 2146 2300
1985-86 2534 , 2220 2708 2355 2176 2422
1986-87 2556 2220 2772 2416 2176 2495
1987-88 2578 .2220 2811 2462 2176 2601
1988-89 I 2483 2176 2654v
1989-90- 410 410 2505 2176

Source: 1976-77 first-yeir'enrollments, JoUrnal of American
Veterinary Medical Association.

1X-13
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Table 11-4. Supply of active veterinarians 'and
veterinarian/populatidn ratios, using basic
methodology and alternative assumptions:

actual 1960-75; projected 1980-90

Projection series . 1960 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Humber of active veterinarians

Basic methodology... 19,700 25,900 31,100 37,500 45,600 54,900
Alternatives:

Low 19,700 25,900 31,100 37,500 45,400 /53,400
High......... ..... 19;700 25,900 31,100 37,500 45,700 55,700 .

.

Rate per 100,000 population

Basic methodology... 10.9 , 12.6 14:6 16.8 19.5 22.4
AlteTnatives:

-.

Low' .... 10.9 V 12.6 14.6 16.8 19.4 21.8
High...mg..... 10.9 2.6 14.6' 16.8 19.5 22.7

dmr

Source: 1960, 1970, and 1975 active veterinarians: Based On
data from-the American Veterinary Medical Association. Population:
U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. Series P-25;:`
Na. 601 (Aeries II). -Total population as of July 1, includes 'Armed
forces overseas. *



Z._MEZTING THE DATA AND ANALYTICAL i5na_m_u_21:111_

As indicated in., earlier sections of this report, much Opthe data,
information, and analyses needed to address more properly many of the
current criticalissues\relating to the status bf the health
profession4 are either 4ravailable or .OutMated Limited efforts °

have been undertaken in recent years to collect the needed data and to
perform the necessary analyses. Because of the. health care
System's magnitude, complexity andimportancee'resolution- of critical

'health manpower issues requires a much expanded information and
analytical kase. 4'

In full recognition of this, Section 708 of the PHS Act as amended
PL 94-484 requires the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
"...establish a program inclUdifig,a uniform health professions dat
reporting system to collect, compile, and analyse data on health
professions' personnel" and to "...develop analytic and desdtiptive
studies of the health professions, including evaluations and
projections. of the supply of, and requirements for, the, health
ofessions by specialty and geographic Iodation". I is believed -

hat the impetus provided by this requirement will ul imitely aid
ignificantly in expanding the data and analytical, act vities needed,

to provide the President and Congress with a stronger formation
base for d policiesofolicies and'legislit'ion.

Authority for impleMentaion of Section .708. of ..the la has-been
as-Signed jointly to the National Center for .Heal '3tatistits and the

(11
Bureau of Health ilanpower.' The National Center for Health Statistics
has the responsibility ;for establishment of the uniform health
professions data reporting system and the Bureau\ of Health Manpower
for the analytic and descriptive studies. Although the time since
passage of the law has been too brief to permit any definitive
results to be obtained from new surveys and studies, plans shave been
jointly developed by NCHS and BEIM for carrying forward these 0

ist important activities. .

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide a general overview of the.*
plans which have been developed jointly by the Bureau of Health
Manpower and the. National Center for Health Statistics in response to
the directive in the law, including (1) a description of the
.procedures to be followed in the implementation of the health --/

profeSsions data reporting system, both in the immediate future and
over the long run, and (2) a summary of the majoranalytic and
descriptive studies that are planned to be undertaken during the next
several years. ' Findings from.these inventories and studies will be
incorporated.in. future reports to the President and Congress.



Thi U alstrajlgilitilLpsgassjapAIALLatpor ,;vstem

The uniform health professions data reporting system is being
developed by the National Center for Health Statistics through the
Cooperative 'Health Statistics SysteMACHSS). In 1971, under the'.
provisions .0,f PL 91-515, NCHS began this development of the CUSS as a
mechanism tor the provision of needed health statistics through.a
coalition of Federal, Stafte, and local agencies. Public Law 93-353,
theJlealth Services Resedrch, Health Statistics, and Medical Libraries
Act of 1974, strengthened the mandate to design and implement a system.
for producing comparable and uniform 13411 information and statisticsmat the various levels of government. he National Center for Health.
Statistics has the responsibility for coordinating the efforts among
Federal agencies and between the Federal government and the States to
assure the quali and comparaOlity of the data'cbliected a'nd to
provide to the States the Federal share of costilbr developing And
operating statistical Systems.

Jogether, the health manpower and health facility components of the
CHSS represent the mechanism through which the uniform health
professions data reporting system Is being developed. TO health
manpower component consist of complete inventories in each CHSS

.health occupations, currentl
SillState, approximately one-h f of all States., for.selected licensed

including allopathic physicians,
osteopathic physicians, dentists, dental hygienists, registered
nurses, licensed practical nurses, piarmacists, chiropractors,
veterinarians, physical therapists, optometrists, podiatrists, And
nirsing home. administrators. Studies are currently being made of the
feasibility of including additional health occupations ApSychologists,
VediCal technologists, audiologists, speech pathologiSts, and public
health personnel) in the future. The inventories provide data, on
training, licensure status, place of practice, professional specialty,
practice characteristics, and selected demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of health professions personnel.

Earlier plans called for the CHSS to; be fully operational in all
States by the early 15804s, and currently about 25 States are already
developing or implementing health manpower or facilities componentsa
If current. NCHS plans, materialize,' aided by the impetus of PL 94-484,
and necessary budget and staff are provided, it is anticipated that
the health manpower and facilities cOmpOnents of the :CHSS will be
operational several years sooner, perhaps within the next few years.

Because of the time .needed to complete the CHSS in all States and
thereby to fully implement the data system called for. by the 'law, it
has become necessary to develop an interim plan for the provision of
the required nation ,data. This interim plan, developed jointly by
the Bureau of Healt anpower and the National Center for HealthStatistics, calls for ipmediate but phased data collection in those
States thaX..currentlr.are not participants in the CHSS. The
information which is collected and the procedures which are followed

N
.
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are identical to those in tee CUSS States. Consequently, the

;

resultant data,' when combined w4th ata from the CHSS States, will
provide general purpose national) st Iisticsi for selected health
occupati 11. Supplementary invento ies hate been completed or are
underwa registered nurses, optometrists, and pharmacists.

Over ,thee several years, plans call for surveys in the non-CUSS
States to lect,sioneral purpose statistics on allopathic physicians,. ,

osteopathic physicians, dentists, podiatrists, veterinarians, licensed
practical nurses and dental hygienists, among others:. - Like the CUSS,

,,,these surveys. would collect information on such items.as'personal
Characteristics, educational.backgroOnd, professional activity,'
specialty, practice setting, and locabion.

In FY 1974, top priority sill be given to surveys of allopathic and
,ositeopathic physicians and licensed practical nurses. In FY 1979, the
cycle of the health.-professions survey's will be completed with surveys
of podiatristi and veterinarians. Upon completion 3f these efforts,
the CHS$ will bopefully be completed and no further interim surveys
'ill be necessary.

In addition to the surveys of licensed health professionals, similar
interim surveys of facilities will provide data on the non-licensed
manpower in a number of health delivery system settings, such. as
nursihg homes, hospitals, and g practices and. ,clinics. Here, too,
the information to be collected Id be the same as that collected in.
the CUSS.'

Even when_these interim manpower and facility surveys are completed and
the data combined with information flowing from the CUSS, however, the
uniform aeaIth pmetessions date- reportiftg system for all the health
manpower types mentioned in Se6tion 708 will not.be completed. This
reflect, the fact that a number,of the disciplines mentioned in the
Sectiod'are not licensed in all 50 States and are not part bf the
manpower component of the CUSS. The disciplines include health care
adminigtration personnel,. audiologists, and speech pathologists.

,Pland call for NCHS to conduct methodological research on how best to
collect data on these groups and then to move into a.collection effort
shortly thereafter. Upon completion of these three' discrete but
related efforts, a continuous flow of health'professions data will be
forthcoming and the requirements of Section 708 for a uniform health
professions data reporting system will be a reality:

As indicated earlier and as recognized clearly in PL 94-484, there is
also a critical need for analytical and descriptive studies of the4

health professions, studies that go well beyond collection of new and
additional information. Although the availability, currency, and
validity of the dita on healthopractitioners, such as that to be
obtained from the health professions annual reporting system, is of

_ critical importance, of equal importance to the process of reportin

4



on tae current and future status of health profespions is the analysis
of these and other data. Plans are being made. tQ expand significantly
the scope of analytical and descriptive studies.in.order to obtain
better insights into the workings of the health system and the
dybamics of health manpower developments..

The plan developed by the Bureau will address pariicularly those f
manpower issues that are of significance to policy and legislative
activities. The plan essentially calls for the development of a
number of analytical studies of the health care, health manpower and
healbh education systems in 'the States to obtain an improved
understanding of -the strengths, weaknesses dnd dynamics of these
systems, past, present and future. In simple terms, the objective is
to be able to provide to Congress and the President relevant
information on manpower 'constraints upon the provision of health care
in the U.S. currently and in the future.

Ogerall, the art and science of collet of data and statistics
described in the earlier section of th c ter are far advandid over.
the state-of-the-art in the area of health nalysis. The health cure
and health manpOwer issues confronting the ation require answer, to a
multitu4e of discrete, complex, and inter-related questions. AS
result, the plan developed for conduct of analytical studies calls for
studies on large, diverse and wide ranging set- or topics, which will
only be touched on here. Other chapters of this Report describe in
more detail some of the studies underway, needed, or planned.

The Bureau of Healt#,Manpower has identified mote' than 30 speCific.
analytical studies and efforts that would have to be mounted to
properly address the requirements of Section 708. Howevex, these
activities are being or will be undertaken to address Wealth
professions issues and requirements described not only in Section 70b
of the PHS Act for the purpose of improving the information base for
the Report to congress and the President on the status of health,
professions personnel, but also to provide analytical support for
other sections of the laik'ss amended by PL 94-484. These include the
analyses needed for sections relating to the designation of health
manpower shortage areas, the report on allied health personnel, the
report on public health and community health personnel, and other
sections of-the Law.

One major set of information activities will ibe mounted to provide
baseline current information on students in health professions
schools. In' some cases, cooperative arrangements will be developed
with educational institutions-and school associations to collect
and /or provide the data, while in other cases the information will be
obtained from schools or individuals receiving finahicial, support from
the of wealth ManOver, especially under Section 770 of the
legislation, which provides fora annual grants,., to schools of medicine,
osteopathy, tentistry, public health, veterinary medicine, optometry,
pharmacy, podiatry-for the support of the education :programs. Plans

X-4
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for development ot this information arc -.not tirm as yet, and will'be
provided, in the next Report.

Refle;tiny the extraordinarily complex issues facing the health care
system and the critical importance of addressing these 'topics, the
BUreau of Health Manpowe'r!s program chlls tor manpower studies related
to utilization, education and practice, charateristicse pAoductivity,
practice behavior, an4 determinants of location,choice." in the health
education arena,. studies are planned on student financing, oOiration
of health professions institutions, characteristics of faculty,
students and graduates, and curriculum developments.- Although these
acrivitiles often include some data.collection,-*heirlyprimary thrust
will be analytical in-nature. An important aspect of this analytical
program will be the development of Nmodele and analytical procedures
to describe the operation of the current health manpower system and to
torecast the possible directions, that systeM may take, in the
suture. Especially important will be the, development of"studies to
forecast sequirements, supply, 44 geographic distribution of health'
manpower. Somb olf the' types of ftalytichl.studies planned are listed,
be 1 OK .

. , . ,

*

4tudies to support improvement requirement models
and the estimation of current requirements. These
general 'models would be,uked.to4orecast future

.

manpower reguiremdnts considering health insurance, the
price of care; delivery system changes, s40 as HMO's
and mid-level practitioners, and other developments in
healthyanpower.

Studies to support improvement of supply models.and-to
evaluate more reliably the changes and dynamics
occurringAmong,the current supply of health manpower.
These models would help, to forecast the-future supply
of manpower considering minority and'' sex composition,
impacts of foreign graduates shifts, in -composition
ot graduate medical educatibn, policy developments
and other changes affecting manpower.

3. Studies to support analysis of manpower-maldistribution
and development of better identification of areas in
need of'health eanpower. This program would
investigate measures of manpower shortage and its
causation and forecast future trends in the' health
manpower distribution to support improved policies
aimed at resolving the health nianpover maldistributiOn.,

4. Analysis of graduate medical education'and;taining
developments. SAch studies would support analytical
efforts to undeistand the determinants of current
supply and distribution of medical specialty maApoiter
and to forecast the future'situation. Ac'

I
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.Studies of the priCtice patterns of physicians already
in practicE These studies would provide for an
ezaminationVf practitioners' diagnoses and treatment
patterns for spepitle qategoriOe of ialness,es, length

.of encounters..with patientss and characteristics and
classifigation of -

'Analysis of the:relationship brtwten practice setting
and cost effectiveness of* the 'provision of .health care
setvices.--- This 'analysis would. take into account setting
costs and utilization of manpower: ,

. . .s

Task analysis of health 'practition activities. these
studies would help to improve modelling capabil4
order. to .b,etter estimate current and future phPs
specialty requirements and to help assess productivity,
changes among physicians arising from task delegation
and the substitutability of different manpower groups..
Studies of the place of practice, specialty-and .
practice.,,,characteristics of different health manpower types.
These projects

vior.
ould develop methods to assess the

relationship be weep manpower requirements, quality of care,
and consumer beh

.The above are' only a few of the types of studies .planned by the
Bureau of Health adnpover to ,respond to the direct:10es in , Section 708

--of the PBS Act as ,amended.by PL 944811.. Although funding to support
all of these studies is not available, the Bureau s plans to conduct
these activities on a phased priority basis as resources E4rmit, with
top priority give&-to those whose results will be most.significant ,.,,,,,
fOr the,,pezt Report to the President and Congress, such as. refined ° °'

projections of the requirements for physicians and dentists,.
projections.of the supply of'minorities and women in the health "
profes,alcurs,, and-improved estimates of the impact of graduate medical

.--.--R--;,education, anges on specialty' distribution. That second annual.
Report wil so describe in more detail. tte progress in attaining

data a d analytical goals set by the gislation. i

p
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,P*Ychillirseee4meemsseeset.es
Public health 4/sesssseseesesees

Ryiolopy Veellemaemee eke so

Other and unspecifiedeueJseg es el
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swwww.0,ftmemoore

'
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Tahle'A7IV -1. Trend in number, of sitive physicians 041, by ifeeiitty: 1963.19T0cOnt4*
,.......

....7......*MIMMINIINIMOWIDOMMIPM10111.41.11114110f......MIS.M111...~aMONII~...P.MMOIMINSOODINNWommodasoMMINMalorlowillftwalMeD
a

,
. .

1/ Excludes physicians not classified:
070"35814971"30529, 1972.2,356, 1973.613044,

1974 20,343, 1975-26,145,"191630,129. . c .j , ,

2/ instudes Wit/ .proctice.1970-16,
,

t 3/ Ancludes .forensic pathology.,"
,

, , , I

'4/ !Includes general preventive medicine.
.

5/ Incluott diagnostic and therapeuiieradiblogy.
4,

4 . I 0".
. .i.'

Source: Annual Reports on Distribution of.Physiciens in the 0.S..by th$14serican Medical Association.
,

.,1

,

t
Note: Due to 4 change in the AMA classification procedure in.196R1

.

there exists sdistontinuitY in,the 1idilies published by the AMA between lhose for 1963667 and those for 196444., In this table the 1963667
figures have beeniadIusted to provide a compersbl4 iertes using data in: Theodoret C.N. it al., se-Reclassification

Of physicians, 1968.
/

Chicago, American Medical Association, 1911i u'.,
.

we4rm..fta..4.001.m441.1.147..0.0.1711ftemimmOla
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Table 4+19.4 Trend In. mothot of letfoo ploolellos (11.0.) Per 110,111 Populations by tpoeldtrt 1963.7,

, ti

3040111fi 1963 1964
3

1965 1966 190' 1951 1969.1910 1971 1972 , 1913 , 1974 1975 1976

44444 04.44:444.444444.4.404744.4.44.4.4"""b4%.....;

PhYt/000 total ; .

4

act4ve, K,O,Os 1/,..... 134.0. 136.9.13913 141,1,1464 .414.0 10;64464 150.6 15087 151.2 152.7'1564 158.6

Prleary 167 4/56,6 56.0°5644 56.7 56,7, 55.0. 56,2 57.5 57,7 57.6 50.5 59.9 ,.61.4,

Control Oracti0a,218..84,....

Interntl mididinem, 8.8._.,.

Pediatrics. 141_441,1044444010

Other solicit specialties

4 Cordiolasculor

Dermatology..18..' o 000000

6amtroenterologY 000000

Pediatric IllerOY.8,.;..8.8

Pediatric card1ology,.., 000

Pulmonary diseases 000000

Surgical snecialties.., 00000

.34.4134 32.6 3,0.8 27,7 26.6 26.80 2511 2580. 25.0:25.3

15.7 '16,4 110 1705 1.6'2 110 110.4 20.0 21.4 2285 23.3 23,9 249 '26.9

44.0 1.2 1,4 /A 0.1 lea 8.6 9 9.2 9.3 9.6 10.0 10.2.

6:3 6.5 6.7 1.0 77.3 7..7 1,0 8.0 8.1' 8.1 8.6"'

0'7 06 ,0 8 o.4 0.e 6.4 4.4 o.i 0.4 too

2.0 2.1 2.2 243 2.5 2.7 2+9, sit 2.8 210 2.9 2.9 3.2. 3+1

1.6 1,7 .1.7: ..1,0 .1.8 1.9 1, 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1, 2.1 2.2

0.6 0.6 0.7 La, 0.8 09 0.9 C.9 0.9 1.0 1.1

0.1

0.1

1 '14 1 : 1,0 1.0 1,0 1.1 1 1.0 tor .1.4 1,0 1.1 1.o

3189 35.8 3617 37.6 38.8 358 3969' 47'4. 42.4 42.6, 4281 93.2 94.1 449 '

0.1 0.1 0,1 0.2 0.2 0,/ 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

0.1 0.2 0.2 fi0.2 0.2 1'2 , 042, 0.2 012 . 0.2 , 0.3 0.2

,,,....,

6eneal.turgery...,,it ,. 72'.2 12.5 42.9jiTiiiiii:t 13.8 11.2 14.6 14.6. 161 11.4 1445..140

to
"um' 0.9 .160, 1:4 : 141 l r 1.2 162 1.2 143 .. 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1 1.4

1. 'Neurological surgery,
.0istefficonnecology...,..... 7.9

8.1
.

6,2: . 0.6 8.6 8.8 2.7 94. 9;3 '. 9.5 9.6' 10.0 10.1

Ophthalmology. i. 4.0 4,1 ,4".2 . 4.3 45 4,6. 66. t.,7 . 1.0 .11 4.9 189 . 5.0 5.1 5.2

Orthopedic pug r 00000 ....8 . 3:5 3.7. 3.8 41. 4.1
.4.b 401 44 4.01,' 4.9 4.9 5.1 5.2 . 5.4

OtOtaryngology .. 0 000 '0. o 04. 2.4 144 209 1.5 2.5 2,5 W.: 2,4 ,1.6' 2.7 2.6 2.6 ! 2,6 2.7

Plastic sum Asso 4o4s 0.5 '.' 0.6 086, la. ,0,7. 1.7 6,7 8.8 flee 0.8 0.9
1.0

1.6 . '1,1

Colon and r 'surgery..no .' 0.4- 0.1 ,
0.4 0.4 0.3: - 00 0.3 ..0.3

.043 63 0.3 . 0.3
043 0.3

Thoracic .urger ......... .0.1.. 0..1 '0.7 .0.6 0+1, 0,4 '0 +9 019' 1+9 904 1.9 0+9 0.9 AO
UillogY ++. Mt'. 2.4 '5 H2.6 ,2,1 2.7 F7 , la 2.9 '380 2.9 '34 3.1 34.

Other specialties 16.'9 Pa 39.1 .40,9 'el.° 39,0 42.9 4211, 42.8. 420 .4289 .4340 4344 43.2

.) t-f. ... -..........., .....................d..-i-i.......L-.......:,'e

Aerospace medicine...m...8i'. 7;i:r17071.o."..6-..0.0 0.7 .04 1.6 0.5 90 i 1%4, 3 0.3 0,3.

AnespicOolipy... 49 /4 .444: .5 4.7 4.9 $.2 :54 ,64 '5% 5.7 5.9 6.0

. , Chill.olYchlotry...... c 0.4 ', 0.5 086 04 697 I 0.9 1 1.0' 14' 1.1 1. 1,2 1,1

11000100Y....4., .48.....'. 0.9 180 '1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1,6' I& 1.7 1.1 1',9 2.0

Occupstionst medicine 40.4440 1.5 145. 1.4 1,4, 1.3 1.3. 183 '1.3 1.2 1.2. 1.1 1.1 .14 11

Patbilogy 3/.... , : 3.7. 3.9 4.1 4.3.
4.5

.4.7 68 Ad' 5.2 '163'' L4 5.4 5.5 '54
6 '.Phys mad' rehab,_....,.... 'Oa' 0.6 0.6 0.6 1 . 6 0 . 7. lot . 0.7. 1.1 1,7 0.7 .. 081' . 0.7 hi

'Plychiltry............44..i. 61: 1.3 67 9.1 144 id' 9.1 11.1 114 10.6 166 10.1 114 114

Public health 4/.............. 2.0 2.0 2.1 , 2.0 : 1+9 1.9 ' 1,9 hi 14 1.8 la 1 14 IA

bliati9i 5/.....48...im. 4.5 , 4.1 409' 5.1, 5°4 # -5,7' 5, .01 694 Li 7.1 7.i 7.3 ,104' 7.60'

Otior and unspecified........ 104 166. 10.1. 11,9' 1169 1;1 1946 9,3 61 '7.2 7.4 7,2 61 64
,. J , 0
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0

Jrind 1n number of active phyeitians EDO per 1111114,cipopulitions
/ Icontl

wirmaftw.morftiftww..m.mwordrooftemwo
oreftradrommowerammerwirramwromosimirmarpormwearear

by specialty: 190.16

1/ Excludes physicians not classified: 1971356°1971-3,529, 19722,396 1973-.13044,
111420.3431 1975--26.145, 1916.01129.

2/ Includes familY Practice 1971.76.
3/ Includes forensic pathology.
41 Includes general preventive medicine.
5/ Includes diagnostic and therapeutic radiology.

Source: Computed fros flusher' in Annual geports on Distributioo-of Physicians in the U.S. by the
lrerican Medical Association. Populations used include resident population in d90 States, D.C.,, Puerto
Rico, end puttying areas and armed forces overseas as follows: 1963,.114.16,1 1164.0611581 t965-.
19192181 196620115851 1967-26311041 19611205.75111 1969.-2174631 19700911539$ 1971211.57811112212,9711 1573.4105731 1974216.2821 1975"-21719911 1476-219.03.

Note: Due to a change in the AMA, classification procedure in 1946 there exists a dissontinuity.in
the figures published by the AMA between those for 196347 and those for 1961.74. In this table.the 196101
flares have been adjusted to provide a comparable series using data in: Theodore. C.N. et al.
Ainessificatten of Physicians, 1961. ",Chicago. American Medical Assosistion 1971.

A

414114.411.41141.0414141r4
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Table AlV1 Trend in,tho, percent' dis

Specialty 1963 1964

Oil active N01 1/1. 100.0 1460

Primary DIre....e.s, ** s eeeeee se

General prihIse

Internal medicine

Pediatrics eeeee ..o.........e

Other medical specialties

,c ,

AlierON eeeeeeeeeeee mem

CardiovamOar diseases, eeeee

Dermatology eeeeeeee 0881001,1118

Gastroenterology..

Pediatric Allergy

Pediatric cardiology

Pulmonary disease, esseeloosose

Surgical specialties

I

0 Genetal

Neurological surgery

b ObattrIcagymecology.rne

Ophthalmology. 118088010 eeee

Orthopedic surgery

Otolaryngology

Plastic

Colon and rectitsurgery

Thcracic surgery

Urology

Other tpiclittles

Aerospace med'icine rel" ".F.F"Or"-el, 7115711. 7377, Ki7a717.72
Anestheilology eee eee strotee. 24 3.0, 34 3.2 3.3 '364 . 364 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 34 3.8 34

Child psychiatry' 0.3 3.4 0.4 14 015 0.6 0.6 1.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 , 0.8 0.0

eeeee 0.1 0.8 '011' 0.8 . Go. 189 0.9 1.0 1.1 10, 1.2 0.5 1.2 1.3

OcIoPa110nal medicine 1.1 1.1 lel 100. 0.9 0.9 0.9y 0.9 0.8 0.8:' 0.7 lel 047 0.7

I:litho/4Y 3/ eeeee sceseeteee;. 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.1 3,3 3,3 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5

Phys med R rehabs. eeeeeee 11111. 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 04 0.5 0'85 085 085

Psychiatry. eeeee iseeoeseqeel. 5,9 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.7 6.7 68 14.' 7.0 7.0 .74 74 74

Public, health 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 '1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2,.. 1.2 .1.2 lel- 1.0.'.

radiology 364. 3.4 3.5 3.6 34 40 44 4.3 '65 4.6 4.8

Other' and Pnepecilied........8 7.9,, 787 7.7 1.1, 7.5 586 7.3 6.2.. 5.3 4.8. 4, 9 4.1 44. 3.8

42.1 41.4

25.6 24.4

11,6 12.0

4,9 5.0

4.1 4.1

Oei'ait5

1.5. 1,5

1.2 1.2

0.5 0.5

0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1

68 0.8

'15.9 26.2

9.0 9,1

04 0.7

5.8 5.9

310 3.0

2.6 497

1.8 141

0.4 0.4

0.3 0.3

065' 0.5

8 1.8

27.4' 27.8

utlion of active phylitline 111D1 by mtloitY1 1963..76

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973. 1974 1975 1976

1004 100.0 1004 100.0 100.0 100.0 110.0,100.e 100.0 1004i 100.0 100',0

400 40.0 39.3 39.(' 37.649 3818 38.3 30,1 38.3 38.3 39.0

t

23.4 2"2:r 21.3 20573.4 18.6 17:7 ii4

11405

164 16.3 16:1 15.9

,12.2 164 12.6 160 12.6 13.5 160 1e.4 15.7 169 1316

. 5.1 5.2 5,4 5.6 5.6 5141 660 661 6.1 6.3 6.4 6.5

4,8 4.9 '5.0 5.3 5.5 5.1 5.2 54 5.3 5.3 5.9 5.4

'""0:6 Kril. 0.6 0.6 65 015 0,5 0.5 65 0.5

1.6 14 1.9 2,0 2.1 1.9 1,8 1.9 1.9 2.0 14

14 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4

0.5 0.5 DA 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 .0.6. . 0.6 0.1 0.7

0.1 0.1 .04 0.1 0.1 '061 0.1 04 04 0.1 0,1

0.1 0 04 . 0.1 62 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

04 067 0.7 0.1 00 6,7 0.1. 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6

26.2 264 264' 267 263 867 28.2 28.6 204 28.4 28.1 204

94 63 963, 9,6 9.4 94 967 la 9.5' 64 94 94

0.7 ' 0..8 0.8 0.8 61 0,8 IA 69 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8

5.9 5.9 5.9 6.1 6.0 6.1 62 6.3 6.3 6.4' 6.4 6.4'

1.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3,2 3.2 3.2 3.3 '34 3.3 34 393

2o7 2.8 2,9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.3 34 3.3 3.4

1.7' 10 1.7 44 1e7 1.1 14 1.8 1.7 1.1 1.7 61

0.4 0.4 0.5. 04 0.5 0.5 65' 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

0.3 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 8.2 62' 0.2 0.2 0.2

0,5 tiois 66 0.6 0.6 04' 0.6 0.6 0.6' 0.6 0.6 0.6

68 68 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.0' 2.1.

28.1 2865 28.8 27.7 29.5 28.8 28.4 18.2 28.3 28.1 27.7 27.3

...14.1.UmarmaseM101MwMINNINIUMNIM0410110111.001411NOOOMY111

'
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TOL A-1Vi. trend in, the percent, distribution * active physicians fRodch by loecialtY: 1963-76
(tont?

IeEPIPO MO..41. 04111.11...,.....,.....mmum.s..,,40i050446..MIIMmIgTeMINRI
i 41.04/1411;axmlBOINRION.M.11.6r1Mso..~.1011NIIMI;MdIM

)
1/ Excludes physicians not classified: 07856 0714,529t 1072121356, 197313.744r,

1974209343, 1575a61145. 1976311129.
2/ Includes family'praclice 197046.
3/ Includes forensic pathology.
4/ Includes general preventive medic o. "

5/ Includes diagnostic and thermpeutic adioke y.

loUrce: Computed from numbers in Annual Roper s on istribuSion of Physicians in the U.S. byl,the
Aserican dedical Association.

t./r e,if

4

, Note: Due,to a change in the AMA classifigation, procedure In 19614 there exists a discontinuity in
the figures'aublished by the ANA between those for 1963.6.7 and those for119611-74. In fhim table the 1963.67'
figures have been adjusted to provide d comparable series using data in:1 Theodore, C.N. et al.
Reclassification of, Physlsianle 1968. Chicagoe Ashcan Medlca,l Aipeciation. 1971.

amnal6.41110411.42.1101111(01.1MIIHNINIMUNIMIII4141111110
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,#: tabla A4fu4..- 4 sd pa esat ilstributiss# °Mc. viil0 by physlcAstipltioltvetdisi to ptincipsl,dflgsoll,..,

; ..
United Oats., Nay 1973pri 1974 i

4

O

Pkincilks1 itianosi

classifIcatfis
'ODA Cat00,1('"o

of
f4/Ifist

I is ' !tactics

ends r

tittinciALL.

Wiest WOW Other

swish's. opiciatios 'widths

0

All dlasnolls

!decays sad parasitic diseases

Neoplasm

Cadocr14, nutritional and

Astsbolic dissases

Diabatiis mellitus

'Obesity,.

&Iasi disorders

Neuroses:

Diseases.ofonervous systis and

sense Midi
Alseases,sed conditions of the eye

Refractive errors

Otitis midis

Ofsessas of tiriulaioly system

:Essentfalbenlln hypertension

DIsessesof,'...0splisto6 tystei'J'

'Acute iespfesrory WittiOng

(040 loflveass)

Wpm's;
Hay fyillf

0),sessoa of dfgestive system

Petesat distabstlso

000-136 24231 35.2 33.9 11.1

140-239 12,713

240-279 4

230

212.

296-113

.300

21.3

21,001 Sh.2

8,904 55.2

10.136 64.4

29,06i

11070

320-369 '50,841'

360,-i79 15,246

170 .9,175

API '10,523

390-151 59,240-,

401 22,152

468-519 97,381

460-466

A70-414

501

.520-511

30,0

24.6,

25.1

25.2 4119

.21.9' 10.1

20.3 11.1

11.3

!LS 47'.5

50.0 27.1

54.0 11.2

49.9 ft J6.0

51.9 29.1

75:4

54.4

10.3

0

, 9.9

At,/
. '

54.2
404. 4.

58.3

12.7' t

, 99.) ,.,

24.6

, 91.8

82
12.1 2.0

3.1

10.9 2.1

IA.7 43.2 °.16.1'

30.4 29.0
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Table A,11/.44 'Hanber and pIrcont distribution of effl,civIsitaby physician opociilty according to Prin'cipai dlignogist

Unitad fitilts,,May 1071-April 1974 (cont.) ,

Principal diagnosis

classlficstion

e

ICDA Category 1/

of

visite in

thousand

V

General.

practice

fhigthatns
.

Medical Surgical,

specialtias !Widnes

Diemen of ggpitourinsry systen 580.629

Diseases of'male geSitil organs 610-647

Distills of finale *hal orlant..6 0-629

Diseases of skim am :16imialeout.

371,144

3,596

21,895

tissue 0.741 , .14,099

Useless of museplonkeletal system ,0410 c )070
'Arthritis smdlpheulatise 110-7111. 11,461

Symptoms And 14441elist4 conditions 110-791 31,151

Ace oats, poisoning, all violence 110.911 44449

I
pg

terns

Ili location, sprain

810429.

110-841

7,186

5,408

to Lacerations 6/0.907 9,131

Spocial'ionditions and implications

vithout illness 100-113 110,201

!fedi 1 ADCSOICial MVO Y00 39,60 ,

'. Peen tal care 706 25,35e,

Medi al and surgical aftercare YIN 32,345

`Other di noseepy\ 1 630

liagnosi liven as "none" 8,011

Diagnosit unknown 3/ 5,569

i.

1/ Diagno tic grouping' and code number inclusions Ore based on the"tighth le!ision International Classification
h of Diseases, Adapted for use in the United Sittes,,1165."

' , ,

de 2/ 280-169, Diseases. of the blood sod blood-forming orgins;v610476:
Complications of pregnancy, chilibirth, and

the puerperium; 740-759, Congenital anomalies; 760-774, certain causes of pariestal morbidity and tactility. .:

3/ ilankdiegmosis; noncodeble diagnosis; illeghlt diagnosis. ,

4/ ?heat numbers are not available because they do not meet,NCHS standard. of reliability and preCision.
.

41.9

45,6

34.0
4b

414

52,9

".1

1044 47',1

9.2 11:O97

Other

ipacialtiis

474 11.5 4.4

22.0. 119
17,1

2644 11.2 k6.1

im i o'.2 33.1 ' 2.1.
40.3 . . 54.3

S1.1 IAA 32.2

Sil'.4, 11.3 .14,1

. . '

12.8. 204 44.4 2.2

.34.1 39.7 18.9

30.S . - , 61.1

23.6 11.2 62.1

42.1

1713

' 39,6

27,1

27.0

26./

-

Source:Aational4nbulattiy Medical Care.Suryey,111EW Publcation iikA) 76-1772, Hay 1976:
a

281
285

4



table 11151 leographic dictribvtlen of nonFederal (111410 in Patiant care
by States per 101401 population: Dweller 31, 1975

04110404001140 1114m1Hodnolrewmanomenlia4144001aniimloca44110.04441041044464.081140omeminuol

Patient WI 11/11 Internal Pedistrfts Primary tare Obe/eyn Other

State payeiciene per medicine 1)10 physicians per . specialties

Per 100,111 per 111,111 per 106101 1111111 per 100,010

1100101 101.005 la
1

.1.1M.0.ft1;110.111801000011,441pENNIMINSOuleleMpipdamiSIMMNININOaftemionsoamboollrIOMNIMIMec anMININNPOD

United .1tates 135 24 21 1 53 1 73

0

4
Aillblillumsonsmees Imo 16 19 11

Ati,esimfroomm II 11fill 9Aritcnadie 139 .21 '17

ArMensaswt eie 15 21 . 1

Californiammwomemi, 173 31 25

Colliradomtmelmmisom 1 151'
lit tl, ii 21

II

C0111110 ielltoommememe ' 175 15 . 34.

Oelowarekst ( 127 , 12 '' 17

MOM. of Coluabio 343 ; 24 72

Floride11,m 66666 to . 132 . 21 ' 11
0

3,, leorlibeitImiliew.im 106 11 .15
I 011114ifuim'mome 141 24 22
N ,.;
tt. 101hOusumwssusi Is 31 1

I ill 100illsomeoeme *mow 132. / 25 ' 21

Indiene,r4womilimm 96 31, 10lowasomolio .ery
4

.95 ' 31 10

ginillief 4............10.0 a .113 21 1 16

Kentockyo111111 SO 111 25 .12

Pleinem..fiefesuilm
Leutscianslwusi

111 ., 14 ' 15

116 \ 21 13

Perytind , 1 611' 11 21Powcpusetts, 112' 19 '' 33
iliCh501111.4fiesesomememo , 1 19 0 0 . 21

Ninneseem,.......,..,,m. 131 ''' 22

flississippiesseamesses so: q. 81, f ,

',
23 '1

M1ksouri,8,46.86..11
. 11011411114moimmevn \\4171, ...' 31 ''' lo

14 0
morios............ ) 355 .34, H(144V1r4les, ' , iii t i

I

A

36

5 39

11 .57

39

11 67

11 50

13 66

5 41

26 12'

4)

7 40

13 51

4 40

9

.0 4 43

4 44

5 45

44

41

.e I, , 4,4

14 63

13 11

46

6 61

36

, 1 44

. 1 as

53,
31

,

11

5

11

11

27

10

9

15

r 5

7

9

5 '.

15

11 .

.11

7

5

5

7

. ,

3
10

75

4/
95

13

99

61

194

76

, 56

77

61

11°

46

51

5

as

115

14

69

30'
14

51

51 0.

64
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Table IM. 110grephic distribution oenonsFederai Physicians 111$00,1 in patient care

by tato, per 1101111 population: December Ile 1175 Icont1

011000111110001160MINDONOINIMO .00=111000044Nwammeasmslonlimiirouprooeuroweapimspireasosismoramielow.

Patient care 6P/FP Internal Pedietrits Primary lire Obs/gyn Other

State physicians per medicine per physicians Per .jpecialties

per 110.010 Per 1111111 per 111,111 110,111 per 111,111

110,111 1101011 ,



Table A-IV-6.. Active no odor osteopathic physicians and
''physician / ulation ratios, by State

o practi 3

, A

Stite of practice

Rate per

Number of anti no oral 'Civilian population 100,000

osteopathic phYalcimus, July 1, 1975 (000's) Population

f.

Idaho

2

3,577,

847 2.4

337 ,

P

Alabama

10.2

16.9

9.1

,0

0.5

rn
0.6

0.9

1.2
7.5

0.1

20 799 2.5

302 2.711,131

Indiana 170 5,330 3.2

Iowa. 384 2,855 13.4

Kansas 183 ° 2,270 ,., 8.1

Kentucky 36 If 3,357 r 1.1

Louisiana 13 3,764 0t4

Maine :179 1,042' 14.1

Maryland 22 4,094 0.5

Massachuset s .. 152 5, 0 2.6

_Michigan 2,360 9 25.9

Minnesota 54 4, 1.4

Mississippi ' 2 2;34!4 0.1

Missouri 1,053 4,777 '22.2

Montana 19 735 ,.. 2.6

Nebraska I 27 1,543 1.8

Nevada 26 - 573 4.5

New Hampshire -m14 808 1.7

New Jersey ' 860 df 7,330 . 11.7'

New Mexico 124 1.1.20 Air-91#
New York . , 556 18,111 3.1

North tarolimi 21. 5,363 0.4

North Dakota 6 637 0.9

Ohio 1,193 1 10,737 11.1

Oklahoma' . 431. 2,709 '15.9

Oregon '66 2,266 7.3

Pennsylvania 1,.754 11,835
I

6
.

I

2,734
:::Rhode
8.2'77. 937
0.2

South Dakota 23 682 3.4

Tennessee 55 . 4,124 1.31\-

Texas 142 , 12,050 6.9

Utah 17. 1,173 1.4

Vermont 30 470
Ai

*6.4

Virginia - 35 4,908,4 0.7

Washington 174 ..3,476 5.0

West Virginia ..... .. 74 '\ 1,791
4 506

'4.1

Wyoming 7

'.' ( 359 2.1
Wisconsin ... , .. .172

3.8

f.

Soitrce: American Osteopathic Association directory: 1975.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Series P -25, No. 601.1

Rate per

Number of anti no oral 'Civilian population 100,000

osteopathic phYalcimus, July 1, 1975 (000's) Population

1 SS-
Soitrce: American Osteopathic Association directory: 1975.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Series P -25, No. 601.1

Idaho

2.)j
A -16

z'

1 SS-
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Table A-IV-7. V.I. Nulled School brollesst by Silt, by !as for 1915-19711

4

..
\14414

_

1041 foe 1460444141
.,....A.-........,

114mo Of 00441 : Now Wries lir 7"- w. M

is=as, UAW 41 au 116 IN 113

t Mel
Ws, Uska . la II III N

y

I

1 lialiess .

Kosss, V* of 111 40 op 31

, . 114K

U14 M I/
' loviso1114 IN

r-1.40141101
loislaxs, Now WWII 151

lovislass. gesveped 11

irrUrro 111

LWOW
John Nokias N
ilmylant UAW of 131

MassachessIls

II
31

111

111

X U4
16 111

31 211

23 111

11 212

N

12

N

lloska . N 11 NS 12

Hartrud IN II 136 162

UM N 11 IN II
MasseAussils, 0414 of 71 2S II' 33

Michisaa
Alichlosa, UM,/ 44 115 11 3115 III

, Michitimi Sista S5 16 131 11

Wsy44 Stile 105 . 116 113 114,---.--,-----r.
Minassols

Mato .

lAkinssaia, Miansapas .

, 30
III

/
. Mississippi

Mississippi, Mk el 112

Missovil
Missouii,tolumbla 11

Missowl, Kansas City 31

541n1 Louis 135

Wdshlagtoo, 51 Louis 101

11 61 MI

11 422 13

II 123 111

21 . 111 30

132,)

21 41 412

13 31

112 63

1kbrailir"--
C(01111101 N '12 161

/Musks, Univ al. IN 23 IR
.---.......,

Now Hampshire
0srlmovik it 11 a

2 2

21

21

11

e...----A.----...
Nos

)
1

/M14 g

1/31/N

Wow

SI

'ow
boa
owl

UNno

III n * , on

SI 13 111

U II 421

IN 11 641

131 11 611

31 1 IN
122 N

U, 411

1311 13 673

11 31 ,. , 631

IN 36 661

111 11 , 41111

30 I 131

III 43 . 111

IS 11 '111

IN . 36 1,021

33 I 151

NS 31 . 1,4115

IN 11' 121

11 17 444

20 3 . IN
131 591

131 541

100 I21 410

131 161 461

N \ 111



Table A-IV-7. U.S. Madlcia School lacolioant by Scats by Sax for 1973-1976

Nam* of School

Pk*. Yea, Inleimedlo10

Otailualea
T/1/71

Ma

5/30/75 Total

mealMow weals. Nos Wendel tion Wesson
New Amoy

C141344.1.Newask 31 164 N IN
CAIDN.1114fieess re 30 117 44 so 317

Now 1101145
New Mexico. Daly id 1$ 116 1 2112

Now Yak
Albany 13 117 176 46 5/ 10 44/
Cobweb la N SI 205 92 31 194
Caned /4 N 164 OS 10 17
Skagens 129 14 147 17 134 1111

leptons Skull IS 132
.41
19 333

New Yolk Modica 1 1t3 17 2/9 79 143 SO 732
New Yak Daly 111 109 Si 130 31 593
hacksaw 72 MI 162 14 5/ 10 391
LUNY, Sulfate 116 41 tIO 117 111 31 630 )
SONY, Downslide 164 60 343 101 117 *4 575
SONY. Stony 010011
SIJNY.Upslaks

24
114

23
30

26
193

'S
61

211

1111

IS
20

131
466

Noss4 Catalina
bowman Goal 79 12 144 34 /9 370
Duke 63 SS 194 64 103 is 1S0
bails Candles. Univ of 1(111 31 2011 113 116 -1126

Nash Dakota
Nosih Dakota. Only id It 92 13 35 213

Ohio
Case Wes leen Reserve 102 43 214 71 119 N 152
Cincinnati ISO 14 313 . 19 102 13 540

. Ohio Slale 116 41 I 221 17/ 31 119
Ohio. Toledo 72 54 13 13 2a0

Oklahoma
Oldematik, limy of 145 44 II / 211 Si.

0181).. .-".
OfJC341. 1/0111 Of Si 2. 193 41 114 14 451

Pennsylvania
Nohnotaium 14S 3, IN lo. 139 24 073
Jullidson 1St 4/ sro 157 30 593
Peonsyhanla, Mod Coll ol 39 or N 13$ 36 61 400
Pelinsylvanla. Only of 116 11 3411 14 130 IS 11411

Noasylvanla liiN, Nosh/ 17 34 33 61 10 354
'11111sbusok 102 34 SS 110 t3
Temple 1411 36 92 152 4 17 721

Pilot to 111ce
Peed. Rico. Dole of so IS 164 os N to 475

293
1



I

Nee el leked
P., 1100 IMMO 1M

Sheds 14104
Iwe 43 11 i os * lo mr

or
IWO CouNss. Usk l 141 N 110 41 144 11

SosIs Weis
los* DAS*, Usk el N 11 N 14

Ilesd01.1
//WI

Is
21141 You k$VRuiIih 6/35/71 Tod

MM Wows WomeN
geflo.

Nos Wow mai

S
--linsems

1411tort 04 32 \ in
N 111 11

Isom" Unlv el 111 34 'NI It 111 2$ 311

VanifebIN 64 11 141 11 II I E 334stt ui-----
Saila 133 31 111 11 14/ 11 III
Tom 011010 * 10 41 III 14 136 21 ns
1soss, Mutes II IS N II III
Togas, Ian Monk N 31 KA 43

... 4..
1/ 413

Tan, lloollnesslomt 111 33 314 41 In 16 01
i Tess Tech 31 1 33 13 34 I 131

161

--OM
INA, WIN el 11 14 . IN

/mog
Tomsk UM, el 11 to 133 31

Virginia
halm Vlt &Ms '31 II 40 It
Vaginl, Mod Call el / 131 31 111 41

Vagini, Male of 110 If 111 31

---Weshioalon
ViosaingIon, arir, 60 01 11 N 11 '1174

Wost Vklinia 4,

West Vaginis, Unit el Si I/ 141 14 71 4 331

Wisconsin
Wisconsin, Med Coll of 100 ft
Wisconsin, tinly of 121 , 33

Soblolel 11.024 3.641 21.6N 1,651 11,361 3.200

201

141

ti 113

11 , 113

11

14

Sella Selene di 1,

Minnesota
31Minnosola, Oviuth

. Needs
Novs41, Ust of

71

30 o

Source t

31

66 20

1111 11. II

.

Amsriesn Medical Associatioo Journal of Americas Naillcol Moociotiou,

Vol. 236, No. 76, Dec. 270976. Chicago, 111.

0

294

10
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Table A494, Numbers of students and Indust." in Oeteopathic colleost 1975-76

Total enr011ment

School
All

.....__ 1 students Male tErle
)

.

Total 3,405 3,064 341

Chicago College of Osteopathic

Medicine, Chicago 380 , 354 26

College of Osteopathic Medicine- i

Michigan State University,

Eqt hissing, Michigan 260 195 65

College of Osteopathic Medicine

and Surgery, Des Moines, Iowa 1, 5211 480 41(

Kansas City College of Osteopnthii.

Medicine, Kansas City, Mo., ...... 572 540 S7

Kirksville College of Osteopathic 111'

Medicine, Kirksville, Mo. ,. 493 438
rr
JJ

(1kInhor College of oitoopatbic

Medicine' and Surgery, 11153, Okla. . k91, 84 7

Philadelphia College of Osteopathic

Medicine, Philadelphia 798 713 85

Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine,

Fort Worth, Texas, .i.. 208 190/ 18

West School ofVirginia Osteopathic

Medicine, Lewisburg, W. Va, 77 -JO 7

Enrollments:

Journal AOA Almanac/vol, 75, Educational Supplemen April l97fi;)'

Graduate,:

Source: The 110 /September 1976.

Graduates

806

92

Alf

students

1,002

96

"1"

Eirstj'e

--ar

enrollmeni

Male Eemale

878

89

124

7

95 76 19 68

i

179 154 25 174

10 149 14 127

1 125 107 18 11
t.,

56 51
r
J

200 170 30 182

6 43 3 48

4\

295

296
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N
N

lahle WM. Semen applisonte Ind first your enrollment's in U.S. sidled and tittooltilia Ishoolol

selected yam 197141 through 1910.71

OEM ONIONONFOOMPON001000110111100011M0001001190111014.0.011111M1.110.00111001100111101110
egiMMOIINNOIDIMMIlalWOMONIONIMINONO

Rohde Kear

Yemen applicants

Pails

Moon in interim, elate Poem as Hermit

Nibs's adiswg...malanalm." t of total fyE i/

G6;taborPortent ov 7ent Mobs? Percent

reosapersrm.arimeasumorrarftweirerwisampietlimumpirmssumeassisasm-
efbeeimmagiefrommsommierermemsrammosmowewarrat

1970'71esenee4semelefo4 1034 no, 1,256 11.1 17 2.7 114

1971112MlornsosoliO$0414 3,131 11.1 1103 13.7 29 443 13.1

1972.13moille'im4$40100f0 5,111 1542 2,315 16o, Si 1.11 16.3

07344mounelie44mPO, 7.202 1741 2,113 1941 13 914 -

1971.750111mornill 00000 los 1,112 20.1 34260 214 10i 11.9 21.1

1975.16......4.4,4.4.44,.,
91175 224 /4056 23011 141 1305 23.2

MOIOOOMOOMMOO fteft alpow0000~1rommialywalelMISMIPO IMMINIIMOOONIKNINIOI/mwaNNIMONIWOOMINIuniMP~PrillIDIMSPOwl\

1/ Total first yeir enrollment data for schools of medicine include reputes and those who

reentered,

Sources: Medical Education in the Mot 1975-71. JAM6 December 27s 1976

Educational Supplement and Educational Annual, MAI 1950.1976

Marais U.S. Medical School Enrollaent$ 1969.70 through 1173444 JNE 49:312-317, March 19741

Datagrom, U.S. Medical School Enrollment, 1970.71 through 1974.75, OE SO:303.306 March 1975.

Datagram l'licants for 1975.lisfirst year medical school class. OE 11:117-101 October 1976



?Ala Allopathic sod qatsopsthic otodsats, sarollsas, sad scsdostu for salactsd planIYEImr ,
amira.11mamasEs www...miapa, ...

H.0..1 Di CS' °. 1141111.1111,PIUMUSAL.--. -L921.11.M114.1.111ilarelL,--
Year Nam likatar ...4;..tono, .1411,_ Total - foils II IS Tusk

schools schools Ihrobsc P P cunt Pusher Poccset h most !stunt %west !moot

1;61-62.. 81 6 / --
1961-63.. 87 3 .. --
1963-64.. 87 3

1964 -63.. IV S 186 9.0

a

116S-66.. II
1966-67.. 111j

1967-611..

196849..
1169-70..

1910-71..

1971-72..

1172-p..
197)-74..
1974-73..

1973-76..

/94 3

19 6

101 6

103 7

108 7

Ill 1

114 7

114 . 9

114

aaw

52 9.0
1,236 11.0

1,493 j3.7
2,300 16,8
2,736 19.6

3,275 21.0
3,647 23.1

1.

-- OM OM 16 3.0 423 17.0 431
... ,... ... 7 1.7 426 98.) 433
-- Mal ... 9 2.0 432 9U.1) 441

IMO 11.0 3,3% 14 3.0 43$ 91.0 413
-. , ... .. 12 2.1 432 91.6
-- ON aie 14 3.0 466 97.0'
-. -- .. I) 2.6 496 97.4 111
-- - .. 21 4.0 300 96.0 331

41441 Jr.0 10,401 14 2.4 56) 91.6 377
0,092 119.0 11,34w. 17 1.7 103 17.3 622
0,661 AM 12,36i 29 4.3 641 93.7 670'
1,426 83.1 13,716 S6 1.0 742 93.0 711
1,399 10..4 14,165 83 9.4 106 90.1 1$
1,181 78.2 14,963 106 10.9 139 09.1 $3
1,041 74.1 IS,19fi if° 13.5 184 MS 1,034

29i
1
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Table AtI*10; Ailopoillic'and Osteopathic students, enrollees, and graduates for eelectetyeare (coat)a , n

4

Z.

; .tear

1

,
, r-

,

! 1;.D. grOuatcs D.O. graduates--,..----....-
!Gale

. Hale total . Female ' J1ele Total
Huebert Percent

,

4444

1961-62

1962-63 4

10344
I964-6S'

1965-666..4
1966-67

147-68

1948-69

1969-70'

1970 -71

1971-72

19/2-731..

1973-74

1974-75

1975 -76

.. , Il-

- - --

- - --

503 6.8

.524 ,6,9-

-- --

- -
I

--

mm, ft.

700 8.4

827 9.2

860 9.0

924 8.9

1;264 11.1.

1,706 13.4

2;200 16.2

Munher Percent , NuOer. Percent (Muter Percent

--
,

.. -- 6 1.7 156
. .

98.T. 362
.... ..... -- t5. 4.1 347'i.. '95.9 362

.. -- .
4 1.1 350 980 .354

6,906 93.2 7,409 10 2.5 385 -, 97.5 395.

7,050 93.1 7,574 a 1.3 .694 14 98.7 369
-- -- MINI 9 . 2.0 396. 9e.0 405'
-- -1A 13 3.0 414, 97.0. 427_
.. w .... ..... 8 2.0.. 419 98.1 427
7,667 91.6 8,367, 12 - 2.6 4'61 97.7 4'32

8,147 0.8 8,974 11 2.3 461 97.7 472
8,691 91.0 9,554 19 1.7 .487 96.3 505
9,467 91.1' 10,391 14 2.2. 635. 97.8 '649

10,349 88.9' 11,588 14 2.4 S80 97.6. 59A
11,008 86.6 12,714 21 3.0. 681. 96.0 702
11,361 83.11 13,561 5H 7.2 , 751 92.8 809

Source: "Medical Education in the U.S., 1975-76. JA, December 27, 1976.
1976 - 1977 Directory, American Qateopathic Association, Chicpg0., 1916. .

3 0 0 ,
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Table A-IV -11 Supply.mf active p ysicians (N.D. and D.O.) hrcountry

of medical education'usingbasic methodology:
aFtual:1974, 1975; projected 1980-90

..... .=111.01.Nos.11. IN MP

\\'

lir
.Categ?ry. ,

. ;
ISIE-----_-_--....:--------_ 194-_--1975
1980 1985 1990

1.

---____-__----------__________.---i_r,.......14.....---,_-_----......---------

. ..All active

physicians

U.S. trained

N.D

D.0

Cinadian-Acained N.D.'s

foreign-trained N.D.'s

I.

.

Number of active physicians

362,500

.,
286400

)

272,400

13,600

5,600

70,900

C

378,600

296;700
282,600

14,011'

5,700

76,200

r

444,000

.353,600,

335,900

17,700

6,000

84,400

519,000

424,400

401,100
23,300

6,100

88,504

594,000.

495,700
465000
29,800

6,200

92,100

.,
,..=.1..= ...P...1

.

Rate per 100,000 population.

up....10.M1111.0.wftPlilimmeS4104~111WM1407.1104.111.1WMIIIMMIIMMI.MM11111W.WM4pli4WW

All active

physlcifts 171.1 177.3 199.3 221.7 242.4

0.S. trained 135.0; 1138.9 158.7 181.3 202.3

N.D 128.6 132.3 150.8 171.4 190.1

D.0 6.4 0.6 7.9 10.0_._ 12.2

Canadian - trained N.D.'s. 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.5

foreign-trained n.p.os 33.5 35.7 37.9 37.8 31.6

41114111=1111111M1..IMPINI 1.11.......W.IRWWWIRMOOOPOPMM.RIP.O.P.WWW

Sources: 1111,j1251. N.D.'s; sealable A444. .

Pleglitigoi 0. S. bureau of the Census, Current Population

Reports. Series P-25, No. 635 (estimates as of July 1).

,
1212:1221_ N.D.'s; see Text for methodology

assumptions. :

Pudiligni D.S. bureau, of the Census.- Projections of the

Population of the United States, 1975-2050. Se;les f-25, No. 601.

Searles II Projection .

301

r
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Table A-1V-12. First -year residency distribution with sub-specialty-adjustment: Siptelier 1, 1974

Specialty

A

ta1 active physicians....

0

treasury care '441
m,Ceralpratide OO, 0

r Family practice 00
Internal medicine

Pediatrics. r

Other medical speclelties

Dermatology

Pediatric allergy

Pediatric cardiology

Interpol medicine subspecialties

Surgical specialties

,General surgery

Neurological surgery ,

Obstetrics and gynecology.;

Ophthalmology

Orthopedic surgery

Otolaryngology

Plastic surgery

,Colon and rectal surgery

Thoracic surgery

Urology

. ANA 3/ Ad ultimate AdiusSed MIA

USNCe/CNCI USNOs INCs USIICTOlis PNCs

PercentSaber Percent Number Percent Number lhjber Percent Number

13,618

I '

'100.0 5,216 400.0 12,626 100.0 4,755 100.0

5,978 3.9 1,746 33.5 ' 4,735 37.5 1,394 29.3

23 139 2.7 23 0.2 139 2.9

1,131 8.3 .
68 1.3 1,131' 9.0, 68 1.4

3,591 26.4 962 18.4 -1,144 -306 2,447 19.4 6,6 13.8

1,233 9.1 577 11.1 - 99 - 46 1,134 9.0 531 11.2

335 2. '46 0.8 1,155 9.1 266 5.6

248 1. 16 0.3 248 2.0 16 0.3

40 0. 13 0.2 46 0.4 13 0.3

41 0.3 . 17 0.3 41 -0.3 17 0.4

1/ - - + .820 +220 ,, 820 6.5 220 4.6

4,398 32.3 1,454 27.9 ,
3,280 26.0 936 19.7

4803

114

13.2

0.8

836

15

16.0

0.3

-1,118 -518 , 685

114

5.4'

0.9

318

15

6.7

0.3

742 5.5 288 5.5
4, 742 5.9 288 6.1

461 3i5
.1,

36 0.7 468, 3.7 36 0.8

547 4.k, 62 1.2 . 547 4.3 62 1.3

227 1.7 43 . 0.8 1 227 1.8 43 0.9

148, 1.1. 36 , 0.7 , 148 1.2 36 0.8

20 0.1 10 0.2 20 0 2 10 0.2

97 0.7 ,, SO 4.0 97 0.8 50 1.1

232 1.7
.,

78 1.5 232 1.8 78 1.6

4
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Table A-IV-12:' First-year residency distribution vith suhrspecialtyldjustmentl September 1, 1974 (cont)

, Specialty

A

AMA 3/ '

ustics/ocs PHU
Number Percent

Other specialties 2007 :20.8

Anesthesio4gy 367 2.7

Neurology- 272 1.2

Pathology 397 2.9

Forensic pathology 17 0.1

Psychiatry 952 7.0

Child psychiatry 18i9 1.4

sediciniCand.

Number

rehabilitation 29 0.2

Radiology 88 0.7

Diagnostic radiology 452 3.3

Therapeutic radiology .1, 0.5 _I.

Miscellaneois 2/ t

1,970,.

348

109

410

7,
612

98

93

137

loi

55

-

Ad ustants , idi us ted ANA

CMOs Me USMagics 111Ce

Percent Number Number Percent Harbor

.

37.8 3,456 27.4 .! 2,159

6.7 367 .. 2.9 348

2.1 252 i 2.0 109

7.9 11 - 11 386 3.1 399

0.1 17 ' WA 7

11.7 - 180 -116 771 6.1 496

1.9 1 4 189 1.5 98

1.1 29 0.2 93

2.6 88 0.7 137

1.9 452 3.6 101

1.1 65 0.5 55

- . + 840 +316 840 6.7 316

Percent

1

45.4

7.3

2.3

8.4

0.1

10,4.

2.1

24
2.9

2.1

1.2

' 6.7

1/ 'deludes gastroenterology, palmonarr disease, cardiovascular disease, and allergy.

2/ Includes aerospace medicine, public health, generel,preventive medicine, occupational medicine, "other ", and unspecified.
1/ Pre-publication data from the American Medical Association.

Source: See unpublished paper 77-27.
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Table A-11.13. Percent distribution of active physicians, D.) and of first-year residents,,

by specialty and country of graduati f medical school: 1975

Specialty

Active &sic (M.D.) first -dear residents .

Total

g.s, medical .

graduates mad cal

graiutes

Other

foreign

medical

graduates

0.1. sad . Other

Canadian Y foreign

Total . oldies' medical

graduates graduates

bid active physicians

Permit of active physicians

348,961

100.0

272:375

100.0"

3,645

100.0

70,941

100.0

17,381

100.0

12,626

100.0

4,755

100.0

Primary cars 38.3 36 29.7 34.1 35.3 37.5 29.3

General practice. 13.6 14.8 11.3 \ 9.3 0.9 1.2 1 2.9

family practice . 2.7 2.9 2.3 2.3 6.9 C.0 1.4

Interim! isdicine , .
15.7 15.8 11.5 \ 15.5 17.9 1! + .4 13.8

Pediatrics

Other medical specialties

6.3

5.3

6.1

5.6

4.6

5.3 if71
9.6 9.0 11.2

Dermatology 1. 1.5 1.4 O. 1.5 2.0 0.3

Pediatric allergy , 0.1 0,1 0.2 O. 0.3 0.4 0.3

Pediatric cardiology 0.2

,:

0.1 0.2 0.3 0:3 0.3 0.4

Internal medicine subepecialties 1/ 3.6 3.8 36. 3.2 6.0 6.5 4.6

Surgical specialties 28.3 29.4 30.5 23.8 24.3 26.0 19.6

Cenral surgery

Neurological surgery

Ci
0.9

9.2

0.9

.6

/1 6

10.1

0.7

5.8

.7

5.4

0.9

6.7

0.3
,

Obstetrics and gynecology 6.4 6.4 6.6 6.1 5.9 5.9 6.p

Ophthalmology 3.3 3.7, 3.9 1.4 .9 3.7 0.8

Orthopedic surgery, 3.3 3.8 3.9 1.6 L5 ' 4.3 . 1.3

Otolaryngology 1.7 1.8 2.3 , 1.1 1.i 1.8 0.9

Plastic surgery 0.6 0.7 0.8 ' 0.4 1.1\ 1.2 0.8

Colon and rectal surgery 0.2 0.2 0.4 Al 0.2 0.2 04 ,

Thoracic iurgert 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.8 ,1.0

Urology 2.0 2.1. 1.8 '1.5 1.8 1.8 1.6

\ ,
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Table A-1V-13. Percent Usti button of active physicians (M.D.) and of first-year,

residents, by specialty a coontryLotgradvation fro, Nautical school: 1975 (couil

A

Specialty

physicians OLD.) First year /ultimo

Total

a

D,S..ioldical Canadian

graduates 'mental

graduate.

Other

foreign

medical

graduates

U.S. and Other

Canadian foreign

Total medical medical

valuate. graduates

Other specialties 28.1 25.5 34.5 37.8 32.3
_a

27.4 45,7

Anesthesiology ' 3.8 3.0 4.8 6.8 4.1 2.9 7.3

Neurology
' . 1.2 1.1 2.0' 1.3 2.1 2.0 2.3

Pathology 4 3.4 2.7 4.5 6.1 4.5 3.1 8.4

Vorensic%pathology.,

Psychiatry

0.1

7.1

0.1

6.5`

0.1

9.9

0.1

8.9

0.1

7.3'

0.1

6.1

0.1

.10.4

Child psychiatry.,4 0.7 0.7 1.2 , 0.8 1.7 1.5 b.1

Physical medicine and

rehabilitation 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.2 2.0
Radiology ° 3.5 3.7 3.4 2.8 3.2 0.7' 2.9

Diagnostic radiology 0.9 1.0 0.6 t 0.8 3.2 3.6 2.1

Therapeutic radiology - 0.3 8.3 0.4 0.5 ' 0.7 0.5 1.2

Miscellaneous 2/ 6.7 6.1 7.0 8.7 6.7 6.7 6.7

1/ Includes gastroenterology, pulmonary disease, cardiovascular disease, and allergy.

-27,/ Includes. aerospace medicine, public health, geoiral preventive medicine, occupational medicine, "otherTM, and unspe

r
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Tate 1-11-14. First-year residency percent distribution by country of

medical education: historical (unadjusted -1967. 1970, 1972 and 1974,

historical tedjusted11974 and projected (adjusted/ -1975 and 1980

mom" Tpa imeameelosimeeffispmemooremmaiemontsemess.....,woomem~rawarimemmesirmamososamOmor
e

4 II

4,e

NIttorical lunadjustee

Specialty 1967-. 770 1972 1974

USPIG FRG HMG FM; UPS F116 USNG FR6
/

mommememomammlmmammommoommMOMMmaimallaamOmaommellMomlealammammemaamaaaammamlaalaMMaMaaalaMONOMAMMarlamaMIMMema

total active physicians............

0

Primary Creolid.......k...11.66.644160.6...,

General prackice.. " eeeeeeeee 99494 OOOOO

Family practice. eeeeee moms.. e eee so.

Internal medicine.... eee 11110OOM eeeee ..6

Pediatrics 4iesoi eeeee

Ither medical specialties................,

6.1 Dermatology's... 00000 66.0.66.66 00000

Pediatric allergy. '41141144110441100

Pediatric cardialogyil..................

Internal, medicine subspecialties 1/.....

Surgical.specialties ° tows ..S......

Gener41 surgery...666.mm.. mum.

Neurological surgery 9

Obstetrics and gynecology .............)...,

Ophthalmology
,

Orthopedic surgery 000000 .......,

Otolaryngology

'Plastic surgery

Colon an rectal surgery .0 . .p

;id

Tlicric ur01116.6.661.6

DWG; ;$11.1. 00000 ............ 00000 /is

Other specialties 6616 000000

Anesthesiology......... 00000000 66 0000000

Neurology......................... 00000 ..

Pathology.. 000000000000 ........ 00000 ....

Forensic pathology's.... mom.. 00000 4

PsychimtrY 00000000 .6 00000 ......

Child Psychillry................... moo

Physical leaking I rehabilitation......

Itaiiologyo.. 0000 . oo moommo.........

Diagnostic radiology.......... 0004.114OOO

Therapeutic radiology .................

01scoltAntous 2/........................

WOO 4,101 10,199 4,357 11017 5,936 134519 5,216

110.0 100.0 110.0 1004 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

mdaMMIMMOMMMIMMaMaaMeillaral

28.6 31.3 3015 31.8.. 34.4 12.0 44.2 33.5

1.1 4.1 0.5 2.1 4.3 2.44 0.2 , 2.7

20.0 I 1765

7.5 9.7

2.3 1.4

1.2 63 3.9 1.0. 8.4 1:3

21.6 19o3 21o6 20.4 26.6 1064

7.2 ' 10.1 , 9.0 961 1'.1

2.6 1.4 2.5 1.2 , '2.5 0.8

i(

1.9 0.6,
0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 Ooi 0.3 0.2

0.2 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.3 063

aa 00

31.2 32.5 27.9

II.B 13'44 16.0

1.3 1.0 1.3

6.8, 5.5 5.5

1.6 3.5 0.7

0.9 , 4.0 1.2

0.8 1$7 000

0.6 1.1 0.7

0.1 0.1 0.2

1.1 0.7 1.0

1.3 1.7 1.5

34.7 20.8 57.0

ma 1 ma 00 wa .
40.0 34.6 ' 37.9 33.1 34.9

1189 19.7. 0.5 19.1 1465

1.0 OA, 011.1 IA 1.0

5.0 7.1 5.3 7.2 5.7

4.3 0.8 4.3 1.6 361'

4.2 1.6 4.7 loi 4.2

2.2 0.5 2.0 0.6 1.7

0.6 0.6 1169 0.6 1.1

0.1 .012 ' 0.0 0.2

04 1.4 4.8 160 0

2.1 '169 2.3 1.0 62

29.1 32.6 29.2 33.8 260

4.0 667 3.3 Id 2.9

2.0 1.6 2.1 1.7 2.4

3.9 9.1 , 3.2 9.6 3.1

. lel 0.2 1.1

11.0 9.6 11.3 7.7, 961

1.5 0.6 1.3 1.1 1.6 ,

0.6 1.4 0.3 1.5 0o4

7.1 3.6 7.3 34 3.5

pal " lel 1.1. 4.4 '

" 1.3 Is: 0.5

WO SO .

1.2

1.5

3.5

1.1

67
.

2.7

1.9

2.9

0.1

LI

142

0.7

3.3

115

00

667,

261

. 769

11.7

1.9

169

1.1
0.



Table3..111.44: First-year residency per ent Attribution by country of

medical oitscation: historical tunadjust 4=1967a 1976 1972 and 1974,
,-, historical tadjusted) ..1974 and projects tadjuttedP.1975 and 4910

(cont)
...1.41.....0...1.=rm.....................amommwormarmalomorearmasrmommomomearommooloorommomm

MOW.=

Specialty

Total active physicians............

Primary tare
4

Several practice

.Family practice

internal medicine e.
Peciatrics

Other medical speciattier

Dersatotooy

Pediatric allergy

Pediatric cardiology. ....a 000 o

La Internal medicint subspecialties 1/

Surgical specialties'

Several surgery
Neurologital surgery

Obstetrics andwgynecology
Ophthalmology

Orthopedic surgery
Otolaryngotogy

Plastic surgery
Colon and rectal surgery........ .....

Thoracic surgery
Urology

Other specialties

Anesthesiology

Neurology

Pathology

Forensic pathology
Psychiatry

Child psychiatry
Physical medicine and rehabil tation

Raoiology
Diagnostic radiology
Therapeutic radiology
Niscellsneous 2/

Historical (adjusted)

1;74

Projecteetadjustedl

WPM

37.5 . 29.3

20.2 2.9
9.0

19.4

9.0

FM8 USN&

1.4

1344

11:2

5.6

0.2

10.7

20.5

1.3

0.9

12.626 4,735. 100.0

100.0 100.0 160.0

40.7

2.0 0.3k

0.4 0.3

0.3 0.4

6.5 4.6

26.0 19.7 . 24.7

5.4 6.7 A.8
0:9 0.3 0:8

5.9 6.1 5.7

3.1 0.8 3.6

4.3 1.3 4.2
1.8 A

0.9 1.7

102 0.0 1.2

0.8 1.1 0.8

D.8 , 1.1 0.8

1.8 1.6 1.7

27.4 45.4 r

25.7

2.9 7.3

2.0 2.3
3.1 8.4

0.1 0.1

6.1 10.4

1.5 2.1

0.2 2.0

0.7

3.6 :2.1

0.5 1.2'
6.7 6.7

1.9

0.4

0.3

6.3

2.7

1.9

3.0

0.1

5.6

1.5

0.2

042.

3.5

0.5

6.5

1/ Includes gastroonte °logy. pulmonary disease, cardiovascular disease, and allergy.

2/ Includes aerospace 'gracing, public healtl*, general preventive medicineo.occupational medicine.

'other", and unspecified.

1975

HIS

NA NA NA

100.0 100.0 100.0

29.3

P":711.6

13.7

11.1

5.6

0.3

0.3

0.4

a4.6

19.4

6.4

0.3

64.
a.f
1.3

0.9

0.8

1.0

1.0

1.6

45.7

6.2

2.3

8.3

0.1

11.3

2.1

2.1

2.7

2.6

1.4

6.6

1980

SN6 FNS

erg* 56.1

411.111111.1

4.2
19.4

26
0

5.9

4.6

1.4

0.3 0.3

4° 0.2 0.4

4.7 4.9

19.6 14.5

1.3'

0.3

5.9

0.8
1.4

1.0

0.8

1.1

1.1

4.2

0.5

4.3

2.9

3.1

1.4

1.4

0.6

0.6

1.1 1.7

17.7 47.5

1.6 3.3

1.4 2.4

2.3

0.1 0.1

3.1 13.5

1.1 2.2

0.1 2.4

0.0 1.6

2.6 3.5
0.4 2.5
5.0

32.1

3.1

2.6

14.6

11.8

5.9

Source: Directory of Approved internships and Residencies. ANA, Chicago.

ecit ions.
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Table. A-IV-13. Acttal and projectad s ly of_ectixa M.D..' by specialty based on
trend of first -year residencies: Actual 1974, 1975;

,--,
Specialty,

ae

Total active physicians
-Care

General practice
welly practice

I ernal medicine
Pediatrics - . ,

Other medical specialties
Dermatology

9

Pediatric allergy
Pediatric cardiology
Internal medicine sub-
specialties

f
2/

Surgical specialties .,

General surgery : 6

Neurological surgery
Obstetrics and gynecology , y

Ophthalmology
Orthopedic surgery 'Ihmp..

Otolaryngology
Plastic surgery 4

Colon and rectal surgery
Thoracic surgery

.

Urology
Other specialties

Anesthesiology
Neurology
Pathology
Forensic pathology
Psychiatry
Child psychiatry
Physical medicine and

. rehabilitation
Radiology
Diagnostic radiology
Therapeutic radiology
Miscellaneous 3/

1974 197

Weber

1985 . f19901980

348,961-364,419
'133,588 139,923

.4261,650

168,670
495,750
209,220

564,210
250,880

47,566 47,268 39,470 32;440 25,470

9,487 11,168 23,230" 40,600 58,530

54.682 58,195 74,390 95,330 116,630

21,853 23,292 31,580 40,850 50,250

18,475 20,360 24520 29,210 34,000

_4,733 4,992 5,820 6,700 7,670

453 .477 790 1,060 1,330

564 576 840 1,020 1,200

12,'12S 14;315 17,070 20,440 23,900'

98,672 102,843 113,820 124,770 134,820

32,845 33,807 34,990 36;130 36,830

3,021 3,134 3,490 3,810 4,070 .

22,175 23,276 26,070 1,28,700 31,1304
11,349 11,920 13,210 .14,840 16,470

11,607 , 12,188' 14,390' 16,530 18,560

5,904 6,154 6,800 7,610 8,440

2,206 2,395 3,460 4,650 5,830

699 708 740 740 750

2,034 2,120 2,740. 3,240'

6,832 7,141 7,920 8,520 9,040

98,226, 101,353 119,340 132,550 144,520

13,191 13,776 15,260. 16,070 16,590

4,056 4,425 5,840 7,110 8,380

12,037 , 12,553 15,390 17,610 19,700

209 214 310 390 470

24,621 25,623 -28,720 30,750 32,610

2,547 2,765 4,020 5,060 6,060

1,701 1,782 2,140 2,270 2,380

12,256 12,347 12,120 11,470 10,570

3,253 3,796 6,390 8,900 11,010

1,131 1,252 1,870 2,400 2,920

23,219 22;820 27,280 30,520 33,840

1/ 1974 and 1975 figures are actual, and include an estimate of active "not olassifie

M.D.'s.
2/ Includes allergy, cardiovascular disease, gastroenterology, and pulmonary dim

3/ Includes aerospace medicine, occupational medicine, general preventive madici

public health, unspecified, and "other specialties."

Source: 1974 and 1975 figures from "Distribution of Physicians in the U.S., 1974

and 1975" respectively, G.A. *aback, AMA Chicago, 1975. Trend data on first-year residencies

from 1960-1974 issues of "Directory of Approved Internships and Residencies" auhe, et al.,

AMA, Chicago.

NOTt; Subtotals may not add to totals due to independent rounding.
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Table AelV168 Astral, 'lubber of total pallet visits per 11808 per vew!c

by type of practice and specialty! 1914

Type of practice Total 1/

Ipecialty

7

lineal interns,. Sum riiittrics/ Pedfitrics i's7c17W

practice sediiine gynecology

011100.m00.0100....W1000.00. ...000110weimoodmionealommimmiMPOSPONSO=0011.1.1~ONS..00.

Total 888888888888888 125.1 2/ 11484 3/ 126.3 4/ 119.6 !I 13181 6/

earmorrommormanorsammompromimft.mammNW.,..m

lotommwolusum$846 11987 16281 123.4 11181 11181

2 san$888888888888888888888 1281 21181 114,5 12981. 14681

4 Wing
3 la088888888888888888888 135.5 19982 13185 Ma 151.9
4 4an8888888888888888888 13181 21781 9181 121.6 16187 9/

5.) lanme88888888888888 12181 19981 13186 145.1 12583 9/

1-25 liftw000moosseeet 11186 105.1 142.5 116.1 150.5 9/

26 110 i ove888888888.,, 11181 131.1 9/ 10784 14181' 1275 9/

Mipl.Miempli0MIMMIMMIOMIIMM.01.0.0 4POINIMPOOMMOUPOINIMNINNIMPION

4681 1/

11486 4481

16585 NA

11182 1486 9/

11482 9/, 6181 9/

, 16385 9/ 54.0 9/

115.6 4/ 5381 9/

116.1 9/ MA

1/ 'Physicians /Whine radiology, anesthesiology and other specialties are include', in this total

clam.

21 Based on 4,419 observations.

3/ Based on 1,041 observations,

41 Based on 128 observations.

5/ Based on 1,446 observations.

6/ eased on 356 observations,

7/ Based on 292 observations.

8/ Based on 332 observations.

4% 9/ Based on fewer than 30 observations.

Source: Profile of Nedicsl Practice,1975.19168 Astricsn Medical Astociation, Chicago, 1916.
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Table 6-1117. Projected reqUireeents for 1.0.4 'sad 0.0. In 1911. 1915. and 1111 and comparison
with current supply: Project SOAR Model tin thousands)

0.bAAAMmrAA..=11ft=amAIMOIINNMIIMEMA=06.10 OmAND AMAINONIMIll 40=wwWAD

Requirements

.01111ANAMMOPOMOMINIMMAAMIIMAMAIAMIOIMM.11.1.1101MMMIMMAIMIS

1975. Alma* of estimates e

iupply 1911 1915

14001.44MMWMm.444114406#0,4FMMINMW44144MWWWW414,ftw4441W0.41.411/244.mwmftdpidAmpftermAmmi

Alt PhYSICIAASeoesoomems

0.0.911....,444444.4.41....rowelose

st

1175-1990

percent

Increase

range

378.5 424.4-427.4 481.0-491.8 542.6-571.1 43-51

364.5 408.5-411.5 4610-473.3 521.9.149.5 '13-51

14.1 - 15.9 18.1-18.5 21.7-21.6 48-54/
mim ===== ANAWANDIAOMMAAbate.... IMAIIMA A.M1.0.0.406. .1.01 ...=01ronaMANIAMMMOAMAIA.....1104PWAAP
Note: These estimates are provisional and subject to revision. The estimates assume that

supply and requirements were in balancein 19751 that price elasticity remains.constantl that the
trends in non- dollar determinants of health care utilization do not substantially change between
1975 and 19901 and that no major cars or manpower substitutions occur between manpower types or
care categories.
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1 fable 1-1-1 . Member of stsients and graduates

of Wittiest dental schools, by Hato; 1176

Seats sad school

Pusher of stodents as of

.."11111*-ittilig;r.

Owlet of frodes4.
1115-74

.......,....MNIMINSOOPNIPM,.~Mbe.01104,1 =0INN.ONVOIMMIM.100.~,MOM

?0011........ esevilwmaeso
Ilebeee

Alsivocsity of Alsbama

califorsis

University of the Pacific
4 4i

401.:Iniverilty of California

Oniversity of California at Loa Angeles....

Inivecsily of Southern California OOOOO

Lome Linds University figo0O00004011

Colorado

University 91 Colorado. OOOO O OOOOOOO ...I

Connecticut

University,91 Connecticut

District of Colombia .

lovard University OO

Georgotoun University.. OP

flOrlia

Onivectity of florid&

Georgia

Embry University

Usdical College of Georgia

Illinois

Loyola University

Northwestern University.

Southern Illinois University

University of Illinois

Indiana

Indiana. University

Iowa
rr

University of loss

Kentucky

University of Kentucky

University of Louisville

Louisiana
Louisiana state University

laryland
University of earylAni

Uassachusetts ' '

Harvard School of Dental Medicine

Boston University

Tufts university

315 12 62

404 111

347 88

429 117 c'-`1

508

) 15

111 25

172 52

125

16

101

146

18

21

312 101 18

584 150 191

114 KO 22

401 185, 102'

180 . 62 66

531 131 126

410 105 94

130 05 41

5381 133 111

504 129 120 .

369 96 . 17

242 60 63

312 18 0

369 101 ,88

521 131 121

79 20 10

138 02

065 160 137



/folds 1-1.1,. Mosher of stodent asd grailotos

of todividoal distal schools, by'ltatot .1911

(cost)
)aboramereM400Mr.

MeOber of students as of
Stets and school

total first yen
N1

ft.= .o111.141.6 mOI.P.WImuserwrawnew......WWWWWW OFNI.P.meeD mamma. .....+"...elim~/~upSIMONIIOD.dMndiniMape0.~..1.4.visr

Mkt of QrsIQlta
1115.16

Michigan

University of Detroit...WW

Iniversity of.M1chigas

Minnesota

Vnieorsity of Minnesota.... 011,
lissii iss p

University of 111511140
Missoorl 4 .

269

102

582

49

'15

152

150

'University of Missouri at Kansas tit" 133 19
Vsshingepn University 361 14

Nebraska '

Creighton University 00000441141944111110011110001111111. 296 71
Oniversity of Oehcaoks

Mar Jersey .

0 4
260 66 4

hirleigh.Dickinson-Oniversity .121 . 13
Mew.Jecsey Dental School 112 13

Mew 100

ColuMbialniescsity 216 61
he sort University., 512 207
State Onlversaty of :Mee lotOt Stony Brook 90 21,

State University of Mee lork'it tonal* 351 91
Morth tacolina ,

.0nivarsity of North Carolina.l.e. 325 14:
Ohio ..

.

Ohio State Mniiersity
. 511 202

Case Postern limo. University
, 395 101

OklahOms. .

Snivel/it! of Okliion4........... OOOOO :........ 113 72.
Oregon

Intensity of Oregon
, i 514. 12

Pennsylvania ':-. 1.

templelniversity. oplosseiveop 512 ` 141
eniversity ofiennsyleania.. 00011140408 OOOOOOO 641 161
Inimersity of tittshirgh....OOO :.....'OOOOOOO .

both Carolina

silica. Oniierslty of SOoth Carolina

525

162

135

52'
Sennessee

lehorty Medical College 115 53'
intensity of tennisw.11.4s, ........,.,

,
461 155

314

16

115

126

ea

146
114

17 L.

62

16

12

47

195

90

14

353
16

24

so

130
130
121'

$1

27

IsO

S.
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I'lable A -1 -1 'sober at students sod otsioates

of 11)0011811 dental schools, by itatel. 1116

fang

lists and school

*as
girlie Wl* la Dellthati...............

inliersity of Toms ationston... ...........

Osiversity. of lovas at Mn Antonio.. ...mi..

Virginia
Virginia t0000noseltb Oniversit4...........1

_

maskington '

University of lashipftont ... 00000mi....".

Oast ficilinio ;

VoitilrgAnis
Miversity............... oo .:. o

Olicansin .
Naggaette Oniversity.... " 000 .. OOOOOOO ......

Puerto' *ice ,.

Univorsity Oi-facto lo
J.,

Umber of stedont os 08 habfg of 1RA4101418

1071-16

to , t first me

311 130

412 124

: li, 151

430 , 110.

'310 102

239 .43

'.543 1)7

223 66

IMPRINWIWWWWWIWOMMOmlillMWOMPWWIOMWWWWWWW
OOOOOO w001.4,1m,

Sosrcos Alegi an petal Association, Council on Cants'. 14sco

lialil.lissallp4.111 -11.

.54

ion. 1119111i419131.111

111410.11,}11.1.
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/able 1-41- labor and porcint of total optometrist* b age ini lethal statist 1911

WftmolZoreasMalmormiter

Igo group

.....000ftmlOft....0..wMimmommemommumerm.ww...mftwwwwWWWIMUMMOMMeiOMMOMOMOWWW0wwWWWMUMMOMMO.WWWW160

'W'"'''''""wwirr/rw"wwIllttit.I!IWMOWOWOMOOWWMMMmmmammM.0
wee

a 10..00.4MMEMNIMEN
All optometrists ICtIOO Tata Mn. *If 4,41 0,11 Otket

114dasta anosployad

r

Number of 4optoretclsts

04.WW.WOOMMWW.W.011.0.1MMIMOMM1000004WWW.MMIN
0....W.......ftWOftNieb..M.MWW.OWO.,MMIPWft WINO

4 .

Ill alias
'

----.114111.--.....1-14111...1.21.111........14iii-.....,......11., ............ili...

,

less than 30 1,111 ," 1,190 90 0 90 2230.31 i 0 3,151 3,011 11 5 1 1240- A .... ..... ..; 5,6H) 5,219 395 27 '0 29
50 59 9,115" 6,2H 649 111, 0 11I IV di 000000 I* 10 2,05 3,111 470 .341. 2 .) 14
7 and over ? 1,503 193 710 07 0 3.I knovn .? ......... . 13 0 33 13 0' 0

0,1000mmommodedos.080.....4h..
....1.7--.064.400-40.01.0.....11.00111111MENIIIIIIMM1146.1n.~00MIDo

All egos
, /

taunt
aborrarriow...mwommolfOHNIONIONwwwwirwerarripM0

less the 30......... ... 100.0 4 MI 5.0 - 2.1 1.2
31-11... 110.1 11.1 2.4 0.2 0.3 0.1
41 -11...

110.1 13.0 7.0 1.5 .
).150-51 100.0 11.4 1.4 3.1 . 0.5

01-11 110.0 12.0 11.0 11.1 0.1 1.5
10 and over. 100.0 52.1 47.2 ' 14.4 - 1.3, ,.

ormasswoNOommilWWwl~nowlaINN11111111011munD~Bilowenlearimermlelll4WOMMISOMMParl.~=MMEIMMIMIMMI
to

lots; tocconts 04/ not 111 to totals and subtotals flue tolisdoposiont tossding.

1316
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)
Table A-VI-1. Numbr and percent of active optometrists by

caclel/etknic categaryl 1973

.......

Oecial/etbnlc category' Number of optometrists Percent
r.

WW...!..41Wdr. .....arerdr4-11.1.ormdmirm~dodlarmoderV011.1.111WOPPOWIMINIMYMPPOPHIMMOrNpsdaraNdildOnd=lerddll.0.1dmr

AllAategortes.....10p 1P:
6.

4.1..mrmimi 'dmdo14i62

'bite/Caucasian. .............. .114 :3' 96

Total

Rlick/besro..... .

japanese/Ckineee..........
Other, Asian. .0 .... 00.4.......:

Indlan/Uklmo/Aleut
*oilcan tuerican
Puente Rican . ......

Atber Latin American. OOOOO .
.

ill% other. .. 00000 40......1.....

bt:1111144046.000

1 sr

1/ Less than 0.15.

umoormeamo oroorgroodarewaptifLoIwiomobile mem=ow aa imir

105 0.5
308 .1.5

'1/

12 0.1
31 0.3
1 1/

10 0.1
10 0.1

133 0,7

31::)

L,

J



Table A-VI-3. Moat of still -oottoyad oit000tilats, by tom of
solt-omploymont and age: 1173

.1.,..0~1,0604.0011ftwomigmew.WW410domprmMWMUNIIPNOMMIII!W=41041iMMOOMSOMPWMOMMWOOPMMUSWIMMINOM.OMMUMPMW

lora of sell All alio Loss than 36.31 40-41 50-51 6041 70 and
esploymenk 30 . over

0~01.00WOMMIWINOWftmaild
Total.;

a
Solo proctico. 11.1 .50,1
tattnotaklp... 16.$ 30.1
orosp........ 3.3 6.2

solo practice: 110.0 0t.0
Pirtasiabip..1 160.0 11.3

100.0 11.5
arrommwelmoommenwimsorriewwww

10.7 12.5
25.0 14.6
4.3 3.1

13.1 21.1
23. 1 25.1
20.7 25:7

13.4 03.2
13.6 14.4
3.0 . 2.5

364 12.1
21.1
31.11 1.1

Motes torts I,' not s41 to 1014 die to tour Ong.

319,



Table VI-4. Member and percent of active optosekrists by

principal form of employment: 1673

4000 smilm0.06.1wWwiMponlib WWWWfte ON.M.NNIMOMMOWNIMMOM

Principal form of lumber of Percent

employment.
,

optometrists

Mftmodnimftw..mlWorMemmellmim*OrMW4,01.....1.101111m00......0.. w41.eggspg.

Total....,

Solt employed:

o0000 +
Solo practice."... 0000 01100011111.00
Partnership

Comp.! ********** ********* .............

*loved:

Total . . . . ..

Metal governmentmilitary. * 1 *** 000solle

At, federal governmentnonsilitsry.....

1 state or local goverment
Professional corporation 1/ .

optometrist

ophthalmologist
Physician other than opkthaleologist

Multidisciplinary group practice.,

Nonprofit organization

Protiteaking firm or manufactures

All other I..... ,

,

got reported :

2,514 134
411 3.5

................1 AL.......i.i W

. o

32 0.2

46 0.2

791 4.1
1,014 5.3

151 0.1

16 0.1

174 0.9

361 1.9

436 2.2

60 0.1

. 104 4. 2

4110ww~rW.1040.001~Molm,06MM.0001~Wwwilem4imow040..impOwilmwomftwgewift.m

1/ Established after 1919.

Motif Percents nay not add to totals and subt 4 4144 to

independent rounding.
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Table 1-11-5. Number of active optometrists and optopetcist/

population COW, by seographio division and *tot
Decembse 31, 1973

alumni ....... NM,

Number of lesident population 'Oats per.
Division and. state active, Jul, 1, 1010 100,000

oopotrists din 4000'0 population

MilMerWOMMIIMMIlmOolmmomminwftwoWWMmoodOMWOmmMOWMMew00.0410.11MMIOWWWW...0.0.1.01,iWWOrkm.MW...WWWOOM.WWOWOPM

gaited States..

alumni ....... NM,

16"co:"2!:1!;;:::::: ::::: ----1411i----7---mwmil:011--"L-"114.1""
Naine ...... 121, 1,039 . 11.0
Nassichusetts.11111 749

A
6,799 12.9

Mee lampshice......... 12 114 t.1 44
Mole Island.......... 126 961 13.0
Ieriont................ 44 466 0.4

A

11:24J!:::;tic Lill"7 7:11:111 "" -Is]

.

New lock....... ..... .. 1,690 - 16,214 6.1
Pennsylvania... ..... .. 1.130 11,662

..- 1.5

l 5..........:....114 1j--_.,....___._ s ...8
1 .Delaware..... ... ......

.

District of Columbia.. AI 734 9.3
Weida..., '*....11.41 11631, 1,746 .6
Georgia lee 261 0.010 6 .6

Naryland 6 210 4,014 5.2
North Carotins..._..... 330 6,302' 6.3
South Carolina 111 2,724 6.1
Vicginias.....,....... 326 4,644 6.1
vest Dirginia.......... 135 , 1,761 7.6

4
hit South Central...... ___ 1111........ IM..1 ...... ....1111401.1MMMIMMOOMNIAi alt_--___._.,._ ID S. ......*labial, .5'.. ill ,

4
.

Sentuchy....-........ 116, 3$326 6.6
Sississippi........ ... . , 114 2,317 6.0,

... . ,tennesses......... 363
_ 14,095 1.9

,r

9414.6oath alatc41.,.;. ..:14111/............21411............14....
hrkansas....... .. . .. .. 033 v e ',
Loalmiana.. ..... ...... "225 3,746 6.0
Oklahoma ..... ......... 273 3,6611

11,020 11.:lesas
..... ....... 636

321321321321321



715!k4.

*Y", : 4t
`".

;

,;1.-
1, 1.

L 0.

folio 1 .91-1. labor of odtloi Oseliteostmlst/

Petshibil CAW, hi lOstrapbio dithiss ss461tstot

Nommliet 11, 1113 001
I

'emmpromommeftwommormowmwilmmigemommompommwoolomommomm000mmomftwoommoweemismemiso

Abobsr of IssIdost 'wisdom lots pot

lisks1os sal State active ail/ If 1974 1111,101

optosstrists lim 1,11141 Parasite,

seIwesommaalm.boloresemerwomesowleampommommepupsoloommenimmrdInmaolomm

lost North COotrals.

Illiools. '1:11r-11
53$ 1,314

749 1,061

seesete 00000 use 114 1$, 743

itS00111110.. 00000 mom 416 ,4,931

Most Nett' Colima.......

Ioso............

Minnesota. 0000000

Nissoorl..............
Nebraska.... 00000 11100010

North Dakota...».
tooth Dakota..........

Noontalo: 00000 00000 ..7

ACI10114 so, 00000 610.6,0109

Colorado.,
o 00000000

o..00000
wink
NISNesioo..... 00000 ..e7

Vtah

247

361

412

2,164

3i191

.9161
1,913

131

6111

201

AS

101

41

10

15

'176

710

551

1,091

1,150

35)

face tic. . 00000 ........ ...411421J!..........19111....

Alaska
, 4

ColitornIa 2.411 21,652

Wail... 00000 .
Oregon.... 00000 315 2,211

loakIngton

74

315

141

3,431

0
...mom......mommmdwwwwwwwwwwwommme.sww..m.rwwwwwwwwwwm.muwww.....ft......m.wwmft.wmam..mom.........

Sono: ON116 Ili, NIL ItIlliktii.insing.hatigslif
1113. 01 M. to. 76-111.
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table 1-114. Swami distributioai'it active optesetsists bp 4111l each geographic regilot 0111



fable A-VI-1. Nisbet and wont of active optosattists by school

at coltsgs of gradastiont 1113

winommlmol.mropmWg....wftrirmWmmwommarsommpommwirimmwrwrwwwwwwwwwmmwommumberwmamem*mdwilmommmomwohissm

School or

collo'.

flats of . Pabst of 'stoma

opststion optonsttists

wAnwoolommolimmommimmlommOmmwwmordrimpwwwwwwwwftwilielmOWWWW4oOmmommOm~lImmm,Mummomm.O.~1.1minnmaillOMP.MWOON

4
fotiamosessofibee.ipos

Sotthu .....
Soitbits......i..k.........

Ponnsylvanis. OOOOO

Los Angeles te.. OOOOO ...OS

liiillghleattS0111 OOOOO 0111061POO

Illinois. OOOOO $4441 O 41-0 OOOO 00

Ohio Hats Onivorsity......
pacific Inivotalty.........

cbicago Imams)
University of Calliotnia..1

Colsmbia........ OOOOOOO

On4vstsity of bosston......

in Onivetstty

Iachostot....... OOOOO

'Noodles

`ill other ti_.... OOOOOOO .4

lot matted.

101.1101111.1141.1.M...41MoNalpmmElm I

1121-55

1132 to present

1111 to present

1104 to ptosant

1114 to present

1155 to resent

1114 t moist
1121 o present

1931 5

1921 present

1910 6

1152 to present

1151 to present

1113-36

1111-21

4,017

2,410

3,411

1,535

1,211

1,110

1,013

111

101

114

111

122

311

103

11

111

31.1

11.1

12.1

7.0,

6.3,

1.2

5.3

5.2

4.1

4.1

4.2

2.1

2.0

1.5

1.4

1.7

WIPEOWS.I.M.PIMMIIIftw011amin41111041101011M.N.11.0 =111=MM10411111111

it ISMS was changod'is 1175 to Solithstn Calitossla College

of Optometry.

2/ Inc:lodes 2 Canadian schools.

tamest Otos., Jamas 1. Tho Story of dltonottl. low fork,

The lonald !toss Cs., 1165. Mottos, Ansticas Optonstglo
Association Aroblisso St. Louis, limped.
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Table 5-11-6. leobor and reseed of optometrists settee lo the
44110 State and is the acme geostaphi relies as tbe schss$

liols which Itsileate61 1O13
SiamrsIrdwrommobersomolonsmomroorroravlor

School u collogs Active
optometrists

GIMMO011EONSIAmMION4ImMONNOMMIM NO 00.NoMMI OWNIMMOON.11.

Los Angeles ti...,. 1,515
Spiv of California...4
Minot, 6,316

311

Ohio State mho 1.012
Papilla 161
penosylvania 2,476
Sopthoce 2,676
limpet loeston 413

Illkilmilmorlarlavormassomommorarmwolow

Is sass Is NM
..jtdji... les.
Sombet has a: 'mama

WININNIN4640101001MINIMINNINNISNNIMmli40 abiONMOOMI OMB

10311
1St

1013
3111

613
253
172
301
196"

1

+I/1
4916

262

1.110

117
616

2,036
311

124
11.6
63:1
11.1
U.
70.1

16.1

73.1

imilimAarwor.wrimommesswmmmOommodompommommogralmommodsmomesem..~emommommelfmMIIMMummelpilIMOMormarlrdwimempormemeam,

1/ lase was changed in 1115 to Soethero Caillocoia Cellego
of optometry.

2/ Isalsliss also Unbent Illinois, chichio panto), andloilss.



Ad

TOW 1111.14 'mantel, of Mill thlrIncilt ki pion of pciolloo sol
rsclil/otholc backgrounii 117 1

lic141/Ithnic poop
r

3-1110111.11111011. pospttli ORIlfiGiOrit Olin
In rpm ant MIR cola' fora

0.111041.4011M VO01,11111.11.014d...... 00101111.11.111MIPIPIPWIP PIO 011000.001010. 1.0111111MHOOMINIMUID.000011111111~140501111.1.01111011000Vie 0000.01...1111.0000.0.

Altaos ... ... /see go es ..... snows 101.1 61,1 21.1 li 1 1,5 1,1

3.0 0.1links.. o.astsme stows, vow o 0 # 110.1 31.1 37.1 31.

hp11111/CHINIG.sosetioomm 100.0 33.0 10,1 II 1.1 111

other him" 101,0, 314 31,1 .1 1,1 . 0.7

loulcan inilin/isklmoilled..,,, 100.0 10,0 21.3 3.1 , 1.1 11.1

111 otkor........:11, e willow lit 100.1 01,0t 31.1 0.1 3,7 1.1

poles eftroimmormaim ourimmeolommoosiosemo wo ursommousem ow ems essoweallealliesaa sows ouilles.W.losuipoilmellello000401000mio.im

(a_

faucet Pkatiaci 111110111C Islarestlos itojecl, 11711 '001011144 118,011, ,0000(114 OINgiii41. of
Cbliagaa 01 NONNI. III Copttid Oa, 11-1111.

4
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table l- 9IY2. Isaber, and percent of:active Hale and tonal+ pharmacists a0/116g000ist/forilition ratios.

billograpkiC'divlaiot and !Natal IfeceeOr 31,1111 (cant)

OPOP1.41i
actAve

.0111111011 SR Oil

0.woismpow. ....wo...1./..a...wleammamlwwwwwwsonnwom.wwww.

last Seed __4tra 0461$110 OOOOO

A libai

Vented? O :O O I. OO OO

Nississippi
'Tennessee oil

Vest hod Central
oo oo 00000 solo

liaident: late pet leder of last. et .../fLopi_.

Popeliatbin ;190,000 active '"
Olf 1, 1913 popilitlen nth tonsil Vale teals

In 1,0004) ,pkarnaclets pkarmaciste.'

wok, 10.411011~46.~.....ammikoreb.ro

111, MO 51

3,328 53

1/1111 3,311 49

1#351: 4095 58

1,591 111 19. 11.1

1#59S 154 91.2 8.8
1,031 108 90:5 0.5

2,128 230 90.2 +9.1

1,035 55 )011 , 3..3 6.1
1,921'. 31,70: 51 1,102 221 U.S .. 11..5

4/50,1 9,669 56'. 11131 110. ; 84.1 . 11.3

texas J,6,104 111828 52 5.114 a 110' X8.0 12.0

last North Cantiii, ....iitlil.....:......iislil........AL...+:....1ii,i1.........j,21.........ilii_....1141.'
Illinois 6,465 i 1 ,1 ' 58 - 5#113 : 642 90.1 ,9.9
Indiana..., o .. o ... .4.. .. ; 1,29I'' t 9,304; :,.

1 62 -,..-7--, 2,926, 37). .08.1 11.3
nfchigan .0'........'... A:- titit toil, 52 14119 916 4 p9.1 10.9

Ohio ' 1 5;490 ! , 10,14) 51 4,811 688 181.5 12.5

Nisconsin.... oo . o ...., 00000 .,.. 2,454 4,539 54' .2;179 215 08.8 , 11.2

Nest Korth Central.

bye

Kansas

Minnesota

Nebraska

Ora Dakota....

South 00000000000

4304
2,114

2#648
hon

1:1

0 2,863

2,264 ' 51

3,090 1 54

4,161 56

1,532 70

635 61

602 51

53 161 . 09.4 10.6
6 118° 91.0 '9.0

877 237 01.0 111.2

,436 212 92.0 j
962 109 09.1 10.2

339. 0 81.6 12.4

3,211 63 13.1 16.1



Table 1412-2. limber and percent of active Palo and female-pharmacists and pharmiciet/popilation ratios,

by geographic division and Stater. Dauber 11, 1971 Iconti
......wwwWmosimmmomm.0.mmem.M111WW.i.Wftwesftws.w.Mmomm4wwwWW 1.01.0...1.1.11111/*MOMMO.M60.1111110010......11 ,

lumber of Resident late per lumber of lumber' of !WEL.
active . population. 100,000 ..active , active

Division and Stain Ph490444t4 Jell 1,1911 population Mal. . female We' pestle
fin 1,4004) plaracista pharmacists .

.......,Fewmulmoin.........b.............powommem...~wwwwww.........P.~.......mowe mem. ummore a ow u r r e we worwlifSho swenow...~......" .....a.gindir.10.0Nom
1

Mountain ..iiiii............ !ill.........ii ...rilti.-111.:.lisi...11ti_
Arizona 1,273 1,131 ' 134 69.5 10.61

Colorado I 1,640 2,168 ii 11423 , 211 06.9 11.3
,Idako. .... Of 1111100 ........... I 413 \ 111 il 112 ) 61 8h1 12.9

' lonttni....1.11111 .. .. Gill I ' 451 i 130 62 316 56 7 81.5 12.1
hood' 311 551 56 124 17 94.5 5.5
leo %zip 611 1,099 12 617 ii 90.) 9.7
utsk..... 60140.11,4111. 608 1,150 53 564 It 92.8 7.2
1110411111 238 353 61 900 30 14.0 16.0

liskt.,
tl' .

, , . ,

1...11&1183 .."1111..a.....11.7a... ..11111........14111....a.p41.-,iiija
It i Itosi

Pol

California
i

11,0m, 20,652, 53 1,770 1,255 18:6 11.4IMO 216 841 29 191 19 80.1 19.1
Oregon 1,383 4219 . 62' .1,16.1 223 84.0 16.0

1), . . lashington 2,259 , '3,431, II 1,124.1,, . .05 411.7 153

?lotto Rico, ..... ,.. 911 2,951 13 151 , 539 '. 45:9 54.1,

,

\ Iirgia loltride l,... .. .. .. .. .. ..
....mamssmomftemparmaosorelssw. emeroommeaeesptsomm....modm..~...00104sempas NM

harm &call Pharmacists:' unpubllsked data from PIN Contract lo. 71.41784 !Impact onpaviv
Intormition Project, American As °dation of Colleges of Pharmacy, 1973. ','

&the Pipulation,ot States' 191 .. Istimatos of tit population'of Porto Rico and Ontliing lraasi 1960-1171.

PopolatiOnt. 11.S. WOO f the Consul. Current Population Reports. Sorles 1-25, lo. M. 1st:imam

%

4"
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Table A-V11.-3. full-time enrollments in the final three years of professional degree programs to

each school of pharmacy: Academic year 1976-77

State and pharmacy school

...ym.1 No. .1.1 ral..."..1.

All Schools

Total

eiroll-

pent

Total by Sex

H r

Choi Tar

kit yen lad-list-11FNFIIF

it

' 24,082 .,15,i2e 8,856 5,010 2,05 '5,247 2,982

Alabama , . ,....s ,

Auburn University I. . ; . ...... sellostosi 328 196 132 58 31 Al 83.

Sanford niversity ,.: ..,...',.1'. 301 . 217 84 46 12 87 31

\Arizona;

Uulveroity of Arizona 219 15; , , 62 54 19 1 .11 21

I

Arkansas: !

1
'Ll

UnNersIty Of' Arkanaas 125 85 40 87 A? 38 24

Californil . ,,,

University of Callfornla soo.\46000ses 290 16 130 52 42 58 36

University of Southern California ,... 437 2i 29 . 140 97 ', 41 105 38

University of the Pacific i. ., 602 -.1 /(' 44 189: 1146 , 51 130' 62

Colorado:
,

'UnIvCrsIttof Olorada i 182 11 67 : 11 15 41' 19

CoOnecticut: / /
,

UnIrtsity of:Connecticot ...... $4#4.$ '. .302 1.3 129' 52 -34 68 40

Oistria gf#ColUmbia:

Howard University 15Sili 71 78 29 30 24 20 .

k,(

Florida r ..... too:6;w'
,

Florida A,, and H. Untiefaity .. .. . .. .. 252 149 103' 61

UnivArr",i of Florida , ........ ....... 335 195 140 82

Mercer ,University 318

Univereity of Corgis . .. ,140

40 41 26

34 51 52'

C

\ ,

120 98 86 31 .11 26

293 155 107 5S 83 44.

4,969 3,239

10 58

84 41

3/17 22,

-

50 52

95 61

'137 76

voN

37 .33

53 55

24. 28

41 31

56 54

63 41

103 ., 56

333



T1610,1411 -3, Full-time enrollments in the finel,thrse years of professional degree proems in

each school of pharmacy: Academic year 1976474(continued)

Total

ate and pharmacy Khoo! enroll-

ment

sommom.WW101.0.0....mwm

Total by Sex

Claes Teir
,

.....

kat year 2nd-lut 3rd-last

P H 10

Idaho:

Idaho State University ,,,,, .......

Illinois:

University of lllinI ill,/ iOOO1O

,

Indian. \04.410411O1

Butler Univerilty

Purdue University

lows

Drake Univeraity,

University of Iowa

Kansas:.

University of Kansas'. 243

Kentucky:,

Pniversily of Kentucky 246

262 209 53 69 15 1 72 22 68 ;16

1/ 479 271 208 111 81 106 77 48 50

278

468

173

218,

262

ie, 277

jobislana

... Northeast Louisiana University . .553

avlef Universiti ...,: 196

Hs ylend:
.

'University of Maryland
1 266

loisaehusettoi,

Hassachusette College of.Phermacy 728 507 221 127 '64

Northeastern University 400 283 117 88 28

169

176

4/

105 52 38 72 30' 49 37

250 60 15 81 92 77 83

93 56 27 70 38 43 '28

101 63 37 72 25 41 39

163 80 55 20 53 29 55 31

130 116 48 .22 43 39 '49

408 .145. 141

118 /8 40 14

37

144 2 42 36

,

316

147. 48

'351 26

53 41

193 '89

86 36

120 60

, 41: 38

49 45.

I87 68

109 53

337



I, Table AlkI . Full-time enrollments in the final three years orprofessional degree programs in

each, school of pharmacy: Academic year 1916-77 (continued)

State and phatoncy achoul

...V.I..

Total

,
enroll-

ment

Total by Sex

Class Year

Last year ledlast 3rd-last

H F Mr F H F

Michigan
e $,,..

, b

Ferris State College;
521 390

'Univerrity of Michigan )L, . 238 81

Mayne State University ' 306 208

Ninneslta: t

University of Minnesota 357 226

.

Mississippi:'

University of Mississippi 4 306 197

Missouri

pt. Louis College of Phnom

University of *tort, Koos City

Montana:

University of Montana

Nebraska

Creighton Univereltyv
200

3
131 .

University of Nebraska 209 127.

New Jersey;

Ruigers'University .r 373 220

le40exico: .
.

University of New Mexico' 112 127

New. York

131 157

157 26

98 44

131 76

109 64

40 120

38 ,, .32

21 57

1.47 \ 75

35 62

416 133 91 .57 90

235 '96 38 35 151'

82 '48 30 11 24

69 30 18

82 42 20 )i5461

153 84 39 62

12 38

Albany College of Pharmacy
.332. 190. .142 56 t4'

Brooklyn College Of Pharmacy 123 397 126 125 94

5t, ,John's, Univeitity 616 495 181 Pc 140 11 172

SUR; Buffalo .. 240 129 111 39, 21 39

33u&I

41 113 50

'57 23 62

37 87 40

45 75 39
1-

31 71 43

40' 102 36

27 47 ,34

18 28 19

44:

27

31

49 74 65

13 35' 20

47 '70' .51

35 178 .44'

183. 63

42 '51 46

33



Table Full-time enrollMents in the final this years professional degree programs is

deach school of pharmacy; Academic year 1916 -77 (continued) .

State sod pharmacy eclwwl.

otal

enroll-

ment

Total by Sex

M F

Class Year

Les( year , hd-lut '3rd -last

F M I F

North Carolina:

Ontversitp of North Carolina 405 207

North Dakar

North Dakota lute ifverolt 4....... 36o 258

Ohio:

Ohio Northern University

Ohio Itatellniversity

Unlvereity ofTlicianati' i

'Univariltrof. Toledo

4191 242

384 220

219, 151

241 117

Oblshosa .......,

SOuttiaestern State College ....... ..., 444 310

University of.Oklahome 379-, 291

Oregon: ,

Oregon State. University 326. 232

'Famili'. y

Duqueoneiglverolti , 353. 208

Philadelphla College of Phir.16 lei 545 367

Temple University, ." . 1 368 251

University of rittsbuigh
290 174

IthOde Island:

Untversity of Rhode Island
345 212

Il l

South Carolina

Medical University o outh Carolina ,,180 127
"University of South Carolina 333 218

South Dakota:

South Dakota State University 211 124

0
1

0

Lit

1

198 78 46. 59 IS r 70 67

102 79 30 100 3S 19 37

177 '89 54 85 60' 68. 63

164 68 50 68 63.- 84 51

68 61 24 43 16 47 28

64 63 17 62 18, 52 29

134 103 44 104 40 103 50

88 96 21 117 34 18 27'

94 79 22 12 . 35 81 31

-145 59 / 42 79 51 10 ' 12'

178' 114 40 129 65 124 73

111 82 41 93' 33 16 43!

116 57 36 56 36 61 44

133 .71 '36 64 49 77 48

I

53 32 18 '48 22 '47 13

115 75' , 41 86 Al . 51 33'

81 42 27 37 30 45 33

340 341



Table A-VI 91i Full -tine enrollments In the final three years of professional degree programi in

each school of pharmacy: Academic year 1976-77 (continued)

Rate And pharmacy achuul

S

,..Men.Ize
Class Tear

ti

Total

enroll-

sent

......mwrie

Total by Sex

H PHININFLest yes! 2411-last 3rd-last

Tennessee:

University of Tennespee

'Totes: sow...

Texas Southern Oftiveveliy OOOOO wt...

University of Houston 4

University of Texas

Utah:

University of Utah .'... ......... ,.,

Virginia;

. Vir011ia Commonwealth' University I ..,

IF

335 167

274 172

411 325

530 307

211 171

'279
,

147

138

190 125

208 118

527 352

192 147

611 149 ,

Wihington

University of Washington :1
258

,Washington State University ,,:ii....

Oleg Virginia;

West Virginia University

Wisconsin:

Unlversit W stonsin.

University of WylOng

Puerto Rico;

University offge710 Rico

412
r%

168 69 58

102 .56 23 74

146 80 c 28 105

223 05 S8 127

40 50 10 60

132 Sf. 38 , SO

r.

120 1 41. 45 44

65 32 20 49

90 31, 29 t 39

'175 115 51 104

4S SS .24 60

468 62 175 40

65 40 53

4

46

54

77

11

44*

40

22

31

61

11

122

42

140

75

i

6i

46

53

44

2

129

32

41

33

64

88

,

19.

50

35

)4.

30

,\63

'10

171



1/ Arkansas pffers an accelerated program; the two years reported are equivalent to three academic (1110ftintnryeers

Pacific ,and Howard offer accelerated programs; the three years reported are equivalent to four academic (nine,

month) years.. ,

3/ Nebraska is terminating the B.S. Pharmacy progxam, and now accepts students for the Phars.D; program only,

Source: Enrollment Report on Projosaional Degree Programs in Pharmacyaell 1976. Laprican Association of

Colleges of Phatmscy Bethesda, Maryland

1

34'4
44, 345



Table A-VIII-1. Member and percent of active podiatrists by
age and sex: 1974

000.0000000.000......mow0N000.04100010Mb ..... ~0,010i0 w mme0W10011m00.00010wW00.00160m00110.0.

Age group,

Nsibor Percent

Iotal Nate female Total bale YeM410



Table A -VIII-2. Number and, percent of active podiatrilits b;

principal form of employment: 1974

ml * Ii.wiN I MI 1111111111IMMOwIM

Principal form Nilmber of podiatrists
of employment

=010.

Self-employed 1/ OASOmploolo0011

Solo praptice..
Partnership practice...

,Group practice. G0000410.011

Salaried 1/.9

Government

organizations 2/.......

Mon-govexnment

organizations 3/

other 1.1

.P.101101M111 ONO

Percent

dogompoWilimmimordworwiremilimmollower

Iii ... .
6 33

5,719 80.0

950 13.3

167 21.4

120

117

12

041~ OP IMOLPL

1.7

1,6

0,2
weimosa...ms.wipieroo rinewm. op =Fop

1/ Excludes 36 active podiatrists not providing patient
care who were not asked to report, their principal fori of
employment.

.ZI Includes military, federal (non=military), State and
tocal.

,

3/ Idcludes prepaid group health plan other non -

governmental organizations and other pocliatristiii,

34 7
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Table A-VIII-1. Dumber of active podiatrists and

podiatrist/population ratios, ,by geographic

-division pnd stall December 31', 1974

.lumber pf lesident population late per

Divisionn, and State active July 1, 1974 100,000

podiatrists fin 1,0001s) population

United States

Mew England

Connecticut

Naine....40

Massachuiitts.....

MeviMampshire

Rhode island

Vermont...

Middle Atlantic

Kew JeLiSy

New fork

Pennsylvania...

South Atlantic

Delaware

oDistrict of Columbia

Florida.. . 000000 . o

Georgia...

. Maryland

MoFth Carolina

South Carolina

Virginia irips

Nestileginia

pr.

lant,South Central. o 000 .

19 3 575Alabama...... . . . 46000
;47Kentucky c,

° Mississippi . ...

Tennessee

10

347

23

53

1

1,220 18,101 6.8

674 11,841 9.7

241

70

-131

55

17

"73

39

. 92 3,354

9 2,334

40 . 4,119

1,049

5,799

008

938

468

121

8,099

4,877
4,089

9,375

2,115

4,910

1,784

1.1

6.0

2.8

5.6

1.5

1.1

3.1

1.4

3.2 j,

1.0

0.0

1.5

2.1

1.0

'1.4

1.1

Rest 34416 Central

Irkannas,'

Louisiana

Oklahoma.

Tesas

28 MAI 1.

. 36 3,107 ' 1.0

51 2,681 1.9

208 12,011 lel

348



fable 11.4211.1. foist et soars ieillatrIsts sad
,pedistrisi/pepolsties rs tee. bi I...ra/14 %.41,1.1..: a4 State er ;11 191

I

iramerismoumwmposserahapsammembroodwrommeriglIN. IMMO

Iseiec et testiest popolsttep Sate per
Divides sal lists astir, ashy if 1,14 11014

pelistriste 114-4,1N1s1 repoisiles

010.wwwwwwwwwimadeamisessmrsarrimmerumproomummommweromosoweamprormisimiermossoremensmosir

11164i11000641000060011.4
_.... _ _ ._ _ _ _ - _ eimmi iiionunisme.am.s....it glionmelpilmillieliall40

list Vorth Cestral 1111084

IndillAleso.............

11011,4114.e.......4.4.,

4041116.9.....:ses....o.,
Ili 4411.16...,.......

rootfotth tehttil.......

121 5.713 3.4
311 . 1,111 3.3
615 10,745 % q.s
126 4441 , 3.1

......111..............liail. eiONNIIOVIos4. e s. ee sogov.... 14 2,45 9
. Kan111....s...... ' 43 2,311 1.1
linntsoti....:... 10 .3,101 LI
1111$411ti.......s....... 13
Nebraska. eeeee wises.. 31 :1111

11.1

2.4
North Sakota........... .1

636 0.9
teeth Dakota......i.... 13 . 611 .1.1.

Jr ,

Noentain4 ...i.e.... 00000 MI.._
55

4111'h .ona. ._.... 00000 .....
, , 160

1st...R
3. 3

Colorado.. 00000 ........ 64 , 1.515 2.5
Idaho. .................. 15'. : 794 1.9,
llootana: 114411144,4110,44 14 731' 1.9
Nevada 841104004111,0004 o 114IA° 15 574 3.6
Mw 11141k044............ 27 1,119 t
Otah.. 00000 000 . OO 31 ) 1 179 3.1
voiding 4" Oil II 00000 a 303 1.9

Pacific. OOOOO
ilaska OO OO . 3 41
call fOrnis 764 20, 011 3.7

00000 0000
0. 9

Oregon 0000000000 37 3,259 1.6
Vashington 16 . 3,494' ..1.9#olow.s.asoDWINIMNI.www

Soerees 1141114 on data is ros, Ionthl, Vital Statistics' Isfor9,
Preliminary "ditty from the Wm of Podiatrists, 1.4.4 ,1174.

Populations LS. Semi of C401114 Popeiation Oporto,
Sales P25, 'No. 615.

Moto; Pi erns may not 244 to totals en4 sobtoteio 41,41 to
independent funding.

349



, .

6014 11-11I1-4. fuollmaot ant polo*. in 001111411 of
Wind° oodioloot 111147

11.1011.1m.m..M.P00111WWWIPMPIPW=WWMoilielsollosimplowseemioniemommolirepatulassainimammoulMilmi.0111.110

ii.al.lisissiiim........
7fira
micatimeNt 11111 1111 1011 1071 (1176)

- wwww MwrwwwwNww11.4p1MOIMMINOWOWW,MMINO

Ij totals

all 001100144...,hi1i.....111.411...111...111......12L.

Californiail' Colloos of

Podiakcia Median.....
,

371 11 100

Illinois Calm of
loodiatcia Nidioins....: 109 171 149

law York College of , ,

WIWI° 1e4pina..... 350 112 104

Okla collage or

Pediatric Medians..... 512 141 121

hanaylvania Collage of

Pediatric iiiiiCIOess. 01$ 12$ 111

11 141 145

151 132 113

11 AI 51

11, 122 112

loil .16 41'

evmmwstelmearommmempays11.=wupolmeomm mommil

. Some; kiatiaao Immolation of Callow of fo4iaicia,
Widnes

0

I



AI

Table 1-1111-S. Colleges of podlitric nodiolno, stedesksi' and
grahatesi selected feats, 1960-11 thgoegh 1914417S

4.

O.a.....W.10'm.00M.00MMMmhdWooimoWmmMMw0M,WWM,M4beioMMmidpliepmmmPDMOIDWWW~r0

Academic yen Colleges Total lust-yen °WNW
immoomm4emmeMmeOftewilmwromilmmlbillommomemmommi.iwimmoderommloomilemm.m.wrommommemepoWIMAWFW.OP011.0.00..,0wWWM

1976-77....

1975-16. OOOOO 00111111641

WWI/SOSO OOOO e O o4o.,

1972-71...4 ,,,,,, .6

OOOOO 0011001

197041 4,......
1969-70

1961-69. OOOOOOO 0110404

1967-61. 6040411111 OOOOO

1161-67..... OOOOO
1964-65

1112-63. OOOOOOOOO 4

1960-61.

1951-52

5
. 2,195,. 650

5 3,665
S 1,631

S 1,631
S 1,401
S 1,267

S

6
S

S

6=6S18/

1,146

1,097

1,061

924

616

122,

643 496

S61 352

SS1 36S

473 269

319 211

351 242

293 251

331 204 4 i
291 162
363 115'
,117 122

96 151; 114
76 141- . 116

7 0 14 142
1 6 3 1 471

11.111.MIIINIDOMMUMINKOSIMI11

soma: imerlosnOsos of of Colleges of rodlatclo
Iodides.

351
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Table P.11(1. Schools of veterinary medicine and number of

itudends and graduatis: 136445 through 197647

0.000000.WmwmWwftmipmmommimmemommsw0000msems00001Womommewmmaimaimmaimmwm.mmummiamme.ftemomeomes

Year

1............

Schools V Students Graduates

....................
Total First year

.....................................................................
7

1976-77,............... 21 6.571 1,856 19599

1975-76............... 19 69274 1.702 .1.523

1914-75.....:81....... 19 '69'005 19682 1,404

973-7 ............... 19 5,720 19650 1.388

19724 ............... 18 5,439 . . 1,580 1.280

.11;1971- 2...............
.

1970-71...............

18

24

5.149

5.006

1.453

1050
1.258

19239

1969-70............... 18 4.876 1933* 1,165

1968-69... ............ 18 4.779 1,311 1.129

1967-68. (s011oolloolosolei4D 18 4,623 1.315 19rd4

1966/67... ............ 18 4.388 1,305 9d3

1965- 66............... 18 4.119 1.242 910

1964-65............... 18 3.864 1.139 874

M.M1100 ..../rIMMINNONN .1111.0.041...1...IPOMPM.OM700.10MOM #104 0MI .11401MY

Source: Journal of.the American Veterinary medical

Association. March t. 1977 and prior annual issues. I

,

0

it

0



Table A.11)1, Yojection of firstloar tnrolloents in U.1. school' of veterinary ooditine:

ocodomic years 1911.71 through 1917.11 0

00000410001000010m000004.0010100100000100000000000000000001000100000000000000

Piejection series

Low Series;

4

Includes:

ill Orowth in 76.79 is mandated

by P.L. 14.04

Three new schools

(3) Increase at U, of Calif. in

79.00'

.141 go.autanoaous growth ,

Wit Series:

6040mamememolo

TOW000.11,41,401001,41,0,044

Total tow striesolemossoosomeop.e

Additional new schools (2)4 OlOO11$000.11

'Autonomous growth (Il)oemploolooloolo
A

High Series:

1971.77 1971.76 1911.79

1,156 IF .11936 1,113

1,036 1,936 2,025

71156 1,936 2902S

1919.11 1911.11 1911.-11

i,13$ 1,161 1o191

2,161 2,209 2,296

21130' 2,165 11190
owl WO 43 00 o

IN
........... 'Lk

Total 000000 weemissimee ml.
,

Idol low series ......................

Additional new schools (3),.,.......,,

Auboftmous growth (140%).........e

1,156 1,936 2,025

1,856

..

..

1,936

..
2;1125

.

..

0A

4

Y t

353 4

A

i0

22 44 66.

2077 2,243 2,341

2438 2,165 2,190

.. .. 40

... ..
111

354



Tabli'MYTWProjection'of iirst-year enrollaents in U.S. tchdois of veterinary medicine:

acalemic,years'1977-78 through 1987.88

Icont1

.=.41010411.M...1.1.0001140ftlM00.0.041.0000.01N111111P11101011111411111M1.0014Ei0M011610110

Projection seri4.1

low Series:

5;5;;;;"

(1) Growth in 78-79 is mandated

94:411

'(1) Thtee new schools

(3) Increase atilt of Calif, in

T9-86

(4) No autonomous 'growth

/1. 1

C Basic Series
.

fotaLim,,,,,,,swellliomes. 2,403 2,465 29512 29534 2,556 ' 2,518

Totek low seri s .0011,111.1111difite$61011 i:iii 2,226 29220 29220, 2,220 2,220

Additional new, schools (21,,,,,,,,,,,,, 95, 135 160 160 160 160

Autonomous growth ill)14o,ommiwpae1 88,, 110 132
I'?

154 176' 198

NigiNeries:

1982.83 1983.84 1984-85 1985.8i 1986 -87

2,220 2,220 1.2i2p

447-88.

20220 21220 2,220

............

1

'Total 14W 00000 1 o

Additio4t,new schools

Autonomous growth

'11F0

1/ Base year, actual number,

2,471 2,550

Tirmito

95 135

156 195 Q

11106'ftelmilll'IMMIIIMPIPOWWWWWWOMO

2,654 '2008: 1,772 21811.

2,220 .2,220. 24220,

215 240, 240

273 312, '151:

2,220
200

234

Source; Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association, V a 170, NO. 50 March 1.



Table A.-10 'Geographic distribution of.ent4iiiii cliiftflettrimiri slidemti in the if.8.'achogs:
, ieldelii.iferi 1978'17 - 't ,:'!'.

OWNSSSO.M210.WWWaOWSSSWS;WWWWONDOOSSOSPOWOSWOSO.00.MISWWMSOMOIOSSIOMOSO
.

Unimersitiek;4.
..,

N..,

,

t . rotat,1 rn itatifornirrii1;reeraeor;frIrrel."-rm70

Residence., ,

SOSSoOMOIWOwSONWOOSIO
WWWS.WOONOWOOSOMWOOSIONWONOWO WBOOpOWSNOWOOS.O.SOWNOON

1058 ,115 94 125 75 48 86
Total first yeartv...;...:

Alaska .,44.!1441114 444 SSI
Arltona 000000 SeassAies444016

ltkangatesiiii o oo o UrsUUUSio,

411fOrniaoYouUuo isUpsioess.
Colorado.. 00 0000000000 oo .......

oo oo oo .our
District Of Columbia...,;.......

Florida

Georpla o 000 4110 000
11414ii1oo
Idaho..

411iroim 0000000 o 000

Indiana 000000000 .6 o 000 .1141

Iowa

Manses
.

Aentucky 000000 0000

Louisiana 000000 000

Maine

Forytan.o o o 00000

rassachusetts.i. 000 fuoveguisel

Ilichicanh 00000 seleuseso o o

Minnesota....,

Missistinoi oo 000 00000

Missouri

Montana... 0000000 essuiusso4

000 oo t o

0000 o 1.4

NWHOMPShiregOO,'06$0$406.00104,0
hew

New 00000

New Mexico.

.' *North Carolina o 00000

North Dakota. 1601040 oo oo 0001000

Ohipill 000 OS'

Oklahoma., 000000 oo .«.....

OregeneeS o ; 000

.PrIsp011yania. 04 0000 o

ihOde 410,14sloomos000mmoo

A-67,

357

oissmsomooMpaassefONOSnoloo Shomesss...s oosSIMOSIONOSosomsSIO

8 .56 P5b

16 so

24 .4.

92

10
r.

8

1
r.

2

41 r.

41

13

77 o
57 os

91

76

'32 214

56 oo

4

25 4.

13

113

54 --

22 15

66

10 d-

21

8

5

29

58 os

11 04

35 26

14

105 '410

60 os

.10 oo

73

4 Oa

'OS

WO'

92

4S

So

"
.0 0

W S

OW

WO

O a

OW

0

MO

oS:

SO

10

61

.
SO

s.

so

op

.
-.

MO

(

.
WO

a0 00
mu .',, WO WO

OW '00
..

M.

O W S
so. OS

so oo oo '....

9 :SO 00. WS

1.

WO SO OS ..

.4' ...b.' OS / WO

SO jil OS

SO 'OO
, 4 .. ..

.3,
e el

, WO.
58 ...

.. .. ..
. .. ..

'.... .. ..
. .. ..

oS
'6' i .. ..

. , .. .. .. ..

..
2 .. .. ..

..
. ..

1 ..

..' ..
1 OIS'' OW
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Table A.,1 X-3:, Geographic distribution of entering class of vettrinerV,students In the U.S. 'schools:

academic year, 1976.77 font) 1'

Residence Universities, 1
)
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Table A-IX-4. Number of active veterinarians and

veterinarian / population ratios, jiy geographic.

,

divksion and State:- .1975 :(cont')

. . *
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ARPENDIA.A

getho do logy and ,Detailed legliremeata

the health manpower .requirements projections presented earlier in
. this .report were made using the PrOject SOAR requirements model ,

developed by 'the Manpower Analyiis Branch, Bureau of. Health Manpower.
ThiS Appendix provides 'a teChniCal overview. of the modelling
methodology,. and describes some major potential developments thkt, may
substintiallsy influence the present health are delivery systeth: '

Finally, this Appendix provides a summary of apptoaches and findingt
from studies that attempt to.meagure current imbalances in supply and,
requirements for physicians.

The current 'first generation generaL requirements model, termed the
"SOAR,' model, was originally developed as part of Project SOAR
(Supply Output and Requirements), and represents an initial effort to
provide deciAion makers, analysts, and plenners with rationally
derived data for formulating4olicy decisions, legislative proposals,
and vrogram options. The model was conceived to respond to the
question, "How much ,manpower will be required byt the future health
care. syst4m under certain specific conditions? Ir The developers
selected a dead-graphic wojection'method as the most straightforward
way to retpond to immediate questions on future ma0power -
requirements. Using thilimethod, the SOAR requirements model
projects U.S. popuilletby age, sex, and income subgroup to 1980,
1985 And 1990. Fo c' -.population subgroup, a utilization rate for
each of 18 types of health. service setting (e.g., .general medical
office.visiia inpatient hospital admission, nursing home stay,. etc.),
was estimated from recent National Health 'Interview Survey data and
other .sources. Although projections of the iotal,:populationes
'utilization of specific,types of care are obtained by
cross - multiplying the projected size of each '.population subgroup by
its'associated utilization rate, these -specialty-orientecLestimates
will not be presented until additional work is done on these
important parameters of the model.

The foregqiing, procedure des9ribes the first stage or oframewollin
phase of file model. In the second,..stage, the model incorporates
changes .in utilization-which largely represent a continuation of
recent trends in.the delivery of care..,In an effort to avoid the
problems of trend models, as discussed elsewhere in the. report (see.
Chapter 3), the model introduces adjustments for past changes in consumer

.B-1
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prices for various health services, coupled with changes in per capita
utilization:--...heseimodifications to the "fixed coefficient" model are
computed by first\miking linear extrapolations of per capita
utilization trends foi)particular health services, after adjusting for
price change. Specifically, a "nondollar" utilization trend is
computed for each-health bervice setting considered' in the model ,b/
removing t.ie.effects of changes ,in consumer price fram ,throughout the
historiC per-capita utilization trend.' 1/ .Consumer price is defined
as the cross- product of -average coinsurance for a particular health
\service category, and the Consumer Price Index (CPI) fpr that health
service adjusted by the CPI for all items. This "nondollar" per
capita utilization trend is then projected, using linear regression
techniques, to each of the target years 1980, 1985, and 1990. The
adjusted CPI and average coinsurance are independently projected as
linear extrapolatiens, and future arverage'per capita utilization rates
recomputed for each of the target years. Alternative
requirements estimates, where shown, represent' different choices of
price elasticity of demand coefficients, that is, alternative rates of
consumer responsiveness to price change for a given personal health
service are assumed in the model. The reader should be aware,.
however, that the alternate requirements estimates were not
developed to represent the extreme values that the model's
parameters might assume. The values chosen far elasticities are
inclined to be conservative, and no deviations from recent prick
trends are, assumed-, except in instances where price iq deliberately
held constant for analytical purposes. The parameter values used,

1/ The equation for obtaining the "nondollar" trend line, alpha, II:

alpha = U/ (PIS *4184 I

Future utilization (UflPis thus computed as:

U' = alpha * (PI) * *B

Where = historic utilizaMqp per person;,P = provider price;
I = average coinsurance; and B, the? exponent,, = Trice elasticity
of demand, which is always negative.

The alternate 'elasticity coefficients -used. in the equations are: -0.14
and -0.30 for medical office services; -0.08 and -0.20 for short-term
hospital sew/Ices; -0.16 and 71.00 for dental office services; -0.07.
and no 'alternate for pharmacy services. The utilization adjustment
for, nursing home rvice is from Chiswick, B.R. The DemSnit for
Nursing Home Cate' v Analysis of the Substitution Between Institutional
aid Nbninstituti 1 re. The Journal of Human Resources, Vol. XI,
No. 3, 1936, pp. 95-316.

B- 2
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though, .w re chosen to repre4 a,consenaus estimates fr receAt
studies ftom the health edo ics litecaturrand the most recently
available data from the Soci curity-AdMinistration, the National. Center
for Health" Statistics, the Bureau of Labor. Statigtics, and other sources,.

It is important to: note that the "nondollar" utilization trend
represents a componentof utilization which measures all determinants
of utilization not accounted for by price.. The trend is not
necessarily a pure br even a predominant measure of any single
influence. Patient-care physician supply,-forwexamp* can' account
for only about 30 percent of the variance in nondoltar- related
utillization of medical office Services. Alth$ugh no effort was
undertaken to statistically factor'the trend into its constituent
parts, it is expected that such factorstas morbidity, he/alth status,
,education, regional and enyiro ntal differ es, and availability of
health facilities and resebrc to name but Trfew,' would also prove .

bo,be underlying correlates. le ,any inhibition of demand because
of supply contraints could not e determined (which, if-controlled .

tor, would more closely identify, demand defined as the consumer's
willingness and ability to purchase care), the model can partially
gauge the probable effects of demand suppression through price
rationing by assuming a constant provider price throughout the
projection period.

In order, to convert estimates of total utilization of health services
into regirements for health manpower, the number of manpower observed
to be associated with each .,:of the 18 care types in the 1975. base year
was multiplied by tie ratio of estimated utilization in each, target
year to utilization observed as basline. After minor arithmetic
manipulation, including the-introduction of the price trend
adjustments, the desired projections of manpower requirements emerge.

In evaluating this methodologyl, several general quialificationS must be
made. irst, the concept of requirements used here essentially
refleCts-a:projection of the current (1975) utilization of health. care
by segments of thepopulation, rather than the medical "need" for.
health cake. Second, the estimates are based on the' relatio4phip of
health manpower to the health service provided--to the extent that the
services provided or utilized in the baSe year are less than those`
actually "required" or "demanded", the estimiEes of future manpower
requirements will understate thereal demand for health manpower and,
therefore, actual 'requirements for health manpower. ,,Moreover., the per
capita demand estimates generated for the future assume no feedback
from projectAe:13; supply inc rearms. To the extent that'increases in ;

supply lower or raise the price of services and, therefore .affe&t:
demand, the analysis is lacking. Also, to the extent that the supply

o Y-3
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of proiiders 'increases the per cafita demand r services, t
requirements estimates would be biased downwards.

To facilAkate comparisons, Table 8-1 displays gross health manpower
requirements estimates for'years 1980, 1985, and 1990, and supply
estimates tot these years for soledted health manpower.categories.
Table B -2, shows prldicted requirements and supply, comparisons for
physicians. The particular rationale foi these -4*' ,(.

requirements projections are considered in the-chapters deioted toNthe
indiv4tual. disciplines. In general, all requirements estimates
reflecTlAchanges in the debtographic structure of the
populatign, and an adjustment for changes in per oapita utilization of
the respective health services.

The primary requfrenients estimates for' dentists have been made by the
Division of Dentistry, BHR, and appear in the chapter on dentists.
The SOAR 'general mocleiliVas used to Project requirements for dental
services, and whileNrWsults are not presented, the estimates were
sufficiently similar to allow the same conclusions about changes in
requirements versus supply (See. Chapter 5 for discussion).

These projections offer ,an approximate insight into what the balance
of supply and requirehents for selected health praCtitioners may be
in future years. The numbers presented here Are to be Tired as
gross estimates, figures that are still in the preliminary stages- of
evaluation and analysis and which are subject to' change. As such,
simplistic comparisons of supply and requirementS may be somewhat
premature in their implications for decision-raaking activities and
ifurther analytic efforts. 91

As has been stated, one set of requirements estimates (not tabulated)
4.s based on constant service fees throughout the projection period.
with fees held at their 19.75 levels, the model projects physician
requirements in. 1990 to increase only 3 to 6 percent over what the
model forecasts for '1990 when service fees are allowed to vary. In
P art' such a small differences are attributable to the conservative

B=4
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price lasticities ssumed in th .0.1, but the estimates ate
probably not unreali tic in view of the ;modest increases" in real
dollar physician off 6 *es obserVed recent years. 61110en., the
average tell dollar pr of prescription drugs 'is fixed at the 1975
CPI level, 1990 requirements for pharpacists acttsally rise hi( about 5
percent, since the prescription drugs `rice trend has been downward
for the lest several years. While hospital costs' are rising, the
influence, on physician and pharmacy' manpower. reqgirements is not large
because of the- comparativey fewer. numbers working predominately in

4,41
that setting.- .

4..
References hive bee .made to ma j'br contingencies that may substantially
affect the health* re.delivery systern.'' There Are a 'number of .these
developments that re important and could materially alter the
requirements forec lag. made i thiis report, b t Sipenot tak n into

li
account in. the pro t ions pr scrOed. Nation 15Health urance,
expanded roles for m dle4$1 alth practitioner (narse practitioners,
physician assistants, and expanded fUnctiOn -dental auxiliadle7t)4 Health
aaintenance Organizations, and technological advances are potentially .

major sources of future changes in the health care system., Of these,
probably the Rost critical are impendingi changes in the financial
structuring of the health care system through enactment of some form ot
National Health Insurance. The dritical el ents .in any NHI -proposal

itm
are the level of benefits offered' and the level of cost-sharing imposed

., on enrollees. F analytical purposes,. t o archtypalWHI plans were
. considered. The archtypal plans were formulated to cotes medical
office services, short-te5m hospital, medical, surgical and outpatient
benefits, pharmacy services, nursing 'hope care, and dent44,1 services for
.children age 14 and under. With. aierage c nsuranceiset 'at 15 petcent,,

!!..Such a plan instituted in 1980 is estimated to increase overall., : ,

requirements for physicians in '1980 by 7 to 10 percent if it,is :assumed
that no tedudtion inl'ihort-7term ho4dtil uti.lization occurs because of-
increases in iveragtOcoinsurance. Requirements for pharmacists would .

rise substantially; ecaUse of the high average coinsurance' for
pharmaceuticals predicted to be in effect. in 1980.

ac

If average coinsurance in the NHL archtypal plan is set at. 25 percent,
practically nq increase is 'foreseen in physician 'reguirerients over that
forecast for khysicians in. 1980 in the absence of NHI, although pharmacist
requirements in 1980.are estimate* to increase, markedly
under such an NHI Clearly, though, these. are crude estimates
made without-refinements for the multitude. of other variables
which would act to temper health manpower requirements in the event of
National Health Insurance. They are merely offered to pOint out the

a
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extent of difference in t
that reduced, et consumer
through d t/

deliminary analyses have

Lpriceratjusted reguirements e
ost may re. such asmight com

. .

mates -
about,

,also beenundert to assessiethe..effectg'
ot,future employment' of ,e 13anded function aides. The result of this
analysis., effects on physician .

,eq i4emenes--decreases i*y 199.0 on the order of. 2 -3 percent.. This
. eh It is a function of the limited supply f aides which have been

rO.casi; it does not:_imply- that there are no signifAisant positive
ns in itacreased .productvity through mploymerieof aides, onlyt. t so few aides are"..yect d 0 be' available to a propOrtionately

4,,_ la ge wmber of phOsicion s*. r 4 v"--

104 c6v.erjtexhas been considered, but presentation.'
ll, ollt IslYl sgst it-rtme.a.ruation Of some of the model es data onlip timit re expected to available in later reports.

i
Alternative) RegtrItements Methodologies and Estimates410
In addition to the ProjeirSOAR effort, the Bureau of Health Manpower
"has undertaken develogmerlt of other 'methods and approaches. to
determining manpower requirements and supply that. together
permit forecasting of requirements/supOly balances under various
future scenarios. As a result of a recent Bureau-spowored'
litelature surveillance, a report '2/ was re.c'ently-publisked which '-'
prOvides detiiled .reviews of a large pumber ol requirements studies
reported in the literattre. Tiese .studies used many differenC
assumptions and methods 'in Order to establish ',standards" for
reguireblents. All were done irk thefrPast 'decade and most since, 1970..
The remainder of this Appendii briefly comPar4s supply to recommended
requirements standards. from some of these various studies, in order
tb view the ranges of requirements .estimates when nonunifotm: '

assumptions,definitions and _methods used. TheseAsCiMatss are shown,
th Figures. 13-1, 11-2, and .8-3.

1/ A.n explanationof the NHI demand models And -methodologies in' part
employed for these estimates is found in Cultice, James Pl., and 'Cole,
Roger agIapsireljaLlsadv tja nal_H_e4lt ___________________

. -
DHEWDemand fqr Health Hanrugl. Bureau o Health Manpower, HRA, DEW..

Publication No. (HEA) 77-1021Ju,ly, 1976.

2/ ',Review of Health Manpower Population Requirements Standards,"
'DREW publication No. (MBA) 77-22, 1976.
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41.es .of ;41stndardS 'described above have 4be n grOup.e$
mbthed used. .The four Categories of gnethods.are:

(1) tie.ed-Based studies,, waich attempt
manpower to disease rj,dittability
-population.

(2) Pr-' /ofessiOnai-Opinion Base u e
health care delivery to stimatl
ti3'fulfil.1 the demands a po
services or care.

(3) Demand on Utilizatkvi-Bas
rates of a population for
conditions, and then rela
physician productivity.'-

110

(4) /Rio-Based stdes derive
physicians by averageikg,o
statfing patterns fronfron
group practices.

.to relate
prevalent in t

ulie experts in
nplower needed
ion for.

d studies "rely on ,vsit
specific services r ,e visits toaesti tes of

uirements for - 4 .

taking means of
or several prepaid

All of the_requirements are translated into physicians per 100;000"
pojklation. Each study is refloated in the following figures by acircle or triangle*, according to the legend given .on the figures. AA
few f tlese points haveibeeniadjusted. or placed in the figures based
;equ' ement o "nts re e t _f S
on a st estimate within a given "type of stady.lq Bope of the. .

wn .. xis.For each specialty, there is also .r trend line. for the supply ratio,
.estimated by the Bureau, for the period 1975 through 1990, using thetop axis for the reference year.

illialfYC0E9.-
!Figure 8-1 shows requirement estimates for''internal medi6ine,that
range welve-101d. The lower limits of this wide range reflect the
view of those investigators that internists should limit their
practices CO, the'lnore specialized-- secondary and tertiary-7.care. The
hi4hest recommended ratio. 96 per 100,000) reflects the view of that
research that. internists and pediatricians should render all primary
care, ithile'famill'zmedicine and general practice together continue. to
decline in numbers. The, supply .projection for future; years exceeds
all requirements estimates except one, but it_must be ,espicsiagdasain
that most of these requirements estimates rg,14te toihei_eirly:19701s
and the proponents of those esti.Mates may Tr may not rec cnopskIrClarratios through 1990:

f
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Family praCtice and genefal practice requirementsdbstimates also 'Aare
, . a very wide range--over fiVe-fold. Some of the uncertainty over.' .

family practice derives from the lack of concensus as to who shoulk
provide most of the primAry care.. One extreme- View would be that

'physician extenders can fill' this role, therefore lowering the .

requirementg for family practice. An opposite view would. be that all
other specialistsvgradually give up the primary. Care' content of their
practices to family practitioners, thus. raising requirements. While

-family practice is a recogntzed s ecialty, there is still save. : :..,)

confusion on physician and planni over its content definitkom as*
distinct from other specialties. ...

' .'
.

The,supply trend'f r family practice shows an increasing ratio(an0.'
nuper.through 199 but-this-trend Wpredi9tetk on, maintenance of
tbILE present high' d mand'amongstudenfg-Tor a/neir'speCialty,,lack, of
"leakage." out Of family practice thto more narrow specialties, and--'
continued Federal funding of,these.young and somewhat financially
it-agile programs. -

Pediatrics - -like internal. me Omer family practiceand general .

practice - -also has a wide r e of requirement'estimates, again
reflecting some uncertainty er the role of,physician extenders and
also the. sharing of patient opulations between pediatrics and family
practice. Perhaps more t the other primary care specialties,
pediatrics qffers a broad range of proven preventive services which
require physician baCkiip, but not necessarily(direct provision.

'.tettic=gynecology is considered to be 4 primary care specialty by
, the Coordinating. council on Medical Ed4cation and for the purpose of
certain. section of P4 94-484. Insofaras it deals with primary care
problems, it, too; has some ambiguittes with respect to sharing the
patient population with other physicians and with physician extenders.
To the extent that uncomplicated, normal :deliveries Pay be handled by

. nurse midwives, the requirements for obstetricians may be reduced.?
The various regOrements.estimatesfor this specialty cluster more
than for the other primaih care specialties.. This may reflect
surprising unanimity of opinion or simply mean.that 'very disparate
views have not yet gotten -into the literature 'or under the Bureaus
surveillance. The projected supply will be close to present supp110

. and ;also close tobut on the high side.df--current literature'
citations..
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Ar Figure .B-2 Shows -requirements estimates for eight. of the major ),

hurgical fields. until practice content profiles are developed, it is
not' possible to state how much .overlapOthere is between and oblong
surgeons in terms of-the spectrum of problems with which they deal.
In. the cases of urology and ophthalmologic -surgery, there is probably
very, little'overlap with other surgical gpecialties,.'but ophthalmology
overlaps' considerably with optometry.' 'Otolaryngology overlapsitith
offal surgery.t thoracic surgery, -neUro,surgeryc plastic surgery,

'-e singer y, genekal surgery and--in the case. ofitOnslectomies--there is 8411 an overlap with- general practitioners.
:9

.'7-- s

'The content of surgical training- and ,practice do overlap with the .

`U.dical specialties historically -and, of necessity. Every time a
surgeon, operates on .a person with diabetes or a° heart problem it is
not necessary to have 'a diabetologist or cardiologist in th4 operating

[ room. The surgeon must. have a general knowledge of common medical _'

problems and their- treatMent. It may be that this. need for
cross- specialty inkoriiation goes deeper `for surgeons than for primary.
care or mediCal subs salty physicians and- their required depth of
knowledge of surgical Management.

'V 4, e... . .

This point may be iMpoi-ot. ant -if the future tends tb restrict surgeons .

more to the operating room as "technicians", and'they become isolated
from office-based practice.' Fewer surgeons will be needed under these
conditions, but t_b,e^overallquaiiity. of care they delivery would have
to be examined closely if theV, are isolated from primary Are ;bind the
ambulatory world from which most cif their patients' come and to which
they cope to return-after surgery. V.
The, most noteworthy atpect of the surgeon requirement estimates shbwn
in Figure 8-'2 is that the physician-populationCratios are roughly half
those charted for the primary care specialties. Surgeon, requirements
are Oyer, overall, than nonsurgeon requirements precisely because the
events with which they deal are less common in occurrence.

.Surgical` events are also usually discrete so that the role of the
surgeon is more readily definable. This has the potential.of making (.

requirements forecasting more uniform: most methods or
,moels--regardless4Of, data boe--relate more closely to needs sinbe it
is .tha withtwat wth the broad coverage for acute hosittal care that
-exists in this country and due to the fact that most surgical
.conditions. have recognizable presenting symptoms, mosi-of the
,-,biological need for. surgery is being met. These facts and Opinions
together perhaps explain- why the various surgeon regoirements *tadies
cluster within a narrower range of ratios than do the primary care
requirements estimates disceased earlier.

.
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opathalmology is shown in Figure B-2 as a surgical specialty: but/-only
a small percentage pf an ophthalmologist's time is spent in surgery.
The bulk of their time is spent doing primary vision care tncluding
refractions, which are also done by optometrists:. Estimating
requirements for these two specialties for vision care is most
'difficult. Perhaps the reservoir of unmet surgical need fox an
ophthalmologist's services has beentunderestimated in the past. More
consideration must be given to defining the magnitude of unmet need in
this specialty through such programs as vision fcreening and geberal
eye evaluation in the schools.
Otolaryngology is another surgical specialty in which nonsurgical
procedures occupy a great deal o time,44ot'4rla ping with many of the
competencies held by primary care physicians. In 1972, forty-one
percent of otolaryngologists operative vorklo d was made up of
tonsillectomies. While there has been a 19 percent decrease in the
rate for this procedure between 1970 and 1974, the' indications for
tonsillectomy and rates for the procedure ate (likely to undergo
aintinued downward revisions. Asa result, the requires.ent estimates
from the literature, as shown in Figure- B-2, may also be revised.
dowewar3 in futuresstudiek. .

. .

Psychiatry (

-

. .

.
-:re

. .

AtigAre ,B1-3shows-the requirements ratios and supplysprojections for
, psychiatrists. Psychiatry shows a greater range of requirements'
estimates than any otfiEr,specialty., there is little information
,available on which to evaluate the significance -of such\a.diversity of
estimates.-.perhaps"the breadth.pf opinions reflects the un6irtainty ..

as to aow much psychiatric care society believes it needs or 'can
afford. The use of mental health counsellors with masters degree ,. \.

levels of *raining has no .been' fully explored} pet, nor has':the role
of psychologi4tS at tie Ph.D.: lev.el teen well specified 'in these many
studies of psychiatry manpower requirements. Organizational changesV are being.callftd for inithe &livery of rental 'Wealth and counselling
services. These vementS are quatitat-ively difficult to measure in
-terms of manpower equirements.-

..

Once again, it' muSt be 'emphasizeCthat Figdr4-B-1' through B-1-3
kepreqent estimates of requirements gleaped using a variety -of
assumptions,-methOdologiet from.a-reVie'w of tile-literature. Each
study .has uniqde advantages and imitations. '.The.Hureau of Health

.14ahpower,does not.endorse or-necessarily refute any of theSe studies.

In addition, the impoSition of projected slip ly figdres developed by
the Bureau of Health Manpower on the 'requiremeints estimates does.00t .

imply that supply should be brought any, closer to one-or any of
severaiiequirements'estimates: The foregoing discussions pointed ut.
:''only a few of the limitations of these, requirements estimates for .0
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in projecting future requirements. Lt is currently the function of
GMENAC to consider such matters and advise tae SeCcetary on further
studieS or assessments that need to be made to eventually bring th'e
graduate medical, educiCtion system into numerical harmony with future
physician requirements.

r
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...Table 011. 1194'

or
Current supp y end predicted fegalrements for,6ealth manpoWer In 1900, 1985. end 19901

Protect 501011ndel lin ihousendsI

ilealth manpower

1110011.11411114__
1i75.-71190

1975 percent

supply, 1900 . 1985 1990 Increase

fatal physidiens

adMi igma=r-
range

11.0.'s 364.5 408.5-611.5 461.9-471.3 521.9-549.5 ,43-51

P.O.,, 14.0 15.9 18.1-18,5 20.7-21.6 48-54

Optometrlkts 1/

Podiatrists 1/.`

Pherecists 1/
Veterinarians 1/

1

19.1

, 7:3
122.5L,

31.8

22.1

9.1

146.4

41.4

24.0

12.8

161.4

4.34

25.9

16.1

110.3

51.3

30

121

55

61

. . 1/ Alternative requirements estimates were not mode for optometrIstaj'phermecIsts,

.podiatrists, end'veler neriens.
J

s'
,

Hotel T ese.esti ices are prolAsionei"end subject to revNion before the final draft of this

report Is prepared. Air estimates assume that supply end; requirements Ware In balance In 19151 that

price etesticityremeins constant) that the' trends In nun - dollar determinants Alf health cor

utiliretion do not substantially change between 1975 end,199111''end twit no care or manpower

'Substitutions occur between manpower types or cure categories. i .

, s. f
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